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ADVERTISEMENT.

With the present volume, the labours of the undersigned as

Editor of the Biblical Repository, close . As its Founder and

Conductor, he has now for four years devoted his best time

and talents to the work , and has been cheered in his progress

by the high approbation of eminent christian scholars and

divines in this and foreign lands . But this approbation has

been won, and the work hitherto sustained , at an expense of

time and labour, for which nothing in the shape of adequate re

muneration has been received by the Editor,-farther than the

consciousness of not having laboured in vain . Under these

circumstances, and bowed down with broken health, he

feels it to be a duty which he owes to himself, to his family,

and perhaps to the churches, to withdraw from the station which

he has hitherto occupied as the conductor of a public Journal.

In thus retiring from this more public station , it is by no

means the subscriber's intention to abandon the field of labour

in which it has so long been the business and solace of
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his life to hold a humble place. But whether his days shall

be prolonged for the completion of other works illustrative of

the Bible, or whether his race of life, be soon to close, he

THY WILL, O GOD, BE DONE !
would ever say ,

E. ROBINSON.

Boston , Oct. 1, 1834.
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ART. I. HISTORICAL VIEW OF THE SLAVIC LANGUAGE IN

ITS VARIOUS DIALECTS ; WITH SPECIAL

THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE .

REFERENCE TO

Continued .

B. WESTERN SLAVI.

Not so

1. History of the Bohemian Language and Literature.

Of all the Slavic languages, the Bohemian dialect with its

literature is the only one which can, in the mind of the evangeli

cal theologian, excite a more than general interest.

much indeed by its own nature, in which it differs little from

the other Slavic languages ; but by those remarkable circum

stances, which in the night of a degenerate Catholicism ,made

the Bohemian tongue, with the exception of the voice of Wick

liffe, the first organof truth . Wickliffe's influence, however great

and decided it may have been , was nevertheless limited to the

theologians and literati of the age ; his voice did not find that

responding echo among the common people, which alone is able

to give life to abstract doctrines. It was in Bohemia, that the

spark first blazed up into a lively flame, which a century later

spread an enlightening fire over all Europe. The names of

Huss and Jerome of Prague can never perish ; although less

success has made them less current than those of Luther and

Melancthon. In no language of the world has the Bible been

studied with more zeal and devotion ; no nation has ever been

more willing to seal their claims upon the Word of God with

their blood. The long contests of the Bohemians for liberty of

conscience, and their final destruction , present one of the most

Vol . IV . No. 15. 54
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I

1

M

1

1

heart-rending tragedies to be found in human history. Not less

ready to maintain their convictions with the pen than with the

sword, the theological literature of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and

the first twenty years of the seventeenth centuries, is of an ex

tent , with which that of no other Slavic language can be com

pared . It is true, however, that most of these productions bear

decidedly the stamp of the period in which they were written .

Dictated by the polemical spirit of the age, and for the most part

directed by one protestant party against another, there is very

little to be found in them to gratify the Christian, or from which

the theological student of the present day could derive any other

than historical instruction . On the other hand, while the theo

logical literature of all the other Slavic nations is almost exclu

sively limited to sermons, catechisms, prayer-books, and other

devotional exercises, among the Bohemians alone do we meet

with exegetical researches and interpretations, founded on a sci

entific examination of the original text of the Scriptures .

Having thus acknowledged the claims of the theologian

first, we must add , that other departments of the Bohemian lit

erature are equally rich , and most of them cultivated with a bet

There is indeed hardly any science or art, in which

the Bohemians have not to boast of eminent names . But the

talent for which this nation is the most distinguished , is that of

music. A fondness for music and a natural gift to execute it, is in

deed common to all Slavic nations ; but whilst their talent is most

ly confined to a susceptible ear, and a skill in imitating,-for the

Russians and Poles possess some celebrated musical performers,
though very few distinguished composers - the talent ofthe Bo

hemian is of a far higher order. He unites the spirit of harmo

ny which charaeterizes the Germans, with the sweet gift ofmel

ody belonging to the Italians , and thus seems to be the true ideal

of a complete musician . A great part of the most eminent

names among German composers are Bohemians by birth ; and

there is hardly any thing which strikes theAmerican andEng

Jish traveller in that beautiful region more, than the generality of

a gift so seldom met with in their own countries.

Bohemia , until the sixth century , was inhabited by a Celtic

race, the Boji . After them the country was called Boiohe

mum , i , e. home of the Boii ; in German still Böheim . The

Boii were driven to the south -west by the Markomanns ; the

ter taste .

" More generally contracted into Böhmen .
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Markomanns were conquered by the Lombards. After the

downfall of the great kingdom of Thuringia,in themiddleof the

sixthcentury, Slavic nations pushed forward into Germany, and

the Tchekhes settled in Bohemia, where an almost deserted

country offered them little or no resistance. The Tchekhes,

a Slavic race , came from Belo - Chrobatia, as the region north

of the Carpathian range was then called. Their name has

been usually explained from that of their chief, Tchekh ; but

Dobrovskymore satisfactorily derives it from ceti, cjti, to begin,

to be the first ; according to him Tchekhes signifies much the

same as Front- Slavi. The whole person of Tchekh has rather

a mythological than a historical foundation. The whole history

of this period, indeed, is so intimately interwoven with poetical

legends, and mythological traditions, that it seems impossible at

the present time to distinguish real facts from poetical ornaments.

The hero of the ancient chronicles Samo, the just Krok , Libus

sa the wise and beautiful, and the husband of her choice, the

peasant Perzmnislas, all move in a circle of poetical fietion .

There is, however, no doubt that there is an historical founda

tion for all these persons ; for tradition only expands and em

bellishes, but rarely, if ever, invents.

What we have said in our introduction , in regard to the ves

tiges of an early cultivation of the Slavic nations in general , must

be applied to the Tchekhes particularly. * The courts of jus

tice in which the just Krok and his daughter presided , andwhich

the chronicles describe to us, present indeed a wonderful mix

ture of the sacred forms of a well-organized society, and of that

patriarchical relation ,which induced the dissenting parties to

yield with childlike submission to the arbitrary decisions of the

prince's wisdom . According to the chronicles, so early as A.

D. 722, Libussa kept a pisak, or clerk, literally writer ; and

2 The country along the banks of the Vistula. According to oth

er writers, Belo -Chrobatia was the name of the country on both sides

of the Carpathian chain . In some old chronicles the Tchekhes are

said to have come from Croatia, which induced more modern histo

rians to suppose them to have emigrated from the present Croatia ;

others suppose that under this name Chrobatia was understood .

3 In his essay Ueber den Ursprung des Namen ĉech, Prague and

Vienna, 1782. In his later works he confirms this opinion ; see Ge

schichte der böhmischen Sprache und alten Literatur, Prague, 1818, p .

65.

* See above, p. 333, 347.
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her prophecies were written down in Slavic characters. The

same princess is said to have founded Prague. A considerable

number of Bohemian poems, some of which have been only re

cently discovered, are evidently derived from the pagan period .

Libussa's choice of the country yeoman Perzmislas for her hus

band, in preference to her noble suitors, indicates the early ex

istence of a free and independent peasantry. All these scatter

ed features are however insufficient to give us a distinct picture

of this early period ; and here , as among all other Slavic nations,

history commences only with the introduction of Christianity.

The small states originally founded by the Tchekhes, were first

united into one dukedom during the last years of Perzmislas ;

while under his son Nezamysl, in the year 752, they are said to

have first distributed the lands in fee, and to have given to the

whole community a constitutional forin .

The name of Boii, Bohemians, was transferred to the

Tchekhes by the neighbouring nations . They continued to call

themselves Tchekhes, as they do even now. ' The Moravians,

a nearly related Slavic race, who probably came to these re

gions at the same time with the Tchekhes, called theinselves

Morawčik ,4 from Morawa, morass, a name frequently repeated

4 In writing Russian and Servian names , we have adapted our

orthography to the English rules of pronunciation, so far namely

as English letters are able to express sounds partly unknown to all

but Slavic nations. The Poles and Bohemians however, who use the

same characters as the English ,have a right to expect that in writing

their national names in the English language, their orthography

should be preserved ; just as it is in the case of the French, Spaniards,

Italians, etc. No English writer would change French or Spanish

names according to the English principles of pronunciation. We con

sequently alter letters only in cases where otherwise a foreigner, unac

quainted with the Bohemian language, would find an absolute impos

sibility of pronouncing them correctly ; following in this the example

of most German writers, and of those Bohemian authors who write

in German. Thus we put i for the consonant j, which the Bohemian

uses, with a shade of pronunciation inexpressible by letters, for the

vowel i ; thus above, Morawčik instead of Morawējk, etc. A few

words will be sufficient to explain what else may be peculiar in their

way ofexpressingsounds familiar to other nations ; thus č is pronounc

ed tch ; ŝ=sh ; ſ the same sound softer ; ř = r followed by a soft

sibilant ; cis in every case pronounced like ts ; hence Janocky must

be pronounced Janotsky ; Rokycana, Rokytsana ; Ctibor, Tsibor, etc ,

The vowels a, e, i, y, are every where to be pronounced as in father,

they, machine,frisky.
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in Slavic countries. Until A. D. 1029 they were as a people

entirely separated from the Bobemians. They had formed dif

ferent petty states ; their chiefs were called Knjazi, like those

of their eastern brethren . The ancient Moravia however

spread far beyond the limits of the present country of this

name,and extended deep into Hungary . Hence this portion of

the Slavic race was also generally comprised under the name of

the Papponic Slavi . We have shown above , in the history of

the Old Slavonic language, that Moravia, then for a short peri

od a powerful kingdom , was the principal theatre of Methodius'

exertions. As at this time Christianity had been already intro

duced into these regions, and the kings Rostislav and Svatapluk,

as well as most of their subjects, were already baptized, it is very

probable, that they were induced by motives of policy to send

to Constantinople for a christian teacher. Oppressed by the

Germans, the usurpations of whoseemperors were in a certain

measure sanctioned by the chair of Rome, they desired to se

cure for themselves in the Byzantine court a powerful ally .

After the dissolution of the Moravian kingdom in A. D. 1029,

the present Moravia fell to Bohemia ; was separated from it re

peatedly in the course of the following centuries; and at length,

in the beginning of the seventeenth century, became together

with this kingdom an ingredient part of the Austrian states.

TheMoravians were among the earliest Slavic tribes convert

ed to Christianity. As early as the seventh century a consid

erable portion of them were baptized by German priests. It was

however not before the first half of the ninth century, that the

first christian missionaries entered Bohemia. In the year 845,

fourteen Bohemian princes were baptized at Ratisbon. In the

year 894 the duke Borzivog, the head of the nation , received

baptism ; but his successors went back to idolatry, and with them

the greatest part of the people. Christianity was not firmly es

tablished in these regions before the second half of the tenth cen

tury . At this time, theSlavic liturgy introduced by Methodius

into Moravia, was already in some measure, by the indefatigable

exertions of the Roman-German priesthood , superseded by the

Latin worship . Thus it never was established in Bohemia ; with

the exception of a few churches, attached to convents founded

expressly in memory of the Slavic saints, Jerome, Cyril , and

Methodius. Their inmates however were expelled in favour of

German -Bohemian monks, or they died ; and with them disap
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peared every vestige of the innovations of Cyril and Methodius.

Hence the Old Slavic language and the noble translation of the

Bible extant in it , have exercised only an inconsiderable influ

ence on the Bohemian idiom.5

Bohemia, under the sovereignty of ber dukes, and from A. D.

1198 under that of kings, was independent of the German em

pire, or at least did not belong to its circles ; it recognized how

ever a kind of sovereignty in that powerful neighbour, and the

kings of Bohemia deemed it an honour to belong to the seven

Electors, who chose the worldly head of Christianity. In the

year 1306 , the last male descendant of Perzmislas was murder

ed. His house bad reigned in Bohemia in uninterrupted suc

cession , although the kingdom was properly not bereditary, but

elective, like Germany, Hungary and Poland. After a short in

terval , the crown of Bohemia fell by succession to the house of

Luxemburg, and thus became several times united with the Ro

man imperial crown. Under the emperor Charles IV, Bohe

mia rose to the summit of its lustre. It was he who founded ,

A. D. 1348, the university of Prague, the first Slavic institution

of that description . Under his successor, Wenceslaus, the war

of the Hussites began. In the year 1457, the Bohemians main

tained their right of election by placing George Podiebrad, a Bo

hemian, on the throne. The wisdom and equity of this individual

justified their choice . In A. D. 1527, Ferdinand I , archduke

of Austria, was elected king, and from that time the Bohemians

have never again been able to detach themselves from Austria ;

with the exception of a short interval, during which the unfor

tunate palatine Frederic, known in the history of the thirty years'

war, was placed on their throne. During the fifteenth, sixteenth ,

and the first half of the seventeenth centuries, Bohemia was al

most without interruption the theatre of bloody wars and con

tests in behalf of their religious liberties. Then came the aw

ful stillness of death , which reigned for more than an hundred

5 On the fate of the Old Slavic liturgy and language in Bohemia ,

see Dobrovsky's Geschichte der böhm. Sprache, etc. pp. 46–64.

6 According to the Pole Soltykowicz, Casimir the Great laid the

foundation of the bigh school of Cracow , as early as A. D. 1347 ; but

it is certain, that this institution was not organized before 1400 ;

whilst the papal privilege granted for the University of Prague is dat

ed A. D. 1347, and the imperial charter in A. D. 1348. Jerome of

Prague, one of its most celebrated professors, was invited to Cracow in

1409 to assist in the organization of that institution .
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years over this exhausted , agonized country. For its revival

and its presentcomparatively flourishing condition , it is indebt

edto its own rich natural resources, and to the wiser policy and

milder dispositions of the more recent Austrian sovereigns .

The Bohemian language is the common property not only of

the Bohemians and the Moravians, constituting together about

three and a half millions in number, but also of nearly two

millions of Slovaks, those venerable remains of the ancient Sla

vic settlements between the Carpathian mountains and the riv

ers Theiss and Danube. This people, so nearly related to the

Tchekhes, occupy the whole north -western part of Hungary ,and

are besides this, scattered over that whole kingdom . They

speak indeed a dialect or rather several dialects, essentially dif

ferent from the language spoken in Bohemia and Moravia ; but

the circumstance of their having, since the Reformation , chosen

the Bohemian for their literary language, amalgamates their con

tributions to literature with those of the Bohemians, and gives

theman equal right to the productions of these latter.

Of all the modern Slavic languages , the Bohemian was the

first cultivated . Two bishops of Merseburg, Boso towards the

middle of the tenth century, and Werner at the close of the

eleventh, as also fifty years later another German priest, Bruno,

were above all active in promoting the holy cause of Christiani

ty by religiousinstruction. The applicationof Latin characters

to Slavic words had been long since familiar to the German

priesthood ; inasmuch as very early attempts had been made to

convert the subjugated Slavic tribes, scattered through the north

of Germany,

They now were applied to the Bohemian, so far as writing

was requisite for religious instruction . According to the old

chronicles, there were even some regular schools erected in

those early times, one at Budec, near Prague, and another some

what later in Prague itself, where Latin was taught. Be this as

it may, the Latin and German languages had an early influence

on the formation of the Bohemian. Many foreign words were

adopted and amalgamated with the language ; still more were

formed from native roots, after the model of those two idioms.

In later times this capacity of the Bohemian has been greatly

improved ; it being one of the few languages which , in philoso

phy, theology and jurisprudence, have not borrowed their termin

ology from the Latins and Greeks, but formed their own technical

expressions for ideas received only in part from other nations. The
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extraordinary refinement of the Bohemian verb we have mention

ed in our characteristic of the Slavic languages in general. * In

respect to free and independent construction, it approaches the

Latin ; by its richness in conjunctions it differs essentially from

the Russian, and is able toimitate the Greek in all its lighter

shades. Thus it yields neither in copiousness nor in pliability,

neither in clearness nor in precision, to any other Slavic lan

guage ; while in respect to lexical and grammatical cultivation

it issuperior to all of them . The Bohemian alone of all the

Slavic languages, has hitherto succeeded in imitating perfectly

the classic metres ; although the same degree of capacity for

them is acknowledged in the Southern - Slavic dialects.

After so muchwell deserved praise , we must also mention

that in respect to sound , the reproach of harshness and want of

euphony has been inade with more justice to none of the Slavic

tongues. It is true, that all the reasons by which we have above

seen the Slavic languages in general defended, t apply with equal

weight to the Bohemian in particular. It appears also, that this

apparent harshness is more a production of modern times than a

necessary ingredient of the original language ; for the ancient

Bohemian of legends and popular songs, sounds by far more

melodious , and the dialects spoken by the Slovaks, which are

kindred to the Old Bohemian, are full of vowels, and are even

distinguished from the other Slavic tongues by diphthongs. On

the other hand , it cannot be denied that the accumulation of con

sonants, in which the Bohemian surpasses by far not the Polish,

but the southern and eastern languages, and its peculiar prefer

ence of the vowels e and i over the fuller sounding a , o, u , do

not add to the euphony of the language ; although it seems sin

gular to bring forward such a reproach against a people so dis

tinguished for their musical talent.

The history of the Bohemian literature may be divided into

five periods.

The first comprises the whole interval from our first knowl

edge of the Tchekhes to the influence of Huss ; or from A. D.

550 to A. D. 1400.

The second period comprises a full century, from Huss to the

general diffusion of the art of printing.

The third period , the golden age of the Bohemian literature,

comprises about the same interval, and extends to the battle at

the White Mountain , A. D. 1620.

* See above, p. 339, 340. | See p. 343 .
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The fourth period, extends from the battle at the White

Mountain to the revival of literature in 1774-1780.

The fifth period, covers the interval from 1780 to the present

time .

FIRST PERIOD ,

From the first settlement of the Tchekhes, A. D. 550, to John Huss, A. D. 1400,

Ofthe language of the Tchekhes as it existed when they first

settled in Bohemia, nothing is left, except the names they gave

to the rivers, mountains, and towns , and those of their first chiefs.

All these names entitle us to conclude, that their language was

then essentially the same as at the present time, though more

nearly approaching the Old Slavonic. ". The first certain written

documents of the language are not older than the introduction of

Christianity. Therewere indeed discovered, about ten years

ago, some fragments of poetry, whichappear tobe derived from

the pagan period . The manuscript has been deposited in the

Museum of Prague, and the bigh beauties and evident antiquity

of these poems have secured them warm advocates and ad

miring commentators, But the circumstance that Dobrovsky

doubts of their genuineness , induces us to regard this point at least

as not incontestable.
Another highly valuable fragment is the

celebrated manuscript of Königinhof, discovered in the year

1817 by the librarian Hanka, half buried among rubbish and

worthless papers . This collection, the genuineness of which is

not subject to any doubt, contains likewise severalpoems, the orig

7 First communicated in the periodical Krok, Vol. I. Pt. III. p. 48–

61. Rokawiecki, Hanka, čelakowsky, and Schaffarik, maintain their

authenticity.

8 In a chamber attached to the church of Königinhofor Kralodwor.

It was published by Hanka in 1819, with a translation in modern

Bohemian and in German, under the title Rukopis Kralodworskyor

Manuscript of Königinhof. According to Dobrovsky, who formed his

judgment from the writing, this remarkable manuscript belongs to the

interval from about A. D. 1290 to A. D. 1310. From the numbers

of the chapters and books into which it is divided, it appears that the

collection comprised three volumes, and that the manuscript thus acci

dentally rescued from oblivion, is only a small part ofthe third volume.

Goethe honoured it with his peculiar attention and applause. Bowring,

has given some pleasing specimens of it, in his essay on Bohemian lit

erature in the Foreign Quarterly Review , Vol. II. p. 151–153.

Vol. IV . No. 15 . 55
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inal composition of which belongs evidently to the eighth or

ninth centuries . But the manuscript itself is not older than the

end of the thirteenth century , and cannot therefore be considered

as a sure monument of the language in an earlier age. All these

national songs have an historical foundation ; they celebrate bat

tles and victories, and their evident tendency is to exalt the na

tional feelings. They have not that plastic and objective char

acter, which makes Homer and the Servian popular epics so

remarkable ; and from which it appears that the poet, during the

time of his inspiration , is rather above his subject; but like the

Russian tale of Igor's Expedition and the heroic songs of Ossian,

the epic beauties are merged in the lyric effusions of the poet's

own feelings, who thus never attempts to conceal that his whole

soul is engaged in bis subject.

The oldest monuments of the christian age are the names of

the days , which are of pure Slavic origin . Of the Lord's prayer

in Bohemian, on comparing the oldest copy he could find among

the ancient manuscripts, Dobrovsky presumes that the form must

have been about the same in the ninth or tenth century ; although

the manuscript itself is somewhat later. A translation of the

Kyrie eleison , ascribed to Adalbert second bishop of Prague,

dates from the same time . During the eleventh and twelfth

centuries many convents were founded and schools attached to

them ; German artists and mechanics and even agriculturists

settled in Bohemia . The influence of German customs and

habits showed itself more and more, and the nobility began to

use in preference the German language . In the course of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, this influence increased con

siderably , and exhibited itself most favourably in the lyric poetry

of the time, an echo of the German Minnesingers ; many of the

poets belonging like them to the highest nobility. Of all the Sla

vic nations, the Bohemian is the only one in which the flower of

chivalry bas ever unfolded itself; and the cause of its develope

ment here is doubtless to be sought in their occidental feudal

systein , and in their constant intercourse with the Germans. The

natural tendency of the Polish nobility to heroic deeds and chi

valrous adventures, was counterbalanced partly by the oriental

character of their relation to the peasantry, which impressed on

them at least as much of the character of the Asiatic satrap, as

of the occidental knight ; and partly by the want of a free mid

dle class in Poland, as also in Russia. True chivalry indeed

does not require simply the contrast of a low, helpless, and sub
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missive class; its lustre never appears brighter than when placed

side by side with an independentyeomanry.

In calling the Bohemian lyric poetry of this age the echo of

the German, we do not mean to say it was wanting in originality ;

but wish rather to convey the idea that the same spirit inspired

at the time the Bohemians and the Germans, proceeding howev

er from the latter, who themselves received it from the more ro

mantic Provence. Of these heroic love songs very few are left.

There are, however, several productions of this period, in which

the German influence is not to be recognized at all , but which

exhibit purely Slavic national features. We will here enume

rate themonuments of the Bohemian language from the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, which have been preserved , before we

pass to the fourteenth, which was more productive and exhibited

in some measure a new character.

The most remarkable is the above mentioned manuscript of

Königinhof. It contains, besides several epic songs partly com

plete and partly fragmentary, seven or eight charming lyric pieces.

The near relationship of the Slavic nations among each other, is

exhibited in no feature more strikingly than in their national

popular poetry, especially in the little lyric songs, the immediate

effusion of their feelings, wishes and cares ; whilst epic poetry,

which draws her materials from the external world , must hence,

in every nation , be in somemeasure modified by their different

fortunes and situations. With the exception of this manuscript

and a few scattered love songs and tales, among which is alsoa

piece of prose, a very rare appearance in these early times, all

we have from this early period is of a religious character, viz. a

fragment of a history of Christ's passion in rhymes, another of a

legend of the twelve apostles, a hymn on the merits of the Bo

hemian patron saint, Wenceslaus, etc. and finally a complete

psalter in Bohemian, and a whole series of hymns, or rather rhy

med formularies, corresponding to those sung in the catholic

church, i . e . a Te Deum, an office for the dead, a prayer for

the intercession of all saints, etc. The first historians ofBohe

mia, Cosmas and Vincentius, born towards the middle of the

eleventh century, wrote both of them in Latin . The chronicle

of the first is still extant.

9 “ Complaint of a lover on the banks of the Moldaw . ” The man

uscript fell accidentally into the hands of the Polish scholar Linde,

who knew how to appreciate its value. See Dobrovsky's Geschichte

der böhm . Spr. p. 109.
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cence.

During the fourteenth century the German influence increased

so much , that the jealousy and impatience of a great part of the

nation was powerfully excited. The king kept a German body

guard ; German fashions in dress and manners prevailed at the

court ; and even in the year 1341,when the privileges of the city

of Prague were first solemnly committed to writing, it was done

in the German language. Under the reign of Charles I, or the

emperor Charles IV , for he united the two crowns on bis head,

Bohemia, as we have said , reached the highest point of its splen

dour. He wisely limited the privileges of the Germans in his

own kingdom , and reconciled the minds of the Bohemians by

grantingto them similar privileges in the German empire. He

honoured the Bohemianlanguage so much, as to recommend

expressly, in the golden bull, to the sons of the Electors to learn

it . His capital, Prague, was like the apple of his eye, and he

did all he could to add to its embellishments and magnifi

Here he founded in the year 1348 the first Slavic uni

versity , on the plan of those of Paris and Bologna. The influ

ence of this institution, not merely on Bohemia, but on Germa

ny and indeed all Europe, was decided . From the time of its

foundation until 1410, it was the general resort for students from

among the Poles, Hungarians, Swedes and Germans.

doubtless the wish to give it this very kind of universality, which

induced Charles IV, in the statutes of the institution , to allow to

the Bohemians only one suffrage in the senate , and the three

others to foreigners. We shall shew in the sequel with what

jealousy this apparent preference was received by the natives,

and what a violent reaction it caused in the Bohemian national

feelings.

Experience every where teaches, that schools and academies

never enkindle the spark of genuine poetry ; nay , that the erec

tion of formal scientific institutions even not favourable to the

free developement of that high gift. In Bohemia too , the four

teenth century was indeed very productive in rhymed works ;

but most of them were utterly deficient in real poetry. On the

other hand , as the natural result of a more strictly logical and

clearer mode of thinking, by reason of a scientific education, the

style of the prose writings became more cultivated , concise , and

distinct ; and the direction of mind more general and universal .

We find in this period several historical works, viz . ( 1 ) A

chronicle in Bohemian rhymes, extending as far as to 1313,

written under king John, the father of Charles IV , when the in

It was
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fluence of the German had reached its highest point. A glowing

hatred against that nation dictated this work and made it for

more than two hundred years the favourite book of the Bohe

mian people. The name of the author is not ascertained , al

though it has been usually ascribed to the canon Dalimil Me

zericky.10 (2) Another Bohemian chronicle, written by order of

Charles IV in Latin , but translated into Bohemian by Pribik

Pulkawa . It was first published by Prochazka in the year

1786 ; the Latin original in 1794. (3) Martimiani or the Ro

man chronicle, translated A. D. 1400 from the German, by

Benes of Horowic. (4) Another chronicle of theRoman em

perors, translated from the Latin by Laurentius of Brezow, the

writer of several other works, partly printed in the course of the

following centuries . There were also several collections of

laws; among others the oldest Bohemian statutes, by A. of

Dubá, a valuable manuscript, preserved in the imperial library

of Vienna ; the common and the feudal law, translated from the

Latin and kept in the library of Prague ; the celebrated Sach

senspiegel or laws of Magdeburg, etc. The constant intercourse

with foreigners directed the attention of the Bohemians early to

the utility ofacquiring other languages, and made the possession

of their own valuable to foreigners. We find, consequently, not

less than seven dictionaries, or vocabularies, as they were called,

compiled in the course of this century ; one of which, the so

called Bohemarius of A. D. 1309, is even written in hexameters.

As all these vocabularies are incomplete , and better ones, founded

partly upon them , have been since compiled, they have never,

so far as we know, been printed ; but are extant in several cop

ies, and are preserved in the libraries of Prague, Brünn, and sev

eral churches.

Poetry, during this century , took also in Bohemia the same

course as in Germany, and degenerated into loose works of fic

tion between prose and verse, mostly allegorical compositions,

and the basis of the modern novel . Such are Tristram , in 9000

verses, a translation from the German ; the life of Alexander

and the bistory of Troy from the Latin , both of them more

10 It was first published by Ješin, A. D. 1620 ; later by Prochazka,

Prague 1786 . The author did not spurn any means to reach his pat

riotic object, viz. to inspire his nation with hatred against the Ger

The most absurd fables came through him into the early his

tory of Bohemia .

mans .
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novel than history ; and a great number of similar works.11 All

other poetical productions of this century may be divided into

fables, satires, and legends, or other allegorical pieces of an ec

clesiastic -didactic tendency , as may be seen even from their titles ;

e . g. the nine joys of Mary, the ten commandments, the

five sources of sin, etc. All are equally deficient in poetical

merit.

With what thoughts the minds of reflecting men and of the

reading class wereat this time chiefly occupied, and how well

they were prepared to receive, in the beginning of the following

century, the doctrines of Huss, Jerome, and Jacobellus, those

teachers of a purer system of divinity, is manifested in some

measure in the theological literature of the day. A treatise up

on the great distress of the church, written bya clergyman call

ed John Milić 12 before 1370 ; several others on the principal

christian virtues ; a book of christian instruction written by

Stitny, a Bohemian nobleman, for his own children ; a transla

tion of the Jewish Rabbi Samuel's book on the coming of the

Messiah ; and several similar works,-all these seem to indicate

that the religious system of the day was no longer able to satisfy

reflecting minds. We find also that the greatest part of the Bi

ble was already extant in the Bohemianlanguage in the second

half of the fourteenth century ;13 although not yet collected to

11 The history of Troy was one of the first works which issued

from the Bohemian press, about A. D. 1476 according to Dobrovsky,

and again A. D. 1488, and 1603. It was published for the fourth and

last time by Kramerius in 1790 ; see note 21, below . Even before

it was printed, it appears to have been multiplied in a great many cop

ies, as being a favourite book among the Bohemian knights and dam

sels. Its author was Guido di Colonna. See Dobrovsky's Geschichte

der böhm . Sprache, etc. p. 155 . Another remarkable productiou of

the fourteenth century is Tkadleček, the little weaver, the manuscript

of which is extant in several copies, but which has been printed

only in an ancient German translation ; see Dobrovsky, ibid . p. 157.

12 This work was printed in 1542 ; it was put into the renowned

Index librorum prohibitorum , first printed in 1629, and last in 1767,

the original author of which was the famous Jesuit Koniaſ, one

of the most violent book -destroyers who ever lived . Not only all

books written by the Hussites or their immediate predecessors, but

even many catholic writers also, of that period, were put upon this

list ; e . g. the historian Hagek , translations of Aeneas Sylvius, etc.

13 Ann, queen of England, sister to king Wenceslaus of Bohemia,
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gether. Several translations of the psalter from this period ; al

so of the prophets Isaiah , Jeremiah, and Daniel ; and the Sun

day lessons from the gospels ; are preserved in manuscript in the

libraries of Prague, Vienna, and Oels in Silesia . Many others

have doubtless perished in the lapse of time .

SECOND PERIOD .

From Huss, A. D. 1400 , to the general diffusion of the art of printing, about A. D. 1500 .

At the commencement of the fifteenth century, the universi

ty of Prague was in the zenith of its splendour. Several cele

brated German scholars occupied the professors' chairs , and the

average number of students was twenty thousand. No de

partment of science was neglected ; each faculty had its distin

guished teachers ; but it was theology which excited decidedly

the warmest national interest among the Bohemians themselves;

it was theology in which the Bohemians maintained the first

rank as teachers. The interest in spiritual things was no longer

confined , as in former times, to those who intended to devote

themselves to the clerical profession ; it pervaded all classes, high

and low. Immediately after Wickliffe's death, an intercourse had

been opened between England and Bohemia by the marriage of

a Bohemian princess, Ann, sister of king Wenceslaus, to Richard

II of England. A young Bohemian nobleman, who had finish

ed his studies in Prague, repaired to Oxford, imbibed the senti

ments and opinions of Wickliffe, and on hisreturn, put a copy of

all Wickliffe's writings into the hands of John Huss, at that time

one of the professors of theology at Prague, whose mind was

probably already prepared for them , and who began to study

them with great zeal and devotion . Indeed , the pretensions of

the chair of Rome and the corruption of the clergy, had been

for some time since looked upon in Bohemia with private dis

gust and open disapprobation ; and when the professors Huss,

Jerome, and Jacobellus, began to declaim against monks, au

ricular confession, and the infallibility of the pope, they found a

responding echo in the breasts of their hearers ; and all that

was novel in their doctrines, was the boldness with which they

possessed a Bible in Latin, German and Bohemian ; to which circum

stance Wickliffe alluded in one of his writings, quoted by Huss in his

reply to Stockes, Tom. I. p. 108 . See Dobrovsky's Gesch. der böhm .

Sprache, p. 142.
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were pronounced, and the logical consistency with which they

were justified.

Another difference of opinion, which tended greatly to aug

ment the excitement then reigning at the university, was the

contest between the two philosophical schools, viz. that of the

Realists, who were defended by Huss, and the Nominalists, to

which nearly all the Germans adhered . This contest became

very soon a national affair ; or more probably bad its principal

origin in the unjust privileges of the Germans and the jealousy

of the Bohemians. The preference given to the former at the

foundation of the university, viz . the possession of three out of

the four suffrages in all matters determined by vote, became

anew the subject of debate, and was more especially assailed by

Huss, then rector of the university. After a whole year of re

sistance, the king at length yielded. A decree of A. D. 1409

ordained, that in future the proportion should be reversed , so

that the Germans should possess only one suffrage, and the

Bohemians three . For this victory of their national pride, the

university, the city, nay the wholecountry, had to suffer severe

ly. Immediately after this decision, the famous literary emigra

tion took place. All the German professors and students left

Prague at once . The immediate consequences ofthis step were,

the foundation of the universities of Leipzig, Rostock,and In

golstadt, and the building up of those of Heidelberg, Erfurt, and

Cracow. Prague never again became what it had been ; al

though it obtained a transient lustre through the victory itself,

and the eminence and martyrdom of some of its national teach

Before we proceed, we must devote a few words to the

personal merits and fortunes of these latter.

John Huss was born A. D.1373 at Hussinecz, a village in

the southern part of Bohemia ; from which he sometimes took the

name of Huss of Hussinecz, or John of Hussinecz . Although

without property himself, he was enabled , at the age of sixteen

years, by the pecuniary assistance of the proprietor of his native

village and some other patrons, to prosecute his studies at the

university of Prague, where he distinguished himself by his dil

igence and abilities. In the year 1396 he was made master of

arts, and two years later began to lecture on philosophical and

theological subjects. In A. D. 1402 he was appointed curate

and preacher to the chapel of Bethlehem at Prague, the duties

of which office he united with his professorship . In the same

year the queen Sophia chose him for her confessor. He thus

ers .
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at once acquired an influence over the people, the students, and

at court. It was about this time that he became acquainted

with the writings of Wickliffe. In the year 1407 he began pub

licly to oppose and preach against the errors in doctrine and the

corruption then reigning in the church . The archbishop of

Prague, Zbyniek, an illiterate and violent man, whose ignorance

had made him the laughing stock of the students, by whom he

was called the Alphabetarius or A. B. C. doctor, collected two

hundredmanuscriptsofWickliffe's writings, and , without any fur

ther authority from the pope than his previous condemnation of

them, committed them to the flames in the archiepiscopal palace.

Huss, both in his lectures and sermons, not only blamed this

act in strong terms, but translated the Trilogus and several other

of Wickliffe's works into Bohemian, distributed them among lay

men and females, and caused new Latin copies to be made.

When the archbishop interdicted his preaching in the Bohemian

language, Huss not only refused to obey, butcontinued to spread

by all legal means those doctrines of Wickliffe which heapprov

ed . At the same time the first translation of the whole Bible

whether a collection of the parts already extant, or a new ver

sion, we are not informed - appeared, and was distributed in

multiplied copies among the public. It does not appear wheth

er this translation was prepared by Huss ; but it is certain that

he did what he could to promote its circulation . On such

proceedings the catholic clergy could not look with tranquillity .

Twice he was called to Rome; twice he disobeyed, and at

length appealed to a general council . In consequence of his

doctrines, and of some tumultuous scenes among his followers,

the excess of which he himself highly disapproved, he was by a

decree of pope John XXIII solemnly expelled from the com

munion of the church. Deeming himself no longer safe at

Prague under the weak king, he retired to the territory of his

friend and patron , Nicholas of Hussinecz, where he prepared

new works, some of which are among his most powerful ones,

and preached repeatedly in the open fields before an innumera

ble audience . Those of his works which caused the greatest

sensation , were his treatise On the Church' and a pamphlet en

titled “ The six Errors ;' both of which he caused to be fixed

on the walls and gates of the chapel of Bethlehem. Both were

directed against indulgences, against the abuse of excommunica

tion , simony, transubstantiation, etc. and above all against the

unlimited obedience required by the see of Rome ; maintaining

Vol. IV. No. 15. 56
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that the Scriptures presented the only rule of faith and conduct

for the Christian .

In consequence of this conviction, the correction and distribu

tion of the Bohemian Bible was his constant care. In all his

Bohemian writings he paid an uncommon attention to the lan

guage, and exerted a decided and lasting influence on it.

The old Bohemian alphabet, which consisted of forty -two let

ters, he arranged anew , and first settled the Bohemian orthog

raphy according to fixed principles.14 In order to render it

more interesting and impressive to learners, he imitated Cyril's

ingenious mode ofgiving to each letter the name of somewell

known Bohemian word ,which had the same initial letter, e. g.

H , hospodin , lord ; K, kral, king, etc. Thus he devoted his

whole life to the different means of enlightening his countrymen,

and justly considered a general cultivation of the mind as the

best preparation for receiving the truth .

Among the coadjutors of Huss, the most distinguished was

Hieronymus von Faulfisch, more generally known under the

name of Jerome of Prague ; who was, like Huss, professor in

the university . In erudition and eloquence he surpassed his

friend ; accorded with him in his doctrinal views ; but did not

possess the mild disposition, the moderation of conduct, for

which Huss was distinguished . His hatred against the abuses

of the catholic church was so violent, that he used to trample

under his feet the relics regarded as holy by that church . He

is even said to have once ordered a monk who resisted him , to

be thrown into the river. He was so great an admirer of Wick

Jiffe, several of whose writings he translated into Bohemian , that

even when preaching before the emperor at Buda, he could not

14 The Bohemians, like the Germans, adopted the Latin alphabet;

but the former, receiving it from the Germans, adopted it in the cor

rupted form of these latter, viz. they imitated the so-called Gothic

characters, in which also all ancient Bohemian books are printed. In

modern times the genuine Roman letters have nearly supplanted

them ; to which several different signs are added to adapt them to

the Slavic sounds. The Bohemian alphabet can only be said to have

forty -two letters, in so far as the same letter with or without a sign ,

e. g. 8 and ſ, can be considered as two different letters. The Eng

lish alphabet would be almost withoutnumber, if all the three or four

modes of pronunciation connected with one and the same letter in

that language, were indicated by certain signs, and these signs made

three or four letters out of one.
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but interweave that reformer's doctrines in his sermon ; an im

prudence which caused him to be arrested immediately after

wards at Vienna. He obtained his liberty in consequence of

the solicitation of the university of Prague. He wrote several

works in the Bohemian language, for the instruction of the peo

ple, hymns, pamphlets, etc. His reputation for erudition and

extraordinary powers rests however more on the testimony of

his cotemporaries, than on his works, of which very few remain .

Another active assistant of Huss, especially in his improve

ment and distribution of the Bohemian Bible, was Jacobellus of

Mies, known under the name Jacobellus of the [ sacramental]

Cup, on account of his zeal for the general introduction of the

communion in both forms. He wrote commentaries on some

of the epistles, sermons, religious hymns, etc.
He too was a

professor in the university of Prague.

In the year 1414, Huss was summoned to appear before the

council of Constance, to exculpate himself before the united

theologians of all the christian nations of Europe. Without the

leastreluctance, and rather with rejoicing at the opportunity of

justifying himself from the extravagant charges brought against

him by his enemies, and of demonstrating publicly the truth of

bis doctrines, he obeyed this call . Provided with a safe con

duct by the emperor Sigismund , and accompanied moreover by

several Bohemian noblemen at the express order of king Wen

ceslaus, he undertook the journey without fear for his personal

safety, and arrived on the fourthof November at Constance.

Here, before he was permitted to appear in the presence of the

general council, he had to undergo several private audiences be

fore a few cardinals ; at one of which, about three weeks after

his arrival , he was arrested, cast into prison , and without being

tried or even heard , kept more than six months. When the

news of this treachery reached Bohemia ,it was felt by the whole

people as a national insult. Three petitions signed by nearly

the whole body of the nobility , were in the course of time suc

cessively tendered to the council; and as the two first were with

out avail, the third was accompanied by one to the emperor, in

which he was reminded of bis broken word , in terms so strong,

-he having pledged his imperial honour for the safety of Huss,

-that at length the 5th of June was fixed for a public hearing.

Here however every attempt of Huss, not merely to justify him

self, but even to speak, was frustrated by the most indecent and

tumultuous clamour of the assembled clergy, who loaded him
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with invectives and reproaches. In the two following au

diences he was indeed allowed a hearing, at the special demand

of the emperor, who had been disgusted and offended by the

indecent behaviour of the council . Huss was now permitted to

justify himself at large upon all the forty articles brought against

him, most of them founded on his writings by the frequent aid

of the most unfair deduction ; but although he exculpated him

self completely from some of the charges, yethe himself acknow

ledged so many others, that the council could only be confirmed

in its previous determination to condemn him as an obstinate

heretic . A month was allowed him , to give in his final answer.

During this time cardinals and bishops tried their eloquence to

persuade him to recant ; especially at the instigation of the em

peror, who wished to save his life on account of his own pledged
honour. But all these efforts could not move the faith nor firm

ness of this pious and heroic man ; and on the sixth of July,

A. D. 1415, he was unanimously condemned , ignominiously de

graded from the office of a priest, and burned alive the same day.

His ashes were thrown into the Rhine.15

His friend Jerome of Prague, on hearing of his dangerous sit

uation , hurried to Constance, to assist andsupport him , without

even waiting for a safe conduct from the emperor or council .

In the vicinity of Constance be stopped , and tried all possible

means to obtain some assurance for his personal safety. Not

succeeding in this, he felt himself compelled by prudence to re

turn, although slowly and reluctantly , to Bohemia. But on the

road, in consequence of a dispute in which he became engaged

with some bigoted priests, he was arrested by the duke of Salz

bach and sent to Constance, where the same scenes were repeat

ed before the council , as in the case of Huss. At his first ap

15 The Bohemian writings of Huss are partly extant in manuscript,

partly in single printed pamphlets, but have never been collected .

They consist in sermons, hymns, letters to his friends, postillae and

other interpretations of the Scriptures, etc. His complete Latin works

were first printed in Wittenberg 1558, and repeatedly afterwards.

They contain many pieces which were originally written in Bohemian ;

as were also the letters, which Luther caused to be printed with a

preface of his own, Wittenberg 1536. Luther translated several of

his hymns. The letters written by Huss from the prison at Constance,

are the expressions of a pure and elevated mind, and present the best

evidence of his spotless christian character. Some of them might

serve as beautiful specimens of the sublime.
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pearance, a thousand voices exclaimed : Away with him ! burn

him, burn him ! It is most inelancholy to read in the reports of

the time, that even this strong and pious man could have been

terrified into temporary submission ; not by the prospect of

death , which he met gladly, but by the horrors of a lonely and

protracted imprisonment in a noxious dungeon. But his forti

tude did not long abandon bim ; tortured by his own conscience,

he solemnly announced at the next audience his recantation ; and

declared that of all the sins he had committed , he repented of

none more than his apostasy from the doctrines he had main

tained . In consequence of this he was subjected to the same

condemnation as his illustrious friend ; and met his painful death

with the same magnanimity and resignation. He was burnt the

30th of May, 1416.

The behaviour of both these eminent men ; the christian

mildness with which they bore the infamous treatment of their

enemies ; the generosity with which they forgave their persecu

tors ; the patience, nay cheerfulness of Huss, when during his

imprisonment severe bodily sufferings united with the persecu

tions of his adversaries to make his life a heavy burthen ; the

magnanimity and fortitude with which both of them submitted to

their final fate, and maintained the truth of their religious opin

ions until the very moment of an excruciating death , praising the

Lord with soul and voice, -all this presents one of the most af

fecting and at the same time elevating pictures which the history

of martyrs has to exhibit. The eloquence of Jerome made a

powerful iinpression on his enemies; and there were some mo

ments during his trial, when even bis judges wished to save his

life. The celebrated Poggio Bracciolini, one of the revivers of

Italian literature, happened to be present at the trial and execu

tion of Jerome; and although not agreeing with him, or rather

being indifferent in point of religion , the eloquence, magnanimity

and amiable deportment of the unfortunate martyr , excited his

sympathy and admiration in an uncommon degree . This isman

ifested in his letters to Leonardo Aretius; who in his reply found

it advisable to warn his friend , not to show too much warmth in

this matter. 16

The instigators of these cruel acts, when they kindled the fag

16 These interesting letters, containing all the circumstances of Je

rome's last days and death, his eloquent speeches before the council,

and a full account of the despicable conduct of his accusers, may be

found at large in Shepherd's Life of Poggio Bracciolini.
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gots by which these two martyrs died , did not anticipate that

the fire they had lighted , would spread over a whole country, and

carry horrorand devastation through the half of Germany. The

war by which the disciples of Huss avenged him , was one of the

most bloody and destructive known in history. The news of
his death , when it reached Bohemia, touched the heart of every

individual like an electric spark . But this is not our province .

Keeping only our own object, the fate of the language and liter

ature in view , we must refer the reader to the historical accounts

of this distressing period , and limit ourselves to the mention of

only those events which had an immediate influence on these

two topics.

Under the guidance of Nicholas of Hussinecz, the friend and

patron of Huss, in whom even his enemies acknowledged more

a defender ofthe reformers, than a persecutor of thecatholics ; of

Žižka of Trocznow, a Bohemian knight of great valour but dis

graced by cruelty ; and , after the death of these two, under Pro

copius, formerly a clergyman ; the Hussites carried their victo

rious arms throughout all Bohemia, in to Silesia , Franconia, Aus

tria , and Saxony, and made these unhappy countries the thea

tre of the most cruel devastations . If, divided into several parties,

as they were, they were thus powerful, they would have been

twice as strong,had they been united in the true spirit of Huss.

But even as early as A. D. 1421 dissensions arose among them ;

and they finally split into several sects and parties, who mutual

ly hated each other even more than they did the catholics.

Among these the Calixtins or Utraquists, whose principal object

was toobtain the sacrament in both forms; and the Taborites,

who insisted on a complete reform of the church, were the two

principal. TheCalixtins comprehended the more moderate of

the nobility and the wealthy citizens of Prague ; between them and

the catholics a compact was concluded at Basle , in A.D. 1434,

by which a conditional religious liberty was grantedto them , and

they acknowledged the emperor Sigismund as their sovereign ;

the weak king Wenceslaus having died in 1419. The Taborites

were unable to resist any longerthe united power of both par

ties . They partly dispersed the rest united in the year 1457,

in separate communities, and called themselves United Breth

ren . Under the severest trials of oppression and persecution,

the number of these congregations, the form of which was mod

elled after the primitive apostolic churches, rose in less than fifty

years to two hundred . In the middle of the sixteenth century,
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numerous emigrations to Prussia and Poland took place, where a

free toleration was secured to them . In the beginning of the

seventeenth century , their communities in Bohemia were finally

dissolved. From the remnant of these persecuted Christians,

who were called by the Germans, Bohemian or Moravian Breth

ren, has sprung the present community of United Brethren, of

ten called in English, Moravians, which was founded at Hern

hut in 1722, at first under the protection and ultimately under

the patronage and direction of count Zinzendorf.

The consequences of the barbarous measures of the council

of Constance became immediately visible. Even the common

people began to shew an intense interest, in the numberless theo

logical pamphlets which were published in Bohemia and Mora

via for or against Huss. Among the former, one written by a

female deserves to be distinguished. The copies of the Bohe

mian Bible became greatly multiplied ; many of them were

made by females ; and Aeneas Sylvius takes occasion to praise

the biblical erudition of the women of the Taborites, whilst the

abbot Stephen of Dolan in Moravia , complains of their meddling

in ecclesiastical affairs. In the revision of the text of the Scrip

tures, the clergy were indefatigable. From 1410 to 1488, when

the Bible was first printed , at least four recensions ofthewhole

Bible can be distinguished, and several more of the New Testa

ment. The different parties of the Hussites were united in a

warm partiality for their own language ; the Taborites began as

early as 1423 to hold their service in Bohemian . After the

compact of1434 the Calixtins also attempted to introduce the mass

in their own language, an innovation which caused new disturb

ances and contests. Meanwhile the language of the country as

sumed gradually even among the catholics its natural rights ;

the privileges of the city of Prague, the laws of the painters'guild ,

the statutes of the miners, were translated into Bohemian. At

the session of the Estates in Moravia in 1480, the Latin was ex

changed for the Bohemian ; in Bohemia itself not before 1495.

The knowledge of the Bohemian language, which Albert duke

of Bavaria had acquired at the court of king Wenceslaus, where

he was educated, had a decided influence on the Bohemian

Estates, when in 1441 they offered him their crown .

Uoder

George Podiebrad, a Bohemian by birth, this language even be

camethat of the court. After the death of George ,one of the

reasons which led to the election of Vladislaus king of Poland ,

was, that the Bohemians “could hope to see elevated through
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him the glory of the Bohemian nation and of the Slavic language.

Under this king all ordinances and decrees were issued in the

Bohemian language, which gained prodigiously in pliancy and ex

tent by the application of it to different uses. The most favour

able influence on its formation, however, was effected towards

the close of the fifteenth century, by the custom which began to

prevail, of studying the classics and of translating them with all

the fidelity ofwhich the idiom was capable. Thus fostered by

judicious application and patriotic feeling, the Bohemian lan

guage approached with rapid steps the period of its golden age,

-a timeindeed , in a political respect, of oppression, war, and

devastation ; but affording a gratifying proof, how powerfully

moral means may counteract physical causes.

At the head of the theologicalliterature of this periodmay be

named the Life of Huss, written by P. Mladienowic. Although,

strictly speaking, not a theological book, yet this character was

in some measure impressed upon it by the custom which pre

vailed for a time, of causing it to be read aloud in the churches,

in order to communicate to the people all the circumstances of

the martyr's death . Mladienowic, acting as a notary at Con

stance, had been an eye -witness of the whole transaction.

Among the catholic theological writers of the day, Hilarius Li

tomiericky, d . 1467 , Rosenberg bishop of Breslau , Simon of Tis

now, and others, wrote against the practice of communion in

both forms. But they were inferior totheir adversaries in tal

ent, andstill more inproductiveness. Rokycana, archbishop of

the Calixtins, d . 1471 , Koranda, Miros, and others, defended

their right to the sacramental cup, and exerted their pens in

doctrinal controversies with the other sects. The Bohemian

Bretbren, Paleček, Procopius, Simon, Mirinsky and others, wrote

interpretations of portions of the Scriptures, polemical pamphlets,

religioushymns, apologies, etc. partly printed, partly preserved in

manuscript. In the contests of the different parties, the use of

weapons of every description was regarded as lawful; and

among them , satire and irony were employed with much skill and

dexterity by the Hussites.17 Uric of Kalenic wrote a satirical

* See Dobrovsky's Geschichte der böhm . Sprache etc. p. 201 .

17 In a polemic satirical pamphlet the question was started : “Mas

ter, tell me what birds are the best, those which eat and drink, or those

which eat and do not drink ? and why are those which eat but do not

drink , enemies to those which eat and drink ? " A Latin pamphlet
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letter from Lucifer to Lew of Rožmital . Bohuslav of cechtic

partly wrote and partly compiled the work : “ Mirror of all

Christendom ," with many remarkable illustrations . 18 The Bo

hemian brother Chelcicky, d . 1484 , called also the Bohemian

doctor, because he did not understand Latin , and of course

neither Greek nor Hebrew, undertook nevertheless, besides sev

eral other works, to write an interpretation of the Sunday Les

sons of the Gospels. His most popular book, called Kopyta, i.

e. “The Shoe-last,” (being himself a shoemaker by trade, which

was much read by the common people, isno longer extant. A

pamphlet of Martin Lupać, d . 1468, called “ The Sprinkling

brush ,” was likewise in the hands of every body . This clergy

man, however, acquired better claims on the gratitude of his co

temporaries, by a careful revision of the New Testament, which

he undertook with the aid of several learned friends. Indeed,

both among clergymen and laymen, there was an ardent desire

for the right understanding of the Scriptures ; which induced

many individuals, who were not satisfied with the existing Bo

hemian translations, to undertake the task themselves anew.

Out of this period alone the manuscripts of thirty -three copies

of the whole Bible, and twenty -two of the New Testament,are

still extant ; partly copied from each other, partly translated

anew ; all however having been made from the Vulgate. The

Bohemian versions madefrom the original languages belong to

the following period.19

Although religion filled the minds of the learned during this

period more than in any other, it did not absorb their interest so

entirely as to occupy them exclusively. It could not, however,

which decided for those which do not drink, was followed by a Bohe

mian refutation .

18 This manuscript, one of the most remarkable of the age, is in

the library of Jena. It has not less than eighty -eight pictures, partly

on paper, partly on parchment ; and besides this forty -one smaller

figures, scattered through the text itself . See Dobrovsky's Reise nach

Schweden, p. 7 ; also his Geschichte der böhm . Sprache, p.235.

By whole Bibles are here intended also those manuscripts, of

which, although in their present state incomplete, it is presumed that

the missing parts were lost accidentally . The New Testaments also

are not all of them perfect. Of single biblical books, manuscripts of

the Psalms are found the most frequently. See Dobrovsky's Lit.

Magazin für Böhmen . Reise nach Schweden, etc. p. 57. Geschichte der

böhm . Sprache, p. 211 .

Vol. IV. No. 25 .
57

19
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be expected, that in the midst of such struggles, both political

and religious, the minds of men could elevate themselves so

far above their circumstances, as to look at any science or art

in the light of its independent value. Poetry at least, with a ſew ex

ceptions, was only regarded as the handmaid of religion. We find

many books oflegends, biographies of the fathers and saints, both

prose and rhyme, written partlyby catholic, partly by Hussite wri

ters. The doctrines of Huss did not, like those of Luther a centu

ry later, shake the belief in saints. Dobrovsky mentions a very an

cient printed work of 1480, in which the letters of Huss, his life by

Mladienowic, and the letter of Poggio on the execution of Je

rome, are annexed to a Passional, as such collections of the

lives and sufferings of the saints are called. There is also an

abundance of Taboritic war songs ; many of them replete with

life and fire. These appear to have been partly founded on ancient

Bohemian popular songs; for there are passages in them which

are also to be found in the old chronicles. Altered to suit the

present circumstances, their effect must have been the more

powerful by association . This period was also rich in religious

hymns ; most of them translated from the Bible as literally as

therhyme would permit. But no form of poetry wasmore used,

and none operated more strongly on the minds of the people, than

the satirical ballads, with which the streets and alleys every

where resounded . All these productionsare only remarkable,

as characteristic memorials of the age . Hynek of Podiebrad,

fourth son of king George, who wasborn A. D. 1452, a highly

accomplished and amiable man, is named as one of the mostdis

tinguished among the Bohemian poets of the age..

Politics too united with religion . Stibor ofCimburg,a patriotic

and distinguished nobleman, wrote in 1467 an ingenious work in

the form of a novel, “ On the goods of the Clergy ;" Walecowsky

wrote on the vices and hypocrisy of the clergy ; and Zidek, in

1471 , instructions on government. All these books were ded

icated to king George, and thelatter work was even written at

his instigation. Hagek of Hodielin and Wiček, between 1413

and 1457, wrote strategetical works. Marco Polo's description

of the East , and Mandeville's Travels, were translated from the

Latin . Kabatnik, J. Lobkowic, and Bakalar , wrote descriptions

of Palestine between 1490 and 1500 ; the two first in books of

travels . Mezyhor wrote a journal of the travels of Lew of Roż

mital, whom he accompanied as jester through Europe and a

part of Asia . Collections of statutes, of the decrees of diets, of
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judicial decisions, and of other documents, were made by patri

otic and sometimes eminent men ; and those merely extant in

Latin carefully translated into Bohemian.20 Thus they gather

ed materials for future historians, although in their own day the

field of history was but poorly cultivated , or at least with no more

than common ability ; for as to quantity , there is no want . Pro

copius, following out the example of Dalimil , wrote a new rhymed

chronicle ; Bartos of Drahenic wrote a chronicle extending from

1419 to 1443, in barbarous Latin , to which he added some

notes in Bohemian. Several other chronicles, the authors of

which are not known, serve as continuations of those of the pre

ceding century , which were devoted to the affairs of their own

country. The above mentioned Zidek, on the other hand , un

dertook to write a universal history, after the division of time,

then customary , into six ages. This book forms the third part

of his great work , “Instructions on Government,” to which we

above alluded . In this work the author seizes every opportunity to

lecture to the king, to give him advice, and to rebuke him . Ac

cording to Dobrovsky, his boldness not unfrequently degenerates

into coarseness and insolence . It is an amusing reproach which

among others he brings against the king , that he had not one

camel, whilst Job had six thousand . Thesame individual wrote

also a large work in Latin, a kind of Encyclopædia, themanu

script of which is in the library of the University of Cracow .

We finish the history of this period with a short account of

the state of medicine and natural science in Bohemia . It is true,

that the greater part of the learned men who wrote on these

subjects, preferred the use of the Latin language. But many of

them were in the habit of making at least Bohemian extracts or

abridgements of their most popular works, or sometimes had the

whole ofthem translated by their pupils. Among the medical

writers of this time, Christian Prachatitzky a clergyman, John

černy and Claudian Bohemian brethren , Albik and Gallus,

must be mentioned ; the two latter wrote only in Latin.

This section of the Bohemian literature is particularly rich in

herbals. Several works of instruction in botany were also writ

20 Vict.Corn . of Wsehrd composed in 1495 a work in nine books,

“ On the Statutes, Courts of justice, and Legislature (Landtafel) of Bo

hemia ,” which is the most celebrated among several similar works of

this period, and was in its time indispensable to the Bohemian lawyer.

The same learned individual translated Cyprian , Chrysostom , etc.

See Dobrovsky's Geschichte der böhm . Sprache, etc.
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ten . A manuscript of 1447, “ On the inoculation of Trees,”

may be mentioned bere, although belonging rather to the de

partment of agriculture .

The Bohemian language, although improving and evidently

rising in esteem with every lustrumof the fifteenth century, had

however not yet supplanted the Latin . Many of the most emi

nent among the learned of this period preferred still to write in

Latin ; as Hieronymus Balbus, Bohuslav, Hassenstein of Lob

kowic, šlechta, Olomucius, and a number of others , who all con

tributed nevertheless to elevate the glory of the Bohemian name,

and could not but exert a powerful influence on the nation .

In respect to the date of the introduction of printing into Bo

hemia, the first regular printing establishment ai Prague, is not

older than A. D. 1487. Several Bohemian books, however,

were printed before this time by travelling artizans . In regard

to the first work printed in the Bohemian language, historians are

not entirely agreed . According to Jungmann ,21 a letter from

Huss to Jakaubeck, of 1459, wasthe first specimen of Bohemian

printing ; the above -mentioned chronicle of Troy of 1468 the sec

ond ; and the New Testament of 1475 the third . According to

Dobrovsky, the New Testament of 1475 is the earliest printed

work in Bohemian. From that year to 1488, only seven Bohe

mian works appear to have been issued from the press, among

which was a Psalter and another New Testament. In 1488,

after the foundation of a regular printing office, the whole Bohe

mian Bible was printed for the first time; in the same year the

History of Troy again , and the Roman chronicle ; and in the fol

lowing year the first Bohemian almanac , and the Bible of Kut

tenberg. The subsequent editions belong, as to time, to the fol

lowingperiod ; but are given in the note below.22

21 See his Historie literatury česke, etc. Prague 1825, p . 49, 68 .

Schaffarik agrees with him. Pelzel presumed that the letter of Huss,

of 1459, was printed in some foreign country by a travelling Bohe

mian .

22 Other Bohemian Bibles are : Venice 1506 , fol. Prague 1527, fol.

ib . 1537, fol. Nürnberg 1540, fol. Prague 1549, fol. ib. 1556–57. ib.

1561 fol. the same edition with a new title. ib. 1570, fol. Kralic

1579_98, 6 vols. sm. fol. prepared by the United Brethren , the first

from the original languages. Without place, 159 , 8vo. by the same.

Without place 1613, fol. by the same. Prague 1613, fol. for the Utra

quists. Prague N. Test. 1677. Old . Test.1712—15,3 vols. fol. for catho
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THIRD PERIOD.

Golden age of the Bohemian Literature. From the diffusion of printing, about A. D. 1500 ,

to the battle at the White Mountain , A. D. 1620 .

It is chiefly for the sake of clearness and convenience, that

writers on the literary history of Bohemia separate this period

from the former ; in its character and its genius it was entirely

the same. What the Bohemians bad acquired in the one, they

possessed in the other ; what they had only aimed at in the for

mer, they reached in the latter; what had been the property of

a few , was now augmented by an abundant harvest in their dili

gent hands, and enriched a multitude. But the objects, the

stamp, the character, of both centuries were essentially the same.

Literary cultivation , which during the sixteenth century was ev

erywhere else monopolized by the clergy and a few distinguish

ed individuals, was in Bohemia the common property of the

people, who for the most part embraced the evangelical doctrines

in their manifold, though but little differing shades. But although

religion was to them the object of chief interest, it was yet far

from occupying their minds exclusively . And this is the point, in

which thehistory of the Bohemian reformation materially differs

from that of the other protestant nations or sects . In other

countries, reformers have usually been led by circumstances to

shew themselves decidedly opposed to the cultivation of elegant

literature and the fine arts ; they have destroyed or banished pic

tures, music, statuary, and every thing which they could in any

way regard as worldly temptations to allure men from the only

source of truth and knowledge; nay , the more rigid and real

ous have sometimes gone so far as to look at the severe sciences

themselves only in the light of handmaids to religion , and to deem

a devotion to them without such reference as sinful worldliness.

of such fanaticism , we do not find a trace in the fathers of the

Bohemian reformation, who were themselves men of high intel

lectual cultivation ; and even their most zealous followers kept

themselves nearly free from it . If, as we have seen in the pre

lics. Halle 1722, 8vo. for protestants. Halle 1745, 8vo. for the same.

Halle 1766 , 8vo. for the same. Prague 1769–71,3 vols. fol. for catho

lics. Prague 1778–80, 2 vols. 8vo. for catholics. Pressburg 1786–87,

8vo. for protestants. Prague 1804, 8vo. for catholics. Berlin 1807,

8vo. by the Bible Society. Pressburg 1808, 8vo. for protestants .

Berlin 1813, by the Bible Society.
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ceding period , political , poetical, and religious subjects weremerg

ed in each other, it was only the necessary result of the confu

sion occasioned by the struggles of the time . Where one object

is predominant, all others must naturally become subordinate ;

but wherever that which appears amiable only as the free tenden

cy of the whole soul, is exacted as a duty, a spiritual despotism

is to be feared ; of which we find very little in the history of Bo

hemian literature. The classics never were studied with more

attention and devotion, were never imitated with more taste . It

aly, the cradle of fine arts, and then the seat of general cultiva

tion was never visited more frequently by the Bohemian nobility ,

than when three fourths of the nation adhered to the protestant

church . At the same time too when the Bohemian protestants

had to watch most closely their religious liberties , and to defend

them against the encroachments of a treacherous court, they did

not deem it a desertion of the cause of religion to unite with the

same catholics, whose theological doctrines they contested , in

their labours in the fields of philology, astronomy, and natural

philosophy.

The extent of the Boliemian national literature increased dur

ing the sixteenth century so rapidly, the number of writers aug

mented so prodigiously, and the opportunities for literary culti

vation presented to the reading public by the multiplication of

books through the press, became so frequent, that the difficulty

of giving a condensed yet distinctpicture of the time, is greatly

augmented. A sketch of the political situation of the country

may serve as a back ground , in order by its gloomy shades to

render still brighter the light of a free mental developement .

After the death of George Podiebrad in 1471 , the Bohemians

or rather the catholic party, after the pope had excommuni

cated this prince,-elected Vladislaus, a Polish prince, for their

king, who likehis son and successor Louis, united on his head

the crowns of Hungary and Bohemia . The different evangeli

cal denominations were during these reigns in some measure tol

erated ; except that from time to time a persecution of one or

another sect broke out, and again after a year or two was drop

ped, when the minds of the community had become somewhat

pacified . It is a melancholy truth for the evangelical Christian,

that at this time the most violent persecutors were to be found

among the Calixtins or Utraquists. During the first years of

the sixteenth century, persecution was mostly directed against

the United Brethren and their writings. The latter were burn
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ed , the former banished, until driven from place to place they

found an asylum in the territory of some high minded noble

man, where they established themselves anew , until after some

years perhaps a new persecution began. Of a more revolting

and bloody description were the measures directed principally

against the Lutherans in the years 1522—26 , in which the

most shocking tortures were employed and several faithful Lu

therans and Picardites burned alive. During all this time the

catholics and Calixtins exercised a severe censorship ; and it

was ordained , that every individual who brought a new printed

book into the city of Prague, must submit it to the revision of

the consistory. These laws however were no better observed

then all similar ordinances, when directly in opposition to the

spirit of the age. Meanwhile the Calixtins and catholics, al

though writing against all the others , had their own mutual con

tests. Whenhowever the former caused a new edition of the

Bible to be printed in the year 1506,23 it was unanimously adopt

ed by the catholics also ; who, as is amusing to observe, did not

notice that a wood cut is appended to the sixth chapter of the

Apocalypse, in whichthe pope is represented in the flamesof hell .

In the year 1526 king Louis died in the battle of Mohacz.

According to a matrimonial treaty, he was succeeded by his

brother in law, Ferdinand archduke of Austria , brother of the

emperor Charles V. This prince was received by the Bohe

mians with reluctance as their king, and only on the condition ,

insisted on by the estates, that he should subscribe the cornpact

of Basle, by which their religious liberties were secured to them .

So long as Ferdinand was occupied in Hungary against the

Turks, all went well in Bohemia ; but when, in the war which

followed the league of Smalkalde, ( 1547,) the protestants of

this country refused to fight against their brethren, a new and

unremitted persecution beganagainst all who could in any way

be comprised under the name of sectarians. The compact of

Basle was strictly only in favour of the Utraquists or Calixtins ;

the Lutherans and Taborites, or as they were then called , Unit

ed Brethren, as also the Picardites and Grubenheimer, were

considered as sects, and did not belong to the indulged.24 Their

23 At Venice ; see the preceding note. Dobrovsky calls it a splen

did edition , and thinks the reason why the Bohemians had it printed

at Venice was, that it could not have been executed so well in Bohe

mia. Gesch . der böhm . Sprache, p. 343.

24 The Picardites, or Picards, who are also called Adamites, exist
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churches were shut up, their preachers arrested, and all who

did not prefer to exchange their religion for the Roman Catho

lic, were compelled to emigrate. The scene altered under

Maximilian II, Ferdinand's successor, a friend of the Reforma

tion , and in every respect one of the most excellent princes who

ever took upon himself the responsibility of directing the desti

nies of a nation ; to use Schaffarik's happy metaphor, the bene

fits of his administration fell on the field, which Ferdinand's

strength had ploughed , like a mild and fertilizing rain . During

his life, and the first ten years ofhis son Rudolph's reign, Bohemia

was in peace ; the different denominations were indulged ; lit

erature flourished , and the Bohemian language was at the sum

mit of its glory. But we regret to add that the protestants, in

stead of improving this fortunate period , by uniting to acquire

a legal foundation for their church instead of a mere indulgence

depending on the will of the sovereign , lived in constant

mutual warfare, and attempted only to supplant each other. An

ordinance in 1586 against the Picardites, a name under which

the Bohemian Brethren were then comprehended ; and still

ed as early as 1421 , when Žižka crushed them , without annihilating

them entirely ; the Utraquists detested them because they denied

the doctrine of transubstantiation , although they agreed with them in

their general principles. They were frequently confounded with

the Taborites, among whom at last the remnants of them became lost.

The Grubenheimer were the remnants of the Waldenses, who fled to

Bohemia in the middle of the 14th century ; where under persecu

tion and ridicule, they used to hide themselves in caves, and pits,

Gruben ; hence their name. Under the shield of the Reformation

they thought themselves safe, but met only with new oppressors

and persecutors. There were numerous other sects, and still more

different names of one and the same sect. A sect of the Taborites,

for instance, founded by Nicholas Wlasenicky, were alternately

called Miculassenci, ( i . e . Nicolaites, the Bohemian form for Nicholas

being Miculass,) or Wasenilzi, from his name, Pecynowshi, from the

place of their meetings, and Plachtiwi, i. e . the crying, from their man

See Dobrovsky's Gesch. der böhm . Sprache, p . 234. It may be

the place here to remark , that the Calixtins or Utraquists, although at

first decidedly against the infallibility of the pope, nevertheless in

forming the compact of Basle, submitted in the main to the doctrine

of Rome, with these four conditions ; viz . the free distribution of the

Bible to the people ; the administration of the sacrament in both

kinds ; reform of the clergy after the pattern of the apostles ; and

punishment for “mortal sins ” in proportion to their enormity.

ner .
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more the strict censorship introduced in 1605, first aroused them

to unite their strength against oppression ; and in 1609 they

compelled the emperor to subscribe the celebrated Literae Im

peratoriae, or edict, by which full liberty in matters of religion

was secured to them . During the rest of this period , the pro

testants remained the ruling party. The university of Prague,

by the side of which from A. D. 1556 another of the Jesuits

existed, was by that treaty given entirely into their hands. This

institution , although in consequence of the foundation of so many

similar schools it never recovered completely from the shock it

received in 1410, and though for more than a hundred years it

had been decidedly on the decline, yet rose in reputation to

wards the middle of thesixteenth century ; and among the pro

fessors who filled its chairs, there were always celebrated names.

Among the schools of a less elevated rank, those of the Bohe

mian Brethren at Bunzlau, Prerow, and other places, were dis

tinguished .

Rudolph was a great patron of literature and science ; and

was quite favourably disposed towards the Bohemian language.

Nearly two hundred writers were numbered under his reign ;

and among these many ladies and gentlemen of his court, of

which Tycho Brahe, Kepler, and other scientific foreigners were

the chief ornaments . Żeal for the cultivation of their mother

tongue, seemed to be the point in which all religious denomina

tions in Bohemia united . But during this century , as in the pre

ceding one , the language of the country existed only side by side

with the Latin , which was still preferred by many, for the sake

of a more general reputation . It became the chief object of other

eminentmen, to make their countrymen acquainted with the clas

sics in a Bohemian dress ; and to improve the language by a strict

imitation of Latin and Greek forms. Among these a rich and

noble citizen of Prague named George Hruby must be first

named ;25 also Pisecky, d . 1511, who translated Isocrates' Epis

tle to Demonicus; Nicholas Konacand Ulric of Welensky, the

translators of Lucian ; Krupsky, of Plutarch ; Ginterod, of Xen

25 His full name was George Hruby Gelensky. This patriotic and

active individual translated and published a whole series of valuable

books ; among which we mention only Petrarch's Letters, Cicero's

Lælius and Paradoxa, several works of Jovian, etc. Nicholas Konac

followed in the same path . He translated the Bohemian History of

Aeneas Sylvius, two dialogues of Lucian, etc. and wrote, edited, and

printed other meritorious and elaborate works.

Vol. IV . No. 15 . 58
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ophon's Cyropædia. Kocyn, celebrated for his eloquence and oth

er gifts, translated the ecclesiastical history of Eusebius and Cas

şiodorus ; Orlicny, the Jewish wars of Josephus, several of the

Latin classics, etc.

When we consider this general zeal for the cultivation of the

language, it is a matter of surprise that the first Bohemian gram

mar should not be older than A. D. 1533. Its author was Be

nes Optat , who also translated Erasmus' paraphrase of the New

Testament . Another grammarwas published by Benešowsky

in 1577, a third by the Slovak Benedicti in 1603. But the in

dividual to whom is justly assigned the chief merit in regard

to the language, is Weleslawin, d . 1599, professor of history in

the university of Prague, and the proprietor of the greatest print

ing establishment in Bohemia . Partly by his own works,origi

nal and translated, and arnong these three dictionaries for differ

ent purposes ; partly by the encouragement be gave to other wri

ters, and the activity with which he caused works whether old or

new deserving of a greater circulation , to be printed ; he acquir

ed a most powerfulinfluence among his cotemporaries.

The field however which was cultivated with the most diligence,

was that of theology ; and fortunately, during this whole period,

with an equal measure oftalentand zeal. The writings of the Bo

hemian brethren, Thomas Prelavsky, Laurentius Krasonitzky,

andmore especially of Lucas, belong partly to the former, partly

to the present period . The latter was a most productive writer ;

and as being one of their best scholars, he was generally chosen

to answer the charges made against the United Brethren, in learn

ed and elaborate pamphlets.26 Several of the productions ofthe

Brethren , mentioned in the former period , were written and

printed in the beginning of this. Among these in 1508, Pro

copius' question, " Whether it is right for a Christian to compel in

fidels or heretics to embrace the true faith ? " is remarkable, as one

of the earliest instances in which this position of intolerance was

made the subject of public debate, or at least answered in the neg

ative . In 1563 the New Testament was first translated directly

26 This venerable man was ten years president or bishop (Zprawce)

of the United Brethren ; and his whole life appears to have been de

voted to religious purposes. He prepared the hymn book in use among

all the congregations of the Brethren ; wrote an interpretation of the

Apocalypse, 1501 ; of the Psalms, 1505 ; a treatise on Hope, 1503 ;

on Oaths etc. His writings, most of which are replete with erudition,

are enumerated in Dobrovsky's Gesch . der. böhm . Sprache, pp. 238, 239,

372, 378, 379.
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fromthe Greek, byJ. Blahoslav, another president ofthe Bohemian

Brethren, a man ofprofound erudition. The first translation of the

whole Bible from the original languages, did not take place until

several years later. The first edition of this splendid work, for

which the patriotic and pious baron John of Žerotin expressly

founded a printing office in his castle of Kralic in Moravia, and

advanced money for all the necessary expenses, was printed in

1579. This version is still considered, in respect to language,

as a model ; and in respect to typography, as unsurpassed . On

the fidelity of the translation and the value ofthe commentary,

Schaffarik remarks, that “they contain a great deal of thatwhich,

two hundred years later, the learned coryphaei of exegesis in

our day have exhibited to the world as their own profound dis

coveries." The translators were Albert Nicolai , Lucas He

lic, Joh. Aeneas, George Stryc, E. Coepolla , J. Ephraim, P. Jes

senius, and J. Capito.-G. Stryc wrote also a good translation of

the Psalms in rhyme, and several theological works. J. Wartow

sky likewise translated the Old Testament from the Hebrew

and left it in manuscript ; but his version has never been publish

ed . Of his translation of Erasmus' paraphrase of the gospels,

only that of the gospel of Matthew has been printed . Among the

Bohemian Brethren , Augusta surnamed Pileator, d . 1572, Stra

nensky, the above mentioned Blahoslav, Zamrsky, d . 1592, were

distinguished by profound erudition . They and many others wrote

voluminous works on theological subjects,e. g . biblical researches,

systematic divinity, sermons, etc. Several ofthese writers and also

many others, were authors of numerous religious hymns; among

which not a few are still considered as unsurpassed in any lan

guage . Nicholas Klaudian, who was at the same time physician ,

printer , andtheologian, wrote an apology in favour of the Breth

ren. This individual, who, besides being the printer and editor

of several medical works written by himself and others, was in

part the translator of Seneca and Lactantius, has further the

merit of having published in 1518 the first map of Bohemia.

Luther's sermons and other writings were translated into Bohe

mian ; and the religious affairs of Germany began to excite an

intense interest among all classes.

The theological productions of this period written by catho

lics — among which we distinguish the names Pišek surnamed

Scribonius, Makawsky, and the Jesuits Sturm and Hostowin

are mostly ofa polemical character ; while some also are trans

lations of the fathers, especially of Augustine’s writings ; or orig
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inal ascetic productions in the form of allegorical novels. Among

the Utraquists several individuals were celebrated as preachers;

above allCtibor Kotwa, who was called the Bohemian Cicero,

and Dicastus Mirkowsky. Others wrote theological treatises

and interpretations of portions of the Scriptures . Such were Be

ransky, author of an interpretation of Daniel, of the gospels, the

epistles, etc. Orličny, or as he is called in Latin , Aquili

nas, known chiefly as a translator of the classics * Turnowsky,

a Slovak by birth ; Bydžowsky, Bilegowsky the writerof a Bo

hemian church history and of a historyof the Hussites and

Picardites ; Rwačowsky, Zeleta wsky, Tesak author of many

popular religious hymns; Palma, who published towards twenty

theological works; Pesina, Maurenin, and Borowsky,who wrote

interpretations of the epistles and gospels ; Wrbensky author of

a biblical Synopsis, a Harmony, etc. Rosacius Susišky, distin

guished as a Latin poet; Martin of Drazow, Jacobides Stribrsy,

Jakesius Prerowsky,t and others ,

There are few among the theological writers of this century,

of whom we have named perhaps the twentieth part,—who have

not left at least ten volumes of their own writings ; while inany

have reached twice, and some thrice the number. More than

one third of the printed works in this department contain ser

mons. The eloquence of the pulpit acquired a high degree of

cultivation ; and besides the two Utraquist preachers mentioned

above, many other names were celebrated among them. In

respect to erudition , however, the Brethren occupied decidedly

the first rank. In religious hymns all sects were equally produc

tive ; and there are, as we have mentioned already, not a few

among them of a high excellence . To the names of spiritual

poets alluded to in the preceding paragraphs ,we may here add

the following: Sobeslawsky Řesatko, Gryllus, Herstein of Radow

esic , Horsky, Mart. Pisecky, Taborsky, Sylvanus, a Slovak by

birth and called by way of eminence Poeta Bohemicus, Chme

lowec, Mart. Philomusa, Karlsberg, Hanus ; and more especial

ly Lomnicky, poeta laureatus, who is regarded as the first Bo

hemian poet of the age ,

These names comprise also nearly all we have to say of the

state of Bohemian poetry in general. Not that some of them

did not occasionally desert the sacred muse, and compose spe

* See page 450 above,

† The five last mentioned were banished in 1621.
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cimens of secular poetry ; for some of Lomnicky's larger and

most celebrated works belong to this class, as may be seen by

the titles ; e. g . The arrows of Cupid , ' The golden Bag ,' etc.?

But all that is of real poetical value, is of a religious character ;

and bears too much the stamp of its age, to be relished at the

present day. The secular poets of the time wrote, with a few

exceptions, in Latin .

Among the historians of merit we may namethe following wri

ters of Bohemian history : Hagek of Libočan , Kuthen, Pro

copius Lupač, Paprocky a Pole who however wrote some

of his works in the Bohemian language, Racownicky, and the

above-mentioned Weleslawin and Bilegowsky. In respect to

universal history, or that ofother lands, we find the names of Pla
cel , Sixt von Ottersdorf, Konstantinovic, Kocin, and others . This

period is equally rich in valuable books of travels. Count Wratis

law of Mitrowic, d . 1635 , described his interesting embassy from

Vienna to Constantinople ; C. Harant, a courtier and states

man , published his travels in Egypt and Palestine ; Prefat of

Wlkanow likewise gave a description of bis journey from Prague

to Palestine ; Charles of Zerotin, the son of the munificent pat

ron of the United Brethren , and like him their protector and

friend, left letters and a description of his travels .

As lawyers, orators, and politicalwriters, the following names

may be adduced : Baron Kocin of Kocinet, whom we have had

occasion to mention repeatedly ; the counts Sternberg, Wratis

law of Mitrowic, and Slawata ; the latter known as one of the

persons thrown from a lofty window of the castle by the

violence of count Thurn - one of the introductory scenes of the

thirty years' war ; Baron Budowec of Budow, equally excellent

as a Christian and a statesman , the protector and public defend

er of the Bohemian Brethren , and faithful to his religious con

viction untilhis last breath ; Christopher Harant, another noble

man of great merit, whom we mentioned above as a distinguish

ed traveller. Both these last were executed in 1621. Writers.

of meritin the department of jurisprudence, were also the coun

sellors Ulric of Prostibor under Ferdinand I, Wolf of Wresowic,

28 Simon Lomnicky of Budec was court poet ; and in addition to

the poetical crown , his talents procured him a patent of nobility . He wrote

twenty - eight volumes, most of which are printed. For more general

information respecting his works, and those of the other writers here

mentioned, we must refer our readers to Jungmann's Historie litera

tury Česke, Prague, 1825, and Sehaffarik's often cited work.
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the chancellor Koldin, and others. But on topics like these,

by far the greater number wrote only in Latin ; and these of

course we do not mention here .

Writers on the medical and natural sciences cannot well be

separated here ; since in most cases the same individuals distin

guished themselves in the departments of medicine, astronomy

and mathematics. The following, along with many others, are

named with distinction : Th. Hagek, body physician of the em

perors Maximilian and Rudolph, and a celebrated astronomer ;

Želotyn, author of medical and mathematical works ; Zalužan

sky, physician and naturalist, who anticipated the great Linnæus

in his doctrine of the sexual distinction and impregnation of

plants ; P. Codicillus, historian, philosopher, theologian and as

tronomer, who wrote on all these different subjects ; Huber von

Riesenbach, a physician and rector of the university of Prague ;

Sud, a celebrated astronomer ; and many more.29

The number of books printed during this period cannot well .

be ascertained ; since by far the greater number were burned or

otherwise destroyed in the dreadful catastrophe which signalized

its close. Prague alone had eighteen printing offices ; and four

teen more existed in other places in Bohemia and Moravia.

Besides these , many Bohemian books were printed at Venice,

Nürnberg, Wittenberg, etc. and some in Holland and Poland.

In 1617, the emperor Matthias succeeded in obtaining the

crown of Bohemia for his nephew Ferdinand , archduke of Aus

tria. This was the signal for the catholics, in spite of the Lit

erae Imperatoriae of the emperor Rudolph , to make new attempts

for the suppression of the protestants. The Estates belonging

to this denomination brought their complaint before the emperor,

who gave them no redress; and thus the spark was kindled into

flames, which for thirty years continued to rage throughout all

Germany. At the death of Matthias in 1619, the Bohemians

refused to receive FerdinandII as their king, and elected the

protestant palatine Frederic V, a generous prince, but incapable

of affording them support. The battle at the White Mountain

near Prague, in 1620, decided the destiny of Bohemia . Twen

ty -seven of the leaders of the insurrection were publicly exe

cuted ; sixteen were exiled or condemned to prison for life ;

their property, as also the possessions of seven hundred and

twenty - eight noblemen and knights who had voluntarily acknow

29 See the two works named in the preceding note .
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ledged themselves to have taken part in the insurrection, and of

twenty -nine others who had fled, was wholly confiscated ; and

thus the amount of fifty -three millions of rix dollars transferred

from protestant to catholic bands. The Literae Imperatoriae

were annulled ; the protestant religion in Bohemia abolished ;

and that kingdom declared a purely catholic hereditary mon

archy. All non -catholic preachers were banished ; thirty thou

sand families who preferred exile to a change of their religion,

emigrated. Among them 185 were noble families ; the others

artists, mechanics, merchants, and labourers. Yet in the villa

ges, among the woods and mountains, where neither soldier nor

Jesuit had penetrated,and there alone, many protestants remain

ed, buried in a fortunate obscurity. From the time of this catas

trophe, the Bohemian language has never again been used in pub

lic business. The thirty years' war completed the devastation

of this unfortunate country. In 1617, Bohemia had 732 cities

and 34,700 villages ; when Ferdinand II died in 1637 , there

remained 130 cities and 6000 villages , and its three millions of

inhabitants were reduced to 780,000.

FOURTA PERIOD.

From the battle at the White Mountain, A. D. 1620 , to the Revival of Literature in

A. D. 177480 .

Ofthis melancholyperiod we havebut little to say. A dull pres

sure lay upon the nation ; it was as if the heavy strokes inflicted

on them had paralysed their very limbs . Innumerable monks

came to Bohemia from Italy, Spain , andthe south of Germany,

who condemned and sacrificed to the flames every Bohemian

book as necessarily heretical. There were individuals who boast

ed having burned with their own hands 60,000 literary works.

They broke into private families, and took away whatever Bo

hemian books they could find. Those which they did not burn,

were deposited in separate chambers in the convents, provided

with iron grates, bolts, and chains drawn before the door, on

which was written , The Hell. They distributed pamphlets re

specting hell and purgatory, the reading of which produced de

rangement of mind in many weak persons; until at last the gov

ernment was wise enough to lay a severe prohibition upon these

measures. The Bohemian emigrants indeed continued to have

their religious books printed in their foreign homes ; but they

wrote comparatively few new works. These however they con
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trived to introduce into Bohemia, where they were answered by

the Jesuits and Capuchins in thick folio volumes, written in

a language hardly intelligible . There were however some hon

ourable exceptions among these fathers ; some persons, who

independent of religious prejudices continued to labour for the

benefit of a beloved mother tongue. The Jesuits Konstanz,

Steyer, and Drachovsky, wrote grammatical works, and the two

first attempted to translate the Bible anew. Plachy , d . 1650,

Libertin, and Taborsky, were distinguished preachers; Pesina,

d. 1680, Hammerschmidt, d . 1731 , and Beckowsky, d . 1725,
wrote meritorious historical works ; Rosa, d . 1689, composed

another grammar and a dictionary . Others wrote in Latin ;

and among these must be named the Jesuit Balbin, d . 1688,

who prepared several historical and bibliographical works of

importance, part of which however were not published until
long after his death.30

We turn once more to the unfortunate emigrants, and in

the midst of the distress, privations, and sacrifices, which were

the natural accompaniments of their exiled condition , we re

joice to meet with a name, which owes its splendour not alone

to the general poverty of the period , but which outshines even

the most distinguished of the former age, and is indeed the only

one in the literary history of Bohemia, which has acquired an

European fame. This is Comenius, the last bishop of the Bo

hemian Brethren . Although he belongs partly to the former

period, and , in respect to his style, decidedly to the golden age

of the Bohemian literature, the time of his priocipal ac

tivity falls within this melancholy period. A few words may be

devoted to the life of this remarkable individual . He was born

A. D. 1592 in the village of Komna in Moravia. His baptismal

names were John Amos ; his father had probably no family

name, as was frequently the case at that time among the lower

classes throughout all Europe. According to the custom of the

time, he wascalled Komnensky from his native place, the Lat

in form of which is Comnenius, or more commonly Comenius.

30 Balbin was professor of rhetoric at Prague. His works are of

importance for the literary history of Bohemia : Epitome rer . Bohem .

Prague 1677. Miscellanea hist. rer. Bohem . Prague 1680–88. After

his death Unger edited in 1777–80 his Bohemia docta , and Pelzel in

1775 his Dissertatio apologeticapro lingua Slavonica , praecipue Bohe

mica . See below under the fifth period of Bohemian literature, near

the beginning.
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His parents, who belonged to the community of the Brethren,

sent him to school at Herborn. He distinguished himself so

much as to be made rector at Prerau ,when only twenty -two years

old ; and two years later was transferred to Fulnek. In 1618

this latter citywas plundered by the Spaniards, and Comenius

lost all his books and other property. When the great persecu

tion of the protestants broke out, he fled to Poland. Here he

found manyof his countrymen, of the sect of the Brethren,

whom the persecutions ofthe former century had already driv

en hither, and who had here gathered themselves into commu

nities essentially of the same constitution ; although in some

measure they were amalgamated with the dissenters in Poland.

In 1632 they elected him their bishop. In 1631 he published

his Janua linguarum reserrata, a work which spread his

fame over all the world , and which was translated into twelve

European languages, and also into Persian, Arabian , and Mon

golian . His object in this work was to point out a new method

of teaching languages, by which they were to be used as keys

for acquiring other useful knowledge. In 1641 he was in

vited to England to prepare a new arrangement of the schools;

but the civil war having prevented the execution of this project,

he went from England to Sweden, wbither the chancellor Ox

enstiern had invited him fora similar purpose. After protract

ed journeys through half Europe , he returned to Lissa , the

principal seat of his activity. In 1659 he published his Orbis

pictus, the first picture book for children which ever appeared,

and which acquired the same reputation as the work above

mentioned . The war and the destruction of Lissa compelled

bim some years later to leave Poland ; he sought another asy

lum in Germany, and settled at length at Amsterdam , where he

died in 1671 , occupied with literary pursuits until his last hour.

According to Adelung he wrote not less than ninety -two works,

of whichonly fifty -four have come down to us ; and among

these twenty are in the Bohemian language . His style has a

classical perfection ; the contents of his works are manifold, and

have mostly lost their interest for the present age.31 In the last

31 One of Comenius's works : Labirynt swieta a rag srdce, i. e. the

World's Labyrinth and the Heart's Paradise, reminds us strongly of

Bunyan's celebrated Pilgrim's Progress. It was first printed at Prague

1631, in 4to. and after several editions in other places, it was last

printed at the same city in 1809, 12mo. His Latin works were print

ed at Amsterdam in 1657, under the title Opera didactica .

Vol. IV. No. 15. 59
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years of his life, Comenius is said to have devoted himself to a

mystical interpretation of theprophetic Scriptures ; he discovered

in the Revelation of St. John the state of Europe, as it then was ;

awaited the millennium in the year 1672 ; and believed in the

far -famed Bourignon , as in an inspired prophetess .

A few names only among the emigrants require to be men

tioned as writers, after Comenius. They may find their place

here : Paul Stransky, who was exiled in 1626 and found an

asylum as professor at Thorn, wrote a history of Bohemia in

Latin in 1643, which was translated and accompanied with sup

plements and corrections by Cornova, in 1792. Elsner, pastor

of the Bohemian Brethren at Berlin , and Kleich at Zittau, print

ed works for religious instruction , devotional exercises for pro

testants , etc.

The greater part of what was written during this period, pro

ceeded from the Slovaks in Hungary, a nation related to the

Bohemians in race and language, who after the reformation

had adopted the Bohemian dialect as their literary language.

Although also constantly struggling against oppression and per

secution , the protestants in Hungary were not formally annihilat

ed , as in Bohemia ; but belonged rather to the so called tolerat

ed sects. A certain degree of activity in behalf of their breth

ren in faith, was consequently allowed to them , especially under

Maria Theresa . We meet among them with hardly any other than

theological productions, or works for religious edification. The

two pastors Krman and Bel, who both died towards the middle

of the eighteenth century , men of no inconsiderable merit as

Christians and as scholars, prepared a new edition of the Bohe
mian Bible, translated several works of Luther, Arndt, etc.

Ambrosius, their cotemporary, wrote a commentary on Luther's

catechism , and several other useful religious works; G. Bahyl

published an introduction to the Bible, a history of the symboli

cal books, and assisted Comenius in his Orbis pictus ; Matthias

Bahyl became the object of a cruel persecution, on account of a

translation of Meissner's Consultatio orthod . de fide Lutherana,

etc. Numerous religious hymns were written in Bohemian by

Hruškowic, the two Blasius, Glosius, Augustini, and others.

Michalides translated the Summarium biblicum of the theolo

gians of Wittenberg ; and another protestant minister, Doležal,

wrote in 1746 a Bohemian grammar. But their books, with a

* See p . 423 above.
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few exceptions, were little read beyond the frontiers of Hungary,

and had consequently little or no influence on the Bohemians.

The works written in the Slovakian dialect do not belong here .

FIFTH PERIOD .

Revival of Bohemian Literature ," from A. D. 1774—80 to the present time.

In A. D. 1774, the marshal count Kinsky published a work

on the advantages and necessity of a knowledge of the Bohemi

an language . At that time so great was the neglect of the mother

tongue, that even for a work of so patriotic a nature, he had to

employ a foreign language in order to be understood ! One year

later appeared an apology for the vernacular tongue of the coun

try, written by the Jesuit Balbin , and edited by Pelzel. These

two writings created a deep sensation ; and even the govern

ment would seem to have taken notice of them . We find, at

least , that in the same year, teachersof the Bohemian language

were appointed in the university of Vienna and in two other in

stitutions in that city. At the same time, the royal normal

school at Prague began to print several Bohemian books for in

struction. When the tolerantviews and principles by which Joseph

II was actuated , became known, more than a hundred thousand

concealed protestants immediately appeared ; their bidden books

were brought to light again ; and many works ofwhich only sin

gle copies existed , were reprinted. In 1781 the severe edict of

Ferdinand II was repealed, and a censorship established upon

more reasonable principles. In 1786, the Bohemian language

had gained friends enough to induce the government to institute

a Bohemian theatre; which, with a short interruption during the

present century , has ever since existed . The Bohemian lan

guage has enjoyed still more encouragement during the reign of

the present emperor of Austria. In 1793 a professorship for

the languageand literature of the country was founded in the

university of Prague ; the use of thatlanguage in all the schools

was ordained by several decrees of the government; and by a

law of A.D. 1818, a knowledge of it is made a necessary quali

fication for holding any office.

In the very outset of this revival of Bohemian literature there

appeared so great a multitude of writers, such habits of diligence

and productiveness were immediately manifested throughout the

whole nation , and such a mass of respectable talent was brought
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to light, that the long interval of a dull and deathlike silence,

which preceded this period, presents indeed an enigma difficult

to be solved. No small influence may be ascribed to Germany..

The principles of the government were changed ; the country,

physically as well as morally exhausted, could recover but grad

ually ; but all this could not create talents wherethere were none ;

nor could all external oppression and unfavourable conjunctures

destroy the germs of real talent, if they had been there.

The list of modern Bohemian writers of merit is very extensive ;

but we must be satisfied with bringing forward the most distin

guished of thein , and refer the reader to works less limited than

these pages, where he may find more complete information .

Among those whose desert is the greatest in respect to the

revival of Bohemian literature, Kramerius, b . 1753, d . 1808,

must be named first. He was one of those indefatigable and

creative minds, which never sleep, never lose a moment, and by

a restless activity and happy ingenuity know how to render the

difficult easy ,—the apparently impossible, practicable. From

the year 1785, he was editor of the first Bohemian newspaper ;

from 1788, of the annual called the Toleranz Kalender, or

Almanac of Toleration ; and published besides this more than

fifty works, written by himself and others, but accompanied with
notes or commentaries of his own . None of his productions

surpassed mediocrity ; but according to the best judges, they

were well and perspicuously written ; they became popular and

exerted a very favourable influence.

Asliterary historians, Slavic philologians and antiquaries,Pel

zel , Prochazka, Durich, Puchmayer, Negedly, Jungmann, Tom

sa, Hanka , and above all Dobrovsky, must be distinguished .

One of the principal merits of most of these scholars consists in

their preparing for print and editing valuable old manuscripts ;

or in the judicious commentarieswhich they added to new edi

tions of ancient works already printed . Pelzel we have nam

ed above as the editor of the writings of the Jesuit Balbin .

Most of his works are in German, but some also in Bohemian .

In 1804 Prochazka and Durich translated the Bible for catho

lics ; the former had already translated the New Testament in

1786 . His principal labours besides this, were in the depart

ment of history. Durich wrote in Latin ; but his researches

were nevertheless devoted to the Bohemian language and his

tory . Tomsa and Negedly have written Bohemiangrammars, and
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the many

several other Slavic-philological works and essays.32 Puchmay

er published a large collection of poetry,33 consisting partly of

his own productions, a token of the reviving poetical genius of

the nation, which had slept for centuries ; his elaborate Russian

grammar is also a valuable contribution to Slavic literature

in general. Joseph Jungmann , besides a translation of Cha

teaubriand's Atala and of Milton's Paradise Lost, which Bow

ring calls “ the most admirable among
admirable ver

sions of that renowned and glorious heroic,” * has written many

important essays scattered in periodicals ; and also published in

1820 a Bohemian chrestomathy, in 1825 a history of Bohemian

literature, and in 1830—31 a complete dictionary of that lan

guage. Hanka , librarian at Prague, has made himself particu

larly known by critical editions of valuable writings out of the

golden age of Bohemian literature . In 1817 he was so fortu

nate as to discover a manuscript of high importance, as well in

a philological respect, as for its intrinsic poetical value ; which

he published in 1819 with a modern Bohemian translation , and

also a German translation by Swoboda.34 He has written sever

al works, and also essays in periodicals, of a bibliographical and

antiquarian character. Joseph Dobrovsky , born in 1753 in

Hungary, but of Bohemian parents, d . 1829 , is called the patri

arch of the Slavic literature , and was one of the profoundest schol

ars of the age . His merits in regard to Slavic philology and

history are so generally acknowledged , and we have so often

had occasion to cite his name in these pages, and to refer the

reader to his authority, that without attempting to present a crit

ical view of one, or an analysis of another of his works, we are

contented to give in a note the title of his principal works. We

are the more willing to adopt this course, because the most of

his works form in a certain measure one great whole and mutu

ally supply each other ; and because too , the author having in

part first explored unknown regions, and having of course

32 J. Negedly translated the Iliad, and also Young's Night

Thoughts under the name of Kwileni, Lamentations. He and his

brother Adalbert are also favourably known as lyric poets.

33 In the year 1795 ; the fifth and last volume appeared in 1804 .

Bowring has given several specimens of this collection in the For.

Quart. Review , Vol. II. p . 145 .

* For. Quart. Review, Vol. II. p. 167.

34 The celebrated manuscript of Königinhof; see note 8.

5
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sometimes found it necessary to retract hypotheses started in

his earlier writings, his works cannot well be separated . He

wrote mostly in German ; sometimes in Latin ; while com

paratively very few of his numerous books are in the Bohemian

language. In this way only could they gain that kind of univer

sality which the subject required , and which has so much

contributed to promote the cause of Slavic literature in gen
eral.35

There were also some scholars among the Slovaks, who aid

ed the same cause with diligence and talent. Leska, d . 1818 ,

published from 1785 onward the first Slovakian newspaper, and

was a diligent and judicious compiler in respect to Slavic lexico

graphy. Palkowić published a Bohemian dictionary, and pre

pared in 1808 a more correct edition of the Bible. Plachy,

besides many volumes of prose and poetry , published a valuable

periodical ; Schramko wrote some philological works, etc.

After the collection of poetry by Puchmayer above alluded

to, several others of a miscellaneous kind appeared ; poetry

having been hitherto limited almost exclusively to religious pur

poses. Kamaryt, Palacky, Chmelensky, Zdirad Polak, čela

kowsky, Snaidr, Hnewkowsky, Turinsky, Sir, are favourably
known as poets. A. Marek has translated several dramas of

Shakspeare ; Machaček, several from Goethe ; Klicpera , Stepa

nek, and Sychra , are esteemed dramatic writers. Among the

Slovaks, Holli translated the Latin and Greek elegiac poets ;

Rosnay, Anacreon ; and Kollar, who imitates Petrarch, and

personifies Slavonia his country as his Laura, manifests a poeti

cal talent of the very first order.36 The most interesting work

however for the friends of poetry , is a collection of popular

35 Dobrovsky's principal works are the following: Script. rer . Bohem .

(with Pelzel) Prague 1784 .1784. Böhm . and Mähr. Literatur, rague 1779

-84. Lit. Magazinfür Böhmen und Mähren, 1786–87. Lit. Nach

richten von einer Reise nach Schweden und Russland, Prague 1796 .

Geschichte der böhm. Sprache und Lit. Prague 1792 ; new edition much

altered, ib . 1818. Slavin, Prague 1808. Slovanka, Prague 1814–15.

Lehrgebäude der böhm . Sprache, Prague 1809, 1819. Etymologicon,

Prague 1813. Deutsch -böhm . Wörterb. 1802—21 . Institutiones Lin

guæ Slav . Vienna 1822. Cyrill und Method, Prague 1823. Also a large

number of smaller treatises, essays, reviews, etc. either printed separ

ately, or in periodicals.

36 For several beautiful specimens of this poet, see Bowring's Es

say on Bohemian literature, in the For. Quart. Review , Vol. II .
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be.37

songs, by Čelakowsky, which contains a very judicious selection

of that inimitable species of songs gathered not only from the

Bohemians, Moravians, and Slovakians themselves, but also

translations from most of the other Slavic dialects. The reader

may himself imagine, how rich in songs so musical a people must

In the department of natural science are to be mentioned ,

Prest, count Berchtold , Strnad , Sedlacek, Wydra, etc. Others,

Bohemians by birth ,have written in German , e.g. Haenke, Sie

ber, etc. etc. Count Buquoy also is of Bohemian origin.

Writers of merit on moral and religious subjects are, Rauten

kranz, Zahradnik, Parizek and others. The Slovak Bartholo

maeides, a distinguished scholar, has written several useful works

on various topics. - Periodicals full of learned researches and va

riety of interest were edited , Dobroslaw by Hromadko and Zie

gler, Krok by Pest, etc. Among the highest nobility thena

tional language found powerful patrons, and in the establishment

of a national Museum , a Bohemian Academy of Sciences,

and similar patriotic institutions, the national literature received

great encouragement. The names of the counts K. Sternberg

and Kolowrath -Liebsteinsky must be mentioned here . But the

state of the country is nevertheless far from what it ought tobe.

The sovereignty of the German language is probably established

forever. The present literature ofBohemia, is as Jungmann ex

presses it, " the produce of a few enthusiasts, who, exposing them

selves to the hatred of their enemies and the ingratitude of their

countrymen, have devoted themselves to the resuscitation of a

language, which is neither living nor dead .” It is justly to be

feared that their strength will not hold out to struggle against

the torrent of time, which in its resistless course overwhelms the

nations, and onlythrows their vestiges in scattered fragments on

the banks, as feeble memorials to shew to an inquiring posterity

that they once existed.38

37 The title of this work is Slowanske narodni pisne, Prague 1822,

1827. A similar collection is česke narodni pisne, by Ritter von Rit

tersberg, Prague 1825. Bowring gives some interesting specimens

from the former. For. Quart. Rev. Vol . II.

38 For more complete information in respect to Bohemian litera

ture, a knowledge of one of the Slavic idioms or of the German lan

guage is absolutely required ; we know of nothing written on this sub

ject in the English language, except the article of Bowring so often ci

ted, which gives an able survey of the poetical part of the literature,
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II. Language and Literature of the Slovaks.

The northwestern part of Hungary is inhabited by the Slovaks,

a Slavic nation, who appear to be the direct descendants of the

original Slavic settlers in Europe. Numerous colonists of the

but does not profess to cover the whole ground. Besides the numer

ous works of Dobrovsky, we would refer our readers to the following

books: Effigies virorum eruditorum Bohem. et Morav. etc. by Voigt and

Braun, in German by Pelzel, Prague, 1773–82. BalbiniBohemia

docta , see note 30. Prochazka de Secularibus liberal. art. in Bohem . et

Morav . 1782. Also his Miscellaneen der böhm . und mähr. Lit. Prague

1784–5. Rulika Učena čechic, Prague 1807—8. Nowotneho Lužc

Bibliotheca českych Bibli. Prague 1810–18. Jungmann's Historie lit

eratury česke, Prague 1825. Schaffarik's Geschichte der Slavischen

Sprache und Literatur. The grammatical and lexical part of the Bo

hemian literature is uncommonly rich , and exhibits no small mass of

talent. We confine ourselves to citing the titles of those written in

German or Latin . No helps in English or French for learning the

Bohemian language, so far as we know, ever existed.—GRAMMARS.

Kurze Unterweisung beyder Sprachen , teutsch und böhmisch , Pilsen 1531

and several later editions. Klatowsky Böhmisch-deutsche Gespräche,

Prague 1540, and several later editions. B. Optat Anleitung zur böhm .

Orthogr. etc. 1533, Prague 1588 and 1643. BenešowskyGram. Bo

hem . Prague 1577. Benedict a Nudožer Gram . Bohen. Prague 1603.

Drachowsky Gramm . Bohem . Olmütz 1660. Constantin's Lima lin

guae Bohem. Prague 1667. Principia linguae Bohem . 1670–80 ; new

edition 1783. Jandit Gramm . ling. Bohem . Prague 1704, seven new

editions to 1753. Dolezal Gramm . Slavico -bohem . Pressburg 1746.

Pohl Böhmische Sprachkunst, Vienna 1756, five editions to 1783. Tham

Böhm . Sprachlehre, Prague 1785 ; also his Böhm . Grammatik, 1798—

1804. Pelzel Grundsätze der böhm . Sprache, Prague 1797–98 . Neged

ly Böhm . Grammatik, Prague 1804 , fourth edition 1830. Dobrovsky's

Lehrgebäude der böhm. Sprache, Prague 1809, second edition 1819.

DICTIONARIES. Of these we mention only such as would aid persons

who wish to learn the language so far as to read Bohemian books; re

ferring the reader for an enumeration of the others to Schaffarik, p.

301. Weleslawin Sylva quadrilinguis, Prague 1598. Gazophylacium

bohem . lat. graec. germ . Prague 1671. Rohn Böhmisch -lat. deutscher

Nomenclator, Prague 1764–68 . Tham Böhmisch -deutsches National

lexicon, Prague 1805–7. Also his Deutsch -böhmisches und Böhmisch

deutsches Taschenwörterbuch, Prague 1818. Tomsa Böhm. deutsch -lat.

Wörterbuch, Prague 1791. Palkowić Böhmisch -deutsch -lateinisches

Wörterbuch, Pressburg 1821.
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same race are scattered all over the other parts of that country.

The Byzantine historians, and , somewhat later, the Russian an

nalist Nestor, speak of the region on the north of the Danube

as being the primitive seat of the Slavi . In early times the Sar

matae limigantes or Jazyges metanastae, nomadic tribes between

the Danube and the Theiss , whose name indicates incontestibly

their having been Slavi, 39 are mentioned as having troubled the

Byzantine empire. But they soon disappear entirely from histo

ry, and it is not before the ninth century, when they were already

Christians, that wemeet them again. At that time Slovakia, in

Slavic Slovansko,viz . the regions adjacent to thetwo rivers Waag

and Gran, reappears as an ingredient part of the ephemeral

kingdom of Great Moravia. The rest of Pannonia was inhabit

ed by other Slavic tribes, by Bulgarians, Rumelians and Kha

In A. D. 894, the Madjares conquered Pannonia,

drove back the Slovaks into the mountains, and made them tribu

tary ; whilst they themselves settled on the plains . But although

the Slovaks appear to have submitted to their fate, and to have

thenceforth lived on good terms with their conquerors, it can

not unconditionally be said that the two nations were merged in

each other ; since , even after nearly a thousand years have passed ,

they still speak different languages. The Madjares learned the

arts of peace from the Slavi ; who, besides being already Chris

tians, had built many cities, and were mechanics, traders, agri

culturists. All words and terms relating to these occupations,

the Madjares had to obtain from them. The Slovaks on their

side lost their national existence in that of their Asiatic conquer

ors, entered into their ranks as soldiers, and participated thence

forward in all their fortunes; but the influence of the Madjares

on their language could be only inconsiderable, since the circle

of new ideas which the Slovaks had to receive in exchange from

them , barbarians as they were, could be only very limited . The

language however is the only remnant of their national existence,

which the Slovaks have preserved ; in every other respect they

belong to the Hungarian nation, of which they form an ingredi

ent part, as the Madjares form another ; and on the glory of

whose valiant deeds they have an equal claim .

Hungary, traversed by two large rivers, the Danube and the

Theiss, is divided into four great circles, usually called this side

39 See Schlözer's edition of Nestor, Vol II. p. 76 , 97. Jazyk

signifies in Slavic, lingua, tongue.

VOL. IV . No. 15 . 60
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the Danube and beyond the Danube, this side the Theiss and

beyond the Theiss . The circle this side the Theiss is the prin

cipal seat of the Slovaks. The counties Trencsin , Thurocz,

Arva , Liptau , and Sohl , are entirely inhabited by them , amount

ing to about 550,000 in number. In the other counties of the

same circle they live more mingled with Russniaks and Madja

res ; and together with the numerous Slovakish settlements which

are scattered over all Hungary, are computed in all at about 1,800,

000. About 1,300,000 of them are catholics, and the remain

ing 500,000 protestants.

The Slovakish language, exposed through the geographical

situation of the nation, to the influence of various other Slavic

idioms— as the Polish , Bohemian , Malo -Russian , Servian, and

Vindish-is more broken up into different dialects than perhaps

any living tongue. In its original elements it is very nearly relat

ed to the Old Slavic language ; 40 a fact which is easy to be ex

plained , when we consider that the developement of this language

must have been the result of the primitive cultivation of the Sla

vi; and that the region about the Carpathian mountains, theseat

ofthe ancient as well as of the present Slovaks, was the cradle of

all the Slavic nations which are now spread over the whole of

eastern Europe. Of all living Slavic tongues, the Bohemian is

the nearest related to the Slovakish, especially as it appears in

the oldest Bohemian writers ; a circumstance which induced

Dobrovsky at first to consider both languages as essentially the

same ; or rather to maintain, that the Slovakish was nothing

more than Old Bohemian . But after entering more deeply

into the subject, he found reason to regard the Slovakish idiom

as a separate dialect, which forms the link of connexion between

the Bohemian and Croatian - Vindish dialects, or between the two

principal divisions , the Eastern and Western stems, of the great

Slavic family. *

To enumerate the features bywhich the Slovakish dialects

are distinguished from the other Slavic languages, would oblige

40 We have seen in the History of the Old Slavic language, that on

account of the great similarity between the old Slavic and the Slova

kish dialects, both in respect to forin and grammatical structure and in

the meaning of words, it has been maintained by several philologists,

that the language of Cyril's translation of the Bible was in the transla

tor's time the Moravian Slovakian dialect. See p. 346 above.

* See p. 413 above.
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us to enter more into detail than would be acceptable to per

sons not acquainted with any of them ; as we may suppose to

be the case with most of our readers. Besides, most of the pe

culiarities which could he alleged as general characteristics, are

contradicted by so many single cases, that all general rules

woud be in danger of being rendered void by a plurality of ex

ceptions. The only thing which the Slovaks have not in com

mon with any of the other Slavic tongues, is a variety of diph

thongs where all the rest have simple vowels; e. g. kuoñ, horse,

for kon ; lieuc, light, for luc, etc. In the counties situated on

the frontiers of Galicia , the Slovakish language participates in

many of the peculiarities of the Polish tongue; on the frontier of

Moravia, the dialect of the people approaches nearer to the ver

nacular idiom of that province, and consequently to the Bohemian,

which has been adopted as their own literary language. On the

Slovaks who live more in the interior of the country, the influence

of the Madjares, or of the Transylvanian -Germans, or of the

Russniaks, or of the Servians, is more or less prominent, ac

cording to their location . The less exposed to the influence of

other races, the purer of course has the proper Slovakian idiom

been preserved. But even in its purest state, it has, as wemen

tioned above, a strong and decided resemblance to the Bohe

mian tongue ; from which it is however distinguished by a more

harmonious and pleasing sound ; its vowels being fuller and oc

curring more frequently. But a peculiarity which distinguishes

it more materially, is a treasure of words and phrases obsolete

or entirely unknown in the present Bohemian language ; although

they were to be found in the old Bohemian, and are so still , in

part, in the Old Slavic , Russian , and Vindish dialects. Schaffa

rik mentions that G. Rybay, a minister in the county of Bač, who

possessed many valuable manuscripts, had collected 15,000 words

for a Slovakish Idioticon , and that it would be easy to enlarge

this number.41

The Slovakish language has never been a literary language ;

the first attempt to render it so , with a few trifling exceptions,

was made about forty years ago ; but the opposition which it

met with from the literati who had already adopted the kindred

Bohemian tongue for their literary language, together with the

41 Geschichte der slavischen Sprache, etc. p. 377. G. Palcowic , who

bought this manuscript, has inserted a large number of Slovakish

provincialisms in his Bohemian dictionary.
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1

1

43

political obstacles which it had to encounter from the jealousy of

the Madjares, seems to have been too strong to be conquered.

Indeed, in consequence of this jealousy of the Madjares, the

Slovakish language is so far oppressed, that even in the higher

schools of the Slovaks themselves this language isnot permitted

to constitute a branch of instruction , like the Hungarian and

Latin . Schaffarik thinks it probable, that in ancienttimes the

vernacular tongue of the counties inhabited by Slovaks was used

in public documents and similar writings ; and that such his
torical monuments must be buried in the libraries and archives

of the catholic archbishops, noblemen , and cities.42 But this

subject has never been sufficiently examined . Even the histo

rical popular songs , which about fifty years ago were still to be

heard among the Slovakian peasants, and someof which appear to

have been derived even from the pagan period, have perished ,

with the exception of a few initial verses. There is no trace

known to be left of the mental existence of this nation of nearly

two millions of souls, until the middle of the fifteenth century .

At that time a great body of Hussites, who were exiled from

Bohemia, broke into Upper Hungary, and under the conduct of

Giskra von Brandeis, were hired by the queen Elizabeth against

the rival Polish - Hungarian monarch Vladislaus, afterwards

king of Bohemia . The Bohemian soldiers were accompanied

by their wives and children , and settled finally in different parts

of Hungary. Other Taboritic colonists followed them , and

amalgamated gradually with the Slovaks, among whom they

principally established themselves. It is probable that at this

time the Slovaks became familiar with the Boheinian as a lit

erary language , which from its kindred genius and its simi

larity of forms was perfectly intelligible, and must have been

highly acceptable to them . When the doctrines of the German

reformers penetrated into Hungary, they found the Slovaks al

ready so well prepared , that those doctrines were at once spread

among the people by numerous books written by Slovakian

clergymen in the Bohemian language . The Bible and the lit

1

42

See the same work , p. 381 .

43 More modern Slovakish popular songs are to be found in Čela

kowsky's collection , see above, p. 462 sq. and in the work : Pisnie

swietske lidu slowenskeho w Uhřich, Pesth 1823. The collection : Sla

vische Volkslieder, by Wenzig, Halle 1830, contains sixteen Slovakish

songs, mostly taken from Čelokowsky's work in a German translation ,
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urgical books were written and printed in Bohemian ; and many

Bohemians and Moravians came into Hungary as preachers and

teachers. Thus the dominion of the Bohemian language over

the pulpit, and, since all the Slovakian writers of this period

were clergymen , in the republic of letters also, was established

among the Slovaks without struggle. There is nothing known

of any catholic Slovakish writers at this period ; if there were

any, they probably followed the beaten track and wrote also in

Bohemian or in Latin. But the produce of the literary culti

vation of the Slovaks during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen

turies, is at most but small ; for the times appear to have been

too heavy, and men's minds too much oppressed , for a free de

velopement of their powers. The civil wars, the devastations

of the Turks, the religious controversies, and after the battle at

the White Mountain, religious oppression and persecution, chas

ed the peaceful muses froin Pannonia and put the genius of the

people in chains . All the productions ofthese two centuries,

with a few exceptions, are confined to theology, and are mostly

sermons, catechisms, devotional exercises, or religious hymns.

Schaffarik observes that from these latter there speaks a mel

ancholy gloomy spirit, crying for divine aid and deliverance.44

Those Slovakian writers who in any measure distinguished

themselves, have been enumerated under their proper heads in

our sketch of the Bohemian literature. *

The Bohemian dialect , as we have mentioned repeatedly, is

perfectly intelligible to the Slovaks. But as it is not to them the

language of common conversation , it cannot be familiar to their

minds. If, in listening to their preachers in the churches, the

people succeed in straining up their minds sufficiently to enable

them to follow the course of the serions and devotional exercises,

it still seems rather unnatural- that even their prayer books, des

tined for private use , should not be written in their vernacular

tongue ; but that even their addresses to the Most High, which

more than anything else should be the free and natural effusions

of their inmost feelings, should require such an intellectual exertion

and an artificial transposition into a foreign clime. It is a singu

lar fact, that whilst everywhere else protestantism and the

friends of the Bible have advocated and attempted to raise the

dialect of the people, in opposition to a privileged idiom of the

priesthood, among the Slovaks the vindication of the vernacular

44 See Geschichte der sl. Spr. p. 383. 458, 462,
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tongue has been attempted by the catholics, and has met with

strong opposition from the protestants. In the year 1718, Alex .

Macsay, a catholic clergyman, published sermons at Tyrnau,

written in the common Slovakian dialect. The Jesuits of Tyr

nau followed his example, in publishing books of prayers and

several other religious works, in a language which is rather a mix

ture of the dialect of the people and the literary Bohemian lan

guage. During the last ten years of the eighteenth century, a

more successful attempt was made to elevate the Slovakian dia

lect spoken on the frontiers of Moravia, and which approaches

the Bohemian language most, to the rank of a literary language.

At the head of this undertaking were the catholic curates Bajza,
Fandli , and Bernolak, especially the last . A society was form

ed , the members of which bound themselves to buy the books

written in Slovakish by Bernolak and his friends. The catho

lics proceeded in the work with great zeal and activity , and were

patronized by the cardinal Rudnay, primate of Hungary, who
himself published some of his orations held in the Slovakian dia

lect, and caused a voluminous Slovakish dictionary, a posthu
mous work of Bernolak's, to be printed.45 A version of theBi

ble in the same dialect, made by the canon G. Palkowic, who is

also the author of the fourth volume of the above dictionary, was

printed in the year 1831 .

The protestant Slovaks, who several centuries ago had al

ready acquired by their own contributions the right of citizens in

the Bohemian republic of letters,—especially duringthe course

of the seventeenth century, when most of the native Bohemians

had been banished from it,-feared to endanger the cause of lit

erature itself by innovations of this kind . They too united them

selves into a society, and founded a professorship of Bohemian

Slovakian literature at the Lyceum of Pressburg, which was oc

cupied by another G. Palkowic, honourably mentioned in our

History of Bohemian literature.46 The number of protes

3

45 The same individual, who caused the Dalmatian Bible to be

printed ; see p. 405 above.

46 These two individuals of the same baptismal and family names,

George Palkowić, both following the same pursuits and both not with

out desert in respect to their countrymen , but nevertheless serving

opposite interests according to their different views, must not be con

founded. Professor Palkowic prepared a new edition of the Bohe

mian Bible for the Slovaks ; see p. 462 above. Canon Palkowic trans
1
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tant Slovaks being comparatively small, this institution was

not sustained longer than ten years. The names of the princi

pal Slovakish -Bohemian writers during this and the last century,

have been given above.47 We add here those of Bartholomae

ides, Tablič, Lowich, and Moschotzy, themselves writers of

merit, or promoters of literature and science.

Many among the Slovaks, like their brethren the Madjares,

have received a German education ; and some indeed have ad

vanced far enough to have that language at command. For the

sake of more fame or a larger field ofinfluence, they mostly pre

fer to write in German. Of these we adduce here only the au

thorof the History of the Slavic Language and Literature, so often

cited in our pages, Schaffarik, professor at Neusatz ; who in

choosing the German language as his vehicle, has only followed

the exampleof the two greatest Slavic authorities, Dobrovsky and

Kopitar .* His work, however, although in other respects justly

considered as a valuable contribution to German literature, has

contributed more than all others to a knowledge of the Slavic

literature in general , and of the classification and mutual rela

tions of the Slavic languages.48

III. History of the Polish Language and Literature.

The regions of the Baltic and Vistula, after the Goths and

Vandals had finally left them, were occupied , towards the fourth

century, by the Lettonians and Lithuanians, who are according

to some historians Slavic , and according to others Finnic -Scythic

tribes.49 Other parts of the country were inhabited by the An

lated the Scriptures into the Slovakian dialect. Professor P. publish

ed a Bohemian dictionary, see pp. 462, 464. Canon P. the fourth vol

ume of Bernolak's Slovakian lexicon , as said in the text above.

47 See p. 458, 462. * See more in the Appendix.

48 There does not yet exist a philological work , from which a com

plete knowledge of the Slovakian language in its different dialects

could he obtained. The following works of Bernolak regard chiefly

the Slovakisb -Moravian dialect : Grammatica Slavica, Posonii 1790 .

Dissertatio de literis Slavorum , Posonii 1783. Etymologia vocum Slavi

carum , Tyrnau 1791. Lexicon Slav. Lat. Germ . Hung. Buda 1825.

49 See above, p. 334. On the origin of these tribes, which seem to

have been kindred nations with the ancient Livonians, Esthonians, and
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tes and Lygians, nations of the Slavic race, who at the general

migration of nations turned themselves, the latter towards the

west, and the former southwards, where they settled in Walachia.

All these tribes and many more were by the ancients comprised

under the name of Sarmatae. In the sixth, or according to oth

ers, in the seventh century, the Lekhes, a people kindred to the

Tchekhes, who were urged forwards by the Bulgarians, settled

on the banks of the Vistula and Varta. Lekh (Lech, Ljach )

signified in old Bohemian a free and noble man, and had this

meaning still in the fourteenth century . The Lekhes were di

vided into several tribes, of which, according to Nestor, at first.

only those who settled on the vast plains, polie, of the Ukraine,

were called Polyane, Poles, i. e . inhabitants of the plain . The

tribes which occupied Masovia were called Masowshane; the

Lekhes who went to Pomerania, Pomoriane, etc.

cific name of Poles, as applied to all the Lekhish tribes together,

does not appear until the close of the tenth century, when the

generic appellation of Lekhes or Ljaches had perished. In the

year 840, the chiefs of the different tribes united themselves un

der one coinmon head ; at that time they are said to have cho

sen a husbandman by the nameof Pjast for their duke, and the

male descendants of this , their first prioce, lived and reigned not

less than six hundred and thirty years. From Germany and

Bohemia Christianity was carried to Poland by catholic priests,

probably as early as the ninth century. In the beginning of the

tenth , some attempts were made to introduce the Slavic liturgy

into Poland. Both species of worship existed for some time

peacefully sidebyside; and even when through the exertions

of the Latin priesthood, the Slavic liturgy was gradually super

seded by the occidental rites, the former was at least tolerated ;

and after the invention of printing, the Polish city of Cracow was

the first place where books in the Old Slavic dialect, and por

tions of the Old Slavic Bible, were printed.50

The spe

Borussians, many hypotheses have been started, but the truth has not

yet been sufficiently ascertained . It is at least evident that they are

not of Slavic origin, although even this has been maintained by ma

ny historians, who were misled by local circumstances. See Parrot's

Versuch einer Entwickelung der Sprache, Abstammung, etc. der Liven ,

Letten, etc. The Foreign Quarterly Review contains an interesting

essay on Lettish popular poetry, Vol. VIII. p . 61 .

50 See p. 352, 356 .
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In the year 965, the duke Miecislav married the Bohemian

princess Dombrovka, and caused himself to be baptized. From

that time onward, all the Polish princes and the greatest part of

the nation became Christians . There is however not one among

the Slavic nations, in which the influence Christianity must

necessarily have exerted on its mental cultivation, is so little visible ;

while upon its language it exerted none at all . It has ever been

and is still a favourite opinion of some Slavic philologists, that

several of the Slavic nations must have possessed the art of wri

ting long before their acquaintance with the Latin alphabet, or

theinvention of the Cyrillic system ; and amongthe arguments

by which they maiotain this view, there are indeed some too

striking to be wholly set aside.51 But neither from those early

times, nor from the four or five centuries aſter the introduction

of Christianity, does there remain any monument whatever of

the Polishlanguage ; nay, with the exception of a few fragments

without value, the most ancient document of that language ex

tant, is not older than the sixteenth century . Until that time the

Latin idiom reigned exclusively in Poland. The teachers of

Christianity in this countrywere for nearly five centuries for

eigners, viz . Germans and Italians . Hence arose that unnatural

neglect of the vernacular tongue, of which these were ignorant ;

the private influence ofthe German, still visible in the Polish

language , and the unlimited dominion of the Latin . Slavic,

Polish , and heathenish, were to them synonymous words. Thus,

whilst the light of Christianity everywhere carried the first dawn

of life into the night of Slavic antiquity; the early history ofPo

land affords more than any other part of the christian world a

melancholy proof, howthepassions and blindness of men operat

ed to counterbalance that holy influence . But although so un

favourably disposed towards the language, it cannot be said that

the influence of the foreign clergy was in other respects injurious

to the literary cultivation of the country. Benedictine monks

founded in the beginning of the eleventh century the first Polish

schools ; and numerous convents of their own and other orders

presented to the scholar an asylum , both when in the year 1241

the Mongols broke into the country, and also during the civil

wars which were caused by the family dissensions of Pjast's suc

Several chronicles in Latin were written by Poles long

before the history of the Polish literature begins, and Polish no

cessors .

51 See 347 sq .P.

Vol. IV. No. 15 . 61
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blemen went to Paris, Bologna, and Prague, to study sciences,

for the very elements of which their own language afforded

them no means.

Polish writers are in the habit of dividing the history of their

language into five periods.52 The first extends from the intro

duction of Christianity to Casimir the Great, A. D. 1333.

The second period extends from A. D, 1333 to A. D. 1506,

or the reign of Siegmund I.

The third period is the golden age of the Polish literature, and

closes with the foundation of schools of the Jesuits, A.D. 1622.

Thefourth period comprises the time of the preponderance of

the Jesuits , and ends with the revival of literature by Konar

ski , A. D. 1760 .

The fifth period comprehends the interval from A. D. 1760 to

the present time.

Before we enter into a regular historical account of these dif

ferent periods, we will devote a few words to the formation and

the character of the language itself.

The extent of countryin which the Polish language is predom

inant, is much smaller than would naturally be concluded from

the great circuit of territory, which at the time of its power and

independence, was comprised under the kingdom of Poland. We

do not allude to the sixteenth century, when Poland was the

most powerful state in the north ; when the Teutonic knights,

the conquerers of Prussia , were compelled to acknowledge its

protection ; and when not only were Livonia and Courland, the

one a component part of the Polish kingdom , and the other a

Polish fief, but even the ancient Smolensk and the venerable

Kief, the royal seat of Vladimir , and the Russian provinces adja

cent to Galicia , all belonged to Poland. We speak of this king

dom as it was at the time of its first partition between Russia

Austria , and Prussia . Of the four or five millions of inhabitants

in the provinces united with Russia at the three successive par

titions of 1772, 1793, and 1795, only one and a half million are

Poles, and speak dialects of that language ;53 in White and Black

52 See Bentkowski's Hist. literatury Polsk. Warsaw 1814, Vol. I.

pp. 162—176 .

53 The statistical information respecting the Russian -Polish prov

inces is very imperfect, and contaius the most striking contradictions.

Benken gives thenumber of inhabitants at four millions”; Wiehmann

in 1813, at 6,380,000 ; Arsenjef at seven millions. According to Bröm
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Russia, the Russniaks are by far more numerous ; and in Lithu

ania the Lithuanians. Besides the independent language ofthese

latter, the Malo Russian and White Russiản dialects are spoken

in these provinces ; and all documents of the grand -duchy of

Lithuania before it was united with Poland in A. D. 1569, were

written in the latter.54

The Polish languageis farther spoken ( 1 ) by the inhabitants of

the kingdom of Poland formed in 1815 , three and a half millions in

number, or reckoned togetherwith the Poles ofthe Polish-Russian

provinces, five millions; ( 2) by the inhabitants of Galicia, belong

ing to Austria , and the Poles in the Austrian part of Silesia,

about three millions ; ( 3) by the inhabitants of the small republic

of Cracow , about one hundred thousand ; and (4) by the inhab

itants of the Prussian grand-duchy of Posen , and a part of the

province called Western Prussia, together with the Poles in Si

lesia and the Kassubes in Pomerania ; in all less than two mil

lions.55

Thus the Polish language is spoken by a population of about

ten millions. Like all living languages, it has different dialects, and

is in one place spoken with greater purity than in another. As

these varieties, however, are neither very striking nor have ever

had an influence on literature, they do not concern us here.

The ancient Polish language seems to have been very nearly

related to the dialects of the Tchekhes and the Sorabian Ven

des. Although very little is known in respect to the circum

stances and progress of the formation of the language into its

present state, it is sufficiently obvious , that it has been develop

ed from the conflict of its natural elements with the Latin and

German idioms . Of the other Slavic dialects , the Bohemian is

the only one which has exerted any influence upon the Polish

sen's Russland und das rüssische Reich, Berl, 1819, there are not more

than 850,000 Poles among them, nearly all noblemen ; the lower class

es are Russnjaks and Lithuanians. In our statement of the number of

Poles in these provinces, we have followed Schaffarik .

54 See. p. 361.

55 These statements seem to disagree with those of Hassel, which

rest on the authority of the returns of 1820. He states that Austrian

Poland has 4,226,969 inhabitants ; Prussian Poland, 2,584,124. The

population of the former consists however of a large proportion of

Russpiaks, and more especially of Jews ; the latter has a similar pro

portion of German inhabitants.
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tongue. The Italian and Turkish words introduced during the

dominion of an Italian priesthood, and through the political rela

tions of the Poles with the Turks, neverentered deeply into the

body of the language; and might be easily exchanged for better

Polish forms of expression.

Of all the Slavic dialects, the Polish presents to the foreigner

the most difficulties ; partly on account of the great variety and

nicety of shades in the pronunciation of the vowels, and from the

combination of consonants in such a way, that only a Slavic

tongue can conquer them, and cause the apparent harshness in

some measure to disappear ; 56 partly on account of its refined

and artificial grammatical structure. In this latter respect it dif

fers materially from the Russian language; which although

equally rich, is remarkable for its simplicity and perspicuity.

The Polish and Bohemian idioms , in the opinion of the best

judges, are above all others capable of faithfully imitating

the refinements of the classical languages ; and the Polish prose

is modelled after the Latin with a perfection, which, in the gold

en age of Polish literature, was one of its characteristic features.

It istherefore surprising, that the Polish language in poetry, al

though in other respects highly cultivated, does not admit the

introduction of the classical prosody . We mean, the Polish

language in its present state ; for it is very probable, that in its

original character it possessed, in common with all the other

Slavic languages, the elements of a regular system of long and

short syllables. So long, however, as there have existed Polish

poets, they have not measured, but, in imitation of the French,

have counted the syllables. With the exception of a few poets

of the last period , who have written in blank verse, and a few

weak atteinpts to adaptthe Greek principles of accent to the Po

lish language, all Polish poetry is, like the French, in rhyme ;

and the French Alexandrine is the favourite form of the Polish

poets.57

56 We doubt whether any but Slavic organs would be able to

pronounce the name of the place, to which the college of Zamosc

was removed . It is Szczebrzeszyn .

57 Zaluski and Minasowrez wrote verses with counted not measured

syllables, without rhyine ; Przybylski's and Staszye's translations of

Honer are in hexameters. That rhyme is not natural to the Polish

language, is evident from the ancient popular poetry of the other Sla

vic nations ; which are all without rhyme. The author of the ork
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FIRST PERIOD.

From the introduction of Christianity to Casimir the Great, A. D. 1333.

In dividing the history of the Polish literature into five periods,

we follow the example and authority of Bentkowski ; although it

seems tobesingular, to pretend to give an account of a litera

Lure which did not yet exist. The history of the Polish litera

ture does not properly begin before the close of the second peri

od ; although that ofthe literary cultivation of the nation commen

ces with the beginning of that period ; and a few slight traces of

it are to be found even in the middle of the first. Of the lan

guage itself, nothing is left but the names of places and persons,

and somePolish words scattered through the Latin documents

of the time, written withoutorthographic rules, and therefore of

ten hardly intelligible. There exists an ancient Polish war

song, the author of which is said to have been St. Adalbert, a Bo

hemian by birth, who was bishop of Prague at the endof the tenth

century ;58 but even according to Rakowiecki , a philologist who

is more disposedthan any other to find traces ofan early culti

vation of the Slavic nations, and especially of the Poles, this

song, or rather hymn , is, in its present form , not older than the

fourteenth century. All that is extant from this period is writ

ten in Latin . Besides some unimportant documents and an

anonymous biography of Adalbert, there remain several historical

works of the twelth and thirteenth centuries .

Martin Gallus, a Frenchman, who lived in Poland between

1110 and 1135 , is considered as the oldest Polish historian .

Volkslieder der Polen, assumes the absence of rhyme in some of

them as a proof of their antiquity.

58 This song, called Boga Rodzica, can only be named a war

song, because the Poles used to sing it when advancing to battle. It

is rather a prayer to the Virgin, ending with a sixfold Amen. In a

poetical respect it has no value. It is printed in Bowring's Specimens

of the Polish Poets, p. 12, together with the music, copied from a

manuscript which is said to be from the twelfth century. No trans

lation is added . It is remarkable that this hymn is still sung, or at

least was so in the year 1812, in the churches of the places where St.

Adalbert lived and died, viz. at Kola and at Gnesen. Niemcewicz,

who published it, states that he himself heard it at that time at the

latter place.
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Other chronicles of Poland were written by the bishops of Cra

cow, Matthew Cholewa, and Vincent, son of Kadlubec, who died

in 1223; by Bogufal, bishop of Posen, some twenty years later ;

and by Godzislav Baszko, about thirty years later still. Strzenib

ski wrote towards the middle of the thirteenth century a histo

ry of the popes and Roman emperors. In 1008 duke Boleslav,

the son of Miescislav, invited Benedictine monks to Poland , who

founded convents at Sieciechov andLysagora, with schools at

tached to them . This example was followed at a later period by

other orders ; and in Poland longer than in any other country, edu

cation was entirely in the hands of the ecclesiastics. For seve

ral hundred years, the natives were excluded from all clerical dig

nities and privileges, andthe numerous monasteries were filled only

with foreign monks. Even as late as the fifteenth century, for

eigners had decidedly the preference. In the year 1237 Pelka,

archbishop of Gnesen, directed the institution of schools by the

priests ; but added the recommendation to the bishops, that they

should employ as teachers only Germans who understood Polish.

In A. D. 1285 atthe synod of Leczyc, they went a step farther

in excluding all foreigners, who were ignorant of the Polish lan

guage, from the places of ecclesiastical teachers and instructors.

But more than eighty years later, it was found necessary at the

synod of Kalisz in 1357 to repeat the same decree ; and

even a century after this time, in A. D. 1460, John Ostrorog

complained that all the rich convents were occupied by foreign

monks.59 These ignorant men were wont to throw into the fire the

few writings in the barbarian language, which they could discov

er ; and as instructors of the youth, were able to fill the heads of

the young nobility with the most unnatural prejudices against

the vernacular tongue of their own country. Besides the cler

gy, many other foreigners also settled in Poland , as mechanics

and traders, especially Germans. But as they all lived merely

in the cities of Poland , they and their language had far less influ

ence on the people, than was the case in Bohemia, where they

mingled with all classes.

59 See Schaffarik’s Geschichte der Slav. Sprache, p .421. ,
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SECOND PERIOD .

From Casimir the Great to Siegmund I. A. D. 1333 to A. D. 1506.

Casimir is one of the few princes, who acquired the name of

the Great not by victories and conquests, but through the real

benefits of laws, pational courts of justice, and means of educa

tion , which he procured for his subjects. His father, Vladislaus

Lokietek, had resumed the royal title, which bitherto had been

alternately taken and dropped ; and was the firstwho perma

nently united Great and Little Poland . Under Casimir, the pre

sent Austrian kingdom of Galicia , wbich, together with Lodome

ria, the present Russian government Vladimir, was then called

Red Russia ,was added by inheritance. Lithuania became con

nected with Poland as a Polish fief in the year 1386, when

queen Hedevig, heiress of the crown of Poland , married Jagello,

duke of Lithuania ; but was first completely incorporated as a

component part of the kingdom of Poland only so late as the

year 1569. Masovia had been thus united some forty years

earlier. At the time of the marriage of Hedevig and Jagello, the

latter caused himself to be baptized, and introduced Christianity

into Lithuania , where he himself in many cases acted as an

apostle.

As to the influence of Casimir the Great upon the literary

cultivation of his subjects, it was more mediate than immediate.

Whilst bis cotemporary and neighbour Charles IV of Bohemia,

loved and patronized the language of that kindred nation , Casi

mir paid no attention whatever to the vernacular tongue of his

country ; por was any thing done under bis adıninistration for

the developement of that rich dialect. This king indeed , as

early as A. D. 1347, laid the foundation of the high school of

Cracow ; but the regular organization and influence of this in

stitution dates only from half a century later. But by introduc

ing a better order of things, by providing bis subjects with their

earliest code of laws , by instituting the first constitutional diets,

by fortifying the cities andprotecting the tillers of the soil against

a wild and oppressive nobility , he established a better tone of

moral feeling throughout the nation . A seed sown in such

ground, necessarily springs up slowly, but surely.

With Casimir the race of the Pjasts expired. His nephew ,

Louis of Hungary, a prince of the house of Anjou, was elected
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king, whose reign was spent in constant war, and left no trace of

care for the internal cultivation of the country . The limitation

of the power of the sovereign , and the exorbitant privileges of

the Polish nobility, date from the reign of this prince; he resi

ded mostly in Hungary, and granted to the Poles all their de

mands, in order to preventthe alienation of their crown from
his house . After his death his second daughter, Hedevig, was

preferred to the emperor Sigismund , who was married to the eld

est, Mary, because this prince refused to subscribe the conditions

demanded by the Polish Estates. Hedevig married Jagello of

Lithuania ; and under their descendants the Jagellons, who

reigned nearly two centuries, Poland rose to the summitof its

power and glory. With Siegmund I, the grandson of Jagello,

but the fifth king after him, a new period of the Polish literature

begins.

The history of the Polish language, as we said in our intro

duction , properly commences only with the close, or at the ut

most with the middle of the present period, when in the year

1488 the first printing office was erected at Cracow. There is

indeed said to have existed a Polish translation of the Bible,

made by order of queen Hedevig before the year 1390; and wri

ters of the sixteenth century speak of having seen a Polish Bi

ble, either translated anew, copied, or prepared, for Sophia,

fourth queen of Jagello, by her chaplain, Andreas ofJaszowicz.66

There are still some biblical fragments extant, which appear to

be derived from this period ; although no complete copy has been

preserved. The oldest other inanuscripts extant in the Polish

language, are a portion of the preface to an ancient statute of

Casimir; several documents relating to suits at law, etc. from

the last half of the fourteenth century ; and fragments of trans

lations of statutes, the ten commandments in verse, a translation

of one of Wickliffe's hymns, and a few other unimportant produc

tions of the fifteenth century .

The orthography of the language, and especially the adaption

of the Latin alphabet to it, seems to have troubled the few wri

ters of this period exceedingly ; they appear to have founded their

principles alternately on the Latin, the Bohemian, and the Ger

man methods of combining letters ; an inconsistency, which

adds greatly to the difficulties of modern Slavic etymology.61

60 Dobrovsky's Slovanka, Vol. II . p. 237.

61 See Schaffarik , pp. 420_424.
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Annalists of Polish history, who wrote in Latin , were also

not wanting in this period. Sig. Rositzius, Dzierzva ,* and more

especially John Dlugosz, bishop of Lemberg, wrote histories and

chronicles of Poland ; and the work of the latter is still consid

ered as highly valuable.

THIRD PERIOD.

From Sigismund I to the establishment of the schools of the Jesuite in Cracow , A. D.

1505 to A. D. 1622.

In northern climates, the bright and glowing days of summer

follow in almost immediate succession a long and gloomy winter,

without allowing to the attentive mind of the lover of nature the

enjoyment of observing, during a transient interval of spring, the

gradual developement of the beauty of the earth . Thus the

Rowers of Polish literature burst out from their buds with a ra

pidity unequalled in literary history, and were ripened into fruit

withthe same prodigious celerity.

The university ofCracow had been reinstituted under Jagello

in A. D. 1400 , and organized after the model of that of Prague.

Although the most flourishing period of this institution was the

sixteenth century, yet it presented during the fifteenth to the Po

lish nobility a good opportunity of studying the classics ; and it

is doubtless through this preparatory familiarity with the ancient

writers , that the appearance to which we have alluded , must be

principally accounted for. It was moreover now theepoch, when

thegenius of christian Europemade the most decided efforts to

shake off the chains which had fettered the freedom of thought.

The doctrines of the German Reformers, although the number

of their professed disciples was in proportion smaller than in Bo

hemia, had nevertheless a decided influence upon the general

direction of the public mind . The wild flame of false religious

zeal , wbich in Poland also under the sons and immediate suc

cessors of Jagello , had kindled the faggots in which the disciples

of the new doctrines were called to seal the truth of their con

viction with their blood, was extinguished before the milder wis

dom of Sigismund I ; although even the early part of his reign was

not yet entirely free from religious persecution. The activity ofthe

* His Chronicon Polonorum was reprinted at Warsaw in 1824 ;

together with Vincent Kadlubeck's Res gestae principum ac regum

Poloniae.

VOL . IV. No. 15 . 62
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inquisition was restrained . But the new doctrines found a more

decided support in Sigismund Augustus. Poland became, under

his administration , the seat of a toleration then unequalled in the

world . Communities of the most different religious principles

formed themselves, at first under the indulgence of the king

and the government, and finally under the protection of the law.62

Even the boldest theological scepticsof the age, the two Soci

ni , found in Poland an asylum . The Bohemian language,

which already possessed so extensive a literature, acquired dur

ing this period a great influence upon the Polish . The num

ber of clerical writers, however, which in Bohemia was so great,

was comparatively only small in Poland. Indeed it is worthy

of remark, that while in other countries the diffusion of informa

tion and general illumination proceeded from the clergy, not

indeed asa body, but from individuals among the clergy, in Po

land it was always the highest nobility who were at the head of

literary enterprises or institutions for mental cultivation . There

are many princely names among the writers of this period ; and

there are still so among those of the present day . This may

however be one of the causes, why education in Poland was

62 Among these were the Unitarians, called also Anti-trinitarians,

modern Arians, and afterwards Socinians. They called themselves

Polish Brethren . Their principal school and printing office was at

Racow ; several of their teachers were distinguished for learning,

their communities were wealthy and flourisbing, and not a few of the

highest families of Poland belonged to them . The doctrines of the

two exiled Italians, Lelio and Fausto Socini , uncle and nephew, found

among them only a conditional approbation ; most of them were un

willing to receive Fausto, who developed his views more openly than

his uncle, into their community. Internal dissensions were the result,

and the establishment of new and smaller congregations. A disturb

ance among the students at Racow in 1638, gave to the catholics and

to the other protestants a welcome pretext for persecuting them ; in

1658 their denomination was ultimately suppressed, and the choice

left to them between the adoption of the catholic religion or exile

within three years. A part of them emigrated to Germany, where

they were soon merged in other protestant denominations ; others

went to Transylvania, where the Unitarians, about fifty thousand in

number, belonged and still belong to the denominations acknowledg

ed by the state , and enjoy all civil rights. They have two high

schools, at Klausenburg and at Thoarda ; but are far from being dis

tinguished for learning. See Meusel's Staatengeschichte, p. 555. Lu

bienieci Historia Reformationis Polonicae, etc. etc.
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entirely confined to the higher classes ; while even during

this brilliant period , the peasantry remained in the lowest state

of degradation , and nothing was done to elevate their minds or

to better their condition . For it is to the clergy, that the com

mon people have always to look as their natural and bounden

teachers ; it is to the clergy, that a low state of cultivation

among the poorer classes - is the most dishonourable. During

this period , however, the opportunity was presented to the people of

becoming better acquainted with the Scriptures, through sever

al translations of them into the Polish language, not only by the

different protestant denominations, but also by the catholics them

selves. Indeed, all the translations of the Bible extant in the

Polish language, are from the sixteenth or the beginning of the

seventeenth century.63 We meet also among the productions

of the literature of this period, a few catechisms and postillae,

written expressly for the instruction of the common people by

some eminent Lutheran and reformed Polish ministers. But

the want of means for acquiring even the most elementary in

formation, was so great, that only a very few among the lower

classes were able to read them. The doctrines of the Reform

ers, which everywhere else were favoured principally by the

middle and lower classes, in Poland found their chief support

63 An enumeration of the Polish versions of the Bible may be ac

ceptable to the reader. The New Testament was first translated by

the Lutheran Seklucyan, who was a Greek scholar, and printed at

Königsberg 1551, three times reprinted before 1555. Afterwards

for catholics by Leonard , from the Vulgate, reviewed by Leopolita ,

Cracow 1556 . Of the Old Testament, the Psalter alone was

several times translated and repeatedly printed . The whole Bible was

first translated for the catholics by Leonard, from the Vulgate, and

reviewed by Leopolita, Cracow 1561, reprinted in 1575 and 1577.

Two years laterby an anonymous translator from the original lan

guages, for Calvinists, Brzesc 1563. Again from the original lan

guages by Budny, an Unitarian clergyman, 1570, reprinted in 1572.

From the Vulgate by the Jesuit Wuiek, Cracow 1599, reprinted at

Breslau in 1740 in 8vo, and 1771 in 4to with the Latin text. From

the original languages by Paliurus, Wengierscius, and Micolaievius,

for Calvinists, Dantzic 1632, the first Bible in 8vo, all the former be

ing in fol. or 4to, reprinted at Amsterdam 1660, at Halle 1726, at Kö

nigsberg 1738, 1779, and at Berlin 1810 , by the Bible Society. See

Ringeltaube's Nachricht von den polnischen Bibeln , Danz. 1744. Bent

kowski's Hist. liter . pol. Vol. II . p. 494. Slovanka Vol. I. p . 141.Vol .

II . p. 228. Schaffarik's Geschichte der Slav. Spr. p. 424 .
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among the nobility. Comparatively few of the people adhered

to them . There was a time, between 1550 and 1650, when

half the senate,64 and even more than half of the nobility, con

sisted of Lutherans and Calvinists . In the year 1570, these

two denominations, together with the Bohemian Brethren , form

ed a union of their churches by the treaty of Sendomir for ex

ternal or political purposes. In 1573, by another treaty known

under the name of par dissidentium , they were acknowledged

by the state and the king, and all the rights of the catholics were

granted to the members of these three denominations, the

Greeks, and Armenians. The want, however, of an accurate

determination of their mutual relation to each other, occasioned

repeatedly in the course of the following century bloody dis

sensions . The protestants succeeded , nevertheless , in main

taining their rights , until the years 1717 and 1718 , when their

number having gradually yet considerably diminished, they

were deprived of their suffrages in the diet. Their adversaries

went still farther ; and after struggling against oppression of all

sorts, the dissidents had at length, in 1736, to be contented

64 The Polish senate was not a body, the members of which were

elected for a certain term ; as those not acquainted with the Polish

constitution might be disposed to believe. It was composed of all the

archbishops and bishops, the waiwodes and castellans, i . e . the titled

nobility, and the principal ministers of the king. It was thus in

some measure the organ of the government and of the clergy, in oppo

sition to the national representatives or the mass of the nobility.

This body was not established until towards the close of the fifteenth

century. Before 1466–70, every nobleman who chose, made his per

sonal appearance in the senate at the summons of the king ; but Cas

imir, the son of Jagello, in his frequent want of money and men, re

peated these summons so often , that the nobility found personal ap

pearance inconvenient, and selected in their provincial conventions

nuntii, to represent the nation, or rather the nobility ; without how

ever giving up the right of personal attendance. The nuntii, whose

number was not fixed, were bound to appear, had the right to grant

or to refuse duties, and to act as the advisers of the king. In 1505

the law was passed that without their consent the constitution could

not be changed. At the diet in A. D. 1652 it occurred for the first

time, that a single nuntius opposed and andulled by his liberum veto

the united resolutions of the whole convention. On this example a

regular right was very soon founded and acknowledged. Deputies

of cities were occasionally invited to the diet, but only in extraordi

nary cases.
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with being acknowledged as tolerated sects. After the acces

sion of Stanislaus Poniatowsky to the throne in 1766 , the dissi

dents attempted to regain their former rights. In this they were

supported by several protestant powers ; but more especially by

Russia , who thus improved the opportunity of increasing its in

fluence in Polish affairs. In consequence of this powerful sup

port, the laws directed against the dissidents were repealed ;

and in 1775 all their old privileges were restored to them , ex

cept the right of being eligible to the stations of ministers of

state and senators. In more recent times the protestants have

been admitted to all the rights of the catholics ; although the

catholic is still the predominant religion of the kingdom of Po

Jand .

We have permitted ourselves this disgression , and anticipa

tion of time ; although we shall have an opportunity of again re

turning to this subject. The influence of protestantism on the

literature of Poland cannot be denied , although its doctrines and

their inmediate consequence , the private examination and inter

pretation of the Scriptures, have occupied the minds and pens of

the Poles less than those of any other nation among whom they

have been received . We now return to the sixteenth century .

The Polish language acquired during this period such a de

gree of refinement, that even at the revival of literature and taste

in modern times, it was necessary to add nothing for its improve

ment, although the course of time naturally had occasioned some

change in it . Several able ren occupied themselves with its sys

tematic culture by means of grammars and dictionaries . Zabo

rowski , Statorius and Januscowski wrote grammars ; Macynski

compiled the first dictionary . The first part of Knapski's The

saurus, an esteemed work even at the present day, was first pub

lished in 1621 , and may therefore be considered as a pro

duction ofthis period. But the practical use, which so many gift

ed writers made ofthe language for a variety of subjects, contribut

ed still more to its cultivation . The point which acquired less per

fection, and which appeared the most difficult to subject to fixed

rules, was that of orthography . How little the Latin alphabet

is adapted to denote Slavic sounds, is evident in the Polish lan

guage . Indeed the reputed harshness of this language rests

partly on the manner in which they were obliged to combine

several consonants, which to the eye of the occidental European

can only be united by intermediate vowels . On the other hand,

it is just this system of letters which forms a connecting link be
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tween the Polish language and those of western Europe ; and

although most Slavic philologists regret that the Latin alphabet

ever should have been adopted for any Slavic language in pre

ference to the Cyrillic, yet Grimm thinks that the adoption of

the former, “with appropriate additions, corresponding to the

peculiar sounds of each language and dialect, would have been

beneficial to all European languages." 65

Although the art of printing was introduced into Poland as

early as 1488, when the first printing office was established at

Cracow , yet printed books first became generally diffused be

tween the years 1530 and 1540. The first work printed in

Poland was a calendar for the year 1490 ; the first book print

ed in the Polish language was Bonaventura's life of Jesus, trans

lated for the queen of Hungary , and published in 1522. In

the second half of the sixteenth century nearly every city, which

had a considerable school, had also its printing office . The

schools were unfortunately confined to the cities ; nothing was

done for the peasantry, who have remained even to the most re

cent times in a state of physical and moral degradation, with

which that of the common people of no other country except

Russia , can be compared. A peasant who could read or write,

would have been considered as a prodigy . So much the more,

however, was done for the national education of the nobility . In

the year 1579 the university of Wilna was instituted ; in 1594,

another university was created at Zamosc in Little Poland , by a

private nobleman, the great chancellor Zamoyski ; which however

survived only a few years, and perished in the beginning of the

seventeenth century.87 Numerous other schools of a less eleva

ted character were founded at Thorn , Danzig, Lissa , etc. most

of them for protestants.

So early as under Casimir, the son of Jagello, the Polish lan

guage began to be employed as the language of the court. Un

der his grandson Sigismund Augustus, the public laws and de

crees were promulgated in the vernacular tongue of the country.

But a language which thus issued from the court, was necessa

65 Preface to Vuk's Servian Grammar, p. XXIII.

66 See Schaffarik , p. 414. Bantkie's Geschichte der Krakauer Buch

druckereyen.

67 It was afterwards reinstated in the form of a large gymnasium

by one of chancellor Zamoyski's descendants, and removed to Szcze

brzeszyn. See Letters on Poland, Edinb. 1823, p. 95.
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rily also dependent on the changes of the court. The influence

of the French prince , Henry of Valois, successor of Sigismund

Augustus, could not be considerable, as he occupied the throne

only two months . But Stephen Bathory, prince of Transylva

nia, the brother-in-law of Sigismund Augustus, who was elected

after Heory of Valois had deserted the country, was as a for

eigner in the habit of interspersing his conversation and writings

with Latin words, when the proper Polish words, of which lan

guage he had only an imperfect knowledge,did not occur to him.

It is hardly credible that such a habit , or rather the imitation of

it among his courtiers , could have had any influence on a lan

guage already so well established and cultivated, as the Polish

idiom was at the close of the sixteenth century. The Polish

literary historians, however, ascribe to Bathory's influence the

fashion which began at this time to prevail , of debasing the puri

ty of the Polish language by an intermixture of Latin words and

phrases.68

Although the Polish literature acquired during this period a

kind of universality, and there were few departments of science,

familiar to that age, which were not to some extent cultivated in

it, yet it owes its principallustre to the contributions made in it to

history, poetry , and rhetoric . The didactic style did not reach

the perfection of the historical ; nor did Polish literature acquire

any wide domain in purely scientific productions. In accord-.

ance with the national tendency , the mass of distinguished tal

ents was devoted to those interests, which yield an immediate

profit in life, or which are themselves rather the results of empiri

cal knowledge, than of abstract contemplation , viz . to politics, to

eloquence, and to poetry, in so far as this latter is considered not

as a creative power, but as the most appropriate means for ex

pressing and describing the emotions , passions, and actions of

man . There have however always been not a few gifted Poles,

who have cultivated the field of science for its own sake, without

reference to the practical importance of their labours ; and there

are more especially at the present time many distinguished names

among the Polish mathematicians, natural philosophers, and

chemists. In Copernicus himself, born indeed of parents of

German extraction, and in a city (Thorn ) mostly inhabited by

German colonists, but also born a Polish subject and educated in

a Polish university, Poland and Germany seem to have equal

68 See Schaffarik , p. 426 .
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rights . The principal reason why didactic prose did not ac

quire thesame high degree of cultivation as the historical style,

is, that all scientific works during this period , which was that of

the formation of the language , were written by preference in

Latin . Indeed , the authority of the classical languages did not

suffer at all from the rising of the national literature. It is on

the contrary a remarkable fact, that the cultivation of the ver

nacular tongue of the country and the study of the Latin lan

guage in Poland , have ever proceeded with equal steps . The

most eminent writers and orators of this period, who employed

the Polish language, managed also the Latin with the greatest

skill and dexterity. Even for common conversation , Latin and

Polish were used alternately . Sigismund I, when separated

from his first queen, Barbara Zapolska, maintained with her a

correspondence in Latin ; his second queen, Bona Sforza, used
to employ that language in their most familiar intercourse.ro

Choisnin , in his Memoirs of the election of Henry of Valois, ob

serves, that among a hundred Polish noblemen , there were hard

ly to be found two, who did not understand Latin , German, and

Italian ; and Martin Kromer goes so far as to state, that perhaps

in Latium itself fewer persons had spoken Latin fluently , than in

Poland.71 The reputation of the Latin poet Casimir Sarbiew

ski , in Latin Sarbievus, spread throughout all Europe. Most

69 Whether Copernicus is to be called a Pole or a German has

been and is still a matter of dispute, and has been managed on the side

of the Poles with the utmost bitterness and passion . The Poles have

recently given expression to their claim upon him by erecting to him

a monument at Cracow , and celebrating the third centennial anniver

sary of the completion of his system of the world, which took place

in A. D. 1530. Let the question respecting Copernicus be decided as

it may, Poland may doubtless lay claim to many other eminent natu

ral philosophers her sons ; e. g. Vitellio-Ciolek, who was the first

in Europe to investigate the theory of light, in the beginning of the

thirteenth century ; Brudzewski, the teacher of Copernicus ; Marti

nus of Olkusz, the proper author of the new or Gregorian calendar,

which was introduced sixty - four years after him, etc.

70 See Macherszynski's Geschichte der Lateinischen Sprache in Po

len , Cracow 1833. Dr Connor in his History of Poland, 1698, speak

ing of the following period, says, that even the common people in Po

land spoke Latin, and that his servant used to speak with him in that

language. See Letters on Poland, Edinb. 1823. p. 108.

71 De originibus et rebus gestis Polonorum , lib . XXX.
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a

Polish poets were equally successful both in Polish and Latin

'Verse . As the former language first developed itself in poetry,

we therefore, in our enumeration of the principal writers of this

time, begin with the poets.

Rey of Naglowic, d . 1569, is called the father of Polish poe

try . Most of his productions are of the religious kind, chiefly

in verse, but also orations and postillae. His chief work was a

translation of the Psalms.72 His principal followers were the

Kochanowskis, a name of threefold lustre. John Kochanowski,

d . 1584, by far the most distinguished of them , published like

wise a translation of David's psalms, which is still considered as

a classical work ; in his other poems, Pindar, Anacreon, and

Horace were alternately his models, without diminishing the

original value of his pieces.73 His brother Andrew translated

Virgil's Aeneid ; bis nephew Peter, with inore talent and suc

cess, the great epicsof Tasso and Ariosto. Rybinski maintains,

as a lyric poet, in the opinion of several critics, the same rank

with John Kochanowski; like him he wrote Polish and Latin ver

ses, and was created poet laureate. Simon Szymonowicz, called

Simonides, d . 1629, obtained likewise the poetical crown from

the pope Clement VIII; indeed his Latin odes secured him a

lasting fame over all Europe, and procured him the appellation

of the Latin Pindar. In Polish he wrote mostly idylls, after the

model of Theocritus, Bion and Moschus; but these, as their

chief merit consists in the sweetness and delicacy of the lan

guage, only natives are able fully to appreciate.74 " The produc

tions of his friend and cotemporary Zimorowicz, have the same

general character, but are of less value in respect to diction .

Other lyrical poets of merit may be named ; e. g. the archbishop

of Lemberg, Grochowski, a very productive writer ; Czabrow

72 Psalterz Dawidow s modlitwami, 1555 .

73 The Polish works of this great poet, who is still considered as

the chief ornament ofthe Polish Parnassus, were first collected in four

volumes, Cracow 1584–90. After going through several editions,

they have recently been printed at Breslau, 1824 , in a stereotype edi.

tion. Bowring gives among his ' Specimens' some of the sweetest

pieces of Kochanowski.

74 The oldest edition extant of his Polish pastorals, was printed at

Zamosc, 1614 , under the title Sielanki. They were last printed, to

gether with other eclogues, in the collection of Mostowski, Sielanki

Polskie, Warsaw 1805. There are some specimens of his poetry in

Bowring's work.

VOL. IV . No. 15 . 63
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ski, Klonowicz called also Acernus , and others.75 As poets of

a religious character wę name bere together, without reference

to the denomination to which they belonged ,--since most of the

Polish poetical productions of this age were of a higher charac

ter than to suffer the intrusion of polemics,-Dambrowski, Bar

toszewski, Miaskowski, whose hymns are considered as the fin

eșt of that period , Sudrovius, Turnowski and others. The age

was also rich in satires and epigrams, Polish as well as Latin.

Productions of this class by the two Zbylitowskis, Pudlowski,

Krajewski, and a great many others, are still extant. The facil

ity of rhyme in a language so rich in rhymes as the Polish, ser

duced several writers to use verse as a vehicle for the most trivial

thoughts, or for subjects the very natureof which is opposed to

poetry . Thus Paprocki of Glogol , who is highly esteemed as a

diligent historian and accurate investigator ofthe past, wrote his

numerous works on genealogy and heraldry mostly in rhyme,76

Other historical poems were also written , which perhaps would

not have been utterly deficient in merit , bad they been transfer

red into prose ,

Eloquence, so nearly related to poetry, and which neverthe

less, perhaps on that very account , should be distinguished from

it by the most definite limits , is a gift, the cultivation of which may

be expected above all in a republic. The Poles possess indeed

all the necessary qualities for public orators ; and eminent tal

ents not only for poetical eloquence , but also for the pulpit, are

not uncommon among them . Gornicki, d . after 1591 , Czarn

kowski, Odachowski, and others, but especially the first named,

were considered as the most distinguished orators of the age.

The eloquence of the pulpit was exhibited in its highest emi

nence by Skarga , court preacher of Sigismund III, whom his

cotemporaries used to call the Polish Chrysostom ; and by the

learned Jesuit Wuiek, who also translated the Bible into Polish.77

The sermons and orations of both of them, besides numerous

othertheological productions, were published at the time . Oth

75 This latter was honoured by his countrymen with the title of

the Saimatian Ovid ; but his pieces, aecording to Bowring, are not on

ly licentious, but also vulgar. See Specimen of the Polish Poets, p.

176 ' The same individual has been mentioned as a Bohemian writer ;

see above, p . 453.

99 See note 63.
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er theological writers of some distinction were, among the cath

olics, Stanislaus Karnkowski archbishop of Gnesen , Bierkows

ki who was Skarga's successor, Bialobrzeski, Kuczborski, the

Jesuit Rosciszewski and others ; among the protestants, Seklu

cyanthe translator ofthe Polish Bible for protestants ; 78 Ko

szutski of Žarnowec, Radomski, Gilowski , and Budny , one of the

leaders of the Unitarians, who also translated the Bible isto Po

lish from the original languages.79 We must remark , that the

Polish theological literature of this period evinced much less of

a polemical spirit than might have been expected , in an age

when that of the neighbouring countries, Bohemia and Germa

ny , abounded in controversial books and pamphlets, replete

with unchristian bitterness and doctrinal rigidity. For produc

tions of thischaracter we have to look in Poland to the following

period. The wise moderation of the two Sigismunds and of

Stephen Bathory, seems to have had a prodigious influence on

the minds of the nation, to pacify them and keep them within ap

propriate limits.

History, especially national history, was justly considered as

one of the subjects most worthy of human attention . History

is the great school, in which nations appear as the pupils, experi

ence as the teacher ; and the fate of mankind depends on a wise

application of the great moral lessons which they daily receive.

Most of the Polishhistorians of this age preferred however the

Latin language ; but their productions are too intimately connect

ed with Poland to be separated from its literature, and may

therefore be named here. The Polish chronicle written by

Matthew of Miechow , body physician to Sigismund I , and pub

lished in 1521 , was the first historical work printed in Poland .

Martin Kromer, bishop of Ermeland or Warmia, called the Li

vy of Poland, Wapowski, Guagnini, an Italian , but naturalized

and ennobled in Poland, and Piasecki, a protestant, distinguished

for bis frankness, wrote works on Polish history. Koialowicz wrote

on that of Lithuania . They all wrote in Latin . The first who

published an historical work in Polish was Martin Bielski , d .

1576. His chronicle of Poland, which is of high value in every

respect, is written in a style so beautiful, that it was called le style

d'or. His son Joachim continued this work, as far as to the

reign of Sigismund III.80 Another Polish chronicle, com

78 See note 63 . 79 See note 63.

80 This work was first printed at Cracow in 1597, under the title
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piled with more erudition than taste, was written by Stryikows

ki, the author of numerous works on various subjects.

Other writers of merit - some of whompublishedoriginal works

on portions of history , while others translated the Latin volumes

of their countrymen or those of classic historical authors—were,

Wargocki, the Polish translator ofJuliusCæsar, and other Roman

writers; Orzechowski, also distinguished as an orator ; Janu

szowski, Blazowski, Paszkowski, Cyprian Bazylik , and others.

Works on tactics were published by the grand field-marshal Tar

nowski, by Strubicz and Cielecki . Collections of statutes and

laws were made by Herbart, Sapieha, Groicki, Sarnicki, and

others.

It still remains to note the progress made in the philosophical

sciences. We remarked above, that scientific works in Poland

were mostly written in Latin ; and since the case with them is

different from that of historical works, --- because, as the results

of scientific examination and discovery, they are independent of

the country where they are written , and belong to the world,

we therefore mention here only those works which were publish

ed in the Polish language. Falimierz, in Latin Phalimirus, first

ventured to use the vernacular tongue of the country for a scien

tific book . He published as early as 1534 a work ou natural

history , and especially materia medica. The first medical work

in the Polish language was written in 1541 by Peter of Kobylin ;

the first mathematical work by Grzebski . Their example was

followed by Latosz, Rosciszewski , Andrew of Kobylin , Umia

stowski, Spiczynski, Siennik , Oczko, Grutinius, Syrenski, in Lat

in Sirenįus, etc. all physicians, astronomers, botanists, etc.81

FOURTH PERIOD.

From the erection of the Cracovian Jesuit Schools in A. D. 1622, to the revival of science

in A.D. 1760 .

The noble race ofthe Jagellons had become extinct on the death

of Sigismund Augustus, in 1572.82 Poland had become formally

Kronika Polska. The first part of it was republished at Warsaw in

1832, forming the sixth volume of the greatcollection of ancient Polish

authors published by the bookseller Galezowski.

81. Formore complete information respecting the writers of this pe

riod, see Bentkowski's Hist. lit. Pol. Vol. I. Schaffarik's Geschichte,

etc.

82. We mean the direct male descendants of Jagello ; 'for descen
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an elective monarchy. Henry of Valois was the first to sub

scribe the pacta conventa, the fundamental law of the national

liberty ; the nation being understood to consist legally only of

the nobility.83 Stephen Bathory's strength kept the discordant

elements together, and while at home he took care to improve

the administration of justice, and erected the high tribunals of

Petricau, Lublin and Wilna , his victorious arms in his contest

with Russia raised Poland for a short time to the summit of its

glory. But under bis successor Sigismund III , a Swedish

prince, and nephew of Sigismund Augustus and of Stephen , be

gan that anarchy which is to be considered as theprincipal

cause of Poland's final calamitous fate. For about fifty years,

the Poles still maintained with equal valour, though with alter

nate good and ill success, their warlike character abroad; even

while internal dissensions and bloody party striſe raged in their

own unhappy country .
But to such fundamental evils, com

bined with the rising power of Russia , with the revolt of the

Kossaks in 1654 occasioned principally by religious oppression ,

and with the gradual but sure advancement of a new rival in

the elector of Brandenburg , hitherto considered as a weak

neighbour — to all these influences, the building thus sapped in its

foundation could yield no resistance, and its walls could not

but give way,when they were suddenly shaken by the hands of

avaricious and powerful enemies from without .

The perversion of taste, which at the beginning of the seven

teenth century reigned in Italy, and thence spread over all Europe,

with much more rapidity indeed than the true poetry and pure

style of the fifteenth century bad done, created also in the litera

ture of Poland a new period , which through the political cir

dants by the female and collateral lines occupied the throne after

Stephen Bathory. Poland had never been by law an hereditary king

dom ; but in most cases one of the sons or brothers of the last king

was elected.

83 These pacta conventa, to which numerous articles were after

wards added , not only limited the king in his quality as king, but

even also as a private nian , in a degree to which no freeman would

willingly submit. For example, he was not allowed to marry 'except

with the consent of the diet ; and as each single nuntius liad the

rigbtto oppose and render -void the resolutions of the united estates

by his liberum veto, the king could not marry whenever it occurred

to any one of them to withhold his consent. In 1669 it was resolved

that no kiņg should be allowed toabdicate.
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cumstances above referred to , was protracted to a greater

length than would have been expected in a literature already so

rich in national models . To the remarkable activity of mind

in the preceding period , there followed a literary lethargy. A

very pernicious influence is also ascribed by the literary his

torians of Poland, to the Jesuits ; although this order is in gen

eral disposed to favour the cultivation of science. Under Sigis

mund III , they were shrewd enough to make themselves gradually

masters of nearly all the colleges, and after a long and obstinate
struggle, even the university of Cracow had to submit. Ac

cording to Bentkowski, it was principally by their influence,

that the tone of panegyric and of bombast was introduced, which

for nearly a hundred and fifty years disgraced the Polish litera

ture. The tastelessness of this style reached its highest point un

der John Sobieski, when the panegyrics with which this victorious

captain was hailed by his courtiers, became the model for all

similar productions. The fashion first introduced at the close

of the preceding period, of interspersing the Polish language

with Latin words and phrases, became during the present more

and more predominant ; and was at length carried so far as to

give even to Polish words a false Latin sound, by means of a

Latin termination . French, German , and Italian forms of ex

pression soon obtained the same right . But what was still

worse, and what indeed affected the language most of all , was

the fact, that even the natural structure and well established syn

tax of the Polish language had to give place to an injudicious

imitation of foreign idioms. Thus the very circumstance of its

great pliancy, one of its principal excellencies, became a source

of its corruption . Poland, moreover, at a time when the minds

of the rest of Europe were tolerably pacified in a religious re

spect , became the scene of theological controversies full of soph

istry and bitterness, the natural consequence of the incipient op

pression of the dissidents . The literature was overwhelmed

with pamphlets, stuffed with a shallow scholastic erudition, and

written in a style both bombastic and vulgar. But the influence

of the Jesuits was not limited to literature and science ; it had a

still more unhappy result in its active consequences . Poland

became also during this century the theatre of a religious per

secution , less authorized by even the semblance of law than any

which had before, or has since, occurred in other countries.

The Arians or Unitarians, after having been for more than sixty

years tacitly included in the general appellation of dissidents,
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had to sustain between the years 1638 and 1658 the utmost rig

our of oppression, and were finally banished from the country .;

and all this without having done any thing to forfeit their rights

as dissidents, from whichbody they bad to be formally expelled

by the united hatred of the other protestants and catholics, be

fore even a pretext could be devised of proceeding lawfully

against them . Nor had the Lutherans, Calvinists, Greeks and

Armenians, who after the exclusion of the Unitarians, Quakers,

and Anabaptists, were alone comprized under the name of dissi

dents, given any occasion for that gradual deprivation which

they had to encounter of their lawful rights, in the possession of

which they had been a hundred and fiftyyears undisturbed. The

storm which threatened them, first manifested itself publicly in

the diets of 1717 and 1718, and degenerated at last into open

and shameless persecution . In the year 1724, a quarrel arose

at Thorn on occasion of a procession of the Jesuits, between

the students of one of their schools, and those of the Lutheran

gymnasium . A Lutheran mob intermeddled and committed

some excesses ; in consequence of which the Jesuit Wolanski,

in the name of his order, instituted a lawsuit against the Luther

an magistracy of the city. The result of this lawsuit was a trag

edy, such as only the bloody pages of the books of the inquisi

tion can exhibit,and unequalled as to its motives in the annals

of the eighteenth century. All the perpetratorswere punished

with the utmost rigour ; while Rösner, the president of the city,

together with eleven citizens, were publicly beheaded, and their

property confiscated for the benefit of the order.

A body, which acted in such a spirit , placed at the head of

public education, could exert but a very injurious influence in a

moral and religious respect ; its influence on the literature and.

language has been described above. The general mental para

alysis and lethargy which reigned in Poland during this period,

çan indeed hardly be ascribed solely to their influence ; but the

latter served greatly to increase it. For more than twenty years

all the schools in the whole country were in the hands of the

Jesuits ; and when in the year 1642 the congregation of the

Piarists erected their first school in Warsaw , which soon was

followed by several others founded by the same order, these

seminaries bad to struggle for nearly a century, watched and

oppressed by the jealousy and despotism of the Jesuits, before

they could acquire any influence consisent with the spirit in which

they were founded . To the talents and firmness of Stanislaus
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Konarski , himself a Piarist, the Polish literary historians ascribe

the principal merits of the final victory of his order. His en

deavours indeed were favoured by a combination of fortunate

circumstances. Literature and the fine arts ſounda friend and

protector in a gifted and accomplished king, and in several

high minded noblemen of even more than regal authority. But

the period of pedantry, perversion of taste , and deficiency of

true criticism ,had already lasted more than a hundred and

thirty years. There was much to be done to cleanse the beds

in the garden of literature from all the weeds which had luxuri

ated there, and to fertilize a soil which had so long lain fallow .

The details of these endeavours belong however to the follow

ing period .

To the character of the theological literature of this age, we

bave above alluded . Among the protestant writers were An

drew and Adalbert Wengierski . The works of the latter gave

occasion to the polemical discussions of the Jesuit Poszakowski,

himself the author of a history of the Lutheran and of the

Calvinistic creed , and of several other books. ' s Other works

on subjects oftheology and education, or collections of sermons

and devotional exercises, were published by the Jesuits Szcza

niecki, Koialowicz, Sapecki, Popinski, Zulkiewski and others ;

and the Piarists Gutowski, Wysocki, Rosolecki and others. The

Jesuit Niesiecki wrote a comprehensive biblio-biographical

work of great merit. which is considered as one of the best

sources for the inquirer in Polish history and literature.84 An

other Jesuit, Wiiuk Koialowicz, translated Tacitus' Annals into

Polish , and wrote in Latin a history of Lithuania . Knapski, al

so a Jesuit, published a large dictionary or “ Thesaurus," which

is still highly esteemed . Lubienski , archbishop of Gnesen, wrote

in 1740 the first detailed geography in the Polish language.

One of the most productive writers on various subjects of theolo

gy, history , and politics, was Starowolski, who died in 1656.

Fourteenof his forty- seven works are written in Polish, the rest

in Latin . We mention further, as geographical and historical

writers of some merit , the piarist Kola, professor Saltszewicz,

Chodkiewicz, Niemirand Chwalkowski ; and as a distinguished

mathematician and scholar of general information, Broscius.

We conclude this period with the poets of that age ; who, al

though perhaps they exhibited more talent than the cotempora

rý prose writers, must necessarily, from the nature of poetry ,

84 Korona Polska, Lemberg 1728, 1743.
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have suffered more from the predominant tastelessness of the

time. Twardowski , d . 1660, must be named first ; a poet of

splendid giſts, but of an impure, bombastic, rhetorical style, the

author of numerous lyrical and epic poems of very unequal value.

After him come Vespasian Kochowski, the best lyric poet of the

age ; Gawinski , a very productive author, whose pastorals have

been collected by Mostowski, together with those of Kochanowski,

Simonides, and other classical poets ; and Wenceslaus Potocki,

the author of novels , poetry, and more especially epigrams, not

without merit , but frequently licentious and indelicate. Among

the poets of this age who are in some measuredistinguished by

Polish critics, we find also a lady, Elizabeth Družbacka, a po

etess of high rank, but without a literary education or a know

ledge of foreign languages, though not without natural gifts.

Satires were written by Dzwonowski and Opalinski; historical

and didactic poems by Bialabocki , prince Jablonowski, and by

Leszczynski, father of king Stanislaus Leszczynski. Ovid was

translated by Žebrowski and Otfinowski; Lucan's Pharsalia by

Chroscinski, who versified also portions of the Bible ; and again

with more fidelity and skill by the Dominican monk Bardzinski.

Other poets of this age were, prince Lubomirski, who on ac

count of his wealth and wise sayings is styled the Polish Solo

mon ; prince Wisniowiecki , who published whole poems with

out the letter r, because he could not pronounce that letter ;

Bratkowski , the author of a series of happy epigrams; Falibo

gowski, Szymonowski, the Jesuits Ignes and Poniatowski, and

others.

FIFTH PERIOD.

From Stephen Konarski , A. D. 1760, to the present time.

The Polish language , at the beginning of this period , was in a

melancholy state ; it was, to use Schaffarik's expression , strip

ped of its natural gifts of perspicuity , simplicity, and strength,

deformed by tastelessness, and grown childish and obsolete at

the same time. It was a fortunate circumstance that, just at the

time when several of the most powerful Polish noblemen began

to feel an intense and patriotic interest in their language,-the

king Stanislaus Augustus and his uncle prince Czartoryski at

their head , there awoke a number of gifted minds , who scat

tered so rich a seed in the long deserted though still fertile soil,

Vol. IV. No. 15 . 64
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that the field of Polish literature soon flourished and bore fruit

again . The establishment of the Monitor, a periodical work,85

to which the best and ablest men of Poland contributed , first

exerted a happy influence on the language. Of still more im

portance in this respect was the establishment of a national stage,

at the head of which were distinguished and well qualified men .

But the measure which produced more effect than any other,

was the appointment of a Department of Education, resolved

upon by the diet of 1775. Public instruction was thus made

one of the great concerns of the government itself ; and the

power of the Jesuits, which had been for some timeon the de

cline, was finally annihilated . The rich income of this order

was henceforth entirely set apart for the benefit of learned insti

tutions, to which free access was given . The provincial or de

partmental schools throughout the whole kingdom received a new

organization on a different plan ; and the university of Cracow

resumed again its former rights. In respect to the instruction

and melioration of the situation of the common people, we

find as yet no attention whatever paid to these important

subjects. It was not until 1807, or the foundation of the duchy

of Warsaw under the administration of the king of Saxony ,

that the lower classes obtained their rights asmen ; and unfor

tunately even then without the power of availing themselves of

these rights. Stanislaus Augustus , however, and some of his

advisers and counsellors, acted with an honest will and noble in

tention ; and by promoting the general interests of mankind in

literature and seience, did much for the social improvement of

their own country.

Meanwhile this unhappy country was the scene of the most

violent party struggles ; during which the heads of the parties

conducted themselves with the most revolting selfishness, and an

entire forgetfulness of all political consequences and of their own

moral responsibility. The fanaticism of the bishops of Cracow
and Warsaw refused to the dissidents the restoration of their

rights ; and Russia thus acquired the first pretext for intermed

dling with Polish affairs. In the course of a few

was reduced to that torn and broken state, which induced Cath

arine II to consider it as a country s where one needed only to

stoop, in order to pick up something." For a short time this

course of things even seemed to be favourable to literature.

years, Poland

95 In 1764 ; it was the first periodical eyer published in Poland.
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The minds of men were in a state of excitement, which gave

them power to produce the greatest and most extraordinary

things. But a reaction very naturally followed . After twenty

years of mental and political struggles and combats, to sustain

which claimed the whole unitedpowers of mind and soul,

twenty years richly productive in every respect— there followed

a mental calm , an intellectual blank, of more than twelve years.

It was, as if with the political dissolution of the kingdom , with

the annihilation of the unity of the nation, this latter had sunk

back into a state of intellectual paralysis. The interval from A.

D. 1795 to A. D. 1807, in comparison with the years which

preceded and have followed, was remarkably poor in produc

tions of value. The literature of translations rose in an undue

proportion, and the purity of the language suffered considerably :

The government of the duchy of Warsaw acted on wise and

truly humane principles; and during the short period between

1807 and 1812 , all was done for the improvement of the coun

try, which the unfortunate circumstances of the case permitted.

Under this administration the number of schools rose from 140

to 634 ; a commission was instituted for procuring the publica

tion of appropriate books of instruction in the Polish language ;

and several similar measures were taken for advancing the best

interests of the country . The constitution of the newkingdom

of Poland in 1815 , entered essentially into the same views ; and

was in every respect favourable to the developementof the men

tal faculties of the nation . The modern kingdom of Poland em

braced, indeed , not much more than the sixth part of the vast

territory which under the Jagellons had constituted the kingdom

of that name. Before the cessions at Andrussov in the year

1667, the ancient kingdom contained sixteen millions of inhabi

tants ; the census of the modern kingdom in 1818 , counted only

2,734,000. But that the population of this exhausted country

increased during the Russian administration,-especially in con

sequence of the encouragement given to foreigo colonists, the

establishment of manufactures which furnished means of sup

port for the lower classes, and other similar measures,—is appar

ent from the results of the census of 1827, according to which

the kingdom then contained 3,705,000 inhabitants.86

In the field of science and literature the nobility had at length

found rivals among the free citizens ; and the courts of these

temples were now , through the erection of village schools, made

86 See page 475 above.
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accessible even to the peasant, who was, in name at least, no

longer a degraded slave.87 If the Russian government in Po

land had been exercised in practice, according to the same prin

ciples on which it was founded ; if Alexander's first intentions

had been practically executed in the same spirit in which the

happiness of his Polish subjects had been theoretically planned ;

perhaps it would have been less difficult to reconcile the minds

of the Poles to the loss of their independence as a nation , which

they justly consider as an inestimable good. We have here no

concern with politics, except so far as they have a necessary in

fluence on the state of general cultivation ; or so far as they give

birth to important occasional appearances in the republic of let

ters . If considered in the first point of view, it is not to be de

nied , that the Polish nation since the foundation of the constitu

tional Russian kingdom of Poland in 1815 , has made more pro

gress towards social improvement, and has advanced more

towards a state of equality in a mental and intellectual respect

with the countries of middle Europe, viz . Germany, France and

England , than during the whole vast period of their previous

existence. For most of these improvements, however, the pre

paration had already been made, in the last ten years before the

dissolution of the republic . The emancipation of the serfs, who

comprised the whole peasantry, one of the fundamental laws of

the duchy of Warsaw in 1807, was confirmed at the creation of

the kingdom of Poland in 1815. In the diet of the kingdom,

87 The Polish serfs were indeed never regular slayes ; but merely

glebae adscripti, i . e , they could not be sold separately as mere things,

but only with the soil they cultivated, which they had no right to leave.

They were not reduced even to this state before the fifteenth or six

teenth century ; for one of the statutes of Casimir the Great allows

them the privilege of selling their property and leaving whenever

they were ill-treated . Ofthe present state of the Polish peasantry, the

author of “ Poland under the dominion of Russia," (Bost. 1834 ,) says :

“ The Polish peasant might perhaps be about as free, as my dog was

in Warsaw ; for I certainly should not have prevented the animal from

learning, had he been so inclined, some tricks by which he could

earn the reward of an extra bone. The freedom of the wretched Po

lish serfs is much the same as the freedom of their cattle ; for they

are brought up with as little of human cultivation, etc. p. 165, And

again : “ The Polish serf is in every part of the country extremely

poor, and of all the living creatures I have met with in this world , or

seen described in books of natural history, he is the most wretched , "

p. 176 .
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not only the nobility and the government, but also the cities and

smaller communities had their own representatives ; and all

christian denominations acquired equal political rights . To the

universities of Cracow, Wilna, and Lemberg,88 there was added

in 1818 a fourth at Warsaw. The kingdom of Poland contain

ed in 1827, in each of its eight waiwodships, a palatine school ,

and besides this three other institutions for the higher branches

of education ; fourteen principal department schools, and nine

for sub -departments ; several professional seminaries for miners,

teachers, agriculturists, and others ; a military academy, a school

for cadets, and a number of elementary schools, both private

and public.89 The_Russian-Polish provinces , i. e . the part of

Poland united with Russia in the three successive dismember

ments ofPoland, participate in all the means of education which

the Russian empire affords ; the province of West Prussia and

the grand duchy of Posen, in those of the kingdom of Prussia ,

where an enlightened government has made, as is generally ac

knowledged, the mental improvement of the lowerclasses one

of its principal objects. The Austrian kingdom of Galicia bad

in the year 1819 two lyceurns, twelve gymnasiums, several

88 Lemberg indeed can hardly be called a Polish university. All

its professors are Germans, and the lectures are delivered in Latin or

German. It has only three faculties, viz . the philosophical, theolog

jeal and juridical. For medicine it has only a preparatory school, the

course being finished at Vienna. Among the 65 medical students of

1832, there were 41 Jews. The university had in that year, in all, 1291

students. For the theological and juridical courses, which , according

to law, comprise each four years, a previous preparation of two years

spent in philosophical studies is required by the government. Thus

the regular course of an Austrian student lasts six years. The same

measures were taken to Germanize Cracow , during the Austrian ad

ministration ; but when in 1815 Cracow became a free city, it parteď

with all its German professors and became again a genuine Polish uni-'
versity .

89 From the account given of the state of the Polish common peo

ple in note 87 above, wemust conclude that this number is very small.

Mr Ljach Szyrma, the author of Letters on Poland , ( Edinb. 1823, ) says :

“ The lower classes, unfortunately, do not enjoy the advantage of be

ing proportionally benefited by the learning requisite to their social

condition . The parish schools are not sufficient to improve them in

this respect ; and the village schools, upon which their hopes chiefly

rest, are not numerous. " p. 144 .
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other institutions for education of different names and for specific

purposes, and also numerous elementary schools. The catho

lic religion is here the only reigning one ; although the protes

tants, who here are still comprised under the name of dissi
dents, are tolerated .

The literary activity of the Polish nation occupied in 1827

not less than sixty printing offices and twenty booksellers. Of

the latter fiſteen were in Warsaw, the rest scattered over all the

province formerly belonging to Poland . At Warsaw alone, five

daily political papers, and one weekly, were published in the Po

lish language ; besides these there existed only five, viz . one

in each of the four larger cities, Cracow, Lemberg, Wilna, and

Posen, and a fifth at St. Petersburg. There are other periodi

cals for scientific objects published at Warsaw ; while in the

other cities the German publications of that character are chief

ly read . The periodical published by the national institution ,

called after count Ossolinski, at Lemberg, is however consider

ed as the most important in the Polish language.

The high spirit of the Polish nation, and that glowing patriot

ism for which they are so distinguished , has induced them dur

ing the period of their unnatural partition and amalgamation

with foreign nations, to devote more zeal than ever to the sole na

tional tie which still binds together the subjects of so many differ

ent powers — their language. There have been numerous learned

societies founded, among which above all the society of the

friends of science at Warsaw , to whom the most eminent men of

the nation belong, must be distinguished . Academies of arts and

sciences have been established , and associations formed for vari

ous scientific purposes. The influence of all these institutions,

more especially that of the above mentioned society at Warsaw,

has been very favourably employed in limiting that of the

French and German languages, naturally induced by political

circumstances.

The French language indeed, independently of the political

events of modern times, had already acted powerfully on the

Polish at the close of the preceding and the beginning of the

present period. In poetry, the affected bombastic school of

the Gongorists and Maripists had been supplanted throughout all

Europe by the better taste of the cold, stiff, and formal French

poets, whose defects it was much easier to imitate than their

merits. For more than half a century the French language

reigned with an uncontrolled and unlimited sovereignty over all
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the literary world . But its most absolute dominion was in Po

land . In the manners of the nobility of this country , French

gracefulness and ease were, in a peculiar and interesting manner,

blended with the daring heroism of the knight and the luxuri

ousness of the Asiatic despot . French refinement and French

witticism covered the rudeness and revelry characteristic of the

middle ages. French teachers and governesses had inundated

the whole country , and a journey to France was among the

requisite conditions of an accomplished education . The Polish

writers — all of them belonging to the nobility - to whom from

their youth the French language was equally familiar with their

own, unconsciously disfigured the latter by Gallicisms ; since

French forms of expression seemed to be the best adapted for

the expression of French thoughts and French philosophy .

Long after the rest of literary Europe had shaken off the yoke,

the Polish poets, although the genius of their rich , creative, and

pliant language was decidedly opposed to such a slavery, continued

to submit to French rules and laws, and do so partly still. But

the different character of the language and of the nation, im

presses nevertheless a very different stamp on the Polish po

etical literature .

We begin the enumeration of the distinguished writers of this

period with its principal founder, Stephen Konarski , who was
born A. D. 1700 and died in 1773 . In his seventeenth year

he entered the order of Piarists, and became later a professor

in the college of this congregation at Warsaw. After a long

stay in Italy and France, he returned to Poland ; accompanied

king Stanislaus Leszczynski to Lorrain ; but again returned to

his country and founded several institutions for education in

Warsaw, Wilna and Lemberg, on principles different from

those of the Jesuits . In the year 1747 he went a third time to

France, but returned after three years ; and from that time de

voted himself entirely to the literary and mental reform of his

own country . Of his printed works, twenty -eight in number,

fourteen are written in Polish . They embrace different topics

in poetry, and a tragedy ; but his principal merits lie in his wri

tings on the subject of politics and education.90 After him we

name the illustrious philosopher Stanislaus Leszczynski. Most of

90 His works, which have never been collected, are enumerated in

Bentkowski's History of Polish literature . Konarski was the first

who ventured publicly to assail the Liberum veto.
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his works, on politics and ethics, were written in French ; in

the Polish language he wrote, besides one or two other works,

a history of the Old and New Testaments in verse.91 Zaluski,

known more especially by the foundation of a large and celebra

ted library, in which he spent an immense fortune, and which he

finally made over to his country ,92 was the friend of king Stanis

laus and of Konarski . In possession of an extraordinary amount

of knowledge, and a very extensive erudition , which however

he owed more to his remarkable memorythan to any distinguish
ed capacity, he wrote a large number of Latin and Polish books

on literary and biographical subjects and on poetry ; in all which

the genius of the preceding period still reigns. Another noble

man of high rank who distinguished himself by his patriotism

and erudition, was Wenceslaus Rzewuski, waiwode of Podolia,

and contemporary with Zaluski, whom he surpassed however in

critical taste andproductive powers. His translation of the Psalms

is highly esteemed . A still higher name as a patron of literature

and the arts , is the uncle of king Stanislaus Augustus, prince Ad

am Czartoryski. He was marshal of the diet in 1764, when

the ill famed liberum veto was abolished , which gave to every

deputy singly the right of overthrowing the otherwise unanimous

resolutions of the diet, and thus wasthe principal cause of the

lawless disorder which disgraced the sessions of ihis body. His

merits as a statesman and a Mecænas, are equal. Several histor

ical works designed to advance the honour of Poland, were pub

lished under his care and at his instigation. Amid all his nu

merous avocations, he found time to write severalpieces for the

national stage, which, as a promoter of the purity of thelanguage,
was a subject of his particular care and attention.93 By the side

of the name of Czartoryski, shines that of Potocki. More than

one member of this illustrious family had in former times ac

91 Nancy 1733.

92 This celebrated library was transferred to St. Petersburg at the

dismemberment of Poland, and has not yet been restored .

93 The Czartoryskis may justly be called the Polish Medici, from

the liberal patronage which the accomplished members of this family

have ever given to talent and literary merit. Their celebrated seat,

Pulawi, the subject of many songs and also of an episode in De

lille's Jardius, was destroyed by the Russians in the late war , and

its literary treasures are said to have been carried to St. Petersburgh .
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quired the right of citizens in the republic of letters. Count Paul

Potocki and his grandson Anthony, in the seventeenth and begin

ning of the eighteenth century , were both equally celebrated for

their talents. The works of the former were published by count

Zaluski, under the title of Genealogia Potockiana ; the speeches

and addresses of the latter, are partly printed in Daneykowicz?

Suada Polona, and were in their time considered as models.

But the most elevated rank in this family is occupied by the two

brothers Ignatius and Stanislaus Kostka Potocki, whether as pat

riots and statesmen, or as writers and patrons of science . Ignatius,

besides promoting several literary undertakings, and bearing the

expenses of more than one journey for the purposes of sci

ence and learning , was himself a distinguished writer. He trans

lated Condillac's work on logic, and introduced it into the Polish

schools as a class book. His merits in respect to public ed

ucation are great ; he was one ofthe most urgent promotersof

the emancipation of the serfs ; and at his death in the year 1809,

he left bebind the reputation of a true friend of the people.

His brother Stanislaus Kostka, although entertaining the same

political principles, did not take the same active part during the

struggles of the Poles for their expiring independence ; he retir

ed to Austria after the king had joined the confederation of Tar

gowicz, and there devoted himself entirely to his studies. In

1807 he returned to his country , and there as president of the

department for schools and education , he found means to

carry out his enlightened views and benevolent intentions for

the good of his country. At the foundation of the kingdom of

Poland in 1915 , he was made minister of public instruction , and

was always found at the head of every noble and patriotic under

taking. From his oratorical powers, he was called princeps elo

quentiae. In respect to genius he was above his brother ; al

though the latter seems to have surpassed him in energy of char

acter. His principal work, " on Style and Eloquence," was pub

lished in 1815 ; another work of value is his translation of

Winkelmann's book on ancient art, which he accompanied by

illustrations and remarks, but did not finish . His influence on

Polish literature was decided.94 Another nobleman, distinguish

94 The title of the former work is : O wymowie i stylu, Warsaw

1815–16. Another work is Pochwaly, mowy i rozprawy, i. e. Eulo

gies, Speeches and Essays, among which are nine on Polish lite

rature, Warsaw 1816 . Stanislaus Potocki was also the principal

Vol. IV . No. 15 . 65
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ed as an orator and political writer, was Hugo Kollantay, count

Sztumberg, who published together with Ignatius Potocki a his

tory of the constitution .

At the head of the historical writers of Poland stands howev

er Naruszewicz, the faithful translator of Tacitus, whose stylehe

adopted also in his original works. His history of the Polish

nation is considered as a standard work ; as a production, which

in respect to erudition, philosophical conception, and style, is the

chef d'ouvre of Polish literature, and would be one of the

chief ornaments of that of every nation . The six volumes of

this work comprise only the period between A. D. 965 and 1386,

beginning with the second volume ; as for the first, which was to

have contained the earliest history of Poland , he intended to

have executed it afterwards, and had indeed collected all the ne

cessary materials, but was prevented by death . The Warsaw

Society of Friends of Science published it thirty years after his

death , and endeavoured to engage the principal talents of Poland

in the continuation of his work . This wasdone in such a way,

that each writer was to undertake the history of the administra

tion of a single king ; and at last, after each work had ap

peared separately , the society was to make a collection of the

whole, and , if necessary , cause it to be rewritten . Several able

men have devoted themselves to this work . The plan of the so

ciety, which by its very nature excluded all unity of character,

seems to have met with more approbation than , according to our

opinion, it deserved . The Polish public is however indebted to it

for more than one valuable work on history , to which it gave

birth . Naruszewicz had collected for this work a library of

materials, in 360 folio volumes. He wrote also a history of the

Tartars, a biography of the Lithuanian captain Chodkiewicz,

and was admired as a poet . He died in 1796 , it is said ofgrief

at the fate of his unhappy country.

Naruszewicz was educated by the Jesuits, and was himself of

that order until its dissolution. He died as bishop of Luck. In

respect to time he stands as the first eminent writerof a new pe

riod , just on the verge ofthe past ; and even his warmest admir

ers do not deny that he participated , in some slight degree, in the

mover in the publication of the splendid work : Monumenta regum Po

loniae Cracoviensia, Warsaw 1822. Stanislaus Kostka P. must not

be confounded with Stanislaus Felix P. his cousin , one of the most

'obstinate advocates of the ancient constitution and its corruptions,

who sold his country to Russia.
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character of that past, by a certain inclination to panegyric and

a flowery style. But in energy and richness of thought he far

surpasses all his predecessors,and has not yet been reached by

any who have written after hiin.95

Another historical work of value on Poland , was edited by Le

lewel . The history of Poland by Waga, in the want of a more

suitable work , had been in use as a class book in the Polish

schools for more than fifty years. Lelewel, in order to improve

its popularity, took this book as a foundation, but completely re

cast it, divided the history of Poland according to a plan per

fectly new, completed the work, and published it uuder Waga's

name. His rich additions regard chiefly the legislature, statis

tics, and the cultivation of the country . His very division of

the history of Poland, into Poland conquering, Poland divided ,

Poland flourishing, and Poland on the decline, seems to indi

cate the political tendency of his work, and his desire to in

press upon the Polish youth the great moral lessons which his

tory presents.

Another history of Poland of more extent was published by

Bantkie. Lelewel said of the second edition of this book,

which appeared in 1820, that " a more perfect work in this de

partment did not exist."

One of the most remarkable writers of his time on history

and bibliography, was the Jesuit Albertrandy, who besides be

ing the author of several historical works and treatises, was in

defatigable in collecting materials for the history of his country.

He went to Italy , and here gathered during a stay of three

years a hundred and ten folio volumes of extracts, entirely writ

ten with his own hand . He then went to Stockholm and Up

sal, where the most important manuscripts relative to Poland are

deposited. The Swedish government was narrow-minded

enough, to allow hiin access to their libraries only on condition of

his not taking any written notes. But Albertrandy bad so re

markable a memory, that he was able to make up for this dis

advantage, by writing down every evening all that he had read

during the day, and added in this way not less then ninety folio

volumes to his library of manuscripts.

95 His complete works are to be found in the great collection of

count Mostowski, Warsaw 1804–5, 12 volumes. They appeared in

1824 at Breslau in a stereotype edition, in six volumes. Poetical works,

Wars. 1778.
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Portions of Polish history or subjects belonging to it were

treated with success by the poet Niemcewicz; by Bentkowski,

Kwiatkowski, Soltykowicz, Surowiecki, Lelewel, Onacewicz,

the counts Ossolinski and Czaki, the former distinguished by

Jearning and critical discernment, the latter the author of an es

teemed history of the Polish and Lithuanian laws ; by Maiewski,

Siarczynski, and others. The princess Isabella Czartoryski in .

tended her “ Pilgrim of Dobromil," to be a book of historical in

struction for thecommon people. Abridgements of Polish history

were given by Miklaszewski and Falenski. The historical songs

written by Niemcewicz, at the instigation of theWarsaw Society

of Friends of Science , are also to be considered as belonging to

history, as well as to poetry, since they are accompanied by val

uable historical illustrations. The same author wrote Memoirs

on ancient Poland . Turski translated the memoirs of Choi

sain on the administration of Henry of Valois ;and the memoirs

of Michael Oginski , Sur la Pologne et les Polonais de

puis 1788 jusqu'en 1815, ʻare a valuable contribution to the

history of our time. The modern periodicals likewise contain

many well written historical essays, some of them of decided

importance . This is especially true of the Memoirs of War

saw, and also of Lemberg, the Scientific Memoirs, the Wilna

and Warsaw Journals, the Bee of Cracow , the Ant of Pozna

nia , and others .

We have remarked above, as a characteristic of the Polish

literature, that although Poland has always been rich in talents

of every description, yet its literary contributions have aimed

less at the advancement of science in general, than to exalt the

glory of the Polish name, and thus have an immediate reflexive

influence on the nation . In the same spirit, the history of other

countries has received little attention , not excepting even ancient

history . Poland indeed does not possess a single distinguished

work on foreign history ; and their Gibbons and Robertsons

seem ever to have been absorbed in their own patriotic inter

ests. As writers of merit on universal history and its auxiliary

branches, we may mention Cajetan and Vincent Skrzetuski, count

John Potocki, Bohusz, Jodłowski, Sowinski, privee Sapieha,

count Berkowski, and above all Lelewel, whose work on the

discoveries of the Carthaginians and Greeks has been translated

into German, ( A. D. 1832,) accompanied by an introduction

from the celebrated Ritter.

The Polish language, the purity of which at the beginning of
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the present period was an object of particular attention, has in

our own century been the subject of numerous learned inquiries,

some of which have added considerably to the light thrown in

modern times by Slavic -German scholars upon the Slavic lan

guages and Slavic history in general. Linde, besides several

other philological and historical writings, has enriched Slavic

literature with a comparative critical dictionary in six volumes,
which is considered as one of the standard works of the lan

guage. Baptkie , the author of several historical and biblio

graphical works of great merit in the Polish, Latin , and Ger

man languages, has written a Polish grammar and Polish -Ger

man dictionary. Rakowiecki prepared a new edition of the

Jus Russorum, introduced by a critical preface, and accompa

pied with many explanatory notes . We must however, take

this occasion to remark, that the Polish critics in general, although

perhaps in every other respect qualified as sagacious and impar

tial judges, are by no means infallible on subjects which have
any relation to their own country. The glory and honour of

their own nation are always with them the principal objects, to

which not seldom the impartiality of a scientific inquirer, and

even historical truth , is unscrupulously sacrificed . Maiewski

wrote a book rich in ideas on the Slavi ;* bibliographical works,

andbookson theliterary history of Poland have been published

by Chrominski, Sowinski, Juszynski, count Ossolinski, Szumski,

and more especially by Bentkowski.96 Count Stan . Potocki's

works contain likewise a number ofarticles on Polish literature.

In the previous periods, all bibliographical works were written in
Latin .

The eminent talent of the Poles for eloquence, enjoyed, dur

ing the early part of this period and before the dissolution of the

republic, the best possible opportunity for developement, among

the intellectual struggles and combats occasioned by the political

circunstances of the country and the discussion of new political

theories . The constitutional diet of 1788-1791 exhibited a

rich store of oratorical talent. The names of the Potockis,

Sapieha, Czartoryski, Kollantay, Matuszewicz, Niemcewicz,

Soltyk, Kicinski, and others, were known with distinction all

over the world . The eloquence of the pulpit was of course

* O Slawianach i ich pobratymcach, Warsaw 1816.

96 Bentkowski's Historiya literatury Polsk. Wars. 1814, contains &

catalogue of all works published on Polish literature, to 1814 ; see

Vol. I. p. 1-73.
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much less cultivated in a nation which lives chiefly in politics.

Lachowski, a Jesuit and court preacher of the last king , is by

the Poles considered as a very distinguished preacher, although

according to German judges he was shallow and voluble; and

was surpassed by his cotemporary Wyrwicz, and above all

by Karpowicz. Prażmowski, Jakubowski, Woronicz bishop

of Warsaw, Szianawski, Szweykowski, Zacharyaszewicz, and

others, are esteerned as powerful preachers.

Besides the oratorical powers and the historical productions

of the Poles, the reputation of their modern literature rests

chiefly on poetry. Although the Polish poets adhered longer

to the strict rules of Boileau than the rest of Europe, and have

only in the most recent times chosen better models in the Ger

mans and English — without however having been able to free

themselves entirely from their French chains — yet the national

genius of their language has often conquered the artificial re

straints of narrow rules and arbitrary laws . Naruscewicz, the

celebrated historian , occupies also a distinguished rank as a poet.

He translated Anacreon and some of Horace's odes ; but wrote

still more original pieces, odes, pastorals, epigrams, satires, and

a tragedy entitled Guido. The most distinguished poet un

der Stanislaus Augustus was Krasicki, bishop of Ermeland or

Warmia, and later of Goesen, the Polish Voltaire. His prin

cipal worksare an epic under the title of Woyna Chocimska,

or War of Chocin ,and three comic epics, one of which, Mon

achomachia, ridicules the monkish system and exbibits its ab

surdity in strong colours. He wrote this poem at the sugges

tion of Frederic the Great, to whose coterie of literary friends

he belonged . His great heroic epic is considered by his coun

trymen as a standard work ; while foreigners look at it as a val

uable historical poem indeed , but as utterly deficient in true

epic power and original invention . His smaller poems and

prose writings are replete with wit and spirit ; and as a prose

writer he appears as one of the few who were not blind to the

defects and follies of their countrymen . Of bis translations we

mention Ossian and Plutarch.97 Trembecki, d . 1812 , as a

lyric poet, takes equal rank, according to some Polish critics,

with Krasicki . His chief poem, Zofiowka, which has been

97 Krasicki's complete works were published by Dmochowski,

Warsaw 1803–4. A stereotype edition appeared at Breslau in

1824 .
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translated into French by La Garde, is of that descriptive, con

templative kind , which was fashionable in his day . Szymanow

ski, d . 1801 , a writer of pastorals, is distinguished for delicacy

and sweetness. As to the beauty of his diction his countrymen

are the best judges ; but as for the character and real poetical

value of his productions, we doubt whether the soundertaste of

our day would relish the whole species so highly as was done

at a time, when the forms of society had reached the very sum

mit of artificial perversion. A certain longing after nature and

its purity was the necessary result of such a state of things ; but

even nature itself they were unable to see, except in an artificial

light. The Polish productions of this species in the present

period, savour strongly of the French school; whilst the pasto

rals of the sixteenth century hover in the midst between the

bucolics of the ancients and the Italian and Spanish eclogues.

There was the same decided influence of the French litera

ture op Wengierski, who died in 1787 ; although less in respect

to taste than to morals. Karpinski , also a writer of pastorals, ap

proaches nearest the Greeks, and is on the whole a poet of un

common talent. All his original writings bear a strong national

stamp. His translation of Racine's Athalia is considered as a

master piece, and his version of the Psalms has not been sur

passed in any language. Another distinguished poet is Kniaz

nin , remarkable for a certain external freshness, which imparts

life to all his productions. He was educated in the college of

the Jesuits at Witebsk, and it was during his whole life a matter

of regret to him that he “ had lost the golden season of his youth ,

and wasted the labour of sleepless nights on irksome trifles.”

Notwithstanding this learned education, theauthor of the Letters

on Poland finds between him and Burns a kind of analogy.

Kniazniv's principal fame rests on a ludicrous heroic called the

· Balloon .'

The following are further regarded among their countrymen

as poets of the first rank , viz . Niemcewicz, Brodzinski , bishop

Woronicz, and Mickiewicz. Niemcewicz is also known by

his political fortunes and influence, and is equally esteemed as an

historian and for his poetical talents . The eloquence which he

exhibited in the diet of 1788–92, as the nuntius or deputy of

Lithuania , laid the foundation of his faine. When his country

was lost, after having fought at the side of Kosciuszko and shared

his fate as a prisoner, he accompanied this great man to Amer

ica, where he associated with Washington , whose life he has
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since described. His eulogy on Kosciuszko is considered as a

masterpiece. His principal works are his historical songs, bis
dramas, and his “ Reign of Sigismund III." Whatever he writes

evinces erninent talents; as to which his friends only deplore .

that he has scattered them so much, or, according to the expres

sion of the author of the Letters on Poland, that " his genius was

too eager in embracing at once so much within its potent grasp,

and thus, instead of concentrating his powers, lessened their bril

liant beams, by diffusing them over too wide a horizon.98

John Woronicz, bishop of Cracow, and afterwards of Warsaw ,

whom we have named above as one of the most eloquent preach

ers, is equally celebrated as a poet . His productions all have a

character of dignity and loftiness, and , with the exception of

some religious hymas, are devoted to the historical fame of his

country. His “ Sybil,” in which he conjures up in succession

the ancient Polish kings from their graves to behold the cruel

state of their once triumphant country, and the “ Lechiade,” an

epic, which Schaffarik considers as the best Polish production of
this species, are his principal works. The inclination of the

Polish poets to celebrate and exalt their own country and the

heroic deeds of their ancestors , without even admitting the pos

sibility ofrivalship on the partof any other nation , can easily be

accounted for ; while to foreign critics, the same poems which

inspire Polish readers with patriotic enthusiasm , often appear

pompous and void of that simplicity , which is the true source of

the sublime.

Casimir Brodzinski is an eminent original poet, and an admi

rable translator. His poetry is pervaded by a character of

98 P. 221. Niemcewicz's works have not yet been collected . Of

his Spiewy historycne, or · Historical Songs,' Warsaw 1819, Bowring

gives some specimens. These songs were set to music by distinguish

ed Polish composers, especially ladies, and on account of their deep

patriotic interest, have reached a higher degree of popularity than

any other Polish work . They were written at the instigation of the

Warsaw "Society of Friends of Science." Besides his two histori

cal works, Dzieie panowania Zygmunta III, or Reign of Sigismund III,

Warsaw 1819, and Zbior pamietnikow, etc. a collection of uoprinted

documents,Wars. 1822 ; and his large historical novel Jan z Teczyna,

Wars. 1825 ; Niemcewicz published Leyba i Szora, or Letters of Polish

Jews, Wars. 1821, presenting a good illustration of their situation.

His most recent production , an elegiac poem , was published at Leip

zig 1832. See below .
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strong and decided natiopality, and Bowring says of him : “ If

any man can be considered the representative of Polish feelings,

and as having transfused them into his productions, Brodzinski

is certainly the man .” He has translated Ossian , and first in

troduced Scott's masterpieces into the literature of Poland .

Mickiewicz is the youngest of the Polish writers of celebrity,

and owes his reputation as a poet of eminent talent chiefly to

three small volumesofmiscellaneous poetry , first published about

ten years ago . To these a fourth was added in 1833, in which

were deposited the riper productions of his manhood ; whilst the

earlier ones contained the beautiful effusions of his youthful feel

ings. 99

But the series of Polish poets who have manifested more than

common talent, is too long to permit us to enumerate them all ;

and even a complete catalogue of their names must notbe ex

pected in these pages, which are devoted merely to a historical

view of the whole literature, and to individuals only so far as

they go to form characteristic features of the physiognomy of

the former. The “ Dictionary of Polish poets ,” published in

1820 by Juszynski, describes the lives of not less than 1400 in

dividuals, independently of course of their poetical worth . We

confine ourselves to presenting some of the most distinguished

names in addition to those above-mentioned, viz . Gurski, a very

productive and popular writer ; L. Osinski, still more esteemed

as a critic ; Molski, Tanski, Boncza Tomaszewski, Okraszew

ski, Tymowski, Szydlowski, and Kozmian, the author of a pop
ular didactic poem .

Polish literature is particularly rich in excellent translations.

This is due partly to the richness and pliability of the language

itself. Dmochowski, Przybylski, and Staszyc, translated Ho

mer ; and the two first, also Virgil. Dmochowski's translations

are in rhymed verse ; those of Przybylski, who also enriched

Polish literature with translations of the Paradise Lost, the Lusi

ad , and of many other poems, are in the measures of the origin

als, and manifest both a profound knowledge of the foreign lan

guages and great dexterity in using his own. Staszyc has writ

ten valuable works on various subjects, and enjoys a high esteem

as a literary man and patriot. Felinski , the translator ofDelille

and Racine, is considered as the most harmonious Polish versi

99 The fourth volume appeared at Paris ; where also his earlier po

try was reprinted in 1828 under the title : Poézye Adama Mickiewicza.

VOL. IV. No. 15. 66
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fier . Hodani , Oşinski , Kicinski, Kruszynski, have likewise

transplanted the productions of the French Parnassus into the

Polish soil ; Sienkiewicz, Odyniec, Mickiewicz, and others have

devoted their talents to the English. Okrascewski translated the

Greek tragic poets . Minasowicz, the author of fifty -three vari

ous works , and Nagurczewski, translated also several of the an

cient authors , but according to the best critics with more know

ledge of the classic languages, than skill in the management of

their own. Among all the distinguished poets mentioned above,

there is hardly one, who besides his original productions, did

not likewise devote his talents to poetical translations; in which

Karpinski, Naruscewicz , and Krasicki, succeeded to admiration .

In the whole domain of poetry , there is no branch in which

the Poles less succeeded , or at least have manifested a greater

want of original power , than the dramatic . Here the influence

of the French school was most decided , and indeed exclusive.

We have seen above what pains were taken by the most distin

guished men of thenation , to establish a national stage ; to which

they looked , not in the light of a frivolous amusement, but as a

school for purifying and elevating the national language and lite

rary taste, and also as a means of correcting vice by ridiculing

it . In this view several clergymen wrote for the theatre . The

Jesuit Bohomolec wrote the first original comedies, in 1757 ;

other comedies, valuable as pictures of the time, were written

by bishop Kossakowski . Prince Czartoryski we have mentioned

above as a writer of dramas. Zablocki, Lipinski, Osinski, Ko

walski and others transplanted the French masterpieces to the

Polish stage, or imitated them . The actors Boguslawski, Bie

lawski, and Zolkowski, wrote original pieces. Tragedies, most

ly on subjects of Polish history, were written by Niemcewicz,

Felinski , Dembowski, Slowacki , Kropinski , Hofmann, and F.

Wenzyk, whose “ Glinski” is considered as the best Polish pro

duction of this kind. The most popular comedies in recent

times are by count Fredro, who is called the Polish Molière.

The Polish stage is still richer in melo-dramas, especially rural

pictures in a dramatic form ; of which Niemcewicz's piece

& John Kochanowski” is a fine specimen .

As it respects novels, tales in prose, and similar productions,

the literature of Poland has been much less overwhelmed with

this species of writing, in which mediocrity is soeasy and per

fection so rare , than that of their neighbours the Russians. "We

think this can easily be accounted for. They possess few , for
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the same reason that the English are so rich in them . Domestic

life, the true basis of the modern novel, has no charms in Po

land . The whole tendency of the nation is towards public life,

splendour, military fame; theirs are not the modest virtues of

private retirement, but the heroic deeds of public renown. The

beauty, the spirit, the influence of their women, is generally ac

knowledged ; but that female reserve and delicacywhich draws

the thread of an English novel through three volumes, would be

looked for in vain in Poland. Niemcewicz however published

in 1827 an historical novel, “ John of Trenczyn ,” which is con

sidered as a happy imitation of Scott. Others were written by

count Skarbeck . Among the novels, which present a psycho

logical developement of character and a description of fashiona

ble life, “ The Intimations of the Heart” is considered as the

principal work. It was written by the princess of Wirtemberg,

daughter of Adam and Isabella Czartoryski. Another highly

esteemed female writer is Clementina Hofmann, formerly Tanska.

The Poles, although from a feeling of pride and patriotism

naturally disposed to overrate the productions of their own lite

rature, are far from being deficient in critical judgment or in ex

alted ideas on the theory of the beautiful. The counts Stan, Po

tocki and Ossolinski, L. Osinski , Golanski , and others, maintain a

high rank in this department.

Philosophy, as an abstract science, independently of its im

mediate application to subjects ofreal life, has never found more

than a few votaries among the Poles. In the beginning of the

seventeenth century , Aristotle was translated into Polish by Pe

tryci. For nearly two hundred years, the teachers of philoso

phy in the Polish universities stopped at Aristotle ; and a few

commentaries on his Ethics and Politics composed the whole

philosophical literature of Poland . In the first years of our own

century, Jaronski and Scianawski made an attempt to introduce

the philosophy of Kant ; but although the cause appeared to be

in the best hands, they met with little success. Galuchowski, a

Germanphilosophical writerof merit, is a Pole by birth. *

For the study of polite literature and the Slavic languages,

Warsaw is the principal seat ; for philology and the exact scien

ces, the university of Wilna. This learned institution has taken

special pains in respect to the necessary elementary books for

* Author of the work : Die Philosophie in ihrem Verhältnisse zum

Leben ganzer Völker, Erlangen 1822.
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the study of the classical languages ; and is distinguished by its

able professors Groddek, Bobrowski, and Zukowski. The for

mer,a scholar of high reputation, in addition to several original

philological works , has translated Buttmann's Greek Grammar

into Polish ; the latter has published also a Greek and a He

brew Granimar. In the oriental languages Senkowski at St.

Petersburg is distinguished ; and count Rzewuski at Vienna has

great desert in connexion with the celebrated periodical work,

Fundgruben des Orients.

In consequence of the grand -duke Constantine's predilection

for mathematics, an undue share of attention , during the last fil

teen years, has been paid in schools to the exact or empirical sci

ences ; undue we call it , because on account of its excess, the

moral and literary pursuits of the pupils have necessarily been

neglected. Mathematics, during this whole period, were taught

by several eminent men ; by John Sniadecki , who is at the same

time considered as a model in respect to style and language ; by

Poczobut, Zaborowski , Czech, Rogalinski, and others. In the

same departments the names of Twardowski, Polinski, and Kon

kowski, must be honourably mentioned . Count Sierakowski

wrote a classical work on architecture ; and the learned Polish Jew

Stern is celebrated over all Europe as the inventor of arithmeti

cal and agricultural machines . Count Chodkiewicz and An

drew Sniadecki are distinguished chemists . Natural philoso

phy, although less studied , has able professors in H. Osinski and

Bystrzycki; natural history,more especially botany and zoology,

in Kluk and Jundzill . Medicine , until the last seventy years,

was in Poland exclusively in the hands of foreigners, especially

Germans and French ;100 since then several gifted Poles have

devoted themselves to this science, although they have not yet

formed a national school . Lafontaine, body physician of the

last king, Dziarkowski, Perzyna, Malcz, and others, must be men

tioned here. The university of Wilna is the most celebrated

school for medical science .

100 See Dr Connor's History of Poland, 1698. Even as late as the

close ofthe seventeenth century, the Poles were barbarians enough to

look upon the profession of a physician with contempt. They had

however in earlier times some very celebrated physicians, as Martin

of Olkusc, Felix of Lowicz, and Struthius, who was called to Spain

to save the life of Philip II, aud even to the Turkish sultan Soli
man II.
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Among the reflecting statesmen of Poland , there has recent

ly been a great deal of attention bestowed on national economy

and its various branches, more especially on studies connected

with agriculture, as being the science most applicable to the pres

ent wantsof the country. Poland being the most extensive plain

in Europe, and for the most part of a very rich and fertile soil,

the Poles would seem destined by nature to be an agricul

tural people. We cannot but observe here, that from this very

circumstance, the wretched state of the labouring classes is pla

ced in a still more striking light . The interests of agricultural

science have been promoted by different societies, and several

able treatises on those subjects have been published ; although it

does not appear that any new theory or principles have been

started. Of all the branches of moral science,political economy

has met in Poland with the most disciples. Valuable statistical

works on Poland in the Polish language have been written by

Staszyc, honourably mentioned above, by Slawiarski and others.

Swiencki in his Geography of ancient Poland , ' Surowiecki in

his . History of the Polish towns and peasantry,' give very valu

able statistical notices ; and the “ Journey to Constantinople and

Troy' by count Raczynski, contains an exact statistical account

of Podolia and the Ukraine .

The science of law must ever have been in a melancholy state

in a country like Poland. Poland proper hasalways been govern

ed by statutes and constitutions, sanctioned by the diet. These

were either founded on ancient usages, consuetudines, or occa

sioned by particular circumstances. The towns were governed

according to the code of Magdeburgh. In Lithuania the an

cient Lithuanian statutes, collected in 1529 , prevailed and still

prevail, if not in collision with any intervening ukase.* In the other

provinces, the laws oftherespective monarchies to which they are

annexed , are in force. Thus the different portions of Poland

are governed in accordance with seven different systems of

law.101 Under the administration of the last king of Poland,

which was so rich in improvements, a general code of laws was

also planned , and projects were prepared by able statesmen and

lawyers ; but they were all rejected by the diet of 1777. Un

der the Russian administration, preparation was made from the

* This code is frequently called the code of Leo Sapieha, the sub

chancellor of Lithuania, who in A. D. 1588 translated it from the

White Russian into the Polish language.

101 See Revue Encyclopédique, Oct. 1827, p . 219.
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very beginning for the introduction of a new code ; but the first

project of a criminal code presented by the council of state,

was likewise rejected by the diet of 1820. A portion of the

civil code was accepted in A. D. 1825 ; but the complete code,

which was ready for publication in the year 1830, has not, so

far aswe are informed, yet been introduced. The administra

tion of justice in Poland is about as bad as in Russia ; being

nothing butone great system of bribery and corruption . Ofthe

judges of the lower courts, two thirds are elected ; one third of

these and all the officers of the higher tribunals, are appointed

by the government. In former times the profession of a law

yer, as well as that of a physician, was considered in Poland as

degrading and unworthy of a nobleman . Thesetwo professions

were not indeed prohibited by law, like that of traders — for a

nobleman who retailed by yards or by pints,” legally lost bis

rank — but custom had made all those occupations which were

the source of pecuniary profit, equally the objects of contempt.

There was even a time, so when it was reckoned a matter of in

difference for a nobleman to understand arithmetic .” 102 In mod

ern times the ideas on this subject have of course changed ; the

study of law is no longer despised, especially in its necessary

connexion with the administration of justice. Slotwinski in Cra

cow, Brantkie and Maciejowski in Warsaw , are esteemed

as teachers of law . The Roman law, both civil and criminal, is

studied in the universities, as well as the law of nature and na

tions; which iatter, in the case of this unhappy country, has

been for more than sixty years so cruelly violated.

It is a singular fact, that although , down to the year 1818

when the Russian government interfered to prevent it, foreign

travel was one of the favourite means of education among the

Polish nobility, their literature exhibits hardly any books of trav

els. A few were formerly written in Latin or French ; among

the latter we mention John Potocki's Travels for the purpose

of discovering Slavic antiquities, ' Hamb. 1795. In more mod

ern times count Raczynski, has published a Journal of his

travels to Constantinople and the plain of Troy ,' richly embel

lished with illustrations. 103 A view of Great Britain was

given in 1828 by Ljach Szyrma, under the title : Anglia i
Szkocya .

102 See Letters on Poland, p. 103.

103 Breslau 1821. The same author published John Sobieski's
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We have thus brought down the history of Polish literature to

the year 1830, an epoch of glorious, although most melancholy

moment in the history of Poland . To that time the survey

which we have given, at the beginning of this period, must be

chiefly applied. The state of the country, on the whole, was

prosperous. The cruel wrongs inflicted on the Poles, were all

in express violation of a constitution, which in 1815 met with

the approbation of Kosciuszko and the best of the nation . A no

ble individual or a high-spirited people can more easily sub

mit evento unjust laws, than to arbitrary despotism . Legally

the grand duke had no right to keep a single Russian soldier in

Poland ; by the terms of theconstitution they could be there on

ly as foreign guests . Legally the press was free. Legally

Poland could have defended herself by her charter against every

arbitrary act of her sovereign or his viceroy. It would seem,

however, that even the repeated infringements of the constitu

tion, and the direct violation of the laws by the government, did

not contribute so much to induce the Poles to insurrection, as

the fierce and brutal behaviour ofthe Russian generalissimo, and of

the Russian civil and military officers high and low, whose prof

ligacy had long made them the objects of deep contempt. The

annals of Warsaw indeed present, during the Russian adminis

tration, one of the most revolting pictures which history exhib

its ; and the idea that it owes its darkest shades principally to

the reckless despotism of one individual , serves only to make

them appear still darker.

The war, which called into exercise all the mental faculties

of the nation, put a stop of course to all literary activity ; but

even during the more quiet period which has succeeded it - the

quietness of a cemetery — the dejected spirits of the nation , whose

noblest sons an interval of two years has rendered prisoners, ex

iles,or corpses, are easily to be perceived in the results of their

intellectual pursuits. A small volume containing three poems

by Niemcewicz and Mickiewiez , was printed in 1833 at Leipzig.

It is the swan -like melody of the aged poet ; whilst the younger

celebrates the exploits of his valiant brethren . The late vice

president of Warsaw, Xavier Bronikowski, now publishes Pol

nische Miscellen in the German language at Nüremberg. * For

Letters, a work read throughout all Europe, in its French translation

by count Plater and Salvandy.

* An association of literary gentlemen at Paris, mostly exiles from
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the expression of all patriotic feelings, the Polish printingoffices
at home are of course shut

up . The fifteen printing offices at

Warsaw, nevertheless, during the interval between March and

December in the year 1837, issued not less than sixty -three

Polish works. The most important among this number is a

History of the Slavic Legislatures, by Prof. Maciejowski,

Schaffarik was expected to accompany it with a sketch of Sla

vic History and Geography, but was prevented by sickness and

domestic affliction. Another, although more limited work, is an
Exhibition of the Slavic rights of inheritance, by J. Hube.

Learned treatises of this kind were until recently wholly want

ing in the Polish literature, and have long been a desideratum
among Slavic scholars.

The publication of the early chronicles, intended to render

them more accessible to the public, is continued . Idzkowski

has published a valuable contribution to the history of the arts , in

a Sketch of Architecture. The cholera has occasioned the ap

pearance of several able medical works. The Society of Sciences

at Cracow has given birth to more than one respectable histo

rical essay ; and has indeed acquired an important standing by

the suppression of all other similar institutions . Cracow, af

ter all, is at present the only purely Polish city, the only remain

ing weak, but venerable nursery of Polish liberty. A highly inter

esting work was recently published at this place, a " History of the

Latin language in Poland,' by Dr Macherzynski. Thisbook is

considered as a mine of erudition and useful knowledge. A list

is annexed of all the different editions of the classics published

in Poland . We learn from it that Cicero's works have been

edited there, partly in portions and partly complete, not less than

forty - five times, the first time as early as A. D. 1500, at

Cracow ; Horace, eight times, first in 1521 ; Ovid four times,

first in 1529; Virgil six times, first in 1642 , etc.

We conclude with a few remarks on the popular songs of the

Polish nation . There has indeed been no previous opportunity

for introducing them to theknowledge of the reader ; since they '

have never exerted any influence on the other sections of poeti

.cal literature ; nay , bave been by the higher classes decidedly
neglected . The Poles are however as rich in these treasures,

as other Slavic nations, i . e. in those lyrical effusions of feeling,

Poland, have announced a work with the title : Souvenirs de la Pologne

historiques, statistiques et literaires. It is calculated to comprise about

twelve volumes.
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common to all of them ; but we find here among the Poles no trace

of epic poetry. The principal thing in the Polish popular songs is

however the tune or melody ; thus their celebrated nationaldan

ces, Mazur, Kossak, and the imcomparable Polonaise, are known

and admired all over the world , whilst the words which original

ly accompanied those melodies , are forgotten even at home.

Pensiveness is the fundamental tone of all their songs and melo

dies . Even the Mazur, originallya child ofjoy, melts frequent

ly into plaintive strains. “ These,” says theauthor of a littlecol

lection of Polish songs recently published in Germany, “ these

are the after-pains of whole generations; these are the sorrows

of whole centuries ; which in these melodies are blended into

one everlasting sigh !104 The original seat of most of these songs

is the Ukraine; from whence they penetrated into Podolia and

Volhynia. But Poland proper has also its popular songs ; some

of which are said to be derived from the fifteenth or sixteenth

century ; but they have changed too much, to afford any evi

dence of the state of the language at that time, and belong in

their present state most certainly to a later period. The songs

of Lithuania, where, as we have seen above, the mass of the

people are of another race , do not belong here.

The extraordinary mental activity of the Polish nation prom

ises soon to give to the history oftheir literature a still greater ex

tent . May it be the will ofdivine Providence, that their noble

poets shall ere long exult in the happiness of their country, in

a state of independence ; and that with theirs shall likewise be

joived the voices of those oppressed classes, in whom not only

the RIGHTS OF Nations have for sixtyyears been violated, but al

so for centuries the RIGHTS OF MAN! 103

104 Volkslieder der Polen gesammelt und übersetzt von W. P. Leip

zig 1833. The only Polish collection of popular poetry we know , is

the work Sielanki Polske, Warsaw 1778.

105 The history of Polish literature has been treated at large in sev

eral valuable works. In the English language the Letters on Poland,

Edinb. 1823, and Bowring's Introduction to his Polish Anthology, are ,

so far we are informed, the only books which contain literary notices

of Poland. Latin works are : Starowolski Scriptor. Polon. Heca

tontas, Frankfort 1625. Wengierski Systema hist. chron . eccles. Slavoni

car . Utrecht 1652, Amsterd. 1679. Zaluski Bibliotheca poet. Polon .

Wars. 1752. Polonia literata, Bresl. 1750. Acta literaria regni Po

lon . Wars. 1756 . Janociana sive claror. Polon. auctorum Memoriae

miscellae, Warsaw 1776—79, 2 vols. Vol. 3, 1819. The titles of nu

merous other Latin works are to be found in Bentkowski's Hist. lit.

VOL. IV . No. 15 . 67
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IV. Language
s
of the Sorabian - Vendes in Lusatia , and of

other Vendish tribes now extinct.

The north - eastern part of Germany, as far west as the Elbe

and Saale, was from the fifth to thetenth century almost ex

clusively inhabited by nations of the Slavic ráce. Various Teu

tonic tribes - among them the Burgundia
ns, the Suevi, Heruli,

and Hermundu
ri- had before this taken up their temporary

residence along the Baltic,between the Vistula and the Elbe.

In the great migration of the Asiatic-European nations, which

for nearly twocenturies kept in motion all Europe from the Icy

Ocean to the Atlantic , and extended even to the north of Africa,

Pol. Vol . I. p. 1–73, and partly in Schaffarik's Geschichte der Slav .

Spr. p. 478. German works are : Lengnich’s Poln . Bibliothek , Dan

zig 1718. Janocki Kritische Briefe, Dresden 1745. Nachrichten von

raren Poln . Büchern, Dresden 1747. Poln . Büchersaal, Breslau 1756 .

Mieler de Kolof Warschauer Bibliothek, Wars. 1754. Kausch's Nach

richten über Polen , Gratz 1793. Münnich's Geschichte der Poln . Liter

atur, 1823. In French : Duclos Essai sur l'histoire de la literature de

Pologne, Berl . 1778. Revue Encyclopédi
que, Oct. 1827. The most

popular Polish works are : Chrominski O literaturze Polsk . see Annals

of Wilna 1806. Bentkowski Historya literatury Polskiey, Warsaw

1814. ' Count Ossolipski's Wiadamosci historyczno -krytyczne do dzieiow

literat. Polsk . Cracow 1819. Juszynski Dykcyonarz poetow Polskich,

Cracow 1820. Szumski Krotki rys hist. literat. Polsk . 1824, etc. - In

grammatica
l and lexical works the Polish language is very rich. The

language having considerabl
y changed, we name only the principal

of the modern : GRAMMARS, in German , Krumholz Polnische Gram

matik , Breslau 1797, 6th edit. Auszug aus Kopczynski'
s Grammatik ,

von Polsfuss, Breslau 1794. Mrongovius Poln. Sprachlehre, Königsb .

1794, and in several altered editions under different titles ; last edi

tion Danzig 1827. Szumski's Poln. Gramm . Posen 1830. Vater's

Grammatik der Poln . Sprache, Halle 1807. Bantkie Poln . Grammatik

attached to his Dictionary, Breslau 1808–1824. In French , Kop

czynski Essai d'une grammaire Polonaise, Wars. 1807. Trambczyn
ski

Grammatiqu
e raisonnée de la langue Polonaise, Wars. new edit. 1793.

-DICTIONA
RIES . The most useful are , Mrongovius Handwörter

buch

der Poln . Sprache, latest edit . Danz. 1823. Troc Franz -poln .-deutsches

Wörterbuch, in several editions from 1742 to 1821. J. V. Bantkie

Taschenrört
erbuch der poln. Sprache, (German and French, Breslau

and Wars. in several editions from 1805 to 1819.-- Standard works for

the language are the etymologica
l dictionaries : G. S. Bantkie Slow

nik dokladny iez. pol . i. niem . Breslau 1806 , and Linde's Slownik iez .

pol. Wars. 1807-14 . For other philological works, see Schaffarik'
s

Geschichte der Slav. Spr. p. 410.
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the warlike German nations moved towards the southwest, and

Slavic tribes traversing the Danube and Vistula , in immense

multitudes, took possession of the countries which they left.

Those who came over the northern Vistula , settled along the

coasts of the Baltic as far west as to the Elbe and Saale, and

as far south as to the Erzgebirge (Ore Mountains) on the borders

of Bohemia .

These Slavic tribes were called by the Germans, Wenden ,

Lat. Venedi, for which we prefer in English the form Vendes,

rather than that of Wends. It appears indeed that this name

was formerly applied bythe Germans indiscriminately to all the

Slavic nations with which they came in contact ; for the name

Winden, Eng. Vindes, which is still , as we have seen , the

German appellation for the Slovenzi , or the Slavic inhabitants

of Southern Germany, is evidently the same in a slightly al

tered form . The name of Wenden, Vendes, became however,

in the course of time a specific appellation for the northern Ger

man-Slavic tribes, of which, at the present day, only a few mea

gre remnants are left. They were nevertheless once a power

ful nation . Five independent branches must be distinguished

among them.

We first name the Obotrites, the former inhabitants of the

present ducbies of Mecklenburg, and the adjacent country,

west, north, and south . They were divided into the Obotrites

proper, the Wagrians in Holstein , and the Polabae and Linones

on the banks of the Elbe and Leine ; but were united under a

common chief or king. They andtheir eastern neighbours the

Wiltzi, (Gerni. Wilzen, Lat . Veletabae,) with wbom they

lived in perpetual warfare, were the most warlike and powerful

among the Vendish tribes. The Wiltzi or Pomeranians liv

ed interspersed with the Kassubes, a Lekhish tribe, between the

Oder and the Vistula , and were subjugated by the Obotrites in

A. D. 782. It was however only by the utmost exertions, that

these latter could maintain their own independenceagainst their

western and southern neighbours, the Germans. Conquered by

Charlemagne, they regained their independence under bis suc

cessors, and centuries passed away in constant and bloody con

flicts and alternate fortunes. In the middle of the twelfth cen

tury, however, they were completely subjugated by Henry the

Lion, duke of Saxony and Bavaria . He laid waste their whole

country, destroyed most of the people, and compelled the few re

maining inhabitants and their prince, to accept Christianity from

his bloody bands. In A. D. 1167 he restored to this latter,
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whose name was Pribislaus, a part of his kingdom , and gave
his

daughter Matilda in marriage to the son of Pribislaus, who a

few.years later was made a prince of the empire , and was thus

gained over to the German cause. His descendants are the

present dukes of Mecklenburg ; and it is a memorable fact, that

these princes areat the present day the only sovereigns in Ev

rope of the Slavic race. German priests and German colo

nists introduced the German language ; although we find that

Bruno, the chief missionary among the Obotrites, preached

before them in their own language . The Slavic dialect spoken

by them expired gradually ; and probably without ever having

been reduced to writing, except for the sake of curiosity when

very near its extinction. The only documents of it which have

come down to us, are a few incomplete vocabularies, compiled

among the Polabae and Linones, i.e. the inhabitants adjacent to

the Elbe, in Slavic Labe, and to the Leine, in Slavic Linac. Long

after the whole region was perfectly Germanized , a few towns

in the eastern corner of the present kingdom of Hanover, were

still alınost exclusively inhabited by a people of Slavic race, who

in the seventeenth century, and even to the middle of the eigh

teenth , had preserved in some measure their language and hab

its . But, since the Germans were strongly prejudiced against

the Vendish name— the nations of this race, especially those in

the western part of the German territories, being despised as

subjugated tribes and inferior in general knowledge and informa

tion - they gradually renounced their national peculiarities. To

wards the close of the seventeenth century, when Hennings,

German pastor at Wustrow , took great pains to collect among

them historical notices and a vocabulary of their language, he

found the youth already ignorant of the latter, and the old peo

ple almost ashamed of knowing it , or at least afraid of being

laughed at by their children . They took his inquiries, and those

of other intelligent persons, in respect to their ancient language

and usages, as intended to ridicule them , and denied at first any

knowledge of those matters . We find, however , that preaching

in the Vendish language of this region was still continued for

some time later. Divine service was held in it for the last time at

Wustrow , in the year 1751 . According to the vocabularies

which Hennings and a few others collected, their dialect, like

that spoken in Lower Lusatia, was nearly related to the Polish

language, partaking however in some peculiarities of the Bohe

mjan, and not without some of its own.106

106 Herder, in his Volkslieder, communicated a popular ballad from
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The second great Vendish tribe, the Wiltzi or Pomeranians,

(Germ . Wilzen ,) also called Veletabae, were , as we said above,

subjugated in A. D. 782 by the Obotrites ; and the country be

tween the Oder and the Vistula formed for more than a hundred

and fifty years a part of the great Vendish kingdom. They re

gained, however, even before the final dissolution of this latter

in A. D. 1026, the partial independence of their own dukes ;

who attached themselves to Germany, and afterwards, under the

name of the dukes of Pomerania, became princes of the empire.

In the year 1124 the first Pomeranians were baptized by Otho,

bishop of Bamberg ; and the place where this act was perform

ed , Ottosbrunnen, (Otho's Well , ) which five hundred years ago

was encircled by four lime trees, is still shown to the traveller. As

they received religion and instruction from Germany , the influ

ence of the German language can easily be accounted for. Ger

man colonists aided in spreading it throughout the whole coun

try . The last person who understood the old Pomeranian lan

guage, is said to have died in the year 1404. No trace of it

remains, excepting only the names of places and persons, the

Slavic origin of which can be recognized throughout all north

eastern Germany by the terminations in itz, enz, ik , or ow. In

A. D. 1637 the line of the old Pomeranian dukes expired , and

the country fell to Brandenburg, with the exception of that part

which Sweden usurped at the peace of Westphalia . The island

of Rügen , which till A. D. 1478 had its own native princes,

belonged to this latter. It is the principal seat of German-Slavic

antiquities. The ancient Rugians and their gods are mentioned

by Tacitus, and described by Saxo Grammaticus . The old

chronicles and legends, founded on still older traditions, speak

of a large and flourishing city named Vineta on the small island

Wollin , south-east of Rügen, once the principal seat of the

western Slavic commerce , and , as Herder calls it, the Slavic

Amsterdam . This city is said by some to have been destroyed

by the Danes ; by others to have been engulfed in the sea by

the sinking of the ground beneath it . Modern inquirers, how

ever, have doubted whether it ever existed ; and hard as it is to

renounce the many poetical associations attached to such a sub

ject-- so similar to those which fill the mind in thinking of Pom .

peii and Herculaneum — their objections have not yet been satis

factorily refuted .

The third separate branch of the Vendish stem were the Ukri

this dialect. See Literatur und Kunst, Vol . VII . p. 126. edit. of 1827

-30 .
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ans, or Border -Vendes, Germ . Ukern , from Ukraina, border.

They lived in the territory which afterwards became the mar

gravate of Brandenburg, and were divided into several tribes,

as the Hevelli on the banks of the Havel, the Retarians, etc.

Their situation was such , that constant conflicts between them

and the guardians or watch of the German frontiers, the Saxon

margraves on the other side of the Elbe, were unavoidable.

These served gradually to extend the German marches or fron

tiers further and further, until in the year 1134 Albert_the

Bear, count of Ascania, finally conquered the Vendes. The

Slavic inhabitants of this , region were cruelly and completely

destroyed ; the country was repeopled by German and Dutch

colonists, and given as a fiefby the emperor to Albert the Bear,

the first margrave of Brandenburg. Brandenburg was the

German form for Brannibor, the most considerable of the Ven

dish cities, after whichthe country was called . The namesof

places, many of them altered in a similar manner, are indeed the

only weak traces of the Vendish language once spoken in this

part of Germany. No tribe of the Vendes seems to have been

so completely extinguished ; the present inhabitants of Branden

burg being of as pure a German origin , as those of any other

part of Germany,

The descendants of only two Vendish tribes have preserved

their language ; and even these, from powerful nations spread

over the surface of at least 4800 geographical square miles , have

shrunk into the comparatively small number of about two hun

dred thousand individuals, now inhabitants ofUpper and Lower

Lusatia. Nearly all of them are peasants ; for the higher clas

ses, even if Slavic blood perhaps runs in their veins, are com

pletely Germanized . These tribes are the Sorabians, Lat . So

rabaé, Germ . Sorben , in Lusatia , divided into two different

branches. Although in fact two distinct tribes, and speaking dif

ferent dialects, yet their early history cannot well be separated.

After the dissolution of the great kingdom of Thuringia by the

Francs and Saxons in the year 1528, the Sorabians, or Sorbae,

took possession of thecountries left by the Hermunduri, viz. the

territory between the Harz mountains, the Saale, and the Erz

gebirge, and extended their dominion in a northern direction to

the seats of their brethren , the Ukrians, and towards the east as

far as to the region in which their near relations, the Lekbes,

about the same time had settled . They made serfs of the Ger

man inhabitants whom they found scattered through this country,

and according to their industrious habits, began immediately af
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ter their arrival to cultivate the soil, to build cities, and to trade

in the productions of the country . Although not strictly a war

like people, they were able for several centuries to defend their

frontiers against the frequent attacks of their German neighbours

on the other side of the Saale , and to give them trouble in re

turn . But they yielded before the arms of Charlemagne ; and

after a short interval of renewed independence, they were com

pletely subjugated and madetributary by Henry I. Their coun

try, according to theGerman custom , was divided into marches,

and populated with German settlers. These latter more espe

cially occupied the towns, and built villages among the woods

and mountains ; whilst the Vendes, chiefly addicted to agricul

ture, continued to occupy the plains. But even on the plains,

there soon arose the castles of German knights, their masters

and oppressors ; and the Vendish population was by degrees

reduced to the miserable condition of serfs.

In the year 968, the first attempt was made to convert them

to Christianity, partly by the sword of the conqueror, partly by

the instruction of christian missionaries . But more than onecen

tury passed away, before the christian religion was fully intro

duced among them . Benno, bishop of Neissen , who died in

A. D. 1106, atthe age of ninety -six, acquired by his activity in

the work of converting the Vendes, the name of the apostle of

the Slavi . The obstinate resistance with which the christian

religion had been rejected by them , can easily be explained by

tbe unjudicious, nay flagitious way, in which it was presented to

them by the Germans ; who came among them, the sword in

one hand and the cross in the other ; and exacted moreover

from them the sacrifice of their language, their customs, their

whole nationality in exchange . The naturally childlike , submis

sive disposition of the Slavi, rendered them in all other regions,

as we have seen , willing to receive the christian doctrines, more

especially when their superiors themselves acted as their apos

tles ; as was in some measure the case with the Russian Vla

dimir, Jagello in Lithuania , etc.107 But the mode described

107 “ On a certain day all the inhabitants of Kief were assembled on

the banks of the Dnieper, and on a signal from the monarch, all plun

ged into the river, some to the waist, others to the neck ; parents held

their children in their arms while the ceremony was performed by

the priests in attendance . Thus a nation received baptism, not only

without murmuring, but with cheerfulness ; for all were convinced

that a religion, embraced by the sovereign and boyards, must neces

sarily be the best in the world.” Foreign Quart. Review, Art. on Ka
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tism . 108

above, which was adopted by the German heroes, not only

among the Vendes, but also some centuries later among the old

Borussians, could not but rouse all their feelings of pride and

nationality to a decided resistance. Even when the Germans

refrained from force, their means of conversion were equally op

posed to the spirit of Christianity . Bishop Otho of Bamberg,

for instance, was accustomed , when on bis missionary travels, to

have fifty or more wagons in his train loaded with cloth, victuals,

etc. in order to reward on the spot those who submitted to bap

But the holy light of Christianity, even after the Vendish tribes

had embraced its doctrines, did not clear up the darkness of their

fate. The whole humiliating relation between masters and serfs

in Germany, which still degraded the last century, was unknown

to the free ancient Germans, among whom only the prisoner of war

was a slave ; and is derived from the period of the submission of

the Vendes. The Germans indeed seem to have considered

them as an inferior race, and treated them accordingly . The

contempt with which the old historians speak of them , is revolting

to every liberal and unprejudiced mind , and can hardly be

explained . For the Sorabians were at the time of their submis

sion, superior on the whole to the Germans in respect to civil

ization , although in consequence of this contemptuous treatment

they in the course of time fell far behind them . Despised and

oppressed , they were kept for centuries in a state of ignorance

and neglect ; from which, it seems, they could only escape by

renouncing their Slavic peculiarities, and above all their language.

The use of this latter before courts of justice was in the four

teenth century forbidden by law throughoutmostof the country.

Inthe beginning of the same century , the Vendish language was

still sometimes heard at Leipzig, but not later. In the villages

also it became wholly extinct fifty or an hundred years later ;

and only single words passed over into the German language.

But this was not the case with their
usages and other national

peculiarities ; there are still several tribes, nay the peasants of

whole provinces in this part of Germany, in whom the Slavic

origin can be distinctly traced.109 Their language however was

ramsin's History of Russia, Vol. III. p. 160. Compare Henderson's

Travels in Russia, p. 191.

108 See Cramer's Pommersche Kirchen - Historie, L. I. c. 29 .

109 Among others the peasants of the duchy of Altenburg, who are

highly respectable through a certain degree of cultivation rare among

German peasants, and distinguished for their wealth and prosperous
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driven into the remotest eastern corner of their former extensive

territory, and is there, and only there, still to be heard . We

speak of the province called Lusatia, situated between Saxony,

Bohemia, Silesia, and Brandenburg, of which the greatest part

is at present under the Prussian dominion, and the smallest but

richest portion under that of Saxony.

Lushitze, Lusatia, Germ . Lausitz, signifies in Slavic, a low

marshland. This name was formerly applied only to the north

eastern part of this province, or Lower Lusatia, which is, or was

at least at the time of the Vendish settlement, a country of that

description. At a later period, the name was carried over very

improperly to the south-western part, or Upper Lusatia, a beauti

fuland mountainous region. Lusatia was given by Henry I as a

fief to the margrave of Meissen. In the course of the follow

ing centuries, its two parts were repeatedly separated and reunited ,

alternately under the dominion of the last-named margrave, of

Poland, or of Bohemia, without however belonging to the Ger

man empire. In the fourteenth century it was at length incor

porated with Bohemia, and remained so for nearly three hun

dred years. To this circumstance alone the partial preserva

tion of the Vendish language is to be ascribed . At the peace of

Prague, A. D. 1636, it was allotted to Saxony. At the congress

of Vienna in 1815, it was assigned, with the exception of the small

er half of Upper Lusatia, to Prussia, to which monarchy it still

belongs.

§ 1. Language ofthe Sorabians in Upper Lusatia.

The cities of Bautzen, Zittau , Kamenz, Löbau, and their dis

tricts, form the Saxon part of Upper Lusatia . Or its 195,000

inhabitants, about the fourth or fifth part still speak the Vendish

language. In the northeastern part of Upper Lusatia ,which

belongs to Prussia , there is about the same proportion of Ven

dish inhabitants. In both territories the whole number of

Vendes is about 100,000. Their language is very near

ly related to the Bohemian ; where the Sorabians of Lower

Lusatia and the Poles pronounce the letter h , the Upper Lusa

tians and Bohemians give the sound of g . Both Lusatian dia

lects have of course lost very many of their original peculiari

condition. Although long since perfectly Germanized, certain Vend

ish usages have been kept up among them , more especially at wed

dings and similar festivals, the details of which are very interesting,

VOL . IV . No. 15 . 68
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ties ; thus both have adopted the article from the German lan

guage. Even as late as the seventeenth century , attempts

weremade to eradicate them completely . German pastors were

installed through thewhole country ; a measure which had in

deed the result, that in a short time sixteen communities or par

ishes were Germanized . But in 1716 they succeeded in ob

taining the erection of a seminary at Leipzig for the education

of Vendish ministers ; and in A. D. 1749, another was institut

ed at Wittenberg. Some successful attempts to commit this dia

lect to writing had already been made at the time of the Refor

mation ; but their grammar and orthography were then unset

tled , and are so still in part ; although Bierling in A. D. 1689

introduced a regular system of the latter, which has been adopt

ed by later writers. Several patriotic clergymen have since been

active in providing their people with usefulbooksfor religious in

struction . ' Portions of the Bible were already translated in the

seventeenth century. A version of the Old Testament was pub

lished in the year 1703 by Matthaei ; and one of the New Tes

tament three years later by Frenzel. A translation of the whole

Bible for protestants, made by several clergymen , appeared in

1729, and has been twice reprinted. A version of the Bible for

catbolics by Swotlik , is extant in manuscript .

The Upper Lusatian dialect acquired in this way a degree of

cultivation , which of course , since most of those who speak and

read it are of the common people, comparatively few are able to

appreciate . In religious hymns, there is no deficiency ;" and

several cantos of Klopstock's Messiab have been translated into it

by Möhn, in the measure of the original. In regard to the popu

tar songsof the Sorabians, a kind ofpoetry in which most Šla

vic nations are so rich, no pains was taken until recently to

discover whether they had any or not. But when on the pub

lication of the remarkable Servian songs, the interest of the

German public in this species of poetry became strongly excited ,

the Saxon minister of state, baron Nostitz, himself an esteemed

German poet, turned his attention particularly to this subject, and

succeeded in collecting several little songs , full of that sweet, half

pensive, half roguish feeling, which characterizes Slavic popular

poetry in general . They were translated by him and commu

nicated in manuscript to his friends , but whether they have ever

been printed we are not informed.11

110 Grammars and dictionaries of this dialect are : Matthäi's Wen

dische Grammatik, Bautzen 1721. Bierling's Didascalia, Bautzen 1689.

Ticini Principia linguae Vendicae, Prague 1679–82. Augustin
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§ 2. Language ofthe Sorabians in Lower Lusatia .

Lower Lusatia, or the north-eastern part of the Lusatiap ter

ritory,together with the adjacent circle of Cotbus in Branden

burg, has about the same number of Vendish inhabitants as the

upper province. The dialect they speak has a strong affinity

with the Polish, but is, like that of their brethren in Upper Lu

satia, corrupted by German interpolations, and even in a still

greater degree. It is obviously on the decline, and we can only

expect, that after the lapse of a hundred years or less, no other

vestige of it will be left than written or printed documents. The

first book known to have been printed in this dialect, which is writ

ten according to a peculiar combination ofthe German letters, is

Möller's Hymos, Catechism , and Liturgy ,Bautzen 1574. Their

present literature, like that of Upper Lusatia , is confined to

works for religious instruction, grammars, and dictionaries .

the former they possess no small number. They have also a

complete version of the Bible. The N. Testament was trans

lated for them as early as 1709 , by Fabricius , and printed to

gether with the German text. It hasbeen repeatedly reprinted ;

and in the year 1798 a translation of the Old Testament by

Fritze was added.111

APPENDIX.

According to recent intelligence, received since the preced

ing pages were written, Prof. Schaffarik, to whose History of the

Slavic languages we have so frequently had occasion to refer, is

at present engaged in a larger work upon the same subject. In

order to live entirely for these studies, he has retired from his

professorship at the school of Neusatz, and has removed to

Prague. The completion of his great work can hardly be ex

pected at a very early date ; since, according to his own state

ment in a letter to Prof. Maciejowski, he is at the same time

Swotlik Vocabularium Latino - Serbicum , Bautzen 1721. There are sey

eral others in manuscript ; see Schaffarik's Gesch . der Sl. Spr. p. 483.

111 Philological works on this dialect are : Hauptmann's Wendische

Sprachlehre, Lübben 1761. Kurze Anleitung zur wend. Sprache, 1746.

M seri Thesaurus polyglottus, Frankfort 1603, including the Lower

Lusatian. Several vocabularies of this dialect are extant in manu

script ; see Schaffarik's Geschichte der St. Spr. p. 486 .
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We giveengaged in no less than eleven other literary works.

here a translation of another of his letters, communicated in the

Polish papers ; from which the reader will perceive what rich

additions we may anticipate from bis work, to our knowledge of

some of the branches of Slavic literature.

“ I am at present particularlyengaged in collecting materials,

for my work on the history and literature of the southern Slavic

tribes. After five years of fruitless endeavours, I have at length

succeeded inopening the way to many monuments of this lit

erature, which have been hitherto either unknown or inaccessi

ble. Indeed , by order of the superior catholic clergy, search is

now making throughout Croatia, Slavonia, etc. and all that is

found is to be copied for me. It is astonishing , how many

books have been written and published since the fifteenth cen

tury in the Servian-Illyrian and Croatian dialects, of which

even the inost distinguished of our literary men , as Dobrovski,

Kopitar, and others, seem not to have had the remotest idea !

But the Illyrians and Croatians themselves do not know what

they possess like the Bohemians, who know one half of their

ancient literature only from catalogues, i . e . only the titles of

the books. I have also succeeded in bringing to light sore

documents of the Servian literature. Almost every time that

I travel through Slavonia, the Banat, etc. I meet in the old

churches and convents with books hitherto unknown . Would

that I could visit Bosnia , Herzegovina, Macedonia, and Bulga

ria ! A manuscript hitherto unknown, ofa statute of Tzar Du

shan, I have copied and translated for Prof. Maciejowski at

Warsaw, and have commented upon it so far as was possible .

Of all this my History of the Slavic Literature will in due time

give a full account. Up to the present time, I have only

completed the history of the Slavic-Illyrian literature , or that of

the catholic and Greek Servians, that of the Croatians, and of

the Slovaks. As to new works by authors in this region, there

is not much to be said. Not a few Servian works appear in

deed , but they are mostly unripe productions of youthful stu

dents. Vuk Stephanovitch writesno longer ; formerly chief judge

at Belgrade, he nowresides at Semlin without any appointment.

This is much to be deplored ; for he has deserved a better lot.”
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ART. II . THE EARLY BRITISH CHURCH.

By F. Münter, Bishop of Zealand . Translated from the German by E. C.Tracy, A. M.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The following article was first published after the death of the
author, in the Theologische Studien und Kritiken, 1833 , 1tes

Heft, p . 54 sq. Bishop Münter, the writer, was universally re

garded as one of the most learned scholars of the age, especial

ly in the department of Ecclesiastical History and Antiquities.

He was born at Gotha, A. D. 1761 . His father was afterwards

invited , to Copenhagen as one of the pastors of the principal

German church in that city, where he became distinguished for

his eloquence as a preacher, and his influence as a clergyman.

He is known to the Christians of other countries, by the narra

tive which he published of his intercourse with the famous count

Struensee, after his condemnation. The son was educated at

the university of Copenhagen, where he finished his course at an

early age, and with greatapplause. In 1781 he proceeded to Göt

tingen, to pursue further the studies connected with the profes

sion of theology. In the spring of 1784, be made a journey to

Italy under the royal patronage, where he resided something

more than three years, chiefly at Rome, but visiting also Naples

and Sicily. of this latter country he afterwards published an

account . On his return in 1788, he became professor extraor

dinary of theology in the university of Copenhagen ; and after

three years, was advanced to an ordinary professorship , in April

1790. This important station be continued to hold with honour

to himself and usefulness to the church and world , until A. D.

1808, when he was advanced to the dignity of bishop of Zea

land , the diocese which includes the principal island and the

capital of the Danish kingdom . In this high office, besides the

activity which he manifested in the performance of all the duties

connected with his station, and the many reforms and improve

ments which he adopted and urged upon his clergy, hestill

found time to prosecute the studies to which his previous life had

been devoted ; and many of his most important works were

published during this period. The writer of these lines had
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the pleasure of several interviews with him at Copenhagen in

the year 1827 , and received a deep impression of his learning,

as well as of the dignity, and affability of his demeanour. The

testimony of evangelical Christians was favourable to his person

al piety and to the generaltenor of his public exertions ; although

they regarded him as not being sufficiently decided in some

particulars. Münter died April 9 , 1830, in the 69th year of

his age. A full and interesting sketch of his life and character

by his son -in -law , Mynster, is contained in the same number of

the Theol. Studien und Kritiken from which the present article

is taken .-EDITOR.

PART I.

Planting of Christianity in England, Scotland, and Ireland .

1. The date of the first preaching of Christianity in theBritish

islands was long a subject of interesting inquiry with English

literati, who were fond of ascribing to their church the highest

possible antiquity, and even claimed for it an apostolic origin .

À favourite testimony in favour of this last opinion , was a pas

sage in the 5th chapter of the first epistle of Clement of Rome

to the Corinthians, in which it is said that be (Paul] preached

the gospel to the utmost limit of the west,’ επί το τέρμα τηςδύ

DEWS. This was regarded as explicit testimony in proof of the

apostle's visit to Britain, inasmuch as the British sea was de

nominated by ancient writers the western ocean , the Britons

were by the poets called ultimi Britanni, the Morini, on the op

posite coast of Gaul, extremi, ultimi hominum Morini ; and oth

er expressions of the like kind were used, which Stillingfleet

has carefully collected . We have also explicit testirnonies from

ecclesiastical writers. The apostles, says Eusebius,' were no

deceivers. Such men might, it is true, have deceived their

neighbours and countrymen with an improbable story ; but what

folly were it for individuals so unlearned , who were acquainted

only with their mother tongue, to plan a scheme to deceive the

world by preaching this doctrine in the most distant cities and

countries. He then names the Romans, Persians, Armenians,

Parthians, and Scythians, and proceeds to say that some

crossed the ocean to the so -called British islands' țni tas xa

1 Demonst. Evang. Ill. c . 7.
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λουμένας βρεττανικας νήσους. Theodoret also names the Brit

ons among the nations converted by the apostles ; and , besides,

says explicitly, after mentioning Paul's journey into Spain , that

he also carried salvation to the islands that lie in the ocean ,

meaning probably the same as in another place , where he says

that the apostle, after his release from imprisonment at Rome,

went into Spain , and thence spread the lightof the gospel to oth

er nations. Jerome also * says that Paul, after his residence in

Spain , went from the one sea to the other, and that bis indus

try in preaching extended as far as the earth itself: and again

(de scriptoribus ecclesiasticis,) that after his imprisonment he

preached the gospel in the western countries. Finally, Venan

tius Fortunatus also, in speaking of the apostle's labours, asserts

the same fact :

Transit et oceanum , vel qui facit Insula Portum ,

Quasque Britannus habet terras, quasque ultima Thule.

The possibility of all this cannot be disputed. Between his

imprisonment at Rome and his death , Paul had ample time

both for the journey into Spain , so often mentioned by ancient

writers and which we knowfrom Rom . 15: 24, that he intended

to make, and for a visit to Britian . There were on that island,

from the reign of the emperor Claudius, Roman colonies, civ

il as well as military, among which London was probably al

ready reckoned . An intercourse was therefore undoubtedly

kept up between Rome and Britain ; and Stillingfleet, by a

very sagacious comparision of circumstances, has pointed out a

particular inducement that Paul might have had for the suppos

ed visit. It is this :-Pomponia Græcina, wife of A. Plautius,

the Roman governor under Claudius, appears to have been a

Christian ; for, as Tacitus informs us, she was accused of at

tachment to a foreign superstition-by which Christianity is sup

posed to be meant - but acquitted, on domestic trial , by her

husband . She may therefore have been converted by Paul,

who was then already in Rome; and just as the intercourse be

tween Paul and Seneca, so often mentioned, may have been a

motive for the apostle's journey into Spain, the native country

of the Roman philosopher, so it is possisble that Pomponia

1. Sermon 9.

3 On 2 Tim. 4: 17 .

3 Stillingfleet, p. 43 .

2 In y. 116 .

4 On Amos, c. 9.

6 Annal. XIII. 32.
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Græcinapointed out to him the happy results that might be ex

pected , from extending his mission from Spain into Britain.

But all these are mere possibilities. And even the testimonies

of ecclesiastical writers adduced in proof of Paul's visit to Bri

tain , are of much less weight than would appear at first view .

In the first place they do not all agree in asserting even that

Paul ever visited Britain ; most of them speak of the apostles

generally , without naming any one of them . And secondly, we

have somanytestimonies of the kind, which speak in the most

explicit terms of the preaching of the gospel throughout the

whole world—testimonies the absolute universality of which

must occasion doubts of the correctness of each particular like

those in question ; although there is evident from them so

much as this, that Christianity was preached , although not by

the apostles, yet by Christian teachers at a very early period,

not only throughout the Roman empire , but beyond its confines,

and had in those distant countries at least some adherents, most

ly, it is probable, Greeks and Romans.

2. And this is indisputably true ofBritain , since Origen and

Tertullian agree in asserting it. The former, in his fourth Hom

ily on Ezekiel, asks: “ When, before the coming of Christ,did

the country of the Britons adopt ( in opposition to the Druids)

the belief in one God ? ” So also in another passage, ( in Lucam

e. 1. Hom . 6,) “ The Saviour's power is also with them in

Britain , who are separated from our world ; with those in

Mauritania ; and all under the sun who believe on his name. ”

He must therefore have had information of the existence of

Christians in Britain . Intercourse was certainly kept up between

Britain and Egypt by means of the commerce of Alexandria.

And so between the former and the coast of Africa ; by which

means Tertullian, or whoever it was that about his time wrote

the book Adversus Judaeos, had received similar information .

For in order to prove, in opposition to the Jews, that Christ was

the true Messiah , he says (cap 7 ,) “ Getulorum varietates etMau

rorum multi fines, Hispaniarum omnes termini et Galliorum di

versae nationes, et Britannorum inaccessa Romanis loca, Chris

to vero subdita . ” It cannot be denied that there are exagger

ations here ; but that there were Christians in the place named is

certain , since the passage would otherwise have been of no force

as proof against the Jews. And the Romanis inaccessa loca of

the Britons, must be looked for either in the interior of the

island and over towards Ireland , or beyond the wall kept up against
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the North Britons since the time of Adrian ; the second line es

tablished by Severus being entirely out of the question .

Gildas, also, the most ancient British author, speaks of the

continued existence of the christian church in Britain from the

first planting of the gospel to the persecution under Diocletian,

observing however that it was not sustained with uniform zeal .

With this statement the passage in Sulpicius Severus , in which

he speaks of Christianity as having just become known for the

first time beyond the Alps, at the time of the persecution under

the emperor MarcusAurelius, contains nothing inconsistent,

the prominent fact of which he speaks being this ; that Chris

tians in Gaul were then first called to suffer for their profes

sion , which he attributes to the recent planting of the gospel

there .

3. Nennius and Bede 3 relate that, about the end of the sec

ond century, a British prince named Lucius (not king of Brit

ain, for there were no suchkings in that age) sent to a bishop of

Rome for missionaries ;—that they came, and made converts of

him and his subjects. It may have been so. There may have

been such a prince ; Usher believed that he had seen a coin of

bis stamped with a cross and the letters LVC . But modern

writers of numismatics know nothing of such a coin . The cross

however is by no means uncommonon the most ancient British

coins, and is of course proof that Christianity was the religion of

the princes in whose dominions and under whose reign those

coins were struck , could we but tell exactly where and when it

was.5

Although the churches in Britain were, according to Gildas,

rather lukewarm and inactive during the whole of the third cen

tury, Christianity must yet have made advances. Otherwise the

persecution under Diocletian and Maximian, in the year 303,

would not have extended to British Christians. That such was

the fact, we learn from the testimony of Caecilius or Lactantius

in his well known work , De Mortibus Persecutorum , c. 12. The

stedfastness of some confessors and martyrs won for religion,

here as everywhere, new adherents ; and when Constantius

1 Stillingfleet, p. 54. 2 Sulpicius Severus, Lib. II. p. 381.

3 Nennius' Hist. Brit. c. 18. Bede 1. 4 .

4 Usher, p. 39.

5 Respecting Lucius, see Usher, Stillingfleet, and Spanheim .

Comp. Stäudlin , 19, 20 .
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arose .

Chlorus, in the year 305, after the abdication of the two Cæsars,

became emperor, the persecution spontaneously ceased . From

that time, as Gildas and Bede agree in saying , the churches

flourished in great peace and harmony till the Arian controversy

With Constantine, Christianity ascended the throne of

the world , and may have extended itself without opposition , un

der his protection and that of his successors,overall England,

entirely supplanting the religion of the Druids as well as Ro

man heathenism . But alas ! wehave no facts to adduce ; his

tory does not furnish them .

4. But whence was Christianity originally introduced into

England ? Thus far the accounts that I have adduced seem to

point towards Rome. Considering the relations that existed be

tween the capital and what were then its western provinces, this

would not be improbable, but for one circumstance, viz. the dif

ference of rituals, from the earliest times downward , so far as

our information extends, especially in regard to Easter - the

British churches agreeing with those, not of the West but of Asia

Minor, called on account of their peculiarity in this respect,

Quartodecimans . This indicates clearly an Asiatic origin . And

when we recollect that the churches of Lyons, Vienna, and in

all probability of Marseilles also, were Greek churches, that they

were closely connected with Asia Minor, and that the Greek lan

guage was understood by educated men in those cities-- Irenæ

us indeed wrote in Greek - when we consider too that the Dru

ids were also acquainted with Greek ; we may with good reason

infer from all these facts, that the British church was derived origi

nally from the Grecian .

5. The history ofthe conflict ofChristianity with British Dru
idism and Roman heathenism , that must have taken place, is

lost. The latter doubtless was ready to fall to pieces from in

herent weakness ; and little effort can have been required to

overthrow it . Of the former we are still too ignorant to make

up, where there are no facts, opinions founded on the nature of

the system . Their hierarchy was firmly established, exerting a

pernicious and very powerful influence in all branches of the

government ; but what was the nature of their doctrines, wheth

er they were theists or atheists, is still undetermined . Origen

asks : “ When did Britain before the birth of Christ adopt the

belief in one God ?” And it is certainly a mistake of Cambden

1 Gildas c. 8. Bede 1. 8. 2 In Ezech. Hom. 4.
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and Godwin , to maintain that Origen believed the doctrine of the

divine unity to have been taught the Britons by the Druids.

The scattered notices that wehave of the Druidical religion , tell

us of heathen rites and offerings, and even of human sacrifices.

The most that can be conceded is, that their secret doctrines,

which yet they were obliged for their own advantage to conceal

studiously from the people, embraced the great truth of the uni

ty of God . But this could contribute nothing to the promotion

of Christianity. The philosophers of Greece and Rome ac

knowledged the divine unity, and yet were opposers of the new

religion which proclaimed on the house tops what they had taught

only in secret . Wemay therefore regard as certain the fact of

a conflict between Christianity and the Druids . The Irish tra

ditions of which I shall soon speak, furnish additional reasons

for believing it. The Scottish tradition also of Trathal, the

grandfather of Fingal, who is said to have driven the Druids into

exile, encourages the supposition that princes, weary of their

hierarchy and their tyranny, may have thrown themselves into

the arms of Christianity - as perhaps in the instance of the Eng

lish Lucius above mentioned .

6. Of the first preaching of Christianity in Scotland we have
only traditional information. The inhabitants of that country

were entire strangers to Roman civilization ;" although if we

may believe the representations of the Ossianic poems, far from

being such barbarians as they were represented by their neigh

bours, and in fact a noble race, capable of any improvement,
They were called Caledonians. In the times of the Romans

they were divided into two different races, Picts and Scots, who

often made war on each other, and whose origin is still undeter

mined. That Tertullian's Romanis inaccessa loca need not ne

cessarily be understood to mean North Britain, or the regions
beyond the wall of Adrian , I have already remarked ; but that

in the thirty years preceding Constantine the intercourse

between the Caledonians and the Romans, in war and peace,

continued and increased , admits of no doubt. The Ossianic po

ems mention Caracal, son of the king of the world ;4 and Ossian

i Stillingfleet, p. 57 . 2 Jerome. Ossian II. 241.

3 Finn. Magnusen.

4 Ossian II. 223. It is said that Fingal waged war against him in

early youth .
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speaks of his son Oscar's war with Caros (Carausius) , the cotem

porary of Diocletian. We have even the tradition of a dialogue

between Ossian and a Culdee ; which however is made of little

weight by another which introduces him in connexion with St.

Patrick, the apostleof Ireland , who endeavoured to convert bim ,

so that at most it only serves to show that missions to Scot

land were spoken of in very early times .

Tradition mentions a Scottish 'king Donald ,who received bap

tism , together with the queen , his children and many others, and

at whose request Victor, bishop of Rome, sent teachers who ef

fected the conversion of Scotland . This account is given by

Hector Boethius, who wrote his History of Scotland in the year

1526. He probably obtained it from John Fordun's Scoti

Chronicon , written about the middle of the fourteenth century,

where the same account is given more briefly and without any

rnention of Victor's name. In regard to occurrences of so early

a period, the testimony ofa witness who lived 1000 years after

wards isof little weight. Butthere may have prevailed in Scot

land a tradition of the preaching of Christianity in the reign of

the emperor Severus,-having some sort of connexion with that

of Ossian's acquaintance witha Culdee . The name of the Ro

man bishop is chronologically correct. Victor died in the year

202. But how happened tradition to preserve this name as well

as the event ? It makes the account so much the more suspi

cious. When Fordun wrote, Scotland was catholic . All mis

sions must of course have been sent out from Rome! Hence

toothe name of the pope ! We shall see that,according to more

authentic history, the first preachers of Christianity in Scotland

were British and Irish instead of Romish priests. But it must

be acknowledged in conclusion , that no history, even that of Ire

land not excepted, is so fabulous and destitute of genuine and

authentic documents, as that of Scotland ; and even that when

Scotland is named, one cannot be sure whether Ireland may not

be meant.3

7. From its situation Ireland would naturally become ac

quainted with Christianity at a very late period ; and yet we

have very ancient accounts, which there seems to be no suffi

1 Ossian II. 224 .

2 Culdes are spoken of in Ossian . A Culdee is called son of the

secret hall, (a hermit,) Ossian II. p . 391.

3 Stäudlin, p . 50, etc.
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cient grounds for rejecting, of its first diffusion in that island.

According to the oldchronicles, a king named Cormac reigned

there about the middle of the third century. Towards the con

clusion of that century he is said to have resigned the govern

ment into the hands ofhis son Cairbar ;' to have withdrawn into

solitude, and devoted himself to studies connected with religion,

legislation, and the art of government,—the results of which he

committed to writing for the instruction of his successors. These

studies led to a conviction of the vanity of heathenism and of

the Druidical religion , to which he now declared bis opposition,

and publicly embracing the doctrine of the divine unity, he ban

ished heathenism entirely from his house .
His influence with

thepeople was very great. The Druids became apprehensive

of the overthrow of their system , and took great pains to bring

him back to the faith of his ancestors . Buthe continued stead

fast, and refuted their polytheism triumphantly. So far the

Irish annals. Didwe know more of this enlightened and for that

age most remarkable prince, we might probably see how the .

seed sown by him sprung up and brought forth fruit on every

side, till the appearance of St. Patrick about a hundred years

later. As it is, we are able, with the assistance of other tradi

tions, to show to some extent how the doctrines of the Druids

became obnoxious to king Cormac.

The tyranny of the Druids had for a long time rendered them

odious, and their power had declined because fewer of the no

bility became connected with their order. Their overthrow in

Scotland occurred about the middle of the second century .

Trathal, Fingal's grandfather, was then chosen to command his

countrymen in their war against the Romans - probably in the

time of Adrian . On his return from the campaign, the Druids

demanded that he should immediately resign. He refused to

comply, and a civil war was the consequence. The Druids

were defeated, and withdrew to the island of Hiona, Hy, or

lona ; where the order was still kept up for a few generations

till finally extinguished by St. Columba. Hatred of theDruids

thus became hereditary in the family of Trathal. His great

grandson Ossian never mentions them. Now Cormac was the

son of Conar, a brother of king Trathal of Morven .

elected king by the inhabitants of Ulster, to whose assistance he

had been sent by Trathal.3 The Druids therefore, whose pow

1 Ossian II. 247. 2 Gaelic Antiquities II. 242.

3 Poems of Ossian II. 247.

He was
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er in Scotland was about to come to an end, if not already quite

lost, had reason to apprehend the same catastrophe in Ireland ;

and if they did not immediately suffer the like ruin , it was be

cause Cormac attacked them with peaceful weapons only, and

their overthrow was not effected by a civil war, as in Scotland .

8. Usher has estimated correctly the fables about missionaries

who are said to have visited Ireland from apostolic times. But

the rejection of these is not saying that christian teachersfrom

the neighbouring island did not pass over to preach Christianity

there, especially after it became, under Constantine and his

sons, the prevailing religion of the empire . There are extant

an evangelical history and some small poems of Coelius

Sedulius, an Irishman , (he is called , it is true, Scotus, but Sco

tia means Ireland , ) a Latin poet not without merit, belonging to

a somewhat later age. He is said to have been a pupil of an

Irish archbishop named Hildebert, who has sometimes been con

founded with Hildebert of Mans,—the fact that the two individ

uals flourished in ages far distant from each other being over

looked. Now wherever Hildebert may have lived , whether in

Ireland or elsewhere , an archbishop in Ireland he certainly was

not. But Sedulius obtained his learning and accomplishments

on his travels, especially in Italy. He is sometimes called An

tistes and Episcopus, and sometimes Presbyter. Respectingall

this however nothing can be determined . We only know that

Balæus calls him Scotorum Australium Episcopus. But that

writer is unworthy of credit. Ireland is said also to have had

martyrs in those early times; whose names and the legends re

specting them are cited by Usher. Leaving all these points unde

cided, we agree with the learnedprimate that there were Christians

in Ireland before the time of Palladius. Of him, a cotemporary ,

Prosper of Aquitaine, says that he was sent, in 431 , by bishop

Cælestin of Rome, to the Scots (Irish) who already believed in

Christ, as their first bishop. He was probably a native Briton

and a deacon of the Roman church. Now tradition tells of

four individuals who had been bishops in Ireland before him.

But we leave this to the Acta Sanctorum . Their names were

Ailbe, Declan, Kieran , and Ibar. They must nevertheless have

1 Prim . c. 16.
2 Usher, p . 405.

3 Usher, 408. 4 ibid . 416 .

5 Chron . ad h. a . in Canisii Lect. Antiq. I. p. 309.

417 seq .6 Usher, p.
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been cotemporary with St. Patrick ; and although they also

were sent from Rome, yet did not at first agree with him . This

is perhaps the only truth in the whole story,—the statement, we

mean, that Patrick , when he came to Ireland, met with opposi

tion from some bishops there. Usher , has taken great pains to

reconcile the assertion ofProsper, that Palladius was the first

bishop (primus episcopus] sent to Ireland by the bishop of

Rome, with the opinion that there were bishops there before.

Either the archiepiscopal dignity may be indicated bythe word

primus ; or Palladius may have been the first bishop of two sent

by Coelestin ; or he may have been the first sent by the pope,

his predecessors having received consecration in England or

Gaul. Strict catholics, it is true, will acknowledge as bishops

in the west only such as are dependant on the see of Rome;

and this is the drift of all the later Irish legends. The Irish bi

ographies of St. Patrick contain some notices respecting the

mission of Palladius. Some of them make him an archdeacon

of the Roman church . It is said that Cælestin sent him to Ire

land with twelve others, (twelve, probably because that was the

number of the apostles,) and that, on arriving at Laginia, he was

banished by king Nathi, son of Garchon. According to others

he was persecuted by the heathen, and in peril of his life. Both

may be true. Yet a few were baptized by him, and he built

three small wooden chapels . He also left there four schools,

to which he gave his books and some relics of the prince of the

apostles. These are said to be preserved in a monastery found

ed by him . On his way back to Rome he was arrested by

death in England, not far from the Pictish border."

9. Patrick preached to the Irish with more success, and won

for himself the name of their apostle . His father was a deacon ,

his grandfather a presbyter, and his mother a sister of St. Mar

tin of Tours. He was born at Ailcluade, Ossian's Balcluta,

near the wall of Severus and not far from Glasgow . The place

then belonged to England, but now to Scotland,and has received

in honour of him the name of Kirkpatrick . The year of his birth

is variously stated ; Usher fixes on 372. In his early youth his

parents removed to Armorica ; where they still resided when the

Irish king O'Neil the Great,with an army of Irishmen and Scots,

made an incursion into England and across to the opposite coast

of Armorica, plundering the country and carrying away captives.

1 Stäudlin , 40. 2 Usher, 423 seq. 3 Usher, 426 ,
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In this way Patrick, then in bis 16th year, and two of his sisters

were sold in Ireland . His treatment while a captive was harsh .

For six years he was obliged to serve as a neat-herd ; in the sev

enth, custom and the laws restored him to liberty. After his re

turn home he soon felt a strong desire to go back and preach

the gospel in Ireland , but some circumstances unknown to us

prevented the gratification of his wish . His history for several

succeeding years is involved in obscurity, and blended with sto

ries of other captivities , the third of which at least seems to be

coincident withthe first. He spent four years with his uncle

Martin of Tours, under whose guidance he prepared himself for

the sacred office, and by whomhe was invested with the tonsure

and admitted to the orders of deacon and priest. In 402 , the

year after Martin's death , Patrick, then thirty years old, went to

Rome. He met, on his way, bishops Declan and Kieran re

turning to Ireland . At Rome he applied himself cloely to his

studies, living with the canons of the Lateran church ; and af

terwards visited many islands of the Tyrrhene sea, the residence

of monks and anchorites. In 432 , according to Usher, one

year after the death of St. Palladius, pope Cælestin sent him to

Ireland . He had before been consecrated bishop, it is not

known by whom , or whether in Gaul or at Rome. Many other

individuals, probably Britons and Irishmen, were at the same

time admitted to the lower orders of the ministry. He landed

in Ireland , with twenty -four or according to others thirty -four

companions, in the first year of Sixtus bishopof Rome. Nathi,

the same prince who had successfullyresisted Palladius, opposed

him also. ” Another prince however, Sinell, son of Finchad , was
open to conviction, and was the first Irishman that Patrick bap

tized . Thence he sailed to a small island near the coast of the

earldom of Dublin , which received from him the name of Holm

Patrick . He then passed over to the coast of Ulster, and visit

ed his old master, prince Milcon of dal Araida. There he

was joined by Cernoch, or as the English call him Carantocus,

the son of a British prince, who came to share his labours.

They agreed however to go, one to the right hand and the oth

er to the left, and to meet but once a year. Easter being now

at hand, Patrick determined to go with bis attendants to Tara

ghe - the Tenora so celebrated in the poems of Ossian , the

1 Usher, 434.

2 Usher, 441. Other particulars in Stäudlin, 43.
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residence of the Irish king and the chief seat of Irish heathen

ism - in order that there, according to Ps. 74 : 14, the Lord

might break the head of Leviathan in pieces . They went by

water, and on arriving at Temora found the king, the princes,

and the Druids just assembled for the celebration of a great fes

tival. On the first day of Easter, Patrick with two of his pupils

appeared in the midst of the festivities and requested to be

heard. His sermon made a deep impression . The example

of the queen influenced the multitude ; and finally the king also

determined to embrace Christianity , which then made rapid

progress through the country . The civilization of the people,

and probably also their weariness of the domination of the

Druids, prepared the way for Christianity . Patrick and his

fellow labourers were unwearied in preaching ; they travelled

over the whole country, addressing themselves to princes and

men of rank, and succeeded beyond all expectation. To follow

them in their travels would be a kind of detail improper

here, and appropriate only for a history. The chief idol of

Ireland was Crom -Cruach . It was of gold and silver, and stood

at Magh-slecht, surrounded by twelve stone ones ( some say

they were of brass and smaller) with gilded faces. To this the

Irish sacrificed their first-born, and bowed themselves so often

with face, arms, and knees to the earth, that three -fourths of

the people died in consequence!! Hence the name, Magh

slecht — ihe place of bowing. This was exactly the Phenician

Baal ; and the Irish too affirm , not without reason , that the hor

rid practice of human sacrifices was introduced into Ireland by

the Phænicians or Carthaginians. It is said that Patrick saw

this, and that the idol wasbroken in pieces while he was pray

ing. The circumstance is related as a miracle, and some ac

counts add, that it was when Patrick raised his staff against it in

a threatening manner that the idol fell, and that the twelve others

sunk into the earth , their heads only projecting above ground .

Where the people were weary of the burden of heathenism ,

such miracles might occur without difficulty.

Churches were everywhere erected ; but the establishment

of episcopal sees was deferred while Patrick continued to

itinerate. It was commenced about ten years after his arrival

in the country. The earliest episcopal see was that of Clo

1
Staudlin 44.

2 Bibliotheca Ms. Stowensis I, p . 41, 42.

Vol. IV . No. 15. 70
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gher, which he at first made his own residence. Afterwards he

invested another with that dignity, and went himself to Armagh,

where a large tract of land had been given him, and where he

built a town of important institutions - a cathedral, many other

churches, and monasteries ; filled it with inhabitants, and es

tablished schools. Here it was his purpose to fix the metropo

litan see . He now proceeded to obtain more assistants from

England, whom he consecrated as bishops ; and afterwards,

it is not certain in what year, held a synod at Armagh for the

organization of the infant church. The canons show that every

thing was yet quite unregulated ; that there were even at that

time in Ireland clergymen who indulged themselves in licentious

and indecorous practices ; and that monks and nuns were found
there. Patrick held another synod, some of whose canons

also are extant ; such as ecclesiastical ordinances collected from

its records at a later period . The date of this second synod is

likewise unknown. Patrick's residence at his archiepiscopal

church was not of long continuance. He again undertook mis

sionary tours ; on which we will follow him no further than to

say, that hemade converts of prince and people in the region

where Dublin now stands, laid the foundation of the Dublin cath

edral , and appointed a bishop ; that, in Munster, where Chris

tainity already had some confessors, he won over the king and

the nobility , and at a synod which he held there made Emly

the metropolitan see of the province ; and that he thence re

turned again to Leinster, where, in addition to his other labours,

he took part in political affairs. It was through his influence

that king Logary II collected the ancient records relating to

the history of Ireland, purified them from the stains of heathen

ism , placed them in the public archives, and caused copies of

them to be put into the hands of the bishops for preservation in

the churches. The same improvement was also undertaken in

regard to the laws ; they were entered in what was called the

King's Psalter, which was deposited in the royal palace .

Thus did Patrick exert a beneficent influence on the civil

ization of the kingdom . He went systematically to work. It

was now, when order reigned throughout, that he was first able

to divide into provinces the churches and monasteries that he

1 Wilkins' Concil, M. B. I, p. 8.

2

Stäudlin, p. 46, 47. There is a manuscript of the Psalter of Cash

el in the Bodleian Library. See Biblioth. Ms. Stowensis, I, 165 .
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had founded, and to provide, by tithes and other sources of in

come, for the support of the priesthood. Of course the aban

doned lands and other property of theDruids must first of all

have been devoted to that purpose. Care also must doubtless

have been taken that the peopleshould not, by the impositionof

many novel taxes, be prejudiced against the new religion in the

outset. What was transferred from the old to the new, was not

felt as a burden , since the people were accustomed to it.

After his return to Armagh, he named Benignus, whom

he had consecrated bishop, as his successor there,-probably

that he might be able to devote bimself entirely to the mission

ary work, which he afterwards prosecuted indefatigably in

Leinster and the northern parts of Ulster. Some years afterhe

visited Rome, where Leo the Great was then pope, probably

for the purpose of perfecting his ecclesiastical organization af

ter the model of the Roman ; for the particular objects of his

journey are not known. So much as this however, is certain

that nothing was further from his thoughts, highly as he revered

the Roman bishop, than to subject the Irish church to the Ro

man pontificate. He always acted in his own name, not

in thatof the pope. In connexion with the king, the clergy, and

the laity, he appointed and consecrated the bishops. On his

return through England he made known the rules of the mo

nastic order founded by him (cursus Scotorum ) , and took bish

ops and monks with him to Ireland. In Ireland itself he was

no longerarchbishop of Armagh , but in fact the father of priests

and people, invested with all the power that filial reverence, love,

and confidence could give , which he used to promote the best

interests of the whole . It was apostolic power that be exercis

ed, and in the strength of which he travelled about, teaching,

holding synods, correcting irregularities, introducing discipline

into the churches, etc. In such labours he still continued for a

series of years his active and most useful life. He retired finally

to the monastery of Paul at Armagh to spend his last days, and

died there in extreme old age, having reached his one hundred

and twentieth year. His miracles history is willing to pass over

in silence. Indeed they are mostly legends of a later century .

Such a man allowed bimself to practise no deception ; nor did

be need it. That a gratefulpeople should placehim over their

altars was very natural. Few have deserved such religious

I See Stäudlin .
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celebration of their memory as he and Anscharius. The biog

raphies of him, Irish and Latin , are numerous. Usher has no

ticed the most important of them . According to his account

there are sixty -five or sixty -six different ones. They are replete

with fables and legends; but the truth may nevertheless be dis

covered in them . Jocelin in the 12th century used the more

ancient ones for his life of this saint. His history is minutely,

but as may readily be conceived, not critically related in the Acta

Sanctorum , March 17. The fable of St. Patrick's purgatory ,

which mayin some respects be compared with the cave of Tro

phonius in Bæotia, is now forgotten. The place itself was de

stroyed by the protestants about the end of the seventeenth cen

tury

PART II.

Schools and Learning in Great Britain and Ireland .

1. In the centuries immediately succeeding the great migration

of nations, while all Europe sank more and more into barbarism ,

Ireland was still a bright spot ; or more properly,the light of the

east of Europe had retired into this island, lately civilized through

the influence of Christianity, and began thence to throw its rays

back upon the continent . This is the more surprising, as Ire

land was never subject to the Romans, to whom all the other

countriesof western Europe were indebted for their civilization ;

and the fact remains certain , whatsoever of fable modern writers

may have laboured to point out in the antiquities and early histo

ry of the island . The previous barbarism of the people, to which,

but a short time before Christianity became known in Ireland,

Jerome testifies, in no way conflicts with this statement . Even

in that savage period , the character and state of the people must

bave been such as to afford great advantages for improvement .

This is proved by the Ossianic poems, many of which picture to
the life events that occurred on the soil ofIreland . In the cul

tivated state of the Irish in the eighth century we see the great

progress which they had then made ; and that this wasnot effect

ed in a short time, but must have been the work of several gen

Heiligen -Lexicon, p. 1953. Casp. Löscher de fabuloso Patricii

Purgatorio, Lips. 1670. Campion's Historye of Ireland , Dublin 1633,

p. 39 .
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erations, certainly requires no proof. I feel myself at liberty to

be the more brief here, because Thorkelin has placed the subject

in the proper light in a separate essay,' and it will answermy

present purpose just to mention the leading facts.

2. As early as the time of Tacitus the Irish seaports were bet

ter known than those of England , being places of more com

merce. The origin of the linen manufacture of Ireland is lost

in the remotest antiquity. The most ancient laws that have been

preserved , prove also that when they were enacted agriculture

and the breeding of cattle were in a flourishing state. The forests

according to their prescriptions were enclosed. The cultivation

of fruit was attended to, and the vine was not unknown to the

Irish . The mechanic arts too were any thing but in their infan

cy. Carriages were used for travelling, which could not have

been thought of without highways ; and to them accordingly

great attention was paid . On the mountains there were houses

for the accommodation of travellers. The metals too were

known. The Irish at an early period opened rich iron mines in

their own country ; so that they no longer found it necessary to

purchase that metal from Celtiberian Spain.2 Mineral coal for

the forges was found in their own island . Of gold and silver

they had an abundance, and wrought them into ornamental ar

ticles. In the country itself there was a flourishing domestic

trade, fairs being held at regular times ; and notwithstanding the

very strict enforcementof the law by which all wrecks became the

property of the lord of the adjacent coast , and the navigators his

slaves, foreign commerce also prospered . The Irish visited for

eign ports. They were acquainted with Iceland before the set

tlement of the Norwegians ; and probably had a factory there,

which they afterwards abandoned . They however visited the

island in later times ; for otherwise we cannot account for the

canons of the Icelandic bishops against them . Their adventu

rous spirit led them even to voyages of discovery into the wide

ocean, and very probably even to America.3 So much sagacity,

1 “Beviis at de Irske ved Ostmannerns Ankomst til Irland i det ot

tende Aarhundrede forliene en udmaerket Rang plandt de mest op

lyste Folk i Europa paa de Tider.” At the end of the fourth volume of

the New Transactions of the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences, 1793.

2 Iron is called in Celtiberian, hiero ; in Irish , ieran, irvan ; whence

the English iron , the Norse iarn, and Danish iern .

3 Thorkelin, 579.
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activity , and dexterity in arts and trades, in commerce, and in the

affairs of civil life, cannot be supposed to exist without intellec

tual cultivation . And that the Irish were not destitute of it is per

fectly clear.

3. The Druids may have led the way. They certainly con

fined themselves however to their own class and to the nobility.

The influence of the Bards was in all probability much greater.

They gave life to the imagination, awakened the feelings, culti

vated the language. Many of the Ossianic poerns, Cuchullin

for instance, whose story tradition is to this day able to relate ,

are Irish . The Irish at least are acquainted with that poem ,

and that it was composed before the introduction of Christianity

into Ireland hardly admits of a doubt. But it was Christianity

that gave to the cultivation of these islanders its proper direction,

and educated in the monasteries those who became the nation's

teachers in science as well as religion , and scattered light abroad

not only in England and Scotland, but across the channel into

France and even to the heart of Germany. To these monas

teries let our attention now be directed .

The monastery of Banchor, or Bangor, in England ( to be

carefully distinguished from the episcopalsee of the samename,

situated in Wales not far from Chester,) was one of high celeb

rity from the time of the British kings . It is said to have con

tained 2400 monks, who, being divided into classes of 100, and

relieving each other every hour, performed divine service day

and night without intermission , likethe Acæmeti of Constantino

ple. This monastery sent forth numerousmissionaries, who dif

fused Christianity on the continent . The study ofthe sciences

was successfully prosecuted in it ; and if it is true that Pelagius

was born in the vicinity and was a monk there, it may be infer

red that the instruction given to young ecclesiastics did not re

late so much to inquiries into the being and attributes of God, as

was customary in the east and in Greece, but rather to religious

anthropology; and that this was the occasion of his adopting and

cherishing the opinions associated with his name. But it would

i Luath .

2 The heathen Irish had already a written language. Stäudlin , I.

38, 46.

3 Stillingfleet, 205. Stäudlin I. 37. The Latin , Greek, and He

brew languages were taught there ; ibid . 120.

4 Stillingfleet, 205. Foe and Richardson's Tour, II. 387.

.
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probably be difficult to adduce proof that Pelagius actually re

ceived his education at Bangor. Walch , at least, seems, in his

History of Heresies, either not to have known or not to have

credited the tradition . This monastery, which was in its most

flourishing statewhen Augustine came to England, bas now dis

appeared entirely ; not evenits ruins are anylonger to be seen .

It was during the irruption of the Danes, who were still heathens

and had a bitter hatred of churches and monasteries, that it was

assailed the most roughly .

4. It is well known thatlearning flourished greatly in England in

the eighth century . Bede is a name of distinguished celebrity.

But for him we should have known nothing of the early eccle

siastical history of England. Still more celebrated is the name

of his pupil Alcuin. Both, it is true, were of the conquering

party, being Anglo-Saxons. But there was certainly even then

a scientific intercourse at least between that people and the Brit

Otherwise we cannot conceive through what channel the

Irish, who were never subject either to the Angles or the Ro

mans, obtained their learning and sciences. It is at least the

common opinion, and one never yet refuted , not even by Tira

boschi, that Charlemagne, to establish schools in Italy, was un

der the necessity of sending thither learned men from England

and Ireland ; and even if this opinion is unfounded , it is yet at

least certain that these countries were then the only sanctuaries

of learning . Many schools were established there, and among

them distinguished ones at Canterbury and York ; the former

under the influence of the Latin , and the latter doubtless con

trolled directly or indirectly by the primitive British priesthood,

the Culdees, who had the principal agency in the establishment

of Christianity in the northof England. These schools, as was

generally the case in those times, were seminaries for ecclesias

tics and for the nobility, even those of the highest rank. For

kings and princes senttheir sons thither, who brought with them

to the throne a love of learning thus imbibed. Among these

Alfred is known as distinguished above all others. Their libra

ries were valuable. In the seventh century, books were carried

from Italy to England ; now, under Charlemagne, they were

1
See, respecting both , Heeren's Geschichte d . St. d . kl. Liter. I.

113. John Scotus Erigena. Stäudlin I. 127. Adamann, Bp. at Iona,

de locis Terre Sanctae.

? Heeren's Gesch . d . Stud. der klass. Literatur, I , 104 .
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sought for, classic as well as ecclesiastical, Latin as well as

Greek, in the latter country and in Ireland.2 The library that

Egbert, Alcuin's preceptor, who was a brother of Eadbert king

of Northumberland, collected in the archiepiscopal residence at

York, was much celebrated as the most extensive one of the

times. We have a poetical description of it by Alcuin himself,

from which we can see what were the treasures it contained .

They were chiefly Latin authors , although some Greek ones are

also narned , and among them Aristotle and Chrysostom . He

brew manuscripts also are mentioned. Now such manuscripts

were industriously transcribed by the Anglo -Saxon and British

monks - even Alcuin having subjected himself to that kind of la

bour. Of all these treasures there is nothing extant, so far as

we know, except what may be preserved in the library of the
university of Cambridge, founded , tradition says, by Edward,

the son and successor of Alfred; or what may at a later period

have found aplace of safety in Oxford . The plundering incur
sions of the Danes, who for more than a hundred years prose

cuted with unheard of fury the work of destroying churches and

monasteries, annihilated everything in those parts of both Eng

land and Ireland of which they had possession ; and besides, the

native princes waged against each other incessant civil wars, in

which the country was laid waste with fire and sword .

5. About the middle of the sixth century, in 563 or 565,

Columba founded the monastery on the island of Y-Kolmkill,

best known under the name of lona . It soon became a nursery

of learning . From it also went forth the missionaries who plant

ed Christianity in Scotland . Alas ! of the library there , only un

certain reports have reached us. It is said that there was a

Scottish king named Fergus II, that he accompanied Alaric the

Goth, and that he sent to the monastery of Iona a box of books

-being part of the booty obtained by him at the sacking of

Rome. This story however is inconsistent with chronology ;

1 Archbishop Theodore's Greek Library. The disputes about

Easter show that the Greek Fathers were known. Stäudlin I. 20.

Cramer's Bossuet, V. 2, 85 sq.

% Alcuin's Letter to Charlemagne, Opera I. p. 52. ер.. 38 .

Heeren, p . 110 seq.

De Pontific. et sanctis eccles. Eborac. ap. Gale I. p . 730.

5 Jamieson, 303.

3

4
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for Rome was plundered by Alaric in the year 410 , more than

a hundred years before Columba, who is said to have been bora

in 521. There was a report that the lost books of Livy were

preserved in this library. Aeneas Sylvius ( afterwards pope Pi

us II) intended , when in Scotland , to visit Iona to search for
them , but was prevented by the death of king James I. A small

fragment of what was reputed to be a manuscript of Livy, was

brought to Aberdeen in 1525. It was ancient and difficult to

decipher ; but what could be read resembled the style of Sallust

more than that of Livy. It was most probably a false report.

Livy has been sought for everywhere, throughoutthe civilized
world. A little before the Reformation therewas a report that

the lost books existed in the cathedral library at Drontheim ;

and it was pretended that, on inquiry, they were found to have

been carried thence to Holland and there lost. And again,

there was a story forty years ago that they existed in an Arabic

translation in the emperor's library at Fez ; but neither has this

proved to be true. Or the existence of a .collection of books at

Iona, however, there can be no doubt. Otherwise Aeneas Syl

vius would never have resolved on a journey thither. Boethius

too had undeniable proof of it . After two fruitless applications,

he obtained , in answer to the third, through the mediation of John

Campbell the royal treasurer, a promise thatthe old manuscripts

should be sent to him at Aberdeen ;' and he actually received

them . But, except the fragment that had been called a Livy,

they seem to have consisted entirely of Scottish history and rec

ords, of wbich nothing has since been heard ;-a circunstance
that has brought uponBoethius the suspicion that, after availing

himself of their contents, he destroyed them. Jamieson ( p.

118 ) mentions other books that were probably once at Iona.

The monks were celebrated for their medical skill .

The priory of the Culdees at Lochleven , also, which was given

up to the Canonici Regulares about the year 1150, had a libra
ry . A catalogue of it is still extant. But none of the lost

works of antiquity are found on the list. It is made up of the

Gospels and the Acts in Latin, choir books, missals, and some

theological works of comparatively modern date . Not a single

complete copy of the New Testament, to say nothing of the

Old ! 3 This cataloguemust of course satisfy us, that no very high

opinion is to be cherished of the state of learning in that priory.

2 ibid. 135 . 3 ibid . 376–77.1 Jamieson , 307.

Vol. IV . No. 15 . 71
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But it furnishes another item of information : the Latin ritual

was observed there when the catalogue was made ; so the libra

ry may have been collected at a later period . There are said

to have been libraries at Abernethy , Dunkeld, and St. Andrews.

The history of the first runs back into remote antiquity. It was

probably founded in the beginning of the seventh century. It

appears that there was a school there.1 We know absolutely

nothing of the library at Dunkeld ; but as thatmonastery was in

such high repute, and, after the destruction of lona by the Danes

in the year 801 , was regarded as a second lona and took its

place, it is extremely probable that there was a school and a

collection of books there also.2 Of St. Andrews, since the seat

of the primates of Scotland, the same might be presumed, even

if Jamieson had not adduced express testimony to that effect.3

We cannot therefore form any very high opinion of the learn

ing of the Culdees in the Scottish and Irish monasteries. The

comparative purity of their religious views resulted from their

separation from the other churches. They preserved the an

cient doctrines of the East the more pure, because they came so

little into contact with the other parts of Christendom , and be

causethe usurpations of the Roman bishops and their adherents

soon introduced a forced connexion . Of Greek literature they

had none at all . At lona there was in the ninth century a single

work of Chrysostom ;- and in the monastery of Lochleven there

seems to have been something of Origen's. That they had the

older Latio fathers is not improbable . In the controversies be

tween Augustine and their countryman Pelagius, they must have

taken - provided they understood the language-a lively inter

est. But their own literature was not barren . They read the

Bible in the Irish language , and a catalogue recently published

shows what a large number of manuscripts are still extant in the

Erse, ( i . e . Gaelic ,) which was understood in Ireland as well as

in Scotland .-An inquiry into the extent of their knowledge in

other departments would be foreign 10 our present purpose.

Whether, for instance , they were versed in mathematics and in

architecture, and were closely connected with the ancient archi

tectural associations of England and Scotland, between which

1 Jamieson, 113, 114. 2 ibid . 137, 138 . 3 ibid . 135 .

4 Jamieson , 316 .

5 They had evena Christian Latin poet, Sedulius, who was proba

bly an Irishman . Stäudlin, I. 52.
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and primitive freemasonry modern writers have attempted to

show a connexion , we must leave for others to determine.

6. We can here only instance the connexion , whether acci

dental or designedly formed , which they appear to have had with

Constantinople in the ninth century. The anonymous author of

the Life of St. Chrysostomº relates, that some ecclesiastics from

a people who dwelt in the extreme parts of the earth, came to

the royal city ( Constantinople) , to make inquiries respecting

soine ecclesiastical traditions, and especially the observance and

exact computation of Easter ; and that they visited the patriarch

resident there . This patriarch must have been Methodius, who

held the office from 842 to 847. To the question whence they

came, they answered , from the schools of the ocean . They had,

they said , a single work of father Chrysostom , which taught them

clearly the faith , and to observe strictly the commandments. It

was dear and precious to all ; passed from one hand to another ;

was diligently transcribed ; and there was no place and no fami

ly amongst them that was destitute of so important a treasure.3

It is difficult to determine whether these monks were from lona

or from Ireland , or indeed how much truth there may be in the

whole account . But it is easy to conceive how Scots, and Irish

men too, might be acquainted with Constantinople, when we

remember that Englishmen were to be found in the northern

life-guard of the emperor, called Varagians. And in the ninth

century this life-guard had already been organized .

1 Krause , Drey Kunsturkunden .

2 Written after the year 950. Cave.

3 Toland, Nazarenus, p . 5, 6. Jamieson, 316—17.
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ART. III .-GREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICOGRAPHY.

From the London Quarterly Review .

PRELIMINARY NOTE.

The direct bearing which the subject of Greek Lexicography

in general has upon the proper study of the New Testament, is

a sufficient apology, if any were demanded, for inserting in a

work devoted to Biblical Literature, the following able article

from a cotemporary foreign journal . It is found in the latest

number of the Quarterly Review, Vol. LI, No. 101 . Refer

ences in it to a similar though less general article in No. 44 of

the same work, and a comparison with that article, furnish in

trinsic evidence that it comes from the same author, Dr Blom

field , the present bishop of London , one of the most accom

plished Greek scholars of the age. A brother of his , the trans

jator of Matthiae's Grammar, was still more distinguished ; but

died in early life. To him allusion is made in the first par

agraph below .

This essay will be found not merely a valuable critique and

contribution to literary history ; but it everywhere brings into

view and discusses the true principles on which the study of the

Greek language (and of course every other) ought to beprose

cuted . The absurdity of studying one dead language through

the medium of another, is fully set forth ; and this exhibition

was to us the more gratifying, as it corresponds entirely with the

views which we hadmany years ago occasion to express. But

more than this ; Dr Blomfield, in laying down proper rules for

the compilation of a lexicon , gives also necessarily the rules

which ought to direct the private student in the investigation of

the words of a language ; since a good lexicon is and can be

only a record of the results, at which the student aims to arrive.

In respect to every word, he investigates its origin , its funda

mental form and signification , the various forms and senses in

which it has been used in the different epochs and dialects of

the language, and the manner and order in which all these are

derived from the radical one and from each other ; and when
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all these points are properly ascertained and arranged in his own

mind, then and nottill then, is he master of theword in quès

tion . The transcript of this view, with the necessary vouchers,

is the lexicography of that word . To Passow , the writer ofthe

following article strongly and justly ascribes the merit of having

first applied this method to the Greek language ; but Passow

would himself have been the last to claim this as an exclusive

merit. It seems to have been rather the general result of a

better method of philosophical study, which has sprung up du

ring the present century among the scholars of Germany ; and

in respect to which the names of Hermann , Buttmann , Jacobs,

Passow , Tittmann , Winer, and others, are particularly conspic

uous so far as relates to the Greek language . The same meth

od was applied with great success to the Hebrew by Gesenius,

so early as 1810 ; and to him in truth belongs the merit of hav

ing first exemplified it, in its full application to the lexicography

of any language. The principles on which he proceeded , may

be seen in the preface to the editions of his lexicon of 1816,

1823, and 1827 ; and in the Bibl . Repos. Vol. III. p . 39 sq.

They are the same, cæteris paribus, as the rules given by Dr

Blomfield towards the close of the present article .

Some of the admissions of the reviewer in respect to the state

of the critical study of the languages, or rather the study of

philology as a science, in England , may perhaps be startling to

the American reader ; but a course of not cursory observation

for several years past, has long since convinced us, that they are

not too broad . The remarks on Donnegan's Lexicon we had

thoughts, at first, of omitting ; but we believe that every Ameri

can student ought to know the exact literary value of every

work put into his hands as a daily guide ; and as we happen to

know that the opinions bere expressed and fully sustained by

proof, are also entertained bysome of the first Greek scholars

in our own country, we have felt it to be our duty to give that

portion of the article entire. — EDITOR .

1. Griechish - Deutsches Wörterbuch, von J. G. SCHNEIDER, Professor

and Oberbibliothekar zu Breslau . Dritte Ausgabe. 2 Bde. 4to.

Leipzig 1819.

2. Handwörterbuch der Griechischen Sprache, von Franz Passow.

Vierte Ausgabe. 2 Bde. 8vo. Leipzig 1830—1831.

3. Thesaurus Græcæ Lingua , ab Henrico STEPHANO constructus.

Post editionem Anglicam novis additamentis anctum , ordineque
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alphabetico digestum , tertio ediderunt, c . B. HASE, etc. Parisii

1831.

4. A New Greek and English Lexicon , principally on the plan of the

Greek and German Lexicon of Schneider, etc. by James DONNEGAN,

M. D. 1 vol. 8vo. London, 1st Ed. 1826. 2d Ed. 1831.

While we pride ourselves, and with reason , in having left

our continental neighbours at an immeasurable distance behind

us in all the great branches of the arts, and are at least keeping

pace with them in the different departments of science, we are

contented, it seems to hold in our classical knowledge a quite

secondary rank . In the study of the dead languages in general,

but more particularly of the Greek and Latin , the Germans have

taken the lead , not only of us, but of all the rest of Europe, and

have gained such a decided ascendency, that their neighbours

appear to have given up all hope of rivalling them , and are sat

isfied to follow as mere servile imitators of their triumphant ca

reer. Some splendid exceptions may be found in the names of

Porson , Elmsley, Gaisford, Blomfield, Mitchell, and perhaps

one or two others, who have ventured to think and examine for

themselves, and whose exertions in the service of Greek litera

ture have placed them on a level with the most distinguished of

their cotemporaries ; but when we consider how universally an

cient Greek is studied in this country , it seems surprising that

such instances of acknowledged superiority should be so rare

amongst us. But the fact is , that the study of Greek with

us is any thing but critical , and it must follow as a necessary

consequence, any thing but deep and accurate . With some it

is the fashion to look down on the labours of the critic as beneath

the notice and even incompatible with the character of the ex

cellent scholar ; others are satisfied with a very superficial

knowledge of the classics, preferringto rove through the modern

languages or some of the numerous branches of science - ambi

tious perhaps of being what is termed general scholars ; and oth

ers again are cut short in their classical career, being obliged to

dedicate their time and talents to the particular studies of some

profession. Whatever the causes may be, the fact cannot be

denied , that we have comparatively few really classical scholars,

fewwho enter deeply into the study of the Greek language, in

to the examination of its structure , of its formations, of its analo

gies. In proof of which we need say no more than this, that

for the best edition of almost every Greek classic , and the best
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notes of every edition, we are generally indebted to our German

neighbours ; that the best, nay the only Greek grammars wor

thy of the name, are those of Buttmann, of Matthiæ, of Thiersch ;

and the only Greek lexicons of any value since the time of

Stephanus and Scapula, are two of those named at the head of

this article , the recent Works of Schneider and Passow .

It is not our present intention to examine into the causes of

this superiority of the German classics over all their neighbours,

though we do hope , at no distant time, to dedicate a few of our

pages to a subject which we have much at heart ; at present we

will confine ourselves to one point of primary importance - that

which must be the first step to any decisive advance in our

knowledge of ancient Greek -- we mean the possession of an

accurate and comprehensive lexicon of that language

in our own tongue.

Until withina very few years it has been impossible to get at

Greek but through the medium of Latin . No Greek lexicon

nay, no Greek grammar * has been composed but in that lan

guage ; and every commentator and almost every translator has

been forced to adopt it, as the only vehicle by which he could

venture to explain his author, as the only armour in which he

could dare to enter the lists of criticism . Had an English schol

ar proposed, but a few years ago, to publish a Greekand Eng

lish lexicon , his adventure would have been received with either

disregard or contempt, his scholarship would have been called

in question because he had condescended to use his mother

tongue in preference to a dead language, and the whole host of

university tutors and country school masters would have taken

fright atso degrading a novelty. But the opinion of the Eng

lish classical world has of late undergone, in this particular, a

complete revolution . We have begun to acknowledge that the

short and straight course is preferable to the longer and devious

one ; that our own mother tongue is a better inedium for ex

pressing our ideas clearly and definitely than any dead language

can be ; and that by rendering a Greek word at once intoEng.

lish , instead of tracing it through the intricacies of Latin , ( a lan

guage certainly less analogous to it than English ,) there is a much

better chanceof the original idea being preserved exact and ac

curate ; any fine and delicate distinguishing points are less liable

* The Port-Royal is an honourable exception, and we might perhaps

name one more ; but such rare exceptions are not enough to invali

date our assertion .
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to be rubbed off; and shades of difference, which would very

probably be lost in the uncertain obscurity of a dead language,

are seen môre plainly and can be marked more distinctly. In

this, as in almost every other part of classical literature, the

Germans have led the way, and set us an example which at last

we seem anxious to follow .

We propose in this article to examine what progress the Ger

mans have made in this their new line of lexicography, and

whether the steps which we are taking in imitation of them ( few

and feeble theyhave hitherto been) are those best calculated to

lead to excellence - most likely to advance us, be it ever so lit

tle, in the road towards perfection. For, in the commencement

of this new career, it behoves us most especially to remember

the old maxim , down to ñucou. If we set out on true principles,

our knowledge and our studies will all turn to good account , and

even any errors we may make, not being fundamental, will be

easily corrected ; whereas, if our first principles be erroneous,

whatever time and talents we afterwards bestow, must be in a

great measure thrown away, and even that which is intrinsically
valuable will be comparatively of little service. We intend ,

therefore, to examine minutely the different lexicons named at

the head of this article, in order that, having seen their merits

and defects, how far their authors have succeeded , and in what

respects and why they have failed, we may be able to profit by

experience, and to lay down such rules for the direction of fu

ture lexicographers, as may enable them to avoid the faults and

improve on the excellences of their predecessors. For be it al

ways remembered, that no single scholar, however great his tal

ents and perseverance, can hope to produce at once a lexicon

which shall make any near approach to perfection : it is only by

repeated attempts, each improving on the former, that this most

desirable object, can , if ever, be brought about .

The lexicon of Schneider has been in general use for some

years in Germany, and — in name, at least - is well known to

thescholars of this country. Its author was principal librarian

at Breslau , and the well known editor of some of the best edi

tions of different classics . The first idea of a Greek lexicon,

interpreted in German, did not emanate from Schneider. It

would be unfair to pass over, in total silence, the names of Dil

lenius , Vollbeding, and Haase, who at different times meritori

ously preceded him , and set him that example which he has so

well followed up, that his name must always be known as the
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father of Greek and German lexicography. The first edition of

Schneider's Lexicon appeared in 1806 ; but that was only in

octavo, and did not profess to be more than a manual for young

er students. In a few years appeared a second edition , consid

erably improved and enlarged ; and in 1819 came out the third

and last edition, in two thick and closely printed quarto volumes,

followed, in 1821 , by an Appendix, containing 180 additional

pages. This last edition, which is a stupendous example of Ger

man industry, perseverance , and research, combined with an ex

tensive knowledge of the Greek language, superseded at once,

in the German universities, the use of every other lexicon , and

fairly drove them all out of the field ,-- so much so, that Scapula's,

even the Elzevir edition of 1652, we have seen sold in Germa

nyfor a few shillings.

The superior excellence of Schneider's lexicon consists in the

amazing copiousness of its valuable matter ; butthis excellence

is wofully counterbalanced by a total want of arrangement.

Wherever a word, from the uncertainty or from the variety of

its derivation or meanings, admits of, or requires a lengthened

discussion, we have generally almost everything which can be

desired , and sometimes a great deal more ; but whether we find

the original meaning at the beginning, middle, or end of the ar

ticle,—whether the primary sense comes before or after the de

rivative, seems to be a mere matter ofchance, according as Schnei

der met with it earlier or later in the course of his reading.

Schneider's first edition of his lexicon was only a manual.

When he was preparing his second and third editions, and ex

amining (as he tells us in one of the prefaces) a number of dif

ferent Greek authors with that view, it is to be lamented that he

did not regularly revise and remodel his whole work, instead of

patching it here and there with additions and improvements, as

chance or opportunity led him . But it would seem that his oth

er avocations took up too much of his time to allow of his follow

ing any plan of this kind ; that, as he went on reading his authors

and any passage or meaning struck him as worthy of remark ,

he added it at once to the article under which it should be placed ,

without examining whether it oughtnot rather to be incorporat

ed into some other part. On no other grounds can we under

stand or explain the total want of arrangement in almost every

article of any length , while we find quotation on quotation,and

reference on reference, the whole so jumbled and confused to

gether as frequently to require two orthree readings to digest or

VOL. IV. No. 15 . 72
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unravel. Merely casting our eyes over a few of the first pages

of the lexicon, we may citeas instances of this defect, apoós,ä

γημα, αγκών, αγορά, άγω, αγωνιάω, αδέω, αδινός, αδρός, άζα, α

θρόος, αιανής , αιδέομαι, αιόλος , etc.

In like manner, a confused series of quotations, and refer

ences, and meanings constantly follow each other, and are so

intermingled, that it is frequently impossible to know ,without con

sulting the passages referred to, whether any particular mean

ing or quotation is intended to belong to the preceding or to the

succeeding reference. This arises entirely from the careless

and slovenly manner in which the quotations are noted down

the meaning given being placed sometimes before and sometimes

after the passage to which it belongs — from a constant want of

proper pointing - and from a total absence of capital letters, with

whicheach fresh meaning or quotation oughtto begin. This

fault, like the former, disfigures almost every article of any con

siderable length .

And again, we might have expected that Schneider would

make a point of quoting—as his authority for the meaning of a

word — the most ancient,or one of the purest writers in which

it occurs ; that where , for instance , a word or a meaning was

found in the old epic language of Homer, we should find Ho

mer cited as the example. But, strange to say, Schneider has

so much neglected, except in a few articles, those primeval

monuments of the Greek language, that he frequently refers us

to Apollonius Rhodius, Nicander, Oppian, Quintus Smyrnæus,

or Nonnus, where he ought to have quoted the Illiad or the

Odyssey ; and in generalweshould think it more likely to meet

with the solution of a difficulty occurring in some one of those

later and comparatively unknown writers, than in those of an

earlier and more classical period — of Homer, of Herodotus, of

Pindar, or of Plato .*

Nor did Schneider sufficiently attend to the grammatical part

of his lexicon . His strength did not lie in being an accurate

grammarian . The consequences are, that he not only did not

weed out numerous ungrammatical words and forms, which had

been introduced , from time to time, into former lexicons, until

their legitimacy had almost ceased to be doubted ; but he and

his fellow -labourerst have deluged his lexicon with a fresh flood

* Schneider had previously published a very excellent edition of

Nicander and Oppian.

f Schneider had associated with hiin , in preparing his lexicon, two
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1

of doubtful words and forms, either drawn from unauthentic and

disputed sources, or fabricated in order to trace some supposed

analogy , or to form a link in some etymological chain. There

can be no doubt of Schneider having been fully justified in in

troducing, from the old grammarians, or even in supposing the

existence of those old and obsolete forms of verbs, of which

there still remain some tenses in use ; but he has constantly

carried this liberty further than was justifiable. In giving the

tenses of the verbs, however, Schneider has not been so liberal:

there we find constant and considerable deficiences, as well as

frequent inaccuracies. His principal attention seems to have

been directed to the meaningof the word ,—very little to its in

flexions : nor does he appear to haveever thought of making

any distinction between passive, middle, and deponent verbs ,

which, being so often similar in appearance, and so easily con

founded with each other, require, therefore, to be marked with

the greater care. As to the deponents, they are not even men

tioned , from the beginning of the lexicon tothe end. The par

ticles, too - those most important parts of the Greek language,

whose all-pervading influence is felt in every limb of every sen

tence -- are invariably dismissed with a brief and unsatisfactory

notice. The fact is, that Schneider's forte lay in natural histo

ry , in a most comprehensive knowledge of the natural produc

tions alluded to by the ancients, and their various terms of art

and science . In this he has had no equal ,—no rival ; here his

lexicon is rich beyond hope or expectation ; while points of

great grammatical importance are slurred over in a few lines,

half a page, or perhaps a whole one, is given to the discussion of

some unknown bird, or some disputed plant. And yet, with all

these drawbacks, Schneider's lexicon is an invaluable book;

not a book for translation or abridgment, nor even to be used as

the ground-work of future editions — which would serve but to

perpetuate its faults — but a mine of wealth for succeeding lex

icographers who shall know how to draw from , and use judi

ciously, the treasures so profusely scattered through its pages ;

who, forming their own plan , and adopting rules which Schnei

der has neglected, shall improve on his excellencies, avoid his

faults, and supply his deficiencies.

scholars very unequal to such a task, named Wetzel and Riemer, to

whose carelessness and want of judgment, Passow , in one of his pre

faces, attributes much of this faulty exuberance.
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And such, we are happy to say, it has proved in the hands

of the learned and judicious Passow, the author of the lexicon

which we have placed second at the head ofour artiele . Schnei

der's lexicon had caused a great sensation in Germany ; and

sundry pamphlets and critiques appeared, at different times,

pointing out its faults, and laying down plans and rules for the

direction of future lexicographers ; and, in 1818 , the year be

fore Schneider published his third edition , Passow , who was al

so of Breslau, apupil of Jacobs and Hermann, and a friend and

colleague of Schneider, commenced a Manual-Lexicon, formed

on an entirely new plan, but embodying, on an abridged scale,

most of the valuable matter of Schneider's third edition . The

first part, containing A and B, appeared in 1819 ; the second,

from I' to K in 1821 ; and the two last, which completed the

work, in 1823 and 1824. In this excellent little work, Pas

sow began by correcting the want of arrangement in Schneider.

His leading principle was to draw out, wherever it was possible,

a kind of biographical history of each word, to give its different

meanings in an almost chronological order, to cite always the

earliest author in which a word is found, thus ascertaining, as

nearly as may be, its original signification , and then to trace it

downwards according as it might vary in sense and construction ,

through subsequent writers. For this purpose , he began

where every historical account of the Greek language must be

gin—with the primeval language of the epic poets, with a care

ful and critical examination of Homer and Hesiod. His inten

tion then was to proceed to the Ionic prose of Herodotus, thence

to what he calls the Æolic-Dorian lyric poetry, and afterwards

to an examination of the Attic writers. It is one thing, how

ever, to form a plan , and another to execute it . In his first edi

tion , Passow , advanced but one step in this his admirably devis

ed plan : he got no farther than the works of Homer and He

siod ; but these he examined with the greatest minuteness and ac

curacy. Hence this first edition was very unequal . For the

works of those two great poets, it was, indeed, most comprehen

sive ; it left little or nothing to be desired ; but for the post

Homeric writers, it was much too concise, and passed them

over too hastily , being, in that part of it , little more than an im

proved and corrected abridgment of Schneider . All the post

Homeric meanings were frequently comprehended in one

sweeping, undistinguishing clause, generally without a quotation

in support of them , or even the name of any author who used

1
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them , by which their value and authority might be ascertained.

Nor was any distinction made between those significations which

a word had in the pure and classical times of Greece, and those

which it acquired in the declineofthe language. Except, how

ever, being much deteriorated by this continually -recurring de

fect, Passow's first edition deserved the highest praises which

could be bestowed on it ; in all other respects he had very judi

ciously avoided the faults, and filled up most of the deficiences

of Schneider, as far as the size of his book would allow . He

had left out all those doubtful vocables with which Schneider and

his predecessors bad loaded their lexicons, admitting none un

less supported by good authority ; and hehad shown great dis

crimination, and a deep insight into the analogies of the language,

by rejecting a vast number of those obsolete forms of verbs

which Schneider had admitted so lavishly , and retaining only

those of which there were evident remains, and in which he was

justified by sound analogy. The primary sense of a word was

always carefully marked, and the derivative senses so traced

from it and from each other, as to make the connexion obvious.

Any variety of construction occurring in different authors, was

generally noticed ; as also, whether the word was used princi

pally by the epic poets,by the dramatic writers, or by the Attic

prose authors. These last were points which had been almost

entirely neglected by preceding lexicographers, and but slightly

and occasionally touched on even by Schneider ; while in Pas

sow they are a very striking and valuable feature of his work .

The syntax of the particles, also, was very elaborately worked,

-perhaps more minutely than is necessary or even useful; but

this is one of those points where it is difficult or almost impossi

ble to draw the line between the grammar and the lexicon. Nor

must we forget one very useful addition which Passow has made,

-that of marking the quantity of all doubtful syllables. In a

word , then, we should say of that first edition of Passow's lexi

con , that, for the reader of Homer and Hesiod, it was all but

perfect ; for the study of other authors, it was only ( it pretended

to nothing more) a very admirable manual : but we must at the

same time say of it, thát, by its chronological history of the sig

nifications ofwords, it established a principle which must be the

basis of all future lexicography ; and that, by its admirable ex

amination of the old epic language, it laid a sure and immove

able foundation for future labours .

It was Passow's intention, in preparing a second edition, to
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1

1500 pages.

advance one step farther in his original plan, by examining the

Ionic prose of Herodotus in the same way as he had done the

writings of Homer ; but unfortunately for theprogress of gen

uine lexicography, a second edition was called for almost before

the first was finished, and Passow, willing to answer a call so

advantageous to his pocket, as well as gratifying to his character,

gave up his plan for a time, and brought out, in 1825, the sec

ond edition , revised and corrected from the first, but without

any very material additions. A third edition appeared in 1827

-again revised , corrected, and very considerably enlarged, but

without any farther progress being made in the original plan ;

and again, after the lapseof four years more, came out, towards

the end of 1831 , the fourth and last edition, now increased to

two thick octavo volumes, each containing between 1400 and

In this work, which has left at an immense dis

tance every other lexicon , even that of Schneider, Passow has

put in execution the second part of his original plan , that of fol

lowing up the explanation of Homer and Hesiod by an examin

ation of the Ionic prose of Herodotus ; and though he has not

done it in so detailed a manner as he did the two poets, he has

given, in our opinion, quite enough to satisfy any reader of He

rodotus ;and what he has given is done skilfully and with judg
ment. For we cannot but think, that, for a general lexicon,

rather too much space is allotted to the meanings of Homer and

Hesiod, too many quotations and references are given , every the

most trifling shade of difference being marked , and oftentimes

where the difference was not exactlyin the meaning of theword,

but rather implied in the thing signified : more minute Passow

could not have been , had his lexicon , after the manner ofDamm,

been confined exclusively to those two poets. But in his ac

count of the language of Herodotus , he has given all the most

striking and most important significations, all the forms and

constructions peculiar to Herodotus and the lonic dialect. More

than this we can neither expect nor desire in any general lexi

In this admirable book, Passow has not proceeded with

his original plan farther than Herodotus, though we still find, in

the other parts , very considerable improvements and additions,

by meanings and extracts from many other authors ; but he

promises to proceed in his next edition with his original project,
which we heartily wish him life, and health , and leisure to com

plete, although we fear that it is almost more than he can hope

or expect. Should not Passow, however, be spared to finish

con.
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his Herculean task ,* we have no doubt that Germany possesses

many scholars worthy of treading in his steps, who, we hope,

will judiciously pursue the same career which he is now pursu

ing with so much credit to himself and so much advantage to

the classical world ; and we may then expect, that not many

years can elapse before Germany will possess a lexicon that may

serve as a sure foundation and an almost perfect model for all

others.

It is, perhaps, not strictly in accordance with the original pur

* Since writing the above, we have heard that Passow has been

taken off in the midst of his literary career . His death was mention

ed in an English newspaper, but we have never seen any authentic

account of it. [The preceding remark furnishes an example of the

slowness of general literary communication between England and

Germany. This article purports to have been written in Feb. 1834 .

Passow died March 11th, 1833. Obituary notices of him appeared in

the literary journals for April, ( issued at the close of that month , ) and

these were received in America in July 1833. - We subjoin a few

notes of his life. Passow was born in Mecklenburg -Schwerin, Sept.

20, 1786. He was educated at the gymnasium of Gotha, chiefly iin

der the immediate instruction of Frederick Jacobs. In 1804 he en

tered the university of Leipsic, where he devoted himself almost ex

clusively to the lectures and instructions of Hermann. In 1807 he was

made professor of the Greek language in the gymnasium at Weimar ;

whence he removed in 1811 to take charge of the Conradinum , a large

institute for education in the vicinity of Dantzig. This institution,

however, was destroyed by the wars of the time ; and in 1814 he re

paired to Berlin, where in the society of the eminent scholars of that

place, he passed a year of great enjoyment and privilege. In 1815 he

was called to the ordinary professorship of ancient literature in the

university of Breslau ; where he entered upon that literary course,

which has placed his name among the highest in Greek learning, and

which was terminated only by his sudden death from epileptic para

lysis, March 1833. The following paragraph from an autobiographi

cal article, prepared by him for the Supplement to the Conversations

Lexicon now in the course of publication, exhibits the view which he

himself cherished of his great work : “ His chief literary occupation

during the last twelve years, was his Lexicon of the Greek Language.

The mark at which he aimed, lies in the observance of a severe histor

ical developement. If he may trust to many an applauding voice and

to the approbation manifested by a rapid circulation , he may hope that

this work with all its deficiences will yet be of some permanent utili

ty ; and may perhaps, as he confesses to be his wish , bear up his

name and memory beyond the limits of his life .” — ED. or B. R.
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pose for which we undertook this article, to notice the new edi

tion of Stephens' " Thesaurus' now in a course of publication at

Paris. Our first object in taking up this subject was to aid and

direct the progress of Greek and English lexicography, and in

furtherance of this design we have been necessarily led to de

scribe, at some length , the gigantic strides which the Germans

are making in the same department. But Greek and French

lexicography is still so completely in its infancy, that we shall

learn little or nothing by noticing the progress made in that coun

try . And yet, as the republication, and consequently the more

general diffusion of such a body of Greek literature as the The

saurus contains may be expected to have a considerable influ

ence on the lexicographical knowledge of that language, whether

a dead or a living tongue be the medium of interpretation ; and

as every student and every lover of classic lore must be interest

ed in such a work,—we are sure that no apology is necessary

for our giving an accountof the plan and its execution, as far as

we can judge from the few numbers yet published ; nay , we

rather feel, that were we to pass over in silence such a vast and

influential undertaking, we might be fairly expected to give some

strong reasons for such an omission .

The present publication , of which only three numbers have

as yet appeared , is a reprint of the original • Thesaurus,' with

selections from the numerous additamenta of Valpy's edition, and
fresh contributions from many of the leading scholars of Europe.

The principal editor is M. Hase, assisted by M. de Sioner and
M. Fix. Hase * is known in the literary world as having edit

ed Leo Diaconus,' for the new edition of the Byzantine His

torians ; De Sinner has published an edition of Longus,' and

of · Buondelmonti de Insul. Archipel.'; and Fix was, we be

lieve, a pupil of Hermann.

The wisdon or utility of reprinting any work of some centu

ries old , when the subject of it has been progressively improv

ing, must always be very questionable. In the case of a Greek
Lexicon, published more than two hundred and sixty years ago,

when the philosophy oflanguage and the great principles of et

ymology were little understood, and whenthe internal structure

0
* M. Hase entitles himself, Instituti Regii Franciae Socius, in Scho

la Regia Polytechnica Regiaque Speciali Linguarum Orientalium Pro

fessor, in Bibliothecae Regiae parte Codd. MSS. complectente Con

servator adjunctus, etc. etc.
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and analogies of ancient Greek were so much less known than

they now are, to republish it, with all its errors and defects would

seem to be a downright absurdity . And yet , whenever any new

edition of the Thesaurus' has been talked of, it has been a

very generally expressed wish among scholars, an almost sine

qua non , that whatever additions might be made, the original

should be reprinted entire and unmutilated. Now as long as

this is made the basis of any new edition , as it was in Valpy's,

and as it is in the present, so long will it go on to be “ rudis in

digestaque moles, " a mazy labyrinth of valuable matter without

system or arrangement, and requiring to be entirely remodelled

before it can be anything like what it ought to be. It may be

said , perhaps, in defence of this plan , that although in both the

modern editions each article is first given with any errors and

defects, as Stephens left it, yet it is immediately followed by oth

er paragraphs , correcting the oneand supplying the other. But

why, it may be asked , reprint in the beginning of an article what

is now an acknowledged error, merelyto correct it at the end ?

Why leave deficiences in one paragraph to fill them up in anoth

er ? Why give in one page , etymologies or meanings now known

tobe incorrect , only to demolish them in the succeeding one ?

Why give derivative and secondary senses before the primitive

andoriginal , only to have to reverse them before the ink is dry?

Andyet all thisand more than this is done in both the English

and French editions of the Thesaurus,' for no other reason,

that we can see, but to preserve and perpetuate errors because

they are the errors of a Stephanus, who if he had enjoyed the

half of our advantages, would never have committed them , and

if he should now see them , would most assuredly draw his pen

through them. It strikes us, that the only wise and useful way

of republishing the • Thesaurus'would be to give such an edi

tion of it as we may suppose Stephens would now give, if he

were alive to superintend it . And the editor who cannot be

trusted to do this, is not fit to be the editor of the “ Thesaurus "

in any shape .

Although the new editors have engaged to preserve entire

the matter of Stephens, even restoring some alterations made in

the English edition, they have however ventured on making one

most material change in Stephens' plan ; they have adopted the

alphabetical arrangementof words, instead of the etymological

system of the original. Of this alteration we decidedly approve,

as contributing to the ease and convenience with which the

Vol. IV. No. 15. 73
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* Thesaurus' may be consulted ; and though there is much to

be said in favour of the more philosophical arrangement, and

some may still prefer it , yet we have no doubt but that it will be

considered a great improvement by a very large majority of the

classical world.

When the editors had adopted this alteration , one should have

supposed that their first thought would have been how they

might supply the void made in the etymological department by

this their change of plan , and that they would have laid down

for themselves somegeneral rule for attaching the derivation to

each word now separated from its family andconnexions. But

through the first number, and nearly tothe end of the second,

there is no appearance of their having given this a thought ;

consequently , some few words have a derivation as originally

given by Stephens, a very few others have it added by the new

editors, and the greater part have none at all. Towards the

end ofthe second number, they seem to have betbought them

selves of the necessity of some such plan ; and through the

third they have generally imitated Passow, by adding the deri

vation in curved brackets, immediately after the word, and be

fore any of its significations. As they have thus early adopted

a most excellent model, we should not have mentioned the sub

ject , but that they have adopted it only in part; they have not

followed Passow's whole plan , than which we know not a better.

The part which they have omitted is this ,—that when the deri

vation , from being doubtful or disputed , is too long to be placed

at the beginning of the article, Passow places it at the end, so

that we know at once where to look for it. For want of this

simple device, the scholar, who happens to be looking for a

questionable etymon in the new Thesaurus,' must wade

through the whole of a long article, consisting of perhaps many

paragraphs, before he can be sure that he has all the derivations

which the article contains ,-as, possibly, two or three separate

paragraphs may each furnish a different one.

There is another blemish of a different kind , and of less im

portance, (some, indeed , may not thiok it a blemish ,) arising

from the attempt to distinguish all the interpolations and addi

tions from the original matter of Stephens, and each from the

other. The principle of this scheme is in itself so fair, and the

means of effecting it are apparently so easy , that there would

seem to be no reasonable objection to it ; and yet, when car

ried into effect, it renders the present edition a most unsightly
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work, and is frequently very puzzling and perplexing to the eye

of the reader ; a considerable part of almost every article being

so filled with round , and square, and single, and double brack

ets, one within the other, that it requires extraordinary care and

considerable practice to wind one's way safely among them .

Another braoch of this same principle is productive of much

more serious and extensive mischief. The three editors are to

have, it seems, each his contribution inserted in a separate par

agraph ;* consequently, instead of an article consisting of one

congruous and well-digested account, compiled from the various

contributions of different editors and scholars , we have a num

ber of different unconnected paragraphs, of which a very con

siderable part is superfluous, little better than tautology. First,

we have whatever Stephens has said on the word , whether right

or wrong, interlarded with every imaginable variety of brackets.

Next comes, perhaps, a paragraph abridged from the English

edition , together with contributions of Schaefer, Valckenaer, etc.

embracing much curious and valuable information, but a con

siderable proportion of it fitter for the notes of a new edition of

Hesychius than for one of Stephanus . Then follows a quarter

or half a page of quotations from Ast's • Lexicon Platonicum ,'

(not selected, but transcribed ,) nineteen -twentieths of which

give no new meaning or construction. Then comes another

long catalogue of quotations, by De Sinner or Fix, with some

valuable points of information amidst a heapof useless repeti

tions. And very frequently, to crown the whole, comes Hase

with a fresh list of quotations (ohe ! jam satis ! ) from some of

the ecclesiastical writers, with whom he seems very familiar, in

troduced for no reason , that we can fancy, but io show that

Libanius or Basil used the word in the same common and usual

sense that Plato or Xenophon had done before. Now surely,

as we said in our XLIVth Number, in examining Valpy's Ste

* The present editors have, it is true, improved much on their

English predecessors : these inserted whole paragraphs and pages of

contributions from different scholars ; while the Parisians have cer

tainly much compressed and curtailed them ; but still they have not

done enough. If they had carefully examined everyarticle before

it went to press, they might have omitted pages of useless repetition

and tautology ; we should not then have, in a paragraph of one editor,

a heap of quotations to prove or illustrate what had been satisfactori

ly and sufficiently done in a preceding paragraph by his brother edi

tor.
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phanus, when two or three goodauthorities have been given for a

meaning, it is childish trifling, nay worse, it is mere book-ma

king, to lengthen that section by further quotations. It cannot,

for instance, be of the slightest use to give nearly half a folio

page of quotations and references, taken indiscriminately from a

Lexicon Platonicum ,' to show that so plain and common a

word as ádixé'w means injuste facio, or lado, violo, noceo

senses established by more than sufficient authorities in the par

agraph preceding. Nor is this a rare instance ; it occurs in al

most every other page, in αδικία , άδικος, αδύνατος, αθάνατος,

Nor can it be necessary for M. Hase, in such plain

words as αβαρής , αγύμναστος, αθεότης, and we might mention

fifty more, to cite a heap of quotations from Plutarch, after

Aristotle had been given before ; and this, not to introduce any

new meaning or construction, but actually prefacing his para

graph by sensu proprio Plutarchus- sensu proprio Hermes

Trismegistus !' What a thing of shreds and patches' poor

Stephanus will become !

It will be readily supposed , that amidst all this pic-nic of

scholars and editors, it is quite out of the question to expect that,

when we search for a word , we shall find its original sense the

- first. Nothing like it . Its original sense will be found quite as

likely, or more so, in the middle or at the end of an article.

Nor are we to expect, that an authority quoted is one of the ear

liest or purest in which the word occurs. Far from it . The

word may have been perhaps usedin the samesense by Homer;

but the authority is more likely to be Philo. Many of these lat

ter defects are not, be it remembered, to be attributed so much

to the editors themselves, as to the unfortunate plan which they

and their advisers have thought fit to adopt in reprinting Ste

phanus. Those, for instance, which we have last mentioned, are

defects in the original; and a reprint of the original, with addi

tions affixed to different articles,must necessarily contain all its

defects, and in cases, particularly, of mal-arrangement, an accu

mulation of others. At the same time it would be unfair not to

add , that we have found many useful and able paragraphs, show

ing extensive reading, and containing scholar-like remarks, par

ticularly some by Fix , who appearsto be not so long-winded as

his colleagues. But now a word or two as to the length and

cost of this new edition .

It may be recollected, that in our XLIVth Number we found

it necessary to animadvert in pretty strong terms on the very
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lengthy manner in which the English editors began their edition

of this same · Thesaurus, ' and our animadversions had so far the

desired effect, that the numbers published after the appearance

of our article were surprisingly and advantageously curtailed.

The present editors are not indeed to be compared to their En

glish friends, in this respect , but still their labours will admit of

great cutting down, and their work would be in every respect

improved by the operation . But, indeed , some very considera

ble curtailment must be effected in the future numbers, if the

work is to be brought within any-thing like the limits which the
editors have laid down. Let us calculate, as nearly as we can,

what length the book threatens to reach . The change from the

etymological to the alphabetical arrangement precludes our form

ing any comparison between this and the original; but we may

draw a fair guess from examining it along with the last edition

of Passow . Each of the three first numbers of the Thesaurus'

contains 160 folio pages, and the editors promise to finish it in

28 numbers, consequently the whole work should be only 4480

pages. The three numbers, containing 480 pages, reach to
αίθων .. Now Passow, at artwv, has advanced only 48 pages :

-consequently, the new Stephens is just tentimes as long as

Passow ; and , carrying on the proportion, as Passow's Lexicon

is 1500 pages, the Stephens will be 15,000. Dividing this by

160, the amount of pages in each number, we have rather more

than 93 numbers, instead of the promised 28. Wewereso sur

prised at the results of this calculation, that we tried it by the last

edition of Schneider and by Hederic , in both of which the result

was still higher. The cost of so voluminous a work will , of

course , exceed in the same proportion the price at which the ed

itors put it in their Prospectus ; it will be but a trifle under that

of the English edition which their own prospectus so clamorous

ly denounces.

Nor are the editors much nearer their promises as to the time

within which their opus magnum is to be completed . Their first

number, according to the Prospectus published in 1830, was to

appear in April 1831, and from that time the work was to pro

ceed at the rate of six or eight numbers in the year.

writing in February 1834, and as yet we have heard of only

four numbers (the fourth we have not seen ) ; at this rate the

publication will be finished about A. D. 1900. However, as

only four numbers have yet been published, these editors bave

We are
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time enough before them to profit by experience and advice ;

and most earnestly do we entreat them, as they value the char

acter of their work , to cut down, with unsparing hand, all use

less excrescences. We know how difficult it is to do this—how

invidious a task it is to curtail or omit the contributions of kind

literary - friends ; but, however unpleasant, it mustbedone. We

observe the editors mention, among a host of contributors, (and ,

to our great astonishment, mention itasa matter of joy and con

gratulation ,) that professor Struve, of Königsberg, has sent them

eleven hundred articles on different words beginning with alpha !

We should have rather expected them to exclaim , as Pyrrhus

did , after a dear-bought victory ,—A few more such , and we

d . '

We have hitherto noticed only the defects arising principally

from the absurd plan of giving a reprint of the original, and the

tautology caused by the still more absurd plan of the different

editors contributing separate paragraphs to form one article . We

will now add a few specimens of the imperfect manner in which

the editors have used the means which are, or ought to have

been, within their reach. We have hitherto spoken of redun

dancies, we shall bave now to speak of deficiencies.

The first word in the lexicon, adaros, is a striking proof of

both ;-of much admitted , which is unprofitable, and everything

omitted which could elucidate its meaning . It is rendered nox

ius and innoxius ; and then comes all the nonsense from

Eustathius and the scholia of two alphas privative destroying

each other — of the possibility of its meaning in the same passage ,

carens noxâ, or, ironically , valde noxius, etc. etc. Now there

are two scholars, by whom the word had been handled in a

masterly and satisfactory manner, viz . Passow, in his Lexicon,

and Buttmann, in his Lexilogus : yet the former is not once

thought of ; the latter, who has discussed the word in all its

bearings, so as to leave nothing to be desired, is just referred to

in a most meagre and slovenly manner : Diverso tamen modo

Buttmann,' etc. etc. Now can anything be more careless than,

in so copious a work as this new “ Thesaurus,' which professes

and ought to give the best and most ample information, to put

the student off with a mere reference to a work written in Ger

man ? We have not time or space to give Buttmann's master

ly dissertation on this word, but must follow the example of the

French editors ; we do so , however, with the less reluctance,
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because we have heard that a translation of his Lexilogus into

English is in a state of considerable forwardness. *

Again, in uáßaxtov, Buttmann has given, in a very few

words, a far more satisfactory account of its formation and

meaning, than Stephanus and all hiseditors together; and yet

we have drily Cfr. Buttmanni Lexil. i. 233 ; the obvious in

terpretation of the brief hint being that Buttmann's opinion

would be found confirmatory of what had gone before ; where

as, in this and many other instances, it is decidedly the contra

ry .

The same may be said of αβληχρός, αγοστέω, άγρα, αείδελος,

öntos and aintos, of adéw, etc. under the last ofwhich words

we find the following curious recommendation, Buttm. Lexil.

cujus totum legas , ' etc. etc. One should almost be inclined to

suppose that the editors were ignorant of Buttmann's work be

ing written in German . If not, they must suppose the general

ity of their readers to understand that language : and this idea

would seem to be confirmed by their having copied 'Ayooxn

mlov from Schneider's Lexicon, and given the whole explana

tion in German,-either not taking the trouble, or not thinking

it necessary to translate it . Indeed , unless it were translated

better than that of ' Ayoviotixós is, it were better left undone.

They say

Ayoviotixós ap. Galen , et recentiores medicos, Strenuus, Fortis,

Audax, Momentum habens : Schneid. Lex.

Schneider's interpretation is, in fact, bold and decisive ; a mean

ing which it would be difficult to collect from the vague epithets

of the Parisian editors.t

* Buttmann's Lexilogus is a most able disquisition on the deriva

tion, formation, and meaning of a number of doubtful words and pas

sages in Homer, and contains, in two small unpretending volumes, a

deeper and more critical knowledge of Greek, more extensive re

search , and more sound judgment, than we ever remember to have

seen in any one work before. Though it is primarily a criticism on

Homer, yet it is not confined to his poems ; for every author, and ev

ery passage, and every analogy which the whole range of Greek lit

erature can furnish as illustration or example, is brought to bear on

the old epic language with a talent and by a memory surpassed (if

surpassed) only in Porson himself.

† (Nearly two pages of similar examples of deficiency are here

omitted . - ED. or Bibl. Repos .
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But it is unnecessary to pursue this examination further :

from the extracts which we have given , our readers will be able

tojudge for themselves. These gentlemen may yet , if they

will listen to advice, and profit by experience, go a great way

towards retrieving the character of their work . The unfortunate

plan which they have adopted will always be a great obstacle to

their best exertions; but still , by care and accuracy, they may

make up for much imperfection , and leave a monument of their

talents and industry , creditable to themselves, and generally

useful to Greek literature . *

* Since writing the above, we have seen the fourth number of the

Paris Thesaurus, which, to our surprise, is not an immediate contin

uation of the former three numbers, but the commencement of the

letter B, and not compiled by the same editors. M. Hase, indeed ,

it seems, still superintends the whole ; but while his former associates

are continuing their labours in A, two new coadjutors, Messrs Wil

liam and Louis Dindorf, have produced the first number of B.
We

have looked through this number as carefully as the time would per

mit, and have to congratulate M. Hase on a very considerable im

provement. Had the three earlier numbers been managed with equal

care and judgment, much of the censure which we have thought it

our painful duty to inflict would have been spared . The Messrs

Dindorf have skilfully dovetailed some very excellent emendations
and additions into the original matter. A little more concentration

and abridgement might have been better ; but the improvement is

such that we must be satisfied with the present, and look forward to

the future with the hope of its further increase. M. Hase, too , comes

but seldom on the stage with bis ecclesiastical quotations, and Ast's

Plato has entirely disappeared ; we hope, is not entirely neglected .

We would hope, too, that the Messrs Dindorf will not overlook Pas

sow's lexicon as their predecessors have done. Etymology they

seem to have almost forgotten. The purchasers of the Thesaurus,

will, therefore, learn with pleasure, that by contraction and concentra

tion of matter this number contains nearly twice as much - or, we.

should rather say, advances nearly twice as far in the same number of

pages, as either of the former three. Still , however, computing the

length of the work by the diminished scale of this number, it will be,

at least , twice as long as the Prospectus gave reason to expect ; nor do

we see how it can be brought at all within anything like the promised

size, without injury to the work, unless, the plan be altered so as to

omit all those hundreds of names ofpersons and places, most of them

quite uninteresting, which now occupy so large a space. And then,

after all, what between the different relays ofeditors, and their different

modifications of the original plan , what an incongruous whole must

poor Stephanus become!
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We come now to the Greek and English Lexicon , which

stands last at the head of our article, and which we have placed

there for two reasons, principally for its connexion with the

Greek and German lexicography,but also because it is the best

specimen that we have seen of a Greek and English lexicon

which, unfortunately, is saying little for it. or this work two

editions have been published-the first in 1826, the second in

1831 - of both it will be necessary to speak somewhat in detail .

We will begin with the former. When we first heard of a lex

icon taken from Schneider, we were on the tip - toe of expecta

tion, knowing the intrinsic excellence of our German friend,

whom we had been in the habit of consulting for some years.

As soon as we had possession of our new prize, we naturally

turned to the title- page, and there, to our great astonishment,

we read, ' A new Greek and English Lexicon, principally on

the plan of the Greek and GermanLexicon of Schneider .'- On

the plan of Schneider !!! The only point of similarity between

Donnegan's and Schneider's lexicons, as far as we have been

able to discover, is in neither of them having any particular plan

or arrangement at all . If there be any difference, it is in favour

of Schneider, who does sometimes divide and number the dif

ferent meanings of a word, and occasionally traces the derivative

sepse from the primitive . Donnegan never numbers the differ

ent significations of a word : he has indeed two marks which

seem to denote some difference of signification, viz . a semico

lon and a dash ( thus- ) ; but these marks are used so indis

criminately, with such want of decision and knowledge , or of

care, that we can never be sure what they are intended to de

note. They are sometimes placed between different meanings,

sometimes between modifications of the same meaning, and

sometimes between meanings in which there is no difference at

all . We need not give instances of this for they are to be

found in almost every page. But Dr Donnegan did see in

Schneider's want of plan one very considerable inconvenience,

which he has avoided - only to fall into another as great if not

greater. He says in his preface :

" Schneider, by intermingling examples, critical remarks, and ety

mological observations, with the significations of his words, has fre

quently separated the various meanings to such a distance from each

other that they are with difficulty traceable .'

To obviate this inconvenience, Dr Donnegan gives the differ

ent meanings in uninterrupted succession , and afterwards adds,
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1

at the end of each article, (where he thinks it necessary ,) some

examples , with a translation of each, to explain or illustrate any

striking or peculiar meanings. Now we find this plan quite as

inconvenient as Schneider's confusion, and more unsatisfactory,

to say nothing of its adding unnecessarily to the size of the lex

icon ; because, in this case, either the same meaning must be

repeated , first as an interpretation of the word , and then an

nexed to the quotation*-or the quotation itself mustbe always

translated, a thing generally unnecessary when it follows close

on the signification of which it is the authority. For the stu

dent who consults Donnegan , if not fully satisfied with his in

terpretation of a word , as given generally without any authority

affixed to it, must proceed to wade through a string of senten

ces in search of authority or explanation, where he finds no

distinguishing mark to point out with which meaning each quo

tation is connected, and of which it is an illustration or peculiar

ity . If Donnegan had chosen to adopt this plan, he should

have imitated the example of Ainsworth , in his Latin and Eng

lish Dictionary , which we are sometimesinclined to think as good

as any. Had he done so, marking each distinct set of mean

ings 1 , 2 , 3 , etc. and then each authority or quotation 1 , 2, 3,

etc. as they referred respectively to each meaning, the student

might have easily cast his eyes from the one to the other, as we

have all done in Ainsworth , with ease and convenience .

Or should it be said that Schneider's plan , as adopted by

Donnegan, consists (we still quote from the title page) in dis

tinguishing such words as are poetical , of dialectic variety , or

peculiar to certain 'writers or classes of writers,'--we answer,

that though there may be here and there instances of such dis

tinction marked both in Schneider and Donnegan , yet these in

stances are so few and far between, so rare in comparison of

what they might and ought to be, that they would seem to have

come there more by some lucky chance than from any regular

plan or system . In Schneider, indeed , we are frequently able

to ascertain, to a certain extent, what expressions are poetical

or prosaic by the authorities given : but this is an advantage of

course less frequent in -Donnegan , where the authorities are
scattered with a much more sparing hand. So much for Don

negan's plan .

* Should any one wish to see this plan of Donnegan most absurdly

exemplified, let him consult his lexicon, second edition, at ' Anadácool.
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And next, a little as to the matter . To Schneider, he fairly

confesses, in his first preface, that his lexicon is indebted for its

most valuable matter ; but he, at the same time, assures us,

that in collecting materials for this first edition , neither time nor la

bour has been spared ; the classical Greek writers have been careful

ly studied, the works of eminent lexicographers consulted, and infor

mation sought in the writings of the most celebrated critics and phi

losophers of our own and of neighbouring countries.'

This sounds well : but where are the fruits of the preface wri

ter's labour and research ? We have not met with them in any

one page of his book . We have carefully examined a very

large portion of his lexicon, comparing it article by article, and

page by page, with Schneider — and we will venture to assert

that, while almost every error, mistake, or defect of Schneider

is too faithfully copied , everything worth having, which Don

negan's boasted researches haveadded to the valuable matter

of Schneider, might be put in a nut-shell,-aye, and leave room

enough for the kernel. Dr Donnegan entitles his book, " A

new Greek and English Lexicon, principally on the plan of the
Greek and German Lexicon of Schneider,' etc. but a more cor

rect title would have been, ' An abridged translation of Schoei

der, with a few alterations and additions adding little or nothing

to the value of the original. As a translation, we should say

that , in very ordinary cases, it is pretty faithfully done, but that

in points of the least doubt or difficulty (and of course these

are of constant occurrence) it is extremely faulty and defective.

We should say that Dr Donnegan has a sufficient command of

English for ordinary matters, and a general knowledge of Ger

man, quite enough for the adequate rendering of any common

work ; and that as for his Greek - wherever an accurate or crit

ical knowledge of the language is necessary; wherever there is

required a nice discriminationof the forceof particles or prepo

sitions — an acquaintance with the analogies, or a philosophical

view of the internal structure of the language ;-there either Dr

Donnegan's Greek breaks down under him , and leads him into

sad mistakes, or (which is most generally the case) he leaves

the difficulty as he found it . We must do him the justice to

say that he doesnot seem conceited of his own powers, for he

almost always follows Schneider most implicitly ; but where he

does venture to throw his original aside and trust to himself,

we have invariably reason to regret that he has done so. In

one respect, however, it were to be wished that the writer of
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the magniloquent preface above quoted had not always trusted

to Schneider; it were to be wished that , in composing his lexi

con, he had made a point of consulting and examining the ori

ginal Greek authors, and comparing them with the German in

terpretations, rather than contenting himself with rendering at

once from the German lexicographer ; if he had done so, he

might have avoided numberless inaccuraciesand mistranslations,*

of which he has been guilty - be could not have perpetuated, as

he has done, all the mistakes of Schneider - and above all, he

would not have loaded so many of his articles with an accumu

Jation of unnecessary meanings.

But let us now come to the second edition . It is evident,

from every page and line of Dr Donnegan's first edition , that he

had never seen Passow's lexicon , although the first part of it

appeared as early as 1819, and the English lexicon not until

1826. But in this second edition, Dr Donnegan has had the

advantage of Passow's labours. One thing, however, rather

puzzles us : we hardly know whether Donnegan understood

Passow's system of arrangement or not. That he did not see

its value, or appreciate it as be might, we are quite sure, both

from the way in which he speaks of itin his second preface, ( if

indeed he does speak of it there, of which we are far from clear,)

and because he has only followed it in the former half of his re
edited lexicon . The latter hall, from 1 inclusive , is, as to any

thing like arrangement, precisely as Schneider left it. But more of

this hereafter. Let us first see what account Doonegan himself gives

in his preface, of the improvement of this second edition .

tention,' he says, ' has been most particularly directed to correct

any deviation from the natural or philosophical arrangement of

the meanings of words . Now, who would imagine from this

that Donnegan's first edition was composed without the slightest

regard to, or knowledge of, any natural or philosophical arrange

ment whatever ; and that this second edition , or rather the

halfof it , ) is drawn up with slavish fidelity on that most admira

ble and systematic arrangement of Passow , which we have a few

pages back described ? We are justified, therefore, in saying,

when he penned this preface be either did not understand the

plan he was adopting, or contrived so to write as to take to him

* And yet what hope is there of one who, from poverty of mind,

or want of language, can translate the öyquos yduos of the Edip.

Tyrannus, by unhappily married, and the coixos ciooixnous of the

Philoctetes, by " an unfortunate dwelling ?'
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self the merit due to Passow. But in truth we cannot pass over,

without censuring, in the strongest language we are capable of,

Dr Donnegan's most unfair and unhandsomeconduct in not bav

ing distinctlyacknowledged the advantages whichhe has derived

from Passow's lexicon. He has adopted Passow's arrangement

-copied - translated from him as he had done before from

Schneider — and yet never had the honesty to give the slightest

acknowledgment. It is true that the name of Passow occurs in

a few scattered instances, (under äyxvoa, for example, ) but then

in so short and unintelligible a manner as to be hardly observa

ble ; and so very rarely does even this occur, that any one who

recognizes the name of Passow could only suppose that Donne

gan had borrowed from him a few scattered hints, instead of

having made his lexicon the foundation of his second edition .

Is this fair or honourable ? Is it like a gentleman or a scholar ?

Again, he says,

* Above 200 pages of entirely new matter have been added to the

present edition. Half the work has been re-written , and THE ENTIRE

newly modelled, in conformity with the general plan, but with much iin
provement and simplification in the details .'

We are very sorry to say, the truth, and the whole truth is,

that Donnegan has re-written and re-modelled only the first half

of this second edition, altering, and amending, and enlarging it

after Passow , of whom it is now almost as exact an abridged

translation as the first edition was of Schneider - excepting in

some articles, where the one is added to the other, and where,

accordingly , between both, much superfluous interpretation and

almost inextricable confusion are necessarily produced .* Now ,

* As an instance of the bungling manner in which Dr Donnegan

compounds a mixture of Schneider and Passow, we copy, word for

word, from his second edition , the following :

Adatos, ov, adj. that cannot be injured or violated, inviolable, Il. '

14, 271. as an epithet of the waters of Styx, the sanction of an inviolable

oath - invulnerable, invincible, Apoll. 2. 77. not injurious, irreproach

able, hence honourable, worthy, viz. a contest, Ody. 21 , 91. and 22, 5 .

Schn. L. Supplem . or in the first sense irrevocable or decisive as to the

result, Schn . L. ed . Pass. injurious, or highly injurious, Apollon . 1 , 459.

I In Ody. 21 , 91. 8. 8. as zo.vplaßhs, from the force of the double a or a

augm . or for öyav, Eustath. yet in Ody. 21, 91. perhaps invincible, or

difficult to be achieved, for Antinous adds où yóg, &c. for I do not

think that this well-polished bow can be easily strung. Ody. 22, 5.

innocuous, relatively to that which was to follow , viz. the attack on the
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.

of the 200 pages of entirely new matter,' or to speak accurate

ly, of the 219 pages by which this second edition exceeds the

first, 211 are contained in the former half to K inclusive, and

the latter half is increased by only the remaining eight : and so

far from this latter having been newly modelled , in conformity

with the general plan ,-Qu. what is this plan ? )—there are not

a dozen alterations, or amendments, or corrections, through the

whole of it, excepting in the beginning of each letter, and in the

particles and prepositions, which are greatly enlarged, butalways

duce et auspice' Passow. Why Dr Donnegan stopped short

after he had re-modelled the half of his work,—why he publish

ed it thus imperfect, may perhaps puzzle the uninitiated ; but

we have no doubt that the simple fact is,-a second edition was

wanted when only the half had been re-written ; and we ven

ture to guess that a third edition is now in hand , in which the

latter half will one day appear corresponding with the former.

In this there would have been nothing to blame, had the preface

told us exactly how the matter stood ; but it remains for Dr

Donnegan to explain how he dared to talk of his lexicon as be

ing entirely re-modelled , ' when, in fact, only one half of the

work had been so dealt with !

suitors. Damm gives as primary sense, undeceiving, and so under-'

stands it Ody. 21 , 91, and ironically, 22, 5. deriving it from a priv.

ära. Th. a priv . drów from đów, or a priv. dów, Buttmann Lexil. s.
231.

Again

" Aatos, ov , adj. s. s. as ådatos, highly injurious, Apollon. 1 , 459. see

αάατος.. Th . ( in the latter sense) a augm . åów to injure. # ãatos or

åtos, insatiable, Hes. Theog. 714. and Sc. Herc. 55, and 101. with a

genit. Th. (dów) ởw, to satiate. # s. s. as äntos from ănui, cw, to blow.

It would be waste of time and paper to criticise such a mishmash of

sepse and nonsense as this. We will rather give what a very little

common sense and a very moderate knowledge of Greek inight (with

the help of Passow and Buttmann) have easily produced :

Adotos, o, , (Th. ůów, to hurt ,) that cannot be hurt with impunity,

inviolable, I ) . £, 271. That cannot be overcome or accomplished with

out difficulty , Ody. 9, 91. X, 5. But Buttmann, in his Lexil. I. p. 232,

understands the word, in all three passages, more in a moral sense ,

what ought not to be hurt or violated-ought not to be treated with

slight or contempt. In Apoll. Rh. 2, 77, it is used in the former sense

of invulnerable, invincible.

" Adatos, o, n ,contr. atos, (Th. ăw,doai, to satiate ,) insatiable, tolé

poco , Hes. Theog. 714. Scut. 59. " Autog is for ömtos, Quint. Sm . 1 , 217.

as
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It would be unnecessary to go into detail through all the im

provements and corrections which Donnegan has made in this

his second edition . Suffice it to say, that for all of them (and

they are really numerous and considerable) he is indebted to

Passow ; so that, instead of calling the book a second edition of

Donnegan's lexicon, we should term the former half of it an

abridged translation of Passow , and the latter an abridged trans

lation of Schneider.

But now comes the main question . Has Donnegan made the

most of the advantages furnished him either by Schneider or by

Passow ? we must answer decidedly in the negative. His lexi

con is full of inaccuracies and faults, and some of them are so

radical , that nothing less than an entire and careful examination

of the whole, with a constant reference to the original authors,

and a re-modelling and re-writing of every article of any length ,

by a more skilful band than Donnegan's, can ever thoroughly

correct it. The main and constantly recurring faults are

Ist . Mis -translations of Schneider's and Passow's German,

and a frequent want of precision in giving the exact meaning of

a word or of a quotation .

2nd. An unnecessary number of meanings, either by the use

of many synonymous words, by refining too much on the real

meaning, and thus frittering it away, by giving too vague * and

general an interpretation, or by expressing qualities which may

bein the thing signified, but are not in the sense of the word .

These strikingdefects might have been avoided—and could

only have been so—by carefully examining the original authors

* For instance Baqvarns ought to have some more definite meaning

than ' grievous, distressing, Soph. E. C. 1561. The same may be

said of Baguvuos. Again, Eurip. Herc . Fur. 1098, calls arrows,

Atepwtà šyxn, winged spears. But this does not justify the German

lexicographer, nor his copyist Donnegan, in giving as a meaning of

éyzos, a weapon in general.

† We point to such words as ñorouos, rendered by Donnegan , "un

palatable_bitter, acid, tasteless.' These three last interpretations are

not the meaning of the word. A thing which is ñorouos, unpalatable,

may be acid or lusciously sweet, or bitter, or sour, or tasteless,—but

these qualities, though either of them may exist in the thing signified ,

are not, therefore, in the word . [This is one of the chief sources of

the great multiplication of meanings, which Schleusner and other lex

icographers have assigned to words in the New Testament ; that is,

they have transferred to the word an idea which lies only in its ad

juncts. See Schleusner passim . Ep. or B. R.
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which the preface says the Doctor had done ! In proof of our

assertions, we need only turn over a few pages, and we find,

" ' ABoari - without noise or struggle, Pind. Nem . 8, 15. ” It

should be, without a summons or invitation .

"' Alouxóantos, — inconsiderate, not circumspect, Æschyl.

Supp. 942.” It should be, disregarded.

Ayatouai and ayauai are not, strictly speaking, to wonder

at, ' but to admire ; and so Schneider and Passow render them ,

but Donnegan has mistaken bewundern for verwundern .

" Ayahuatoqopew ,—to carry a statue, or as a statue is carri

ed . ” It should be, literally, io carry a statue, but generally

used metaphorically, tiva ay. to carry the image of a person in

the mind : Philo passim .

" Ayevorosdoesnot signify in Xen .Mem . '' inexperienced,

unenjoyed, or untried. It is precisely the same expression and

thesame meaning as Donnegan had before given , and for which

he had quoted as his authority Soph. Ant. 583. The one is

άγευστος κακών, the other άχ. τερπνών, not having tasted or ex

perienced. Donnegan did not see the distinction between the

active and the passive meaning of this word.

Ayhaia is not at Ody. 17 , 244, nor elsewhere, that we have

ever heard of, arrogance or insolence. In that passage it is,

festive revelling.

Ayhaito is not in Theocr. Epig. 1 , 4, to decorate with a

laurel crown . The sentence is,The Delphic Rock toūto toi

dyddïos,made this splendid for thee, produced it to decorate

thee,-the literal meaning of the word being to make splendid.

Αγνοέω. - Donnegan has translated ΙΙ . β.807, "Εκτωρ δ' ούτι

Fräs eros nyvoinoev, " he attended not to the word of the god

dess.' And from this passage , and Schoeider's translationof it

in the supplement to his lexicon, he has given as one of the

meanings of ayvoća, ' not to follow . Had he examined Homer,,

and not blindly translated from Schneider, who is frequently

much too free in his interpretations , he would have seen that

there is no occasion for travelling out of the plain road to find

the sense of this passage : it is the common meaning of the word,

not to know, not to understand. Hector was not ignorant of

what the goddess meant, but fully understood it . This inter

pretation explains the passage intelligibly, and is in perfect ac

cordance with the other lines in which Homer uses it .

As to the second defect which we mentioned, that of giving

an unnecessary number of meanings, we may see it exem
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plified in Ayrivao, * under which we find no less than thirteen

(not different meanings, but) different words of interpretation

for Horner and Pindar; as thus most manly, brave, valiant,

courageous, noble - Pindar ; haughty, arrogant, insolent, daring,

rash , headstrong; strong - Ody. ; great- Pindar’ !!! We

pity the unfortunate school-boy,who is expected to form some

precise idea ofthe sense of aynvwo from this heterogeneous

mixture of similar and dissimilar meanings . What must he

think of the vagueness and inaccuracy of ancient Greek ? It is

enough to disgust him with it forever. Of these thirteen inter

pretations, there is not one which fully and truly expresses the

meaning of the word . High-spirited will perhaps come near

est to it, and will suit every passage in the Iliad , and many in

the Odyssey ; and where, in the latter, it is used in a sense rath

er vituperative, as applied to the suitors, we may render it by

licentious. In Pindar, it is used as the epithet of a high -spirit

ed horse, and thence metaphorically applied to things, as being

' exceedingly (äyav) splendid or magnificent,' e . g. złoūros,

μισθός, κόμπος .

Again ayvos is rendered by Donnegan,

meriting worship or veneration : hence, glorious, honourable, as a

contest is, Pind. ; sacred to the gods, holy as a festival, Ody. 21. 259 ;

not to be approached by the profane, Soph . E. C. 38 ; undefiled,

pure, in a physical or moral sense, chaste, virginal, an epithet of Dia

na and Proserpine, Ody. 11,385 ; morally good or irreproachable.'

Now multiply and subdivide as we will , oyvós can have but

two meanings,—the first, sacred or holy ; the second , free from

all moral or physical impurity, i . e . pure and chaste . All be

* The origin of this would seem to be, that Donnegan , having too

often no precise and definite idea of the meaning of a Greek word,

is fearful that, in translating from the German lexicographer, he

may omit any of its meanings, and therefore gives every sense and

signification which the German words can by possibility bear ; in do

ing which he wanders widely from the meaning of the original Greek,

There is a ludicrous instanee of his ignorance in 'Anoxalɛúdw , to

sleep separately ; to sleep out of one's house -- to be fond of sleep

to sleep upon-sleep with another.' Only the two first are legitimate

significations ; whence the third came we cannot conjecture ; the

fourth is a false translation of Schneider's über etwas einschlafen, i. e.

to fall asleep in the midst of doing a thing : the fifth is a false deduc

tion from Schneider's quotation, anoxá Sevdsnao avtậ, he sleptaway

from his own house, i. e. at the sick person's. - Philostr. Apoll. 8,7, 14.

Vol. IV. No. 15 . 75
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yond this is unnecessary, and can only serve to puzzle rather

than explain .

If it were necessary, we might go on with aßoós, ayvauwv,

αστεμφής, αστείος, αστικός, άφοβος , etc.* But we have done,

and will close our remarks by confessing that the predominant

feeling ofour mind , throughout this examination of Donnegan, has

beendisappointment, -- disappointment that with such materials be

fore him ,with such aids as Schneiderand Passow might and ought

to have been to him , he has not done more ; or, rather, has done

what he has done so imperfectly ; that, setting out on the great

principle of the absurdity of tracing the sense of one language

through the medium of another into a third , he has been him

self guilty of that very absurdity -- guilty of translating from the

Germaninstead of the Greek, and thus making that the princi

pal which ought to have been only an auxiliary, and hardly

deigning to call in , even as auxiliaries, those who ought to have

been principals. The consequences are, what must be always

the consequences of such an unnatural order of proceeding, in

accuracy, defectiveness, and superfluity. And the sum of all ,

that which has given the keenest edge to our disappointment, is,

that the misfortune must be, we fear, in this case, nearly irrem

ediable—that future editions must increase rather than dimin

ish the evil , for they cannot amend the inherent defects, nor re

more faults ingrafted in the very ground-work of this Greek and

English lexicon. Instead of serving, as we had hoped when we

first saw it announced for publication , as a foundation on which

to raise a goodly structure of Greek and English lexicography,

it is so innately unsound , that whatever is raised on it must par

take largely of its faults. Nothing but its being completely re

modelled , and managed on a different plan and in a different

manner, will ever make it extensively or permanently useful.

Having thus given an account of the different lexicons plac

ed at the head of our article, and pointed out the merits and de

fects of each, we must sum up the whole, and endeavour to at

tain the great object which we have all along kept in view, by

giving an outline of such a Greek and English lexicon as we

* It would be wearying ourselves and our readers unnecessarily to

inake any extracts from , or throw away any criticism on, the latter half

of Donnegan's Lexicon ; it has all the imperfections of Schneider's

want of arrangement, in addition to those which we have mentioned

of the former half.
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would wish to see undertaken, being fully convinced that unless

one be formed on this or some very similar plan , it cannot but
fail.

We should begin then by saying, that we prefer the alphabeti

cal arrangement of words to the etymological one, where the

derivatives are arranged under their primitives. The latter may

be the more philosophical, but every one knows that it is most

inconvenient, while the former is the only one calculated for

general use, and may be so managed—( the roots and the prim

itives being, for instance, placed in larger characters than the

derivatives)-as to present almost all the advantages without any

of the inconveniences of the former.

It should be an invariable rule in this commencement of a

new line of lexicography, never to admit a meaning for which

there is not some good and undoubted authority, and to affix to

each meaning the authority on which it rests, or the passage

from which it is drawn : of course, the earliest or best author

should be preferred. By setting out on this plan ,andregularly

adhering to it, we shall be laying the only sure foundation for

avoiding errors and mistranslations at first ; for discovering and

correcting them when made : and preventing that endless mul

tiplication of meanings, many of them tautologous or false,

which now deluge our dictionaries, and only go on increasing
with every fresh edition. It would then be seen , at the first

glance, what authority there is for any sense ; and should the

inquirer question the fidelity or skill of the lexicographer, he

could satisfy his doubts byreferring to the author himself. If it

be said , that a lexicon formed on such a plan as this would

be too cumbrous and too expensive for general use, we answer ,

that the plan proposed is the only one calculated for preventing

a lexicon becoming too extensive, by excluding everything not
absolutely necessary ; and that from a work of this kind would

be formed , very soon and very easily, abridged editions to suit

younger students and all who are willing to rely on the judgment

of others, while the greater work would remain for more ad

vanced scholars who think and examine for themselves . Be

sides, this part of the plan might be so modified, with very little
or no injury to the work , or inconvenience to those who use it,

that all apprehension of its too great bulk would vanish at once.

For instance, in all common and useful meanings, where there

can be no doubt, and where the author from whom the author

ity is taken is in every one's hands, as Homer, Xenophon, etc.
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a reference to the passage would be sufficient; in all unusual

meanings, and where the author is not of every day use, it

would be better to give the example at length .

Every word should have its root attached to it , and, if possi

ble, in such a way that both shouldbe seen at the same glance ;

and if the quantity be marked, it will be a great additional con

venience and advantage. The best general plan which we have

seen for combining both these very desirable points is that of

Passow . In his work, the root is added in curved brackets im

mediately after the word ; and the quantity of the doubtful vow

el or vowels is marked , wherever it is possible, over the word

itself — as in Maltby's Thesaurus ; but wherethis is prevented by

the accent, it is added at the end of the article in square brack

ets, as thus:

'Addios, o, ii, (a priv. and dáios) not hostile, etc. [row ]

Where the derivation , being doubtful or disputed , is too long to

be placed conveniently near the beginning of an article, Passow

bas, we think judiciously , reversed the respective situations of

the root and quantity, thus :

diáxovos, o, 1, [ ] a servant, etc.

(The common derivation is Sid and xóvis, one who goes in haste

through the dust ; compare éyxovém : or one who sleeps in the dust

and ashes of the hearth, as the lowest hinds did (Odys. xi, 190 ): or,

with a more general idea, one whose occupations necessarily lead him
through dust and dirt. But Buttmann, in his Lexilogus, makes it

very probable, on prosodiacal grounds, that an old verb, duexa, Slxa ,

whence also Scaíra , lies at the root of this word , which verb had the

meaning of, to run, lasten ; and that Sucxtogos is a derivation from

the same root, and not a compound ).

We think if this outline were filled up according to the rules

which we will now enumerate, a lexicon might in time be pro

duced equal to our most sanguine expectations .

The rules, then , which we propose, are these :

1st . To give , wherever, and as far as a word will admit of it ,

its different meanings in chronological order, tracing them from

Homer, Hesiod , or the earliest author in which such word or

meaning occurs.*

Observe, we say, whenever a word will adınit of this. We are

aware that if we were to attempt to explain the senses of every word

in any language by following universally and systematically the chron

ological order of its appearances in books, we should be frequently
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2d. Where there is no decisive change of meaning traceable

in the different eras of the language, to give first the primitive or

literal sense, whether in an earlier or later author, and then the

derivative senses, tracing them from one to the other so as to

mark as clearly as possible their connexion witb the primitive

and with each other.

3d . To notice whether a word has varied in its construction

in different authors, or in different periods of the language.

4th . To mark where a word is a dialectic variety ,and wheth

er it is used principally by the epic poets, by the dramatic wri

ters, or by the Attic prose authors.

5th . Those primitive forms of verbs, for which we have no

positive authority in the remaining works of the elder Greek au

thors, but which are found perhaps in the lexicons of the gram

marians, or of which there remain only some tenses now gener

ally ranked as irregular under a later form , should be mentioned

as such in their proper alphabetical places ; and the tenses form

ed from them, though placed under the form in general use,

might be always referred back to their original thema.

We are aware that, to form a lexicon onthese rules, would be

a work of time and labour, requiring most extensive and accu

rate learning, sound judgment, and unwearied perseverance ;

but at the same time we are quite convinced that these rules are

led into the most glaring absurdities. Numerous instances of this

may be seen in the English Dictionary which forms part of the En

cyclopædia Metropolitana, where this system is blindly followed, by a

diligent, and, in many other respects, praiseworthy writer, in tracing

the English language from the earliest writers down to the usage of

the present day . In Greek, these absurdities might not be of such fre

quent occurrence, on account of the three great epochs which stand out

so prominently in the history of that language, nor would they be so

striking in a dead as in a living tongue ; still it would be ridiculous to

say that Homer always used every word found in his writings in the prim

itive or literal sense ; and of course instances must often occur ofwords

used figuratively, or in a secondary sense, by earlier writers, and by

later authors in their simple or primitive one. In the Encyclopædia

Metropolitana, we find, for instance, the first meaning of the word

' embattled,' taken from a line in Chaucer, who employs it as the ep

ithet of a cock's comb — a meaning which common sense tells us is a

metaphorical usage, and ought therefore to be preceded by the simple

one, whether that be found in Havelok the Dane, or in The Spectator.

Passow's whole lexicon is a striking and beautiful illustration of this

rule, and of the limits within which it should be restricted .
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not more than sufficient — that, with the numerous helps which

a scholar has in the present day , they are not of greater difficul

ty than he may be fairly required to encounter - and that a lexi

con, not founded on these or similar rules, must be in some

point or other radically defective. We will give an instance or

two of each of these rules, partly to exemplify our meaning, but

still more to show how necessary they are, and how useful they

may be made.

As an instance of the effect of the first ofthese rules we might

point to άγαλμα, the Homeric sense of which is παν εφ' ώ τις

áyádhetal, any object of exultation , pride, or delight ; its post

Homeric andgeneral Attic sense , the statue of any god or dei

fied hero : nor was it ever applied to statues of men, until , by

the flattery of the later Greeks, under the Byzantine emperors.

In the sameway wecannot obtain a clear knowledge of the dif

ferent meanings of αγαπάω, and its more poetical form αγαπάζω,

but by tracing it from the Homeric sense, ' to show a personany

act of favour, affection, or kindness,' down to its common Attic

meaning, “ to be fond of inanimate things,' as thoūtov, xońuata,

etc. and thence again to Lucian's frequent use of it for sexual

love, čodo — in which sense it is not found except in writers of

a very late era. Now, in putting this rule into practice, we shall

observe that there are three great epochs in the language,

through all or some of which the different meanings of a word

can be frequently traced with more or less distinctness; viz . its

infancy, its prime, and its decline :-its infancy in the heroic age

of Homer, with whom we may join Hesiod — its prime, in the

pure and classical times of Thucydides, Xenophon, and the great

dramatists--and its decline , after the Macedonian conquest, and

still later under the rising star of Roman greatness, when such

writers as Polybius , Plutarch, and Lucian disfigured the elegant

language of Plato and Sophocles by spurious expressions,for

eign idioms, and new -fangled meanings. The greater number

ofinstances, however, will give only two epochs— as in xóguos,

of which the Homeric meanings are, ' order or regularity ,' and

any ornamental part of dress ; but its other, and secondary

meaning, 'theregular system of the universe, the world ,' did not

exist until some centuries after, when Pythagoras first introdu

ced it as a philosophical expression , ( vid. Bentley's Opusc.

Philolog. p. 347, 445) , from whom it was adopted by Parme

nides, Empedocles, and others, and so passed into common

usage. Of course one very essential part of this rule is, that in
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every instance, whether there be a chronological variety of

meaning or not, the earliest author in which a word or meaning

occurs should be always noticed - as, for instance, under äyxvoa,

it must be mentioned that the earliest occurrence of the word is

in Pindar, while Homer always uses cúvai. We might enume

rate a vast number of other words which can never be clearly un

derstood but by taking such a chronological view of their mean

ings ; but what we have given will be amply sufficient, and not

perhaps too much, to illustrate every part of this most important

rule - by a strict observance of which, wherever practicable, we

shallintime possess a complete and philosophical knowledge of

the different stages of the language, and shall be enabled to as

certain with much more ease and certainty than by any other

means, what families of words and meanings are genuine Hel

lenic, what have crept into the language in the Macedonian and

Alexandrian eras, and what were introduced by the Romans,

Byzantines, and others, until the final corruption of the language.

We have said the more on the various branches of this rule, be

cause we believe it to be quite new to most of our classical read

ers, as we know of no instance of its having been brought into

practice until in Passow's lexicon , of which it forms the rnost

striking and most valuable feature. On the other rules we shall

have to say comparatively little .

Of the secondrule, it may be hardly necessary to give an ex

ample ; it will not, however, detain us long, and we will venture

on one in

Anootpooń, ", (ánootgépw) the turning anythingfrom or away - as

the averting of an evil , of an accusation , of a crime, etc. Eurip . Hip

pol. 1036. The turning of a horse short aside, Xen . de Equ. 9 , 6.

Vide Αποτροπή.

2. In a passive or middle sense, the turning of oneself from one thing

or place to another, as through fear, whence, a place of refuge or safe

ty , like xataqvyú, Herodot. 8, 109. Xen. Anab. 2, 4 , 11. Eurip. Med .

603. An. owingcas, Thucyd . 8, 75 ; or through want, as a resource,

üdatos, Herodot. 2, 13 ; or, through dislike, whence aversion, defec

tion , or revolt, Plut. Alcib. 14 ; or, simply, the being turned in a dif

ferent direction, as the bend orturn ofa road or river, toũ çɛúpatos,

Plut. Lucull. 27 ; or, that which turns from one thing to another, a di

version , Plut. vol. vi . 504, Reiske. In Rhet. the figure Apostrophe. *

* Observe, in exemplification of our caution as to the application

of our first rule in a preceding note, that the first usage of this word

is here taken from Euripides ; the second from a much earlier writer

-Herodotus.
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On the third rule we need say but little, as it is obvious that,

whether a word vary in meaning or remain the same, in differ

ent periods or different authors, yet in its syntax it may undergo

great changes. For instance , xoldavéw has always the same

meaning, yet its construction varies greatly. Homer never joins

it immediately with a case, but uses it either absolutely, as at II.

B , 207, or more frequently with ward and the accusative, as

πόλεμον κατά, Λυκίην κατά, etc. the preposition being always

after the substantive. On the contrary, Hesiod, in his Theog.

331 , joins it with the genitive - PindarOlymp. 14 , 12. with the

accusative - Apollon. Rhod. with the dative.

The fourth rule is one so plain and well -known, that it might

seem superfluous to make any remark on it . And yet it must

be observed, that to make it really efficient, it must be acted on

regularly and systematically. We shall then reap from it ad

vantages, of which , from its meagreuse and rare occurrence in

our present lexicons, we can now have no conception . Thus,

of @yos and áyvós, it may be said that öylos is a much later

word , and of a narrower meaning than ayvos ; seldom found in

the Attic prose writers - never in the tragedians ; while ayvos is

the Homeric form , and used by the Attic poetsand orators.

Again , of dechós and dellatos - the former is the Homeric form ,

and used also in Attic prose ; the latter is never found in the

epic poets, but constantly used by the tragedians. Again , of

SÉvdoov, that its first appearance in this form is in Pindar - Ho

mer always using dévdorov; that the Ionians, whom the Attic

poets sometimes follow , used devdoos, tó, whence we find in At

tic prose the dative plural δενδρεσι, as well as δενδροις : Thu

cyd. 2, 75. Xen . Econ. 4 , 14. Schaef. Greg. p. 61 , 62 , 265.

Again, of the present siul, to go, it may be remarked , that in

Homer it frequently occurs as a real present, though he does

use it also as a future ; but that in Ionic prose , and in the Attic

writers, it is , with very few exceptions, a real future; and that it

does not revert back to the regular sense ofa presentuntil in

such later authors as Pausanias and Plutarch ;—which , how

ever, holds good , strictly speaking, only of the indicative, next

of the infinitive and participle : the Attics use it more frequent

ly than ελεύσομαι and πορεύσομαι, Valcken. Hippol. 1065.

Some isolated instances of siuc, with the sense of a present, in

the best Attic writers, may be found in Herm . de Æsch . Danaid.

p . 8. Such observations as these will show how extensively

useful this rule may be made.
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The fifth rule may require a little illustration to make our

meaning clearly understood. Let us take for that purpose

ανδάνω.. We know that this has been the form in regular use

from Homer's time, but we find it joined with a fut. údnow, an

aor. 2, adov, adɛīv, and a perf. eada, which cannot be formed

from ανδάνω, but must be traced back to another form αδέω,

as to which, though we have no positive authority for it , we may

yet fairly conclude either that it was in actual use at the time

these tenses were first formed, or that those who formed them

had good reasons for supposing its previous existence. Our

rule, therefore, directs that adéw should be admitted into the

lexicon , and placed in its proper alphabetical situation, and that

whether any authority for it be found among the grammarians
or not, as thus,

Adów , to please : not used in pres. but supplies åvdávw with fut.

αδήσω , aor . 2. άδον [ ] , αδεϊν , perf. εαδα, Dor. έαδα [ - ]

Again , avdova would run thus :

Ανδάνω, (ήδομαι) imperf. ήνδανον , and έήνδανον, Ηom. - Αtt. Some

times εάνδανον.. From the obsolete form αδέω come a fut . αδήσω,

Herodot. and Att. aor. &adov ; besides which Homer has the aor.

evadov, which like odov [ou] is only poet. - Perf. fædo, Dor. çada. To

please, etc.

In the same way we should admit Tów as an obs. theme to

form the poet. perf. γέγαα for γέγονα, perf. to γίγνομαι,-- Λάω,

whence δέδαα,-Θάφω, whence τέθηπα, and έτάφον, -and many

others, the adoption or rejection of which must be left to the

judgment of the lexicographer.

We have observedin Passow's lexicon a very simple and

judicious way ofmarking the difference between the tenses

formed regularly from the usual form and those formed from
some other obsolete one. For instance, Passow would call

ήνδανον the imperfect OF ανδάνω, but αθήσω,the future Το ανδί

vw ; the different particles expressing that the former is formed

regularlyfrom it, but that the latter is only joined with it and
placed under it for convenience . A plan of the same kind

might be introduced into our grammars and lexicons with singu

lar advantage, as it would often impress on the minds of younger

students an important distinction , which now too generally es

capes observation, or passes off under the indefinite term of an

irregularity.

We have been the more minute in illustrating these rules, be

VOL. IV . No. 15 . 76
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cause we are heartily ashamed of the present state of our lexi

cons and dictionaries - and, after the maturest consideration,

feel convinced that the Greek language can never be studied as

it deserves to be, nor fully understood , until we possess a lexi

con formed on some such plan, and by somesuch rules, as we

bave drawn up . We are confident, that no Greek lexicon, un

less conducted on such principles, will be of any extensive use

to the classical world , or permanently redound to the credit of

its author : whereas, if managed in the manner we have describ

ed , with suitable care and talent, it would prove an eternal mon

ument of the learning and industry of its compilers, and soon

throw into disuse all the editions of Stephanus, or Scapula, or

Schneider, which ever have been or ever will be published.

ART. IV . - THE LAMENT OF DAVID OVER SAUL AND JONA

THAN , II Sam . I. 19-27. TRANSLATION AND COMMEN

TARY .

By the Editor.

INTRODUCTION.

The name of David is distinguished among the leaders

of the Jewish theocracy, as " the man after God's own heart.”
As the magnanimous warrior and chivalrous chief ; as the sweet

Psalmist of Israel, pouring forth upon his harp strains to touch

and melt the hearts of millions in every age and clime until the
end of the world ; he stands and will forever stand alone.

Were we disposed to regard him merely as a warlike chief,

there are in his history traits of magnanimity and romantic val
our, which alone would have immortalized inferior men. Wit
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ness his daring combat with Goliath ; his repeated forbearance

to take the life of Saul when thrown into his power, when bis

heart smote him because he had cut off even Saul's skirt ;*

and his conduct when, on his longing to drink of the water of

the well of Bethlehem ,t three mighty men brake through the

host of the Philistines and drew water from the well and brought

it tohim , yet he would not drink thereof, but poured it out unto

the Lord and said, Be it far from me, O Lord, that I should do

this ; is it not the blood of the men that went in jeopardy of

their lives? Or if we look at him as an inspired poet, he it is,

above all others, who has expressed most fully the enjoyments

and the longings, the complaints and the rejoicings, of the pious

soul ; so that his strains have ever been and ever will be adopt

ed by all pious minds, as the fittest expression of the

feelings, and composed as it were expressly for themselves.I

It is,however, not as the monarch of Israel or a prophet of

the Lord, that we have now to do with him ; but as a man, a

friend, a fellow -mortal, in the social relations of private life. In

this respect, there is no one of the distinguished men of the Old

Testament, whose character the records of inspiration have so

fully developed. It might be sufficient, perhaps, to refer only

to that trait of frank, confiding generosity, which could overlook

all injuries and embrace even former enemies as friends ; as in

the case of Saulabove referred to; of Abner, for whom he wept

as for a prince and a great man fallen in Israel ;$ of Amasa ; ||

and likewise of the false and ungrateful Absalom , the deep

moanings of a father's grief for whom , cannot be read without

tears.T But our purpose draws us to dwell more particularly

upon the tone of deep and confiding emotion and generous feel

ing, which made hiınthe warmest of friends, and procured for
him the most devoted attachment in return. We see this ex

emplified in several instances; but in none so strikingly as in

the mutual affection of David and Jonathan a friendship than

which none is more renowned in the history and poetry of the
world .

It is not necessary here to dwell upon the circumstances of

* 1 Sam . c. 24. c. 26 . 2 Sam . 23: 15 sq. 1 Chr. 11 : 17 s
sq.

| Compare the language of Luther, as quoted by De Wette, Bibl.

Repos. III. p. 450.

§ 2 Sam. 3: 31 sq . ll 2 Sam. 19 : 13 .

1 2 Sam . 18: 5 , 29 sq. 19: 1 sq.
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this mutual attachment ; they cannot be depicted in brighter or

more touching colours than the simple language of the sacred

historian : 66 The soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of

David, and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.”* And when

by the perverse jealousy and malignity of Saul , David was com

pelled to flee, and Jonathan had given him the concerted signal

to this effect, “ they kissed one another, and wept one with

another, until David exceeded.”+ From this time onward , they

appear to have met but once, when, during Saul's ungenerous

pursuit of David , “Jonathan arose and went to David into the

wood , and strengthened bis hand in God ; and they two made

a covenant before the Lord .” I It was not long after, that Da

vid was called to give utterance to his feelingsover the melan

choly fate of Jonathan , in the exquisite . elegy which we are

about to consider ; and the strength and permanency of his af

ſection was manifested by the constant personal interest which

he afterwards took in Mephibosheth, the only remnant of the

family of Jonathan, and by the generous provision which he
made for his support.

The character of Jonathan appearsto have been the reflex of

that of David, full of deep and tender feeling, and of true af

fection under the most difficult circumstances. Indeed, the first

advances in their friendship seem to have been chiefly on his

part ; as was doubtless natural, he being the elder of the two, and

a prince of the reigning family. If he had less of that bold and

determined enterprise, which fits men to become successful chiefs

and leaders, he was at least not wanting in that daring personal he

roism which challenges the admiration of a people. This is

manifest from his romantic and successful attack upon the Phi

listines' garrison at Michmash ; and that all Israel looked upon

him as their beauty and their pride,' is evinced by the manner

of their interference on that occasion, to prevent the fatal execu

tion of the rash vow of Saul. ||

A few words only need to be premised, respecting the cir

cumstances of the battle in which Saul and his sons were slain,

in order to illustrate some of the allusions in the following poem .

The Philistines had gathered their armies together against

Israel, and pitched in Shunem in the great plain of Esdraelon ;**

1 Sam . 18: 1. 20:11 sq. f 1 Sam. 20: 41 .

| 1 Sam. 23: 16 sq. § 1 Sam. 14: 1 sq.

01 Sam. 14 : 24 sq. 45. ** 1 Sam. 28 : 4.

1
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" *

while Saul gathered all Israel and pitched on the mountains of

Gilboa, which skirt the plain on the east, and separate it from

the valley of the Jordan . Saul at this time was in great de

spondency. The Lord had forsaken him, and answered him

not; and in his distress he had rashly applied to the sorceress

of Endor. There the spirit of Samuel had appeared to him

and announced his fate : " The Lord will deliver Israel with

thee into the hands of the Philistines ; and tomorrow shalt thou

and thy sons be with me. Saul returned the samenight to

his camp; in themeantime the Philistines had advanced in the

plain toAphek, while the Israelites descended from the moun

tain as far as to a fountain in the eastern part of the plain.t

Here the battle commenced ; with what feelings on the part of

Saul may be imagined. “The Philistines fought against Israel ;

and the men of Israel fled froin before the Philistines, and fell

down slain in mount Gilboa ." I The four sons of Saul, includ

ing Jonathan , were slain ; and Saul himself wounded . What

wonder, that in his anguish and despair, he should call upon his

armour-bearer to slayhim , or should himself fall upon his own

sword ? It was indeed a day of darkness and ofcalamity to

Israel. The inhabitants of the adjacent cities forsook themand

fled, and the Philistines came and dwelt in them .

The sad intelligence was brought to David and his compan

ions at Ziklag, a place three days'journey from the plain of bat

tle towards the South West. It was communicated by an

Amalekite, who claimed to have slain Saul at his own request,

and produced his crown and bracelet as tokens of the truth of

bis words.|| The blow was sudden, and probably unexpected.

“ Then David took hold on his clothes, and rent them ; and

likewise all the men that were with him. And they mourned

* 1 Sam. 28 : 19.

+ 1 Sam. 29: 1. Perhaps the fountain mentioned by Dr Richard

son ; see Bibl. Repos. I. p. 601.

| 1 Sam. 31: 1 . § 1 Sam. 30 : 1.

|| The seeming inconsistency of the Amalekite's narrative with

1 Sam. 31 : 4–6, may be removed in two ways ; either by supposing

the Amalekite to have invented his story in the hope of obtain

ing favour with David ; or by supposing that Saul did not immediate

ly die after falling on his own sword , but rose up again. The latter

would seem to be implied in the language ascribed to Saul in

2 Sam . 1 : 9, and also from v, 10.
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and wept, and fasted until even , for Saul and for Jonathan bis

son , and for the people of the Lord, and for the house of Israel;

because they were fallen by the sword . ” In immediate con

nexion withthis, the sacred historian proceeds to say : “ And

David lamented this lament over Saul and over Jonathan his son .

Also be bade teach the children of Judah [this song of] THE

Bow :* lo ! it is written in the book of Jasher ." +

From a review of all the circumstances, it is apparent, that

although in bewailing the calamities of his country, the poet

would naturally be led to introduce Saul as its prince and

champion, yet his thoughts would instinctively turn to his tried

and faithful friend and brother, the affectionate, the heroic Jona

than , the pride of his country, thus cut off with bis brave com

panions by an untimely fate . We are now prepared to enter

upon this pathetic Lamentation .

DAVID'S LAMENT.

2 SAM. 1 : 19-27 .

לָלָחָךיֶתֹומָּב־לַעלֵאָרְׂשִייִבְצַה19

:םיִרֹוּבִגּולְפָנְךיֵא

תַגְבּודיִגַּת־לַא20

ןֹולְקְׁשַאתצּוחְּבּורְטַבְּת־לַא

םיִּתְׁשִלְּפתֹונְּבהָנְחַמְׂשִּת־ןֶּפ

:םיִלֵרֲעָהתֹונְּבהָנְזֹלֲעַּת־ןֶּפ

ַעּבְלִּגַביֵרָה21

םֶכיֵלֲערָטָמ־לַאְולַט־לַא

תומּוְרְתיֵדְׂשּו

* See Calmet, art. Bow .

+ See Bibl. Repos. III. p. 726. The miserable forgery under the

name Book of Jasher, gotup in England a century since and recently

attempted to be revived, has been fully exposed by Mr Horne.
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םיִרֹוּבִּגןֵגָמלַעְגִנםָׁשיִּכ

4ןֶמָּׁשַּבַחיִׁשָמיִלְּבלּואָׁשןֵגָמ

םיִרֹוּבִּגבֶלֵחֵמםיִלָלֲחםַדְמ22

רֹוחָאגֹוׂשָנאֹלןָתָנֹוהְיתֶׁשֶק

:םָקיֵרבּוׁשָתאֹללּואָׁשבֶרֶחְו

םֶהיֵּיַחְּבםִמיִעְנַהְוםיִבָהֶאָּנַהןָתָנֹוהיִולּואָׁש23

ּודָרְפִנאֹלםָתֹומְבּו

ּוּפםיִרְטנמ

:ּורֵבָּגתֹויָרֲאמ

הָניֶכְּבלּואָׁש־לֶאלֵאָרְׂשִיתֹוכְּב24

םיִנָדֲע־םִעיִנָטםֶכְׁשִּבְלַּמַה

:ןֶכְׁשּובְללַעבָהָזיִדֲעהֶלֲעַּמַה

הָמָחְלִּמַהְךֹותְּבםיִרֹוּבִגּולְפָנְךיֵא25

:לָלָחָךיֶתֹומָּבלַעןָתָנֹוהְי

ןָתָנֹוהְייִחָאָךיֶלָעיִל־רַצ26

דאְמיִלָּתְבַעְּב

יִלָךְתָבֲהַאהָתַאלפנ

:םיִׁשָנתַבֲהַאמ

םיִרֹוּבִגּולְפָנְךיֵא27

:המָחְלִמיֵלְכּודְבאֹּיַו
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David's Lament.

TRANSLATION .

19 Beauty of Israel, slain upon thy mountains !

How are the mighty fallen !

20 Tell it not in Gath,

Publish it not in the streets of Askelon ;

Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice,

Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph.

21 Mountains of Gilboa !

No dew, nor rain upon you,

Nor fields of offerings !

For there was cast away the shield of the mighty,

The shield of Saul not anointed with oil .

22 From the blood of the slain , from the flesh of the mighty,

The bow of Jonathan turned not back,

The sword of Saul returned not in vain .

23 Saul and Jonathan were loving and pleasant in their lives,

And in their death they were not divided .

They were swifter than eagles,

They were stronger than lions.

24 Daughters of Israel ! weep over Saul ;

Who clothed you in scarlet with delights,

Who put ornaments of gold upon your apparel.

25 How are the mighty fallen in the midst of the battle !

O Jonathan, slain upon thy mountains !

26 Wo is me for thee, my brother Jonathan !

Very pleasant hast thou been to me ;

Thy love to me was wonderful,

Passing the love of women !

27 How are the mighty fallen !

And the weapons of war perished !
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NOTES.

The preceding arrangement of the poem shows that it is not less

perfect in external symmetry, than in surpassing tenderness. It

opens with an exclamation, addressed to the friend and brother

fallen with his brave companions in battle upon their nativemoun

tains ; and this is repeated as a refrain or burden with slight vari

ations, v . 25 , 27. Compare Ps. 42: 5 , 11 , 43: 5. The whole

lament is full of similar prosopopæia and exclamation ; see v. 20,

21 , 24 , 26 .

Verse 19. Beauty of Israel, i. e. Jonathan, the ornament and

pride of the nation ; comp. v. 25 , where in the same refrain the

name of Jonathan is substituted . Besides this requirement of

poetical symmetry , it accords with nature that the first burst of

grief should address itself directly to the beloved object. The

form 8.1, with the article , also indicates the vocative; Gesen .

Lehrgeb. p. 654. 4. Stuart 412. d . The word properly sig

nifies beauty , ornament, glory, pride ; e . g. Is . 13: 19, Babylon is

nissan ax , the glory of kingdoms. Ez. 20 : 6, 15 , the land of

Israel is nix7 , the glory ofall lands. Dan . 11 : 16,

41 , 247 , land of beauty, is put for the land of Israel ; and

so 3 % alone, Dan. 8 : 9.

Arab.

nifies also a gazelle, one of the fleetest and most beautiful of the

antelope tribe, and the frequent emblem of beauty and graceful

ness among oriental poets. Thus Cant. 2: 9, “ My beloved is like

the gazelle ;" comp. Prov. 5: 19. Hence some have here translat

ed : Gazelle of Israel, slain upon thy mountains ! The figure is

exceedingly beautiful; and were the gratification of taste alone

concerned , I would not scruple to adopt this rendering. But af

ter long hesitation, it seemsto me that the other line of the refrain,

as also the variation in v. 25, requires here the more literal sense ;

especially as the gazelle is properly the emblem of delicacy and

grace, not ofmanly strength and valour.

I have preferred the word 'mountains' to high places,' because

the latter in the common usage of our version refers to idolatrous

worship. For the use of niza to designate mountains, comp.

Num. 21:28, 7777 nina, mountains of Arnon.
Jer. 26 : 18,

an nina 027 19 , the mount of the temple [ shall become as

forest mountains. Mic. 3: 12. Ez . 36: 2, coll. v . 1 .

VOL. IV. No. 15 .
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The form 3317 signifies properly pierced ; hence it takes in gen

eral the sense of wounded, Job 24: 12. Ps. 69: 27. Jer. 51 : 52 ;

and also slain , Num . 19:16. Deut . 21 : 1 , 2 , 3 , 6.

Having thus endeavoured to vindicate the correct poetical sense

of this verse, it remains to observe, that interpreters in all ages

have differed very much in the application of the words * 7 .

3700 ?. Their variousopinions may be ranged under three clas
ses, viz .

i . Those which adhere to the literal sense of 2 % , beauty , glo

ry , etc. and mostly make it in the vocative. It is then variously

applied, viz . ( 1.) To God ; thus Junius and Tremellius : O decus

Israelis, in excelsis tuis confossi, etc. ( 2. ) To the heroes of Is

rael collectively, or perhaps to Saul and Jonathan in particular ;
so the Vulg. Inclyti Israel, super montes tuos interfecti sunt. But

Luther takes it in the nominative : Die Edelsten in Israel sind auf

deiner Höhe erschlagen. ( 3.) To the land of Israel ; so the Engl.

Bibles of 1589, 1599, etc. O noble Israel, he [Saul ] is slain upon

thy high places, etc. ( 4. ) To mount Gilboa, by Prof. Stuart ; see

his Course of Heb. Study , p. 131 .

2. Those which take ay in the sense of gazelle. The Syriac

version first exhibits this interpretation, in the vocative form , but

with nothing to shew whether it is addressed to Saul or Jonathan :

Gazelle of Israel, the slain are on thy mountains . In this it is fol

lowed by the Arabic of the Polyglott. Among modern interpre

ters, Le Clerc seems to have been the first who adopted this

sense ; he translates thus: O caprea Israelis, etc. referring it to

Saul. Michaelis , following in part the Syriac, has given to the

whole an interrogative form , referring it to Jonathan : Ist das

Reh Israels auf deinen Höhen geschlagen ? This view seems at

one time to have been adopted by Gesenius, who makes the 7 in

77 , interrogative ; Lehrgeb. p. 657. 2. 6 : Augusti and De

Wette drop the interrogation : Das Reh, O Israel, blütet auf
deinen Höhen . The translation which coincides nearest with the

general view I have given above, is that of Dr Geddes in his ver

sion, Lond . 1792—7, viz . O antelope of Israel, pierced on thine

oun mountains ! It may be proper to remark, that I was not

aware of this partial coincidence until more than three years after
my own views had become fixed .

3. By a verysingular variation , the Seventy appear to have read

5937 instead of " , and have translated thus : Ernawoov 'lo

ραήλ υπέρ των τεθνηκότων επί τα ύψη σου τραυματιών, i . e.

Erect, Israel, a pillar for the slain , etc. This is followed sub

stantially by the Targum of Jonathan ; and also by C. Thomson

in his English version.

Whatever of beauty or propriety there may be in any of these
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interpretations individually considered , the reasons above adduced,

and especially the poetical symmetry and parallelism, seem to be

decisive, that the appellation, “Beauty of Israel, " can here appro

priately and exclusively be applied only to Jonathan .

VERSE 20. This burst of patriotic feeling is best illustrated by

the similar history ofthe Israelites after the death of Goliath and

the defeat of the Philistines, 1 Sam 18 : 6 sq.
“ The women came

out of all the cities of Israel , singing and dancing , with tabrets,

with joy , and with instruments of music. And the women an

swered as they played , and said :

“ Saul hath slain his thousands,

And David his ten thousands.”

VERSE 21. An imprecation against the mountains of Gilboa as

the scene of carnage ; not in the abrupt and vehement manner of

the curse of Meroz in the Song of Deborah, Judg. 5: 23 , but rather

in a wild and plaintive strain of sad emotion . The plural is here

used in allusion, probably , to the different peaks into which the

range of Gilboa is divided, some of which rise to the height of one

thousand feet above the Jordan .* For the construct form before

, see Gesen.Lehrg. p. 679. Stuart'sHeb. Gram . 432.

Fields of offerings imply fertile fields, producing the best and

earliest fruits, such as one might bring in sacrifice to God .

The remainder of this verse seems to allude to that state of des

pondency and anguish of mind , in which Saul and the children

of Israel entered into battle. No joyful anticipations, no forebod

ings of triumph were there; the Lord had forsaken them, and it

had already been announced to Saul , that he and his sons should

fall, and Israel be made captive. With what heart could even

brave men fight under such circumstances ? They could only yield

to their fate ; they rushed unprepared to the battle ; they fought

but the shield of the mighty was cast away !

The last line of the verse I have left ambiguous, precisely as it

stands in the Hebrew. The epithet not anointed with oil, may re

fer either to the shield , or to Saul himself. If to the former, it

presents another trait of Saul's despondency , that in his despair

and anguish he neglected duly to prepare his armour and to anoint

his shield before the battle . Compare Is.21 : 5 , where the prophet,

in announcing the sudden attack of Cyrus , makes the watchmen

exclaim to the princes of Babylon, “ Arise, anoint the shield ! ” as a

preparation for instant fight. Jarchi says “ Shields were made of

tanned hides, and were anointed with oil in order to render them

smooth ;" as also to make them more compact and firm ,and to pre

vent the breaking and decay of the leather. See Gesen. Comm . on

* Bibl. Repos. I. p . 599. Rosenm . Bibl . Geogr. II . i . p . 111 .
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Is. 21 : 5. So the Sept. θυρεος Σαούλ ουκ εχρίσθη εν ελαίω..

The only apparent objection to this interpretation lies in the use

of the form una , which is nowhere else applied to things, but

always to persons, with the idea of consecration to some particular

office or duty.

In this last manner have all the versions , except the Septuagint,

understood a"vra in this passage asreferring to Saul ; and to com

plete the sense, have mostly supplied the particle of comparison

before viz . “ The shield of Saulas if not anointed with
oil ;" i . e. aš if he were not the Lord's anointed , as though he

were a common man . This gives a sense entirely appropriate and

poetical ; and such an omission of is not unusual. Thus Ps.
11 : 1 , Flee as a bird to your mountain . Is. 51 : 12, man, who

shall be made as grass . Job 24 : 5. Nah . 3 : 12 , 13. So the Vul

gate , quasi ; and so most modern versions . On the other hand,

the Targum of Jonathan , the Syriac , and the Arabic, omit the

negative, and render thus : “ The shield of Saul , the anointed

with oil ;" i . e . the Lord's anointed .—Junius and Tremellius give

a different turn to the idea , by taking 27 not as a negative, but

in the sense of consumption, destruction, as in Is. 38: 17 ; hence

their version is : per consumtionem ejus qui unctus erat deo. Dr

Geddes would read forsa , on mere conjecture, and translates :
“ The shield of Saul , the ariñour of the anointed ,” etc.

In this verse Saul is made prominent by the poet, as being king,

and therefore the champion and representativeof Israel .

Verse 22. Saul and Jonathan as warriors. The word sig

nifies literally fat ; but as connected in parallelism with 7 , blood,

it means fleshyfibre, flesh. A striking illustration of this whole

poetical figure, as also of theuse of the wordsflesh and blood in

this connexion, is found in Deut. 32 : 42, 27 ADUN

wa sokn, I will make my arrows drunk with blood ,my sword

shäll devour flesh. Compare also Shakspeare in Henry IV , " Full
bravely hast thou flesh'd thy maiden sword .” David probably

chose the word aan in preference to wr,on account of its re
semblance in sound to the form 7 , sword, in the corresponding

parallel clause , -a reason which did not exist in the different con

struction of Moses' song. Compare also aun , Ps . 78 : 31. Is.
10: 16.

Verse 23. Saul and Jonathan as affectionate and amiable in

their mutual private relations. Parent and child , they loved each

other in life, and were also one in death . Their uncommon phy

sical powers are also beautifully described .

Verse 24. For the invocation of the daughters of Israel to
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etc.

weep over Saul, compare the expression of our Lord, Luke 23:28,

Daughters of Jerusalem , weep not for me," etc. Comp. also

Judg. 11: 40. The idea implied is, that under Saul the land had

attained to such a degree of wealth and prosperity, that elegance

and splendour of dress were within the reach of all. Scarlet was

the favourite colour of the wealthy and noble ; see Prov. 31 : 21 .

Lam. 4: 5. Dan. 5 : 7, 16, 29. This appeal to the instinctive taste

of the sex , well comports with the general character of oriental

females ; compare Judg . 5 : 28 sq . Bibl . Repos. I. p. 608 sq .

The expression 673by , with delights, means probably as in

the English version, with other delights,' i. e . he procured them

other delicacies, enjoyments, It
may however be taken as in

the place of an adjective, for delightful, pleasing, qualifying

scarlet ; this however is less usual ; comp. Gesen. Lehrg . p. 646.

4. Stuart's Heb. Gram. 9 442.- The form bawa?, is Particip .

Hiph . with Suff. of 2 plur. masc. applied to females; see the same

usage in Ruth 1: 8 , 9 , 11, 13. Ex. 1: 21. Judg. 19: 24. al. Ge

sen . Lehrgeb. p. 731. 2. a . Stuart's Heb. Gram. $ 476. b,

VERSE 25. See on v. 19, and the introduction . The initial

verse of the poem is here repeated as a refrain , and the national

part of the lament may be said to be closed.

VERSE 26. The poet now in a few touching words of exquisite

pathos , gives utterance to his own private sorrow.

sive cox of the Hebrew cannot well be given in English. As

most nearly corresponding to it I have chosen our plaintive old

Saxon , Wo is me for thee, from the old English version in the edi

tions of 1584–99 , etc.

Verse 27. The refrain is varied by the omission of the per

sonal address, and the substitution of a different parallel clause.

The expres
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ART. V. - LITERARY NOTICES.

By the Editor.

I. The Zend Language and Zend -Avesta . From Prof.

Kosegarten.

In our second Number, Vol. I. p. 407, is a notice

respecting the Zend-Avesta, its antiquity and authority ,and the

general merits of the translation by Anquetil du Perron ; as

also respecting the proposed publication of the original by Prof.

J. Olshausen of Kiel , in which we regret to learn that no pro

gress has been made beyond the Fasciculus there announced .

In the mean time, however, the same labour has been undertaken

in France, by the distinguished oriental scholar Eugene Burnouf,

who is proceeding with more rapidity in giving to the public a

litho-autographic copy of the Parisian manuscript, underthe ti

tle : Vendidad Sade, l'un des livres de Zoroastre. Publié

d'après le manuscrit Zend de la bibliothèque du Roi. Texte

Zend. Livraison 1–8. Paris 1830—33. fol. pp. 448. The

following remarks upon the publications of Burnouf and Olshau

sen , are from the pen of Prof. Kosegarten , one of the most

learned and judicious of oriental scholars ; and their value is en

hanced not only by the critical estimate given of Anquetil's ver

sion, but also by the information afforded as to the nature and

character of the Zend language, and the sources from which an

acquaintance with it is to be derived . The remarks are ex

tracted from an article in the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung for

June 1833, Nos. 96, 97 .

“ In the zeal with which the study of oriental philology is at

present pursued, it was to be expected, that new attention and

a thorough investigation would soon be applied to the ancient

religiousbooks of the Persians ; which were first introduced to

us by Anquetil du Perron, and which we call Zend-Avesta .

That Anquetil's translation of these books was in many places

paraphrastic, uncertain , and unsatisfactory, was indeed very ob

vious from the notes which he inserted by way of philological

illustration in the margin of his work . In these the uncertainty

of his exposition is constantly conspicuous, so soon as he makes

any attempt at etymological explanation, as also when he often
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says, Ces paroles peuvent se rendre encore de cette manière, or

Ou pourroit encore traduire ainsi. Anquetil never gives any

explanation in respect to thegrammatical character of ihe Zend

in its details ; nor has he left behind any lexicographical at

tempts in regard to that language . The meagre vocabularies

printed in his work were not composed by him, but merely

copied in India ; and they are so imperfect, that neither the

grammatical endings nor other forms are properly distinguished .

We find in them everywhere such specifications as the follow

ing would be in a Latin vocabulary, viz. hominum , man ; tibi,

thou ; nostrum , I ; purusque, pure ; venisti, to come. These

vocabularies were probably taken from some kind of interlinear

version of the Zend text ; they are properly glosses. Anquetil

undoubtedly made his translation chiefly in accordance with an

oral interpretation, which the Parsees at Surat repeated to him.

He appears never to have attained to any real acquaintance

with the grammatical forms of the Zend language ; since he

has so frequently in his version utterly neglected them . This

careless mode of pursuing the study of philology deserves in

himn indeed a milder censure ; because in his time the exact

and critical mode of studying languages demanded nowadays,

was wholly unknown, and all the more important helps and pre

paratory labours were still entirely wanting .

“ The first requisite in order to render the study of the Zend

text possible, naturally was to make this text accessible to the

public by the aid of printing or lithography ; since it can be in

the power of very few scholars to make use of the manuscripts

existing at Paris, Copenhagen, and Oxford. This task of mul

tiplying copies of the text, the editors of the two works above

mentioned have undertaken ; both of them with the help of

lithography, although the preparation of Zend types for printing

cannot be attended with any great difficulty or expense, and

has in fact already been accomplished in Berlin. * Indeed, the

Zend alphabet contains by no means so great a nunber of let

ters and signs, as for instance the Arabic or the Devanagari for

the Sanscrit.

“ M. Burnouf has advanced the farthest in his lithographic la

bours. Hegives a facsimile oftheParis manuscript, which contains

the Vendidad Sade in the order preferred by the present Parsees,

* These types are found in Bopp's Vergleichende Grammatik der

Sanskrit, Zeni , Griechischen , Lateinischen, etc. Berlin 1833.
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viz . so that the three books Izeshne, Vispered, and Vendidad

are section -wise mingled together. The Izeshne we know is

divided intosections called Hâs, the Vispered into Kardes, and

the Vendidad into Fargards. These Hâs, Kardes and Far

gards stand in the Paris manuscript all mixed up together .

The editor announces , that he intends also to give hereafter a

new translation of the Vendidad Sade, with a commentary. In

this he will be able to avail himself with great advantage of a

Sanscrit version of the Izeshne at Paris, which appears to be

very literal , and has been described by him in the Journal A

siatique.' This Sanscrit version was made by a Parsee named

Nerioseng, about three centuries ago ; and M. Burnouf has al

ready announced his intention of publishing it . In his edition

of the Zend text, M. Burnouf gives only the text of a single

manuscript, without meddling at all with various readings.

“ Prof. Olshausen gives in bis edition , which also is litho

graphic, only the book Vendidad, exclusive of the Izeshne and

the Vispered. We have here consequently the_text of the

Vendidad continuously, and divided only into its Fargards, as

we find it in Anquetil's French version. In the margin the ed

itor has subjoined various readings derived from another Paris

manuscript ; it is matter of surprise, that he has not also made

use of the Copenhagen manuscripts . The selection of a text

among these various readings, must of course, in our present

imperfect acquaintance with the Zend language, be very much

a matter of hazard ; still, theaddition of these readings is at all

events to be commended . The letters and strokes in Olshau

sen's edition are smaller and more distinct than in that of Bur

nouf. The first part or fasciculus of the former, which appear

ed in 1929, extends only to the fourth Fargard of the Vendi

dad, which contains in all twenty -two Fargards. Since that

time nothing further of this edition has appeared, so far as I

know ; nor do I know whether it will be continued . The edi

tor promised also an Apparatus criticus et lexicalis.

"The sources from which we may derive aid in investigating

the Zend language are at present the following : Anquetil's

translation of the Zend-Avesta ; the Zend and Pehlvi vocabu

laries communicated by him , and many others of the same kind

which lie in manuscript at London and Copenhagen ; the San

scrit translation of the Izeshne by Nerioseng ; the Pehlvi copies

of the Zend books ; and finally the comparison of the Zend with

the Sanscrit, which has been recently applied, particularly by
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Bopp, with great success. The Zend indeed , in its roots and

in its grammatical forms, is a near sister of the Sanscrit ; and

hence also its affinity with the Greek, Latin , and Gothic , is a

natural consequence .

“Works which have recently appeared and which afford aid

for the illustration of the Zend text, are the following. Rask

in bis treatise : Ueber das Alter und die Aechtheit der Zend

sprache, Berlin 1826, has given the pronunciation and power of

the Zend letters more exactly and correctly, than had been

doneby Anquetil. Bohlen in his essay : De origine linguae
Zendicae, Königsb. 1831 , has instituted many comparisons of

Zend words and grammatical forms with those of the Sanscrit
and modern Persian ; but has built too much upon Zend words

which are often incorrectly explained in Anquetil's vocabularies.

Burnouf, in the Journal Asiatique, ' 1829, has explained sev

eral passages of the Zend text with the help of the Sanscrit

version ofNerioseng, and has added some general remarks on

several grammatical peculiarities of the Zend ; he has also done

the like in a review of Bohlen's essay in the Journal des Sa

vans' for Aug. 1832. Bopp, however, has in this respect ac
complished more than all others, in several articles in the Ber

liper Jahrbücher,' and in the later portions of his Grammatica

critica linguae Sanscritae. He bas pointed out the relation of

many Zend forms to the corresponding Sanscrit forms, and has

accurately explained many single passages of the Zend text,

thus correcting the translation of Anquetil . He also has first

pointed out the mythological affinity between the Zend doctrines

and those of India ; e . g . with reference to the Indian beings Fa

ma, Aswinas, Writrahan, which re-appear in the Zend-Avesta ; to

which mythological affinities Burnouf has also quite recently ad

ded some others, e. g . with reference to Gershasp i.

shaswa, Elborsh i.q. Wrihat, andothers. The Vergleichende

Grammatik of Bopp, however, (mentioned in the preceding
.note , affords still more complete exhibitions of the Zend forms ;

and properly so, since the Zend now constitutes an important
member in the Indo- European family of languages.

“ By the use of the helps already extant for the study of the

Zend text, we are able in many parts to understand the text

perſectly, and to give an exact and sufficiently certain account

of the grammatical form of each single word. But we often

find ourselves brought to a stand, especially by roots and words
peculiar to the Zend, which are not contained in the kindred
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languages, and the signification of which cannot with certainty

be assumed from the connexion nor from Anquetil's translation.

The Zend, in its grammatical forms, is occasionally more com

plete and antique than the Sanscrit, and agrees sometimes with

the more ancient Veda-Sanscrit ; sometimes however the Zend

terminations are already much abraded, and many case - endings

have thus come to have the same sound . The same relation

in respect to forms still entire, is found in many ancient kindred

languages ; one language or dialect has retained the antique

shape in one form ; another dialect has it no longer in this same

form, but in another ; while neither has , more than the other, the

stamp of antiquity throughout. The Zend words seem to be

tolerably rich in vowels ; inashiuch as the Zend loves to insert;

first, a short a before another 'vowel ; and , secondly, a short i in

a syllable, when the following syllable ends with i ore. E. g .

Sanscrit. Zend .

giri gairi mountain .

sreshta sraesta . better.

été aétê these, hi.

étéshâm aélaéshâm of these, horum .

api aipi also .

bharati baraiti he bears, fert.”

.

.

. .

The remainder of Prof. Kosegarten's article is occupied with

critical discussions upon quite a number of passagesofthe Zend

Avesta, and the consequent correction of Anquetil's version :

These discussions may very properly be subjoined to the list of

helps above given by himself.

II. German Philosophy. From the German of Prof. F. E.

Beneke, of Berlin .

The following remarks will perhaps be interesting to some of

our readers , as presenting the German pbilosophy in contrast

with the prevailing systems in England and America, and thus

exhibiting in a more tangible form some of the peculiar character

istics of the former. We translate them from a review of Prof.

Upham's work : Elements ofMentul Philosophy, contained in

the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung of Halle for July 1833, Erg:

Bl . Nos. 66 , 67. The article is by Prof. Beneke, bimself a

very respectable writer on philosophy ; and while he does justice

to the merits of the work in pointof ability , he takes occasion, in

remarking upon it, to state occasionally the doctrines of Ger
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man philosophers on the various topics in question . We give

here the introduction and conclusion of the article ; the remain

der is chiefly an analytical statement of the contents of the work

reviewed.

“ In the mode of treating philosophy also, every nation devel

opes a peculiar character, precisely corresponding to that which

is manifested by it in the other departments of life. Among the

English there predominates a cautious collection and analysis of

the results of experience, not exactly deep and discriminating,

but exercised with great good sense and to a comprehensive

extent, and applied more particularly to the feelings and other

immediate forms of conviction . On the other hand, we find

prominent among theFrench only single ideas, partly borrowed

from others, and partly first presented in the form ofhasty sug

gestions, but arranged together with piquancy and clothed in a

splendid rhetoric . The Italians in recent times seem to have

made it their chief employment, to siſt with acuteness what has

been advanced by other nations, and thus prepare it for an ap

propriate general survey . We Germans, finally, are , on the one

hand, also here the learned — more comprehensive than other

nations, although of late somewhat restricted in consequence of

an overweening self -estimation -- while on the other hand, there

certainly lies in our philosophicalefforts a more perfect norm or

rule both of proof (Begründung) and of deduction ( Ableitung),

than in those of any other nation . Hitherto , indeed , we have not

arrived at any proper materials, any sure foundation, for the ap

plication of this norm ; but have for the most part only built up

castles of shade and mist in the air.

“ In like manner the North Americans, after having once be

gun to occupy themselves in earnest with philosophy, have im

pressed upon this occupation likewise their own peculiar nation

al character. Being themselves in general only a branch of an

European people, their philosophy also has as yet presented

nothing in any way original. Not only, indeed , do they with

great diligence appropriate to themselves whatever of philosoph

ical knowledge is any where brought to light, and especially in

their mother country ; and exhibit, in the selection of that which

they thus appropriate, the same strong good sense which is ap

parent in their political institutions ; but we also see them apply

ing what they have thus gained, so immediately and to such an

extent to practical life, that it is very evident, they have sought

this knowledge from the very first only with a view to this ap
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plication . An article in the North American Review,* which

- we saw not long since, attempts in the introduction to excite a

taste for a more zealous and persevering study of philosophy,
than has hitherto prevailed in the United States. A German

would at once have broken out into dithyrambics on the divine

sublimity of this science , and have hurried the reader away into

its celestial regions. But how is it with the American ? We see

him examining through several pages, how the principle of the

association of ideas is, and may be made, just as powerful in

controlling the intellectual and moral world, as the principle of

the power ofsteam for operating upon the material world. Sup

posing, ' he says, all that has been written and said about the

principle of the association of ideas had been suppressed , can it

be conceived , that every individual in the world at this moment

would have been equally wise and skilful, equally happy and vir

tuous ?–Of two orators, in other respects equal, which should

we most confidently select for the management of a cause, one

who has been taught the doctrine of association and all its known

relations and effects, or one who only instinctively and uncon

sciously acts upon it ? To us there seems a vast accession of

power and resources placed at the disposal of the former.

When gloomy thoughts overshadow and oppress the soul , the

well educated man, who happily has not neglected the science

of the mind, recollects what he has been taught in books, and in

the lecture room, concerning continued trains of ideas, and the

power of the associating principle. He therefore seizes the as

sistance of this intellectual instrument to lead his attention to

wards brighter objects of contemplation , and thus to dissipate

his gloom . And this he does with much more avidity and effect,

than the untutored son of sorrow, who, unacquainted with the

whole nature and extent of the blessed power within him , makes

perhaps, or perhaps not , a few faint efforts, which instinct may

benevolently prompt, to turn the train of his ideas and feelings,

but soon again desperately yields up his soul to its fixed and

haunting agony. ' So too the influence of this principle in all

literary labours is described as vast; and the reviewer goes on

to suggest how much is still to be done in the way of experiment,

in respect not only to this , but to a hundred other similar rela

tions.

6. The same fundamental character we find in the work be

* Vol. XIX. No. 45. p. 4 sq.
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fore us. Written for students, it lays no claim to originality ;

the author professes only to give a condensed and impartial sur

vey of that which is received as clearly and certainly knowo by

the most distinguished philosophical thinkers of all nations.

“ In general,—and this was for the writer the most interest

ing point in the book,—it is hardly possible to conceive of a

more thorough-going contrast , than exists between the mode of

treating philosophy bere exhibited , and that which prevails

among us Germans . While in Germany, generally speaking ,

in philosophy, the proof (Begründung) from experience, as be

longing to a certain common ground , is put under a sort of ban ;

wefind the author of this work referring every thing back to ex

perience, not only in general, but with a very decided preſer

ence to external experience . - If, further, an analytical division

(Eintheilung) is to be introduced , or the analytical exhibition

of a complex whole (Darlegung eines Mannichfaltigen ) , we Ger

mans take it for granted from the very outset, even before half

the materials, or subject to be thus divided or exhibited , are in

our possession , that the division or exhibition will be absolutely

exhausting, and eternally immutable,-an eternity, it is true,

wbich not seldom finds its end with the next Leipsic fair . On

the other hand, the American author, inclining too far on the

opposite extreme, never makes completeness and the final set

tling of a question even so much as his aim ; but every where

contents himself with saying, he will by no means maintain that

this or that may not be added to his enumeration , or that a more

appropriate arrangement may not be given to it.
排* 基

" In all this, it has anew occurred to the writer, how great an

unanimity is manifested in the developements ofthe modern and

most recent philosophy among all nations; however much they

may appear to the superficial observer to stand in entire con

tradiction with each other. The view which, through a species of

misapprehension , was found in Locke's Essay on the Human

Understanding, that all human knowledge comesfrom without,

was pressed to its extreme point by Condillac , Hume, and some

others. Hence arose a reaction, in Scotland through Reid, in

Germany through Kant ; in so far as it was maintained, that for

the production of all knowledge certain primitive elements, orig

inating from our own minds, must be superadded as equally es
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sential. Now that, according to Kant, these mental or spiritual

elements consist mostly in conceptions (Begriffe ) ; or according

to the doctrines of the Scottish school have all of them a more

special and immediate form ; is surely only a subordinate differ

ence, in respect to which both parties may perhaps be about

equally right and equally wrong. ' The fact that Kant under

takes to exbibit these principles of our knowledge in a complete

scheme, according to a peculiar principle of deduction, while the

Scottish school only places them together at random , testifies

certainly to a more systematic spirit in the former ; although

in respect to the results, this is of no great importance, so long as

the truth of the whole mode of exhibition must still be consider

ed as problematical. In short, the essential view at bottom is

on both sides precisely the same ; whether we call the original

suggestion , ' in which both agree , by the names of reine an

schauung and Katagorieen (pure intuition and categories ), or

constitution of mind, judgments of nature, relative suggestions,
etc. But against this reaction , a new and highly important fur

ther reaction has taken place . The question , namely , arises,

whether these primitive elements, thus superadded from the hu

man mind for the production of knowledge , are really originally

given in the mind as a something already complete ; or whether

they are not perhaps, at least the greater part of them , first

formed in the developement of the human soul; so that conse

quently the imparting of them may be not original, but have

taken place later. This is the great problemn, with which we

now see the philosophical investigations of every country occu

pied . Along with this effort, moreover, to prove what has been

held as original to be something first developed, inquiries have

not stopped short at these forms of pure intuition , categories,

relative suggestions, etc. but every thing which has been adduced

asin any way or form born in or with the human soul, has been

subjected to this examination . This is especially true of the so

called abstract powers orfaculties, which have been introduced

into the science from the popular view of physical developement.

Thus we see them attacked in Italyby Romagnosi ; in England,

Dr Brown in his Lectures, as also in his Sketch of the Philoso

phy of the Human Mind, has shown that several of these repu

ted original powers are to be referred to the joint operation of

others ; the author of the work before us also in several places

declares himself not indisposed to such a derivation ; while

among us in Germany war has been declared by Herbart against
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all abstract faculties, as also, in a different way; by the writer:

Yea, even our German speculative systems have obviously the

same tendency ; inasmuch as they no longer admit, in order for

the production of knowledge, a mere flowing together of a dead

existing form with the objective elements, but only a living plas

tic motion . Their chief error is, that they have carried out

that in a fantastic imaginative manner, which , if carried out by

means of a cautious analysis of the results of experience, will

form the immutable basis of future psychology, and cast a light

as yet unthought of, upon every departmentof life.

“ Thus, then, that perplexing contradiction of philosophical de

velopements, which seems to shut out from the future every

prospect of unanimity, exists only so long as we are unable to

penetrate the external shell and arrive at the kernel ; while in

this kernel we perceive such an unanimity in fact already so far

prepared , that we may hope the time is not far distant,when it

will shoot forth into light, and then rapidly spring up and bring

forth rich blossoms and precious fruit. "

III. Additional Notices on Slavic Literature.

The reviewer ofSchaffarik's Geschichte der Slavischen Litera

tur in the Vienna Jahrbücher, Vol . XXXVII, 1927, evidently

a profound Slavic scholar, rejects several of the opinions adopt

ed in that work, and calls in question many others, some of

which have been followed by the writer of the preceding sketch

of the History of Slavic Literature. According to his view,

and in this he is not alone ,—the dialect of the Bulgarians,* the

Slavic • Lingua Romana ,' ought to have been treated as a sep

arate language, distinct from the Servian branch,--with more

right, indeed, than the Slovakish can be separated from the Bo

hemian. But the amount of certain information which we

yet possess respecting this dialect, is so small, that even an er

ror concerning it would be very excusable. The same review

er states, that the ancient manuscript in prose, mentioned on p.

427, has since been proved to be spurious. He also declares

the signification assigned to the appellative • Lekh, Lekhes,' on

p. 472, to be a mistake, without however giving the true ety

mology and meaning in its place .

In addition to what is said in respect to the early Polish lit

* Page 334, 400, above.
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erature, p . 480, it may be added, that in 1828 a manuscript of

A. D. 1453 was published under the title ; Pamientniki Jancza

ra , etc. i . e. Journal of a Polish Nobleman,' who was induced

by circumstances to enter the Turkish army during the siege

and conquest of Constantinople. This work, besides containing

some important historical information, is of still greater interest

in respect to the Polish language, of which there exist so few

ancient monuments ; and which has altered so much , that it

was found requisite to add a version in modern Polish , in order

to render the work intelligible .

Atthe close of the History of Polish literature, it ought to

have been mentioned, that in consequence of the late insurrec

tion , the universities of Wilna and Warsaw have been suppressed,

and in their stead a new one established at Kief ; that, in order

to deprive the Polish youth of all means for an independent

national education , the great public library of Warsaw, as former

ly that of Zaluski , has been removed to St. Petersburg ; and,

finally, that all the institutions for public education at the ex
pense of the crown, have been removed to Russia .
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On the Doctrines taught in the Alexandrian School.

VI. ANTHROPOLOGY .

This term has been more frequently applied in respecto

man's physical than his moral nature. The latter use, howev

er, appears well established in Europe. The term seems as

much needed in the science of morals as of physiology, if we

would avoid the tedious, and often inaccurate or ambiguous,

circumlocutions that have been employed in its place. I am

therefore led to introduce it here, notwithstanding a deep dis

like to uncommon terms. If such a technical word shall be

found at all to aid us in the moral SCIENCE OF MAN, its office

will be good.

On this subject the sentiments of some of these Alexandri

an fathers have already been, in part, anticipated , while treating

on other topics, in a previous part of this essay .

Athenagoras. According to this teacher, men become “ vir

tuous or vicious, by their ownfree choice.” Their nature, in itself,

is good ; and sin arises from free will , corrupted by evil spirits.

Although the same power of reason is common to all, yet

they are severally borne away, in diverse directions, as each

Vol. IV. No. 16 . 79
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one is partly inclined by his own disposition , and partly influen

ced bythose evil genii, the prince ofmatter and his coadjutors.

And this happens to the soul, when it receives into itself the

animal spirit, and is ringled with it in a kind of union, not

looking upward to celestial things and their Maker, but wholly

downward to the terrestrial, and to the earth , as though it were

entirely flesh and blood , and no longer a pure spirit.” Such

declarations are, of course, made on the old assumption of the

three fold nature of man, as consisting of spirit, soul, and body.

This father, however , by no means supposed sin to proceed

from the body only; nor, on the other hand, that the mind

alone exercises virtue ; but that both proceed from both, or
from the whole man .

Clement. This father is more explicit on the threefold na

ture of man, as held to by the Platonists ; and according to

which, he interpreted the language of Scripture in many places .

In addition to the body, there is according to this writer the ra

tional soul , or mind, aoyuan wurń, voðs ; and the fleshly, bodily,

andirrational soul or spirit, σωματική ψυχή, πνεύμα άλογον, σαρ

κικόν.
. The bodily soul, or life, is made by God ; the mind,

the image of the hoyos, is breathed into man by God .

the soul is acknowledged to be the better part of man, and the

body the poorer . But neither is the soul morally good by

nature, nor the body morally bad by nature . Neither , indeed ,

is that forthwith evil, which is not good ; for there are certain

things which hold a middle place, both such as are naturally

good and such as are naturally bad , και προηγμένα και αποπρο

ηγμένα.'53

On freedom of will, he thus writes, immediately after speak

ing of a godly life : “ Now, any thing is in our power, when we

are equally the masters of that and of its opposite ; as, to pbi

losophize, or not ; and to believe, or to disbelieve. And what

is in our power , is found possible by our being equally masters

of each of the opposite things."4 And in another place, he con

tends, that “ neither praises, nor censures, nor honours, nor pun

ishments are just , if the soul has not the power of embracing or

shunning ; but the evil is involuntary . ' “ Hence," as he goes

on to argue, " whoever hinders any one from doing a thing, is

responsible for such hindrance ; but he who does not thus in

66 Yet,

1 Athen. Apol . c. 22, 23.

3 Strom . IV. 26 .

See Guer. II.
p. 104.

^ Strom. IV. 24 .
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terpose, may justly sit in judgment on the choice of the soul ;

so that God is notthe responsible cause of our sin . But since

free choice and voluntary seeking, are the commencement of sin ,

and a false notion sometimes prevails, which we through igno

rance neglect to abandon, punishments are therefore justly in

flicted . For to be sick of a fever is involuntary, but when one

brings a fever on himself, by his intemperance, we blame him .

Thus the evil may be involuntary, as no one chooses evil , sim

ply as evil; but drawn away by the pleasure that surrounds it,

supposing it good, he decides to embrace it . These things be

ing so, it is in our power to be free from ignorance and from an

evil though pleasing choice, and in spite of them , to refuse our

assent to these seductive illusions."

Passages like the above, are frequent in the ancient fathers ;

and theyamply prove, that these fathers held to a genuine free

will, in distinction from fate and from all constraint that would

interfere with such freedom . But, when detached portions of

these passages are brought, as they sometimes are, to prove that

the fathers, who lived before Augustine, held to such a freedom

of the will as to exclude the purposes, if not also the agency of

God , in respect to man's conduct, there is a sad mistake. Take,

for instance, the passage last quoted ; and we find, that instead

of human freedom's being asserted in opposition to God's fore

knowledge and purposes respecting sin, it is here asserted and

explained for the very purpose of vindicating the divine charac

ter against the charge, then frequently brought, and ever since

brought, against God , for not preventing sin , when he had it in

his power to prevent it . Clement had just spoken of one kind

of sin, “ the use which heathen philosophy had made of divine

truth , and which God foresaw and did not prevent, and that be

cause he had a good purpose for which he designed to overrule

the sin , though the perpetrator had a different and bad purpose . ”

At this he says, “ I know there are mul

titudes continually rising up against us and saying, that he who

does not prevent, is himself a responsible cause.” After dwell

ing on this position , and showing its absurdity in some respects,

he thus continues : 6 But ifwe must scrutinize the matter

closely, in opposition to these men, let them know, that, in what

we speak ofas taking place in theft, non -prevention, to ur xw

autixóv, is not at all a cause ; but prevention, (or that which is

stage of his argument,

1 Strom . I. 17.
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preventive,) to xmlıtıxóv, is liable to the responsibility of cau

sation . For he who shields one , is the cause of his not being

wounded, preventing him from being wounded . And the

demon was a cause to Socrates, not in not preventing him , but

in persuading, although he did not actually persuade him .”

Then follows the quotation given above, and which this view of

its connexion may help us the better to understand, in other

points beside the one for which I have more especially intro

duced it. While Clement holds to the perfect knowledge and

power of God in governingfree agents, in the fullest sense which

any would claim , he, at the same time, takes very good care,

that his statements may not seem inconsistent with the freedom

of moral agents .

In connexion with these doctrines, Clement held to the exer

cise of faith in the work of acceptable obedience. He suppos

ed faith, which he would denominate “ a kind of natural art,"

to cooperate with pious instruction , and goes on to illustrate bis

views in the following manner. “ Thus a prolific soil aids the

germination of seeds ; for the best instruction is useless, without

the reception of the learner ;andso is prophesying, without the

obedience of the hearers . For dry straw , prepared to receive

the power of fire, is easily kindled ; and the celebrated stone

[ load -stone] attracts iron by its kindred nature ; as also the

tear of amber attracts straw, and amber draws up heapsof chaff.

But the things thus attracted , obey those bodies , being drawn by

an inexplicable breath (or spirit),niveupa, bot as the sole causes,

but as the joint- causes. Now , the form of evil being two- fold,

the one, that of deception and concealment, and the other, that of

open and overpowering assault, the divine Word cries aloud, call

ing all collectively. And while he knew , most perfectly, those who

would not obey, yet , because it is in our power to obey or not,

that none might have ignorance to plead, he made a justcall, and

demands what is in the power of each one ; for some have thepow

er both to will and to do, having grown to this by careful practice,

and are purified ;but others though they are potyetable, have the

power to will . The work of willing, belongs to thesoul; but that

of doing, is not without the body .” Anda little before the pas

sage just quoted, he says : “ No longer, then , is faith a duty

discharged by free choice, provided it is the prerogative of na

ture, [i. e . by physical necessity.] Nor does he receive a just

1 Strom. II . 6.
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recompense, who does not believe, since it is not his fault ; nor

be who believes, since he is not the cause. Nor, if we rightly

view the subject, could there be any peculiarity or difference

between faith and unbelief, arising from either praise or blame,

provided a phyical necessity, from the Supreme Ruler, be

the leading cause. But if we, like inanimate things, are moved

with cords, by physical energies, both willingness and unwilling

ness are superfluous; and so, likewise, is tendency, oquń, which

precedes these. Nor do I yet understand the nature of that

living being, whose bias, tò oountıxov, necessity has allotted to

be moved by a cause from without.” Clement goes on to argue

that there can be no room for repentance on this ground ; and

then proceeds for substance, in thefollowing manner :“ So neither

is baptism any longer reasonable ; nor the blessed seal ; nor the

Son ; nor the Father. But God is found to be merely the arbi

trary author of the certain natures ; which leaves no foundation

for gospel salvation, viz. a voluntary faith . But we have learn

ed from the Scriptures, that the power of choosing and refusing,

arising from free will , αυτοκρατορική, is given by the Lord to

men ; and therefore we repose with an immoveable decision, in

the scheme of faith , exhibiting a prompt and zealous spirit, be

cause we have chosen life, and believed in God through bis

voice. And whoever believes the Word, knows the thing true ;

for the Word is truth.'1

As to the pre-existence ofthe soul, Clement probably believed

in the doctrine, at least so far as to hold that the soul is sent

from heaven and infused into the body , which then becomes

conscious. But he refutes the notion, that the soul is itself God ,

or a part of God . ?

On the creation and fall of Adam , etc. he thus writes. « In

addition to all , they ought to know this, that we are born with

an adaptation, by nature, to virtue ; not, indeed, so that we have

it fromthe commencement of existence, butwe are fitted to ac

quire it. On this principle, is solved the doubt, started for us

by the heretics, WhetherAdam was formed perfect, téletos, or

imperfect? And , if imperfect, how is the work of a perfect

God imperfect ? and , above all, man ? But, if perfect, how does

he transgress the commandments ? They shall then hear from

us, that he was notmade perfect, at his formation, but was adapt

ed to the acquisition of virtue . But it contributes much to vir

tue, that he was made with an adaptation to its attainment. The

1 Strom . II. 3, 4. 2 See Guer. II. p. 141 .
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design is, that we should be saved of our own selves. This,

therefore is, the nature of the soul, that it should move of itself.

Being then rational, and as philosophy pertains to reason , we

possess something akin to it . And adaptedness is, indeed , a bear

ing, popá, towards virtue, but not virtue itself. All , therefore, as

I said, are naturally formed for the acquisition of virtue ; but one

applies himselfmore ,and another less, to knowledge and practice.

Hence some attain to perfect virtue ; and others arrive at a de

gree of it ; while some, again , although otherwise ofgood quali

ties, eu quels, turn away in the contrary direction .”

Again, speculating on the formation of the body of man, he

says : “ Man , simply considered, is formed according to the idea

of the spirit with which the body is united ; for it is not produc

ed without form and shapeless, in the workshop of nature, where

the generation of man is mysteriously perfected, art and essence

being both common. And each man is characterized by the

mark imprinted on his soul by the things which he shall choose.

According to this, we say, that Adam was perfect, as to his form

ation ; for nothing was wanting to him of those things which

characterize the idea and form of man . But he , in coming in

to being, received perfection ,-became completely a man, en

dowed with free will . That he should then choose, and much

more, that he should choose what was forbidden, is not the fault

of God , but of him who thus chose . " 2

It would seem, from the above, that Clement considered the

moral state of infants, and the original state of Adam before he

began to act, as essentially the same, 'being endowed indeed with

an adaptation to virtue, but not virtuous in fact.'— But let us

proceed with his views of the fall.

Considering free will , as man's noblest prerogative, he says ;

“ This nobleness is shown in choosing and practising the best

things. But wherein did such nobleness of his, benefit Adam ?

and that, as his father was no mortal ? for himself was the fath

er of men who exist from generation. Following his wife, he

eagerly chose base things, andneglected what are true and

comely ; by which he exchanged an immortal for a mortal life ;

but not forever." And elsewhere, he says : " the malignant

serpent formerly drew Eve,—and now draws others into death.94

“The first man, once inhabiting Paradise, sported freely, as the

i Strom . VI. 11, 12.

3 Strom . II. 19.

* Strom . IV. 23 .

4 Cohor. 1.
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little child of God. But after he had subjected himself to vo

luptuousness, ( for the serpent suggested such pleasure, as he

crept upon his belly , an earthly vice,) seduced by depraved lusts

the child grew up in disobedience . And disobeying his father,

be dishonoured God. How powerfulwas pleasure ! Man , loos

ed through simplicity, was found bound to sins. The Lord,

desiring to loose him from these bonds again, assumed flesh ,” etc.i

The following is his account of the first sin of Adam and Eve,

taking it for granted, that the Scripture account is allegorical.

“But although it was nature (not the serpent] that led them,

as also irrational animals , προς παιδοποιϊαν, εκινήθησαν δε

θαττον ή προσήκον ήν έτι νέοι πεφυκότες, being induced by the

deceit [ of the serpent] . The judgment of God was, therefore,

just on ihem, as they would not await his will." 2

On original sin , it is not perhaps easy to say what were his

views. It is plain , from what has already been quoted, and

from much more which might be adduced, that he could not

consistently hold to the doctrine, in the sense in which it has

been embraced by multitudes, especially since the days of

Augustine. I know, indeed , of no passage in his writings,

which shows that he considereda capacityor a propensity to

sin , as being itself positively sinſul; as he certainly did not con

sider an 'adaptedness to virtue, as being itself virtue,' as we have

already seen. Yet he held clearly to the opinion , that all men

sin ; and that this is by nature, and even by something inpate,

as appears by the following incidental remark, which I will give

in its connexion. “ Buthe, [God ,] joyfully accepts the pen

itence of the sinner, delighting in penitence which follows trans

gressions. For the Word alone is sinless. For, to sin , is innate

and common to all,-το μεν γαρ εξαμαρτάνειν, πάσιν έμφυτον και

κοινόν .. But to return , after sin , does not pertain to every

man, but to him that is truly excellent.” 3

The following passage is about equally difficult and curious,

and may possibly cast some light on bis views. Arguing against

those who considered generation itself to be sin , he thus pro

ceeds. “No one is free from pollution, says Job, not even

though his life be but one day. Letthem tell us,Whence was

this newborn infant guilty of fornication ? or how has he fallen

under the curse of Adam , who has done nothing ? It consequent

2 Strom . III. 17I Cobor .. 11. p. 174 .

3 Paed . III , 12 .
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ly remains for them , as it seems to say , that generation is evil,

and not only the generation of the body, but also that of the

soul; for the body is formed by the soul. And when David says,

I was conceived in sins, and in iniquities did my mother long,

in my gestation, he speaks as a prophet concerning mother Eve.

But Eve was the mother ofthoseliving ; and if he was conceiv

ed in sins, yet he was not himself in sin, nor was he himself sin.

But whether each one who turns from sin to faith, turns to life

from the custom of habitual sin , as from a mother, one of the

twelve prophets shall bear me testimony, who says, if I give

my first born for my impiety, the fruit ofmy bodyfor the sin of

mysoul. He does not blame him who said, Befruitful and

multiply ; but the very first motions, oquai, after generation, in

which motions we know not God, he pronounces to be impieties.”ı

It is not very easy to see , precisely, what this writer under

stood by some of the Scripture passages he thus quoted ; but

we see very clearly what he did not understand by them .

While he held to no sin previous to free agency, it is not very

unnatural for him to speak of sin before birth, as he supposed

the soul to exist before the body, and to have, as it would seem ,

an intelligent agency in the formation of the body.

Besides the influence of evil spirits, he believed in two sour

ces of sin . “ Although men do myriads of things, yet there are

but just two causes , doxal, of each sin , ignorance and weakness ;

but each of these is in our power, since we are neither willing to

learn , nor to restrain lust. By one of these, we judge incorrect

ly ; by the other, we are incompetent to the execution of right

decisions. - Consequently, two kinds of discipline are delivered,

adapted to each of the evils ; for the one,knowledge andthe

clear exhibition of thetestimony of the Scriptures ; for the other,

a system of practice, connois, according to the Word, guided by

faith and fear.92

But while error in the mind thus effected the heart and life ,

Clement believed no less in the power of the heart to guide the

belief; as will appear from a passage which will, at the same

time , teach us something else .

“ But, as it appears, every heresy has, as its origin , not ears

which hear what is useful, but such as are open only to things

that pertain to pleasure ; for'any one would be healed , if he were

1 Strom . III. 16. p. 488. 2 Strom . VII. 16. p. 530.
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only willing to obey the truth . There is a three -fold mode of

curing this conceitedness, as also every affection ; a knowl

edge of the cause ; how it may be removed ; and, thirdly, the

systematic exercise and custom of the soul to be able to follow

the things it rightly decides upon."

Clement also believed in theinfluences of the Holy Ghost in

changing the heart, as is sufficiently evident from a clause

in which he speaks of the new man transformed by the Holy

Spirit ofGod."

Origen. He, like his predecessors, believed in the three- fold

nature of man, body, soul, and spirit, of which the spirit , arveữua,

is thebest,as not being infected with sin , and as existing in the con

science, and being able to discern the Holy Spirit, which is effi

cacious in the saints. The soul, though one substance, consists of

two parts, the rational and the irrational . And the irrational is

again divided into the two affections of desire and anger. This soul

is capable of good and evil, and holds a middle rank between the

body and the spirit. The body is a temporary and troublesome

adjunct ; and by its lusts, is often the seat and cause of sin to the

soul. The human soul is immaterial and invisible, and hassome

affinity to God ; while the soul of a brute, is its blood.3

Concerning free-will, he had at least as exalted an opinion as

that already extracted from Clement.

He regarded it as the grand characteristic and primeglory of

a rational being ; and contendsthat whoever denies this free

will , virtually denies, not merely our responsibility asmoral agents,

but our power to reason, and even our very consciousness.

But it may be well to give a specimen of his own language

on this topic. We shall thus see, if I mistake not, that the same

things were then thought and said , which we now hear repeat

ed,and perhaps something more. Here as elsewhere, it is

my design in the passages marked in half -quotation , not only to

do justice to the sentiments of the author, but to give an exact

translation of all the terms which are particularly important to

the leading sentiments of the passage, or to the chief question I

have in view. The
passage

from which I first draw is found

in his work on prayer, where he is answering the old objection

from decreesman objection which every caviller down to the

1 Strom . p. 526 . 2 Cohort. 11. p. 176.

3 For proofs, see Guer. II. p. 228 sq.

Vol . IV. No. 16 . 80
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presenttime, supposes to be a new and sage discovery of his

Own, This objection, Origen states in all its strength , and in a

variety of forms. The following is one of these forms. “ Any

particular individual is either one of thosewho were elected be

fore the foundation of the world , and who cannot possibly fall

from this electiun, and therefore he need not pray ; or he was

not electednor predestinated, and he prays in vain ; and should

he pray a thousand times, he would not be heard . ”-“ For the

solution of objections which thus go to paralyse prayer, I think

the following things may profitably be premised .” He then goes

on to speak of the different kinds of motion of which different

kinds of things are susceptible, as stones, plants, and animals ;

and speaks ofthem as either moved from without or from with

The third kind of motion is that of animals ; which is

called motion from themselves. But the motion of rational be

ings, I think is motion of themselves, di'avrőv. But if we take

away from an animal this motion from himself, an' avtoő, he can

no longer be recognized as ananimal, but will be either like a

plant which is moved by nature only, or like a stone which is

impelled by something from abroad . But if any one follows his

own motion, since wemay call this being moved by hinself, it is

necessarily rational . They, therefore, who will have nothing to

be in our power, must necessarily admit this most foolish thing ;

first, that we are not living beings ; and , secondly, that we are

not rational . But , as if moved by some one from abroad and

not moving ourselves, we may be said to do by him, what we

think ourselves to do. Besides, let any oneunderstandingly in

spect the things of which himself is the subject, and see if he

can shamelessly say, that he does not himself will, and he does

not himself eat, and does not himself walk, nor himself assent to

receive some opinions, nor discard others as false. As, then,

there are some dogmas to which a man can never be induced,

although ten thousand times over he artfully arranges the proofs

for this purpose and employs pursuasive language; so it is im

possible that any one should be brought so to think of human

things as though nothing were leſt in our power. For, who set

tles down in the belief, that nothing is comprehensible ? -- And

who is there that does not blame theson that fails in filial duty ?

or blame and censure the adulteress as base ? For the truth im

pels and necessitates one, in spite of a myriad of plausible things

he may invent, to break forth in such cases, either in applauses
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or censures, as though there were something still kept in our

power as the foundation of praise and blame."

• But if freewill is preserved to us, with its ten thousand pro

pensities to virtue or to vice ; and again, with its propen

sities to what is fitting or to what is improper ; all this, togeth

er with other things, was necessarily known to God, before

it took place, i . e. from the creation and foundation of the world

just as it was to be. And in all things which God foreordains,

accordingly as he foresaw respecting each act of our freewill,

his decree was according to what was requisite to each move

ment of our freewill, and what would bemeet for himself, on

the part of providence , and to what was to occur according to

the connexion of the things to take place ; yet, not that the fore

knowledge of God is the cause of all things that are to take place

and that are to be produced from our freewill, according to our

spontaneous action . For even on the supposition that God did

not know future events, we could not, on that ground, boast that

we should do these things and think these things. But this ad

vantage on the other hand accrues from foreknowledge, viz . that

each thing in our power receives an assignation in the arrangement

of the universe which is beneficial to the condition of the world.'1

It might be gratifying to go on with his argument, and see how

he avails himself of these principles, in removing the objection to

prayer, as above stated ; but it would be rather foreign to our

present purpose . Enough is already involved in these statements

to show that Origen believed in the perfect freedom of man,

while, at the sametime, he alsobelieved in the perfect foreknow

ledge and foreordination of God .

Origen , moreover, believed in our dependence on divine influ

ence, in some sense, to aid freewillin the performance of duty .

According to the translation of Rufinus, " he pronounced man's

purpose alone, and by itself, to be inadequate to the consumma

tion of good, for it is by divine aid that it is led to whatever is

perfected ." But his sentiments on this point will more fully ap

pear from the following statement, which he thus begins, in the

style of a truly biblical scholar. " In one place the apostle does

not ascribe it to God , that a vessel is formed to honour or to dis

honour, but refers the whole to us, saying, if any one shallpuri

ofy himself, he shall be a vessel sanctified unto honour, and use

1 De Orat. 6. p. 432 sq. 2 De Princip. III. c . 2. 2 .
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ful to the master, as prepared to every good work . In another

place, he does not ascribe it to us , but seemsto refer the whole

to God, saying, The potter hath power over the clay to make of

the same lump one vessel unto honour and another unto dishon

our . Now the things spoken by him, are not contradictory ;

and we must therefore reconcile both ; and derive from both one

perfect sense. Neither is our liberty without the wise efficiency,

éniorhun, of God ; nor does this efficiency of God necessitate

us to proceed in our course unless we also conduce somewhat to

the good that is effected . Neither does freewill cause any one

to be unto honour or to dishonour, without the efficiency ofGod,

and the disposal , xatómenois, of what is according to the dig

nity of our freewill. Nor does the will of God alone form any

one to honour or to dishonour, unless he have some matter of

difference inclining the choice to the worse or the better. "

But while it is thus plain , that Origen held both to freewill

and to our dependence on divine influence, it is, at the same time,

still more abundantly plain, that both he and Clement belonged

to that class of divines whofeel it incumbent on them to put forth

all their strength in vindication of human freedom . Rarely does

he mention dependence ; and then , almost always, with some

saving clause to guard against an encroachment on the prime

glory of man . '

This extreme caution , all on one side, doubtless contributed

to bring his orthodoxy into suspicion, and to curtail the influ

ence and the usefulness of his writings, in subsequent ages.

We may also well suppose, that, in its consequences it gave oc

casion , in a subsequent age, for the extreme leaning of Au

gustine in the opposite direction . The like extremes have been

alternately producing each other, down to the present day : and

especially since the time of Arminius.
And this extreme pro

pensity, in these early christian philosophers, was doubtless oc

casioned by their abhorrence of the stoical doctrines of fate.

Origen's opinions respecting the pre-existence of human souls,

and the occasion of their being doomed to this earthly condition,

have already been adduced, while considering the subject of

creation .

As to man's depravity, Origen taught, that although the soul

comes into the world, under the load, and for the punishment,

| De Princip. c. 1. 22.
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of guilt contracted in a previous state, still it has the image ofGod .

Hehowever makes a distinction between the image and the sim

ilitude of God ; and considers our image of God,as nothing but

the inage of the Word, who is the trueimageof God . Still he

did not uniformly adhere to this distinction . He thus expresses

himself, as appears bythe Latin of Rufinus : “ But if any one dares

to attribute substantial corruption to him who was made after the

image and similitude of God, he extends the cause of impiety,

as I think , even to the Son of God himself. For he is called ,

in Scripture, the image ofGod. Or he who thus decides will

certainly impugn the authority of Scripture, which asserts that

man was made after the image of God ; in whom the marks of

the divine image are manifestly recognized, not in the form of

the body, which form is marred, butby prudence of mind, by

justice, by moderation , by fortitude, by wisdom , by skill, and

finally, by the whole chorus of virtues, which, since they are in

God by substance, may be in man by industry and by imitation

of God ; as the Lord also points out in the gospel, saying, Be

also merciful, as your Father is merciful ; and Be ye perfect, as

your Father is perfect. Hence it is evidently shown, that in

God all these virtues always exist ; nor can they ever accede

or depart; but to men, each one is acquired singly and by de

ye

grees,” etc.

He elsewhere speaks of this image, as delineated in man

at the beginning, and still preserved, although always polluted

with sins.

As to the hisotry of Adam , Origen thinks much of it to be an

allegory, representing real facts in sensible images. “ Who is

such a fool,” he exclaims, “ as to think that God, in the manner

of a husbandman, planted a gardeneastward in Eden, and made

in it a visible and tangible tree of life, so that life might have

been acquired by tasting its fruit with bodily teeth ? " etc.3

Again, he thus chastises Celsus for cavilling at the account of

the creation of Eve from a rib taken from the side of Adam

while asleep . “ Nor does he produce the passage, which itself

might make the hearer understand, that it was spoken figura

tively ; and he was not willing to appear to know , that such

things are interpreted allegorically.94 He then goes on to show

| De Princip. IV 37. p. 403.

3 Guer. 16. p. 354 .

3 See Guer. II. p. 234 .

4 Con. Cels. IV. 38. p. 514,
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that these things may as properly be interpreted allegorically , as

what Hesiod has said about Pandora, etc.

A few pages further on , he takes up the following invective of

the same caviller. “ The account given by Moses,says Celsus,

most impiously introduces God as being feeble evenfrom the

beginning , and unable to persuade even a single man , whom he

formed .” To this says Origen ,' we shall reply , that the assertion

is of similar importas if one should inveigh on the introduction

of evil, which God has not been able so to preventthat even any

one man has been found, from the beginning, who has not tasted

of evil. And now, in like manner as in this case where those

who are careful to vindicate providence, vindicate it by no few

nor contemptible arguments, so likewise in respect to Adam and

his sin will they philosophize, who know that in Hebrew the

word Adam signifies man ; and that in those things which seem

to respect Adam , Moses gives a philosophical account of things

belonging to the nature of man in general . For in Adam, as

the Word says , all die, and are condemned in the similitude of

Adam's transgression. Thus the divine Word speaks these

things not so much concerning any one, in particular, as con

cerning the whole race . For in the course of the things spoken

of as belonging to one , that which belonged to Adam is common

to all men ; and those respecting the woman, are not spoken res

pecting her merely . And the man, expelled from Paradise with

his wife, and clothed with coats of skin , (which God made for

sinning men on account of their transgression ,) contains some

secret and mystic import, far superior to that of the soul , which ,

according to Plato, shed its wings and fell down hitherward till

it could find something firm to stand on ."

Origen, in his commentary on Romans and elsewhere, informs

us of this lofty and mystic import of the coats of skin , etc. He

supposes Paradise to be heaven , where souls were placed at their

creation , and from which they were expelled by reason of their

defection , and sent into this lower world. The skins, with

which our first parents were clothed , were their earthly bodies.

And he supposes each one to be sent into just such a situation

as the degree of his previous guilt has merited. This theory of

his, which has already been more fully detailed under the topic

of Creation, taken inits connexion with his views of freewill, was

1 Con. Cels. IV. 40. p. 524 .
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his grand solvent for all the difficult questions that can be

brought from those two prolific sourcesof trouble to the specu

lating world , the origin of eviland the diversities of human con

dition to which menare here born. He gloried greatly in this

theory, as enabling him to meet such objections much better than

those gnostics could, who had devised , for the same purpose, the

figment ofan original difference in the souls of men , as first cre

ated, which laid the foundation for their different allotments in

this life .1

From the above, it would seem, that Origen's viewsof origi

nal sin, could not be the same as those afterwards inculcatedby

Augustine, especially as regards its connexion with Adam. Ac

cording to Origen, our souls all fell into different degrees of sin

before Adam came into this life, and even before the creation of

this world . But though man is thus a sinner before he is born,

yet Origen supposes sin in him to be dead during infancy ; and

then to revive again in mature years. He also supposesman to

be naturally prone to sin ; and that all have in fact sinned , except

the man Christ Jesus. He also speaks of a corporal necessity of

sinning ; by which, however, he seems only to mean a powerful

propensity on temptation, arising from the appetites and passions,

and especially from the passion against which he was so prompt

to place a thorough guard . In these cases he supposes we may

sin without any temptation from Satan . The style in which he

philosophizes on this point, is much the same withwhat has since

been employed. The desire for natural good becomes too

strong for restraint by moral precepts , while reason and experi

ence are yetimmature. Among other instances which he brings

he thus speaks of temperance in eating, with regard both to the

kind and quantity of food which may be innocently received .

His ethics here, as elsewhere, are close and discriminating.

" I do not indeed think," says he, " that this could have been

so observed by men, although there had been no incitement of

the devil , that no one wouldhave exceeded the proper limits in

food, before they had learnt it by long use and experience .”

Just so of other human affections, as sorrow , anger, love of mo

ney , etc. Still he believed at least enough in satanic influence.

As one illustration of his faith on this partof anthropology, I may

here remark, that, in this same connexion, he speaks of the de

See Princip. II. c . 9. 6. sq.

2 See Princip. III. c . 2. 2.
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vil as taking possession of those passions and appetites, which

men will not restrain , and driving the self-resigned victims to dis

traction, in the courses to which they give up themselves.

Thus men become mad through love, grief, anger, avarice, etc.

He also speaks of other causes of sin , such as example.

But notwithstanding his prevailing delight in such views as

these, on the subject of human sin in this world , there are still

some passages in his works, in which he holds language of appa

rently a different strain . Thus he assigns the sinfulness of infants

as the reason for their being baptized, under the new dispensa

tion , and of sacrifices being offered for them , under the old .

The following is one instance . “ But the prophets, designing to

indicate something wise respecting matters of generation , say

that sacrifice is offered for sin , even for those just born, as not

being free from sin . They even say, I was conceived in sin , etc.

and they also show, that sinners are alienated from their birth ;

strangely affirming this, too, that they went astray from the womb,

they spoke lies." Were it not for the passages of Scripture bere

adduced , we might suppose Origen to have in bis mind the sins

committed in their former state . As it is, perhaps he would ex

plain himself as referring, in some measure, to the sinfulness of

character they there contracted . But how he would show the

consistency of whathe here intimates, with his notion, that in

pate sinfulness is dormant in infancy,' it is at least difficult, if

not impossible, to imagine .

Again, in commenting on Romans, he speaks of the double

sense to be given to the phrase, body ofsin. According to one

of these senses, the body consists ofour lusts, of which fornica

tion , avarice, etc, are members, and the devil is the head . The

other sense is the literal one, in which the apostle may be under

stood to have pronounced our very body a body of sin , which is

to be received according to the import in which David said of

himself, I was conceived in sin , etc. The apostle, likewise, in

other places says, Who shall deliver me from the body of this

death ? And again, he calls our body a body of weakness.

But concerning the Saviour, he says, in a certain place, that he

came in the likeness of sinfulflesh, thatfor sin he might condemn

sin in the flesh. In this the apostle shows, that our flesh is, in

deed, the flesh of sin ; but the flesh of Christ is only like the

1

Con. Cels. VII. 50. p. 362.
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flesh of sin ; for it was not conceived from the seed of man, but

the Holy Spirit came upon Mary, and the power of the High

est overshadowed her, etc. — The body of sin is, therefore, our

body. Neither is Adain described as having known his wife

Eve and begotten Cain, until after sin . And finally , in the law

it is commanded, that a sacrifice be offered for an infant who

should be born, a pair of turtle doves, or two young pigeons;

one of them as an offering for sin , and the other as a burnt of

fering. For what sin is this young bird offered ? Can the child

just born, have sinned ? And yet it has sin, for which a sacri

fice is commanded to be offered, and by which it is denied that

any one is clean , ng not even if his life be that of but a single

day. Concerning this, therefore, even David is believed to have

said what we have above related , in sins did my mother conceive

me. For, according to history, no sin of his mother is mentioned .

On this account, too, the church has received a tradition , to give

baptism even to little children , parvulis. For they, to whom the

secrets of the divine mysteries were committed , knew that there

is, in all , the natural filth of sin , which needsto be washed away

by water and the Spirit ; onaccount of which filth , even the bo

dy itself is called a body of sin ; not, as is supposed by some of

those who introduce the transmigration of souls into various

bodies, for the offences which the soul committed in some other

body, but for the very thing that is effected in the body of sin and
body of death and weakness.'1

As his commentary on Romans is extant only in the Latin

translation by Rufinus, the above passage is doubtless more dif

fuse than the original ; yet we need not doubt its substantial au

thenticity, especially as the same sentiments are elsewhere found

in the writings of Origen.

In commenting on the phrase, let not sin therefore reign in

your mortal bodies , he says that this passage teaches us that

* sin has a kind of seat and kingdom in the body .” And a lit

tle farther on, he says that “ the apostle pronounces all sins to be

works of the Aesh .--But if you inquire how even heresies are

numbered among the works of the Aesh , you will find them to

proceed from the sense of the flesh ; for thusthe apostle speaks

concerning a certain one, in vain puffed up by the sense ofhis

flesh, and not holding the head ."" 2

263 sq .1 Com. in Rom. L. V. 9. P.

2 Com. in Rom. L. VI. 1. p. 274.
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From his last remark, it is obvious, that Origen, kind as he

was to the heretics, had still the same view of the source of the

disease, ' as that already quoted from his predecessor, i. e . the

sinful propensities of men .

It may now be well , again to turn the tablet, and read awhile

on the other side, lest a false impression be left of the prevailing

views of the great metaphysician, on the nature and origin of hu

man sin . And as the assertion has already been made, that he

considered sin as dormant, during our infancy, we will look at a

passage which will authenticate this assertion, in connexion with

other matters to our present purpose.

Commenting on Romans, he comes to the following declara

tions of the apostle : “ For without the law, sin is dead. Yea

I was alive without the law once . But when the commandment

eame, sin revived and I died, etc. Concerning most of these

things," continues Origen, “ I have distinctly treated above ;

therefore, that we maynot too frequently revolve the same things,

we will briefly recall to memory what was said . Sin then with

out law , is dead in us, i . e . before the rational capacity through

age becomes vigorous within us, as I showed when I adduced

the example ofa boy striking or reproaching his father or moth

er . In this, according to the law which forbids one to strike bis

father or mother, sin appears to be committed . But this sin is

said to be dead , because the law is not yet present in the boy,

to teach him , that what he does is not lawful. But now it is

certain, that Paul , and that all men, were once alive without

this law, i . e . in their puerile age ; because all , through this

period , are alike incapable of this natural law. For how can

Paul be proved ever to have lived without the law of Moses,

since he confesses himself to have been a Hebrew of the He

brews, and circumcised the eighth day, according to the precepts

of the law ? But, in the manner I have mentioned , even be

lived once , viz . in childhood, without patural law . At which

time he does not say, there is no sin in man ; but that sin is dead

and afterwards revives, when natural law coming begins to pro

hibit concupiscence : which law revives sin , as though it were

dead. For this is the nature of sin , viz. for that to take place,

which law forbids to take place.”

“ But sin reviving, I died , says the apostle. I, Who ?
Doubtless the soul, which had done what the law forbade . For

the prophet says, the soul that sinneth it shall die . The com

mand, therefore, which had been given unto life, i. e . to the soul
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to teach it the works of life, is found to yield death unto it, since

the soul does not so much fly from the prohibited objects, as

the more ardently seek them . '

“ Here I am led to the question, How he should speak of sin

as having been dead and reviving again . For it is plain, that a

thing cannot be pronounced dead, unless it has once been alive

andafterwards ceased to live. And likewise this very affirma

tion, it revived , indicates, not a life lately given , but sa former

one restored ; for the word revived signifies to live again .

Origen then refutes the notion of transmigration , from the con

sideration, that our souls could not havecommitted sin , while

inhabiting the bodies of beasts, birds and fishes, where they

could have known no law, and could therefore have been guil

ty of no transgression .' And then he adds : “ But we say, that

this death ofsin was given , by the favour of God, at the time

when we were living without law ;" i . e. in infancy, when we

were incapable of knowing law.-" That is called law, which

teaches what ought to be done, and what to be avoided ,

and it is necessary that it teach what sort of a thing that is

which is to be avoided, that it may thereby be more easily

avoided . For no one can avoid that of which he is ignorant.'

This principle , Origen seems to have introduced here for the

purpose of substantiating the position just assumed , that there

can be no sin where there is not a law actually understood ; and

also for the further purpose of showing, that sin is not to be

charged on the law, nor consequently on the Lawgiver. The

first object is manifest from what he had just said about the dor

mancy of sin in children ; and the last is equally manifest from

the sentence with which he follows his remark , which is this.

“ If any one, therefore, when informed , by the law, of what he

ought to avoid, instead of avoiding, does the thing, he will appear

indeed to have received, by occasion of the law, the knowledge

of not doing the thing : but the law had not therefore taught him

in order that he should do what he ought not, and die ; but that

he should not do, and live . Thus, then, sin ,taking occasion by

the commandment, seduced me, and by it slew me .” l

be remarked , that sin , here, occording to Origen, may mean

the serpent ; or it may mean sin personified.

Thus we see how the great catechist of the third century ,

“ reasoned high" on the mysteries of man . In many things, his

positions and bis reasoning werejust the same as have since been

And it may

1 Com . in Rom . Lib. VI. 8. p. 301 sq .
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employed by some men in every age down to the present, es

pecially in respect to human freedom , and the nature of sin.

At the same time, we see in him what now appears the perfec

tion of extravagance in a man who not only had the Bible,

but who manifestly studied it with an intensity and perseverance

and acuteness, that have rarely been equalled . Honesty will

also compel the acknowledgment, from the attentive reader of

his pages, that his reverence for inspiration, was as profound as

his learning ; nor can we suspect him of a wilfulor a negligent

perversion . And while he is full of philosophical theory, he

seems always equally intent on provingthe truth of his specula

tions by the Scripture, and of justifying, by these same theories,
the

ways
of God to men. Yes ; and even in his wildestnotions,

the man who will patiently listen to his whole argument, will

hardly know which most to wonder at, the strangeness of his hy

pothesis, or the number of texts he will plausibly adduce in its

proof, and which, in turn , he will as plausibly explain by it.

And, then, as to the perspicuity and reach of his intellect in the

weaving of theories, perhaps the whole world may be safely

challenged to produce, aside from revelation, an equally sublime

and consistent system on the origin and progress of sinful beings

under a righteous and omniscient Providence. Give him his

supposed facts respecting the antemundane state of souls, and all

is much clearer, in the eye of such philosophy as will admit

no mystery, than much of what is even now cherished , in di

vers christian systems respecting man . - A most prolific source

of error, with this and others ofthe early fathers, was that of be

ing literal where they should be figurative, and figurative where

they should be literal, in their interpretations of Scripture . And in

many cases, we can now only conjecture whethertheir philoso

phy misguided their interpretation , or their interpretation bewil

dered their philosophy. Thanks to God for the Rock of inspi
ration ! It still remains the same. And thanks to him for the

more chastened circumspection , with which the tedious discus

sions of centuries have compelled philosophy, in many respects, to

decipher the deeper mysteries engraven upon this eternal rock.

While simple faith has always read its chief import right, and

always will, profounder investigation will find increasing occa

sion , as it reads and thinks, to rejoice that the Origens, are

among the men that have been . His good thoughts, which

were many, have done good ever since he wrote them , and will

do good forever ; and his vain thoughts, however great the evil
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they have occasioned, are not in vain to the progress of the hu

man mind . They have filled, and , by filling, they now guard a

large space in the field of possible conjecture, from the excur

sions of curious and aspiring minds. Actum est. The effect

of reading his works, is a more exalted and grateful estimate of

the truths of revelation , leaving all mysteries, in the study of

man, just where the Maker of man has thus seen fit to leave

them .

As to the charge of self - contradiction in the writings of Ori

gen , perhaps the shortest way for his admirers will be to admit

it, on some points, particularly that of the moral state of infants ;

and then to bring the like charge against every unflinching phi

losopher who has written even half as much, on themes sointri

cate. And if their defenders bring explanations, the friends of

Origen may then urge, that his dead sin in the bodies of infants,

though not a transgression of law , nor deserving of punishment,'

is still such asto lay the foundation for baptism in their case.

The explanations may chance to be equally plausible,—and

equally beyond the boundaries of human reason .

It would be interesting to trace the extent to which the more

immediate successors of Origen , followed him in his peculiar

speculations on anthropology ; but our means are scanty. Such

as they are, however, we now proceed with them .

Dionysius , A. D. 233-267 . It is plain that this father held

to man's freedom , while he also believed God to be the efficient

cause of whatever is good in man . Thus he speaks, asquoted

by Guerike : “ For the one fountain of wisdom, is God-who

is the one originating cause and giver of wisdom ; and if any

one partakes of it, he has it as receiving it from him ;-and in

his hand are we also, and our reason and intelligence and prac

tical skill ; for from no other source came there ever into us

any thing good or admirable ; but if there is any thing good, it

is ofhim ; and any thing beautiful, it is from him .” — He did

pot , like Origen, consider the history of Adam an allegory . ?

Pierius, A. D. 265–282 . This teacher seems "faintly to

have intimated the pre-existence of souls, according to the no

tions of Origen ."
993

1 E Niceta apud Routh . Reliqu . Sacr. II . 406 sq. Guer. II.

309 .

2 Routh . ib. p. 395. sq . 3 Guer. II. p. 325 .
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Peter Martyr, A. D. 295—312. His firstdiscourse on the

sbul, is entitled, “ On the soul as having not previously existed ,

nor being placed in the body in a sinning state .” In this dis

course, he says : “ It is not to be admitted, that souls sinned in

heaven , before they had bodies ; nor that they existed at all be

fore their bodies ; for this doctrine belongs to Grecian philoso

phy,and is foreign and adverse to those who would live godly

in Christ." 1

Didymus, A. D. 340–395. From this distinguished fol

lower of Origen, we may well expect something more on this

subject than we have found from the intermediate teachers.

Didymus treats largely of the three-fold nature of man, as

consisting of spirit, soul, andbody, like his distinguished prede

cessors of early date . It will be needless to cite passages, as the

general view of this theory has already been given .

Io respect to the body, it may be briefly remarked, that he

did not regard it as evil by nature. His argument is this : “ If

God isglorified in the body ofman , as set forth in 1 Cor. 6:20,

and God is not glorified in evil, then the body is not by nature evil.”

And further : “ If it is by nature evil, it cannot receive sanctifica

tion . If, then , it receives sanctification, it manifestly cannot be evil

by nature . For whatever isby nature evil, cannot receive good;

as on the other hand , what is by nature good , cannot receive evil." ?

Guerike remarks, that a few vestiges of the doctrine of the

pre -existence of souls are to be found in this author. He consid

ered the souls of the elect to be spoken of by Peter, in the com

mencement of his first epistle, as sojourning here below, in the

character of strangers upon earth , and who had come from an

other world.3

On freewill, he speaks in decisive tones, and wholly in its fa

vour. Still he regards man, in his present condition, as in a dis

eased state. “ The soul suffers in consequence of its connex

ion with the body and its own proper will and choice and appe

tite for knowledge. For since the body holds it shut up within

itself in blind custody, by material passions it draws away the

soul from consort with God, and inclines it, as I believe, down

1 Routh . p. 346 , sq . Guer. II. p. 327 .

% Contr . Manich . p. 207. sq. Guer. II. p. 360.

3 Guer. II. p. 361.
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ward to earth and earthly solicitudes ; and thus it strives to rule

the soul , which, by nature, is more poble, and as much more

noble, as that which is immortal is more excellent than that which

is mortal . Moreover, the desire of gratifying its own will , and

of acquiring knowledge, draws it thither, andto that it tends, as

it wishes to know certain things ; and since it has not a correct

and safe guide for the way, or uses the custom of depraved men,

the soul loses its way and hesitates in doubt , and at length in

considerately embraces some opinion to which it may chance to

be borne, and thus it is most miserable, because while seeking

for good knowledge, and thinking itself to have found it, the

soul falls into base opinions and is depraved ."! " Hence,” he re

marks in another place, “ it is not wonderſul, if men do other

'wise than he wishes from whom they have received their

power ."

It was also his view , that a creature cannot either be impecca

ble, or of himself put away his sins. “ Original sin is inherent

in us ; that sin in which all are by succession from Adam .'

“ We are all born in sin . " He held to the fall from a state of

pristine holiness ; and understood the history of Adam literally.

“ The first image was lost, ” and that which we now bear, is far

different fromthat of primitive beauty. Through Christ“ we re

cover the delineated image and likeness ofGod, which we re

ceived by the divine inflation, and lost by sin ; and we are again

found such as we were made at the first formation , without sin,

and possessing freedom of will. " Nor did he suppose little chil

dren to sin ; " but they are prevented by their age, not by virtue . ”

He did not suppose sin to be natural, nor did he understand

Paul so to teach, in Eph. 2 : 3, where he supposes the apostle

to mean by qúoel, truly . Nor did he regard our wills as evil

substances ; nor Judas to be, in this sense, evil . Didymus,

therefore, thought that there was a continued series of sinful

acts, proceeding from the fall of Adam onward , but denied the

wickedness of man to be natural , or rather physical.

Such is the sketch which Guerike presents, and for which he

cites authorities. It should be borne in mind , that much of what

Didymus says against the doctrine that sin is by nature, appears

2 Enarr. in 1 Pet. 2 : 12.1 De Trin. III. 1 .

3 Guer. II. p. 363 sq.
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to be said against the Manichaeans, who doubtless held to physi

cal depravity, if any beings ever held to it.

This closes our summary view of these ancient doctors, on

the nature of man . It is needless to add , that the same discussions

which are still so riſe on this prolific subject, resounded in the

halls of that primitive seat of clerical science, for more than two

centuries ;-and nearly in the same style, at least on one side of

the great subject. The inference to be drawn from this histori

cal fact, if inference there be in favour of either side of the main

question, belongs rather to the province of the reader, than to

the scope of mypresent desigo .

There are, however, two queries, which, it may be hoped ,

will not be thought out of place, if here proposed for the consid

eration of those more particularly interested in the past history

and present state of dogmatic discussion . The first question

respects the progress that has actually been made in this impor

tant but most belligerous department. How far has the arena

been narrowed ? and what are the points that have been actual

ly settled ? Doubtless there are some : The vagaries of Origen

respecting the pre-existence of souls and some connected topics,

though they found advocates in this same school till its close , a

period of nearly two hundred years, have long ago been aban

doned . An immense number of texts in the Bible, which were

once of contested interpretation , have also been settled , in the view

of disputants, at least so far as anthropology is concerned. We

are, therefore, with gratitude, to acknowledge a real advance.

But how great is this advance, and how “ much land yet re

mains to be possessed ” in peace ? and what proportion of the

boundaries of truth on this subject, have yet been agreed upon ?

Is it one half? or only the one thousandth part of what have

generally constituted the chief mattersof contest ? And , further

more , (a very important part of the inquiry surely ,) what ad

vance has been made in settling the preliminaries that are re

quisite to a final and complete adjustment of what remains in con

troversy ?—such preliminaries , for example, as the canons of

sacred interpretation , the legitimate style of philosophizing on

moral subjects, the relative weight to be given to Scripture

and to mere philosophy, and the order of precedence in which

these shall be studied by the men who are to be guides to this

adjustment.

Is the truly inductive method yet fully agreed upon here ?
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When the above question is well pondered, there remains yet

a second , viz . When may this desired adjustment be rationally

expected to take place ? Considering what has already been

done, and at what expense of time andlabour, and in how long a

course of years, how much longer will it take ? and when may

the loftiest minds in the church be all free for other work ? Let

this be deemed neither an idle nor a carping question . Unless

I greatly mistake, it is one of the most important and most practi

cal thatthe page of history has to suggest, in respect to the future.

Let it be thoroughly.considered and soundly answered, and how

can it then fail greatly to modify the style of discussion, and the

style of feeling, on this whole subject ? And if rational prospect

be better thanblind presumption ,how can this modification fail

of being beneficial ? While rational expectations will not paralyse

the muscle of proper effort, who can tell the amount of self-con

fidence, and contempt, and reviling, and denunciation , and vi

olence , and final disappointment, that such chastened expecta

tions would prevent, on both sides ? And who can tell how

much they would conspire to hasten , instead of retarding, the

consummation so devoutly to be wished ?

But in order to answer the question , something more will be

needed than the survey of that little though important nook in

this part of dogmatic history which we have just inspected .

Not only are the long and laborious lives of such men as Clem

ent , and Origen, and Didymus, to be considered ; but the whole

tide of life , down to the present day, which has flowed in the

same agitating channel, is to be explored. There are the volu

minous toils of Augustine and his immediate followers and op
ponents, to be inspected. There are the endless and ineffable

subtleties of the acute schoolmen , who confidently assayed to set

tle forever the points that are still up. Then come the great

Reformers, for half a century ; then the popes, with their Con
gregation of aids ; then Armenius with his friends and his foes ;

and finally our own Edwards, " that king of the Calvinists," with

all who have followed and all who have opposed him. To all

these, should be added all the unconsecrated hands that have

been put to the work , both heathen and christian , from Plato and

Aristotle to Locke , and from Locke to Brown. When, then ,

the whole mighty host , with all their achievements, are surveyed ,

shallwe say , or can we even hope, that allwhich remains unset

tled in the views of men, on this subject, is to be adjusted by a

single writer, or in a single age ? Or shall we on the contrary

Vol . IV . No. 16 . 82
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expect that the discussion will go on , somewhat as it has done for

two thousand years, with someimprovement in matter, and more

in manner, till the dispute shall imperceptibly subside ; or till

God may see fit to raise up a mighty genius for the work, who

shall not aim at present effect, or personal or party triumph , but

like a first -rate poet who scorns all contests with the men that

be, shall devote his life to the high purpose of illuminating and

swaying the world in a coming age ?-But I am well aware, that

it may be found much easier to tell what will not be, for the pres

ent, than to conjecture what will be at some future day ; and

this too, is probably much more beneficial, for all concerned, in

the present case.

VII. THE FUTURE STATE OF MAN.

We turn , now, to a connected subject, and inquire for the

views of these same fathers respecting the allotments of Provi

dence concerning man in the eternal world .

Athenagoras, A. D. 160-181. The following, according

to Guerike, is the substance of what Athenagorasmaintained,

solely from human reason , in his book on the Resurrection .

In the future resurrection , the elements of the first body will

receive again the same soul ; a body indeed , not liable to pain

nor corruption . To prove this he most sagaciously shows, in

the first place , that God is destitute of neither the efficiency nor

the will to resuscitate the body . The efficiency, including both

the requisite power and the knowledge, he proves from the

work of creation ; and defends his position against objections

brought by gentile philosophers, from the fact, that some human

bodies havebeen devoured by beasts or by men , etc. The will

he proves from this consideration, that it will neither be unjust,

to recall the dead to life, either to those who rise , in respect

to body or soul, or to other creatures besides them ; nor will it

be unworthy of God : which last point , he proves from creation ,

as it will be worthy of him who made us at first, to resuscitate

us again . He then gives the grounds of his position . First ; it

is the end of man ; which is seen in this , that he is the perpetual

spectator of the divine wisdom. Secondly ; the common nature

and condition of men, to which a perpetual life is needful in

Guer. II . p . 104.
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order to the attainment of the object of rational life. Thirdly ;

the judgment of the Creator concerning men, is necessary both

on account of the providence and the justice of God ; and as it

is the whole man that acts, both soul and body, so the whole

man should be subjected to the judgment. And finally ; the

supreme good of man, or his final end , which is not found in

this life .

From such positions as these, we are left to infer his views

concerning man's future state, in a variety of respects, which it

is needless to detail.

Clement, A. D. 190—213. In a fragment from the lost

book of Clement on the soul, he says: “ The souls of all , as

they are breathed forth, have the faculty of life ; and , though

separated from the body, they are found to possess alove for it.

The immortal are wafted to the bosom of God ; as the vapours

of the earth , exhaled by the rays of the sun in winter, are borne

ܪ

to him ."

From this, it appears, that he believed in the separate exist

ence of souls,after death. And from what is to follow, it will

but too plainly appear, that in this separate state, he supposed

them to pass through a kind of purgatory . His doctrine was

doubtless derived from heathen philosophy ; but his argument

is, that the philosophers derived this, like many other doc
trines, from the Jews, and so from revelation itself. Thus he

speaks concerning “ the Ephesian," (doubtless Heraclitus,)

from whom he had just quoted a passage; " for he him

self knew (having learnt it from the barbarous philosophy) the

purification, by fire, of those who had lived wickedly, which the

Stoics afterwards called a burning out, éxnúowois." And fur

ther on , he says : “ Now the punishments and vengeance by fire

after death, both all the poets and all the Grecian philosophers

stole from the barbarous philosophy," i . e. from the Jewish,

1 Potter, p. 1020. Guer. II . p. 161 .

2 Strom . V. 1. p. 16.

3 Strom . 14. p. 116. In fact, the latter part of this fifth book, is

almost wholly occupied with quotations from heathen poets and a few

other heathen writers, for the purpose of showing what they had de

rived from the Old Testament and had adopted , with greater or less

alterations. In this exhibition of his great acquaintance with hea

then literature he also shows his fanciful interpretation of many pas

sages of Scripture, and his credulity in trusting to very slight analo
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which the Greeks scornfully denominated barbarous, as indeed

they did all that was not Grecian .

These fathers, holding as they did , that heathen philosophy

derived its doctrines of the future state from the Jews, were, of

course, much more willing to adopt them nearly as a whole,

than they would otherwise have been . Hence the readiness to

retain the heathen purgatory.

But to proceed with our author. After saying that it is not

simply faith, however great , that will save us, but that it must

be accompanied by works ; and that it is needful for one to put

off his vices, if he would attain his appropriate abode ; Clement

says : " But it is greater to know than to believe ; just as it is

something greater than salvation , for one, after he is saved, to be

counted worthy of the highest honour. When, therefore, our be

liever through much discipline has put off his passions, he takes

his exit to the greatest chastisement, which is superior to his

former abode, to bear what is peculiar to penitence, to idioua ue

tavolas, for sins committed after baptism. He, therefore, still suf

fers more, while he has not yet attained, or may never attain,

what he sees others enjoying. Moreover, he is afflicted with

shame for his faults ; which indeed are the greatest punishments

to the believer . For God's justice is good , and his goodness is

just. And if the punishments should at any time cease in the

complete satisfaction for offences, and the purification of each

individual , they still have the greatest grief remaining, because

they are found worthy of a different mansion, and cannot enter

that of those who are glorified by righteousness."!

This passage might suffice to give us some general outline of

the views of Clement respecting a future purgatory for the pun

ishment and purification of sins committed after baptism .

gies. It, however, abundantly shows his strong faith in the general

position he supports, and forbids us to wonder how he came so read

ily to place confidence in the speculations of heathenism . In con

clusion, he says : “ Since it is now clearly shown, as I think, how it

is to be understood that the Geeeks were called thieves, by the Lord,

I willingly pass by the dogmas of the philosophers ; for were we to

enter upon their sayings, we should soon collect a sufficient multitude

of their commentaries to show, that all the wisdom among the Greeks

was derived from the barbarous philosophy ." - Strom . near the end,

p. 172.

1 Strom. VI . 14. p . 302 sq.
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Those committed before, he supposed to be freely pardoned .

But if we would gain any thing like adequate views of the spec

ulations of this philosopher, respecting the future state , we must

listen to further and more extended extracts.

In another place he thus begins a further development of his

system . “But we say , that knowledge differs from wisdom,

which comes by teaching ; for though whatever is knowledge,

yvãous, is at the same time, in all respects, wisdom, oogia ; yet

whatever is wisdom, is not, in all respects, knowledge. For

the term wisdom is understood only of such knowledge as is

communicated by language ; while not to doubt concerning

God, but to believe, is the foundation of knowledge. Now

Christ is both the foundation and the superstructure ; by whom

are also the beginning and the end . And the extremes, both

the beginning and the end , are not taught ; I mean faith and

love. But knowledge which is given in direct communication

by the grace of God , εκ παραδόσεως διαδιδομένη κατά χάριν

too, is committed as a deposite to those who show themselves

worthy of instruction, from which the worthiness, úžimua, of

love, shines forth, from light to light. For it is said , To him

that hath shall be given . And to faith , knowledge , and to

knowledge , love ; and to love, the inheritance . And this takes

place, when the individual adhesively depends on the Lord

through faith, and through knowledge, and through love, and

ascends with him up where dwells the God and guardian of

faith and love. Hence to this end , knowledge is communicated

to those who are fitted for it and approved, on account of the

need of more preparation and previous practice, and forhearing

the things which are spoken , and to the moderation of life, and

for attaining, by close observation, to something superior to

righteousness by law. This knowledge leads us to an eternal

and perfect object, teaching us, beforehand, what will be our

way of living among gods and near God , when freed from all

chastisement and punishment which we endure from our sins

for salutary discipline . After which redemption, the reward

and honours, are conferred on the perfected, who have now

rested from their purification and from all other service, although

it be holy and arnong the holy. After that, there awaits those

who have become pure in heart, by their nearness to the Lord,

a restoration to the eternal vision ; and they are called by the

our
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appellation ofgods, and are to be enthroned together with those

gods who before received their assignments from the Saviour. ” l

In another place, he speaks of his Gnostic, (who is a very

different sort of a personage from an heretical Gnostic ,) as, in the

exuberance of his disinterested affection, “ pitying those who are

chastised after death , and who are induced, by punishment, re

luctantly to yield assent.” 2

The following extract will further develope the views he had

formed of the modified heathenism, with which he and others were

instrumental in corrupting the church . To understand it more

fully , it should be remembered , that he supposed Christ and the

apostles to have descended to this purgatory to preach to the

spirits in prison there, and to baptize them . He also supposed

that something more was requisite for Jews , than obedience to

the law ; and something more for Gentiles than obedience to

the dictates ofphilosophy. “For, to those who were just ac

cording to thelaw , faith was wanting ; therefore, when healing

such, the Lord said , thy faith hath saved thee . But to those

who were just according to philosophy , not only was faith in

Christ needed , but also an abandonment of idolatry. But im

mediately, when the truth is revealed tothem, they also are filled

with regret for what they have done. On this account the Lord

preached the gospel also to those in hades ; for the scripture

declares, Hades saith to destruction , We have not indeed seen

his form , but we have heard his voice. Certainly it was not the

place that heard the voice and uttered the words just mentioned ,

butthey who are placed in hades and who consigned themselves

to destruction , like such as voluntarily plunge into the sea from

a vessel . They are therefore the persons who listen to the di

vine power and voice. For who of sound mind, can suppose the

souls both ofthe just and of sinners to be under one condem

nation , and thus overwhelm providence with injustice ? What !

is it not clear, that Christ preached the gospel to those who were

destroyed by the flood ; or rather, that were bound and held in

prison and custody ? I have also already shown, in the second

Stroma, that the apostles in conformity to the Lord, preached

the gospel to those in hades. For it was fit, as I think, there

as well as here, that the bestof the disciples should be imitators

of their master, that while the one led some of the Jews, the

others should lead some of the Gentiles to repentance, i . e .

1 Strom . VII. 10. p. 458 sq. 2 ib. 12. p. 492.
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those who had indeed lived in righteousness according to the

law and according to philosophy ; yet who had passed life, not

perfectly but erringly. For it became the divine economy,

that those who had rather possessed merit in justice, and those

whose lives had been signally commendable, and who repented

of their errors , although in another place , being confessedly

among those who belong to God the Omnipotent, should be

saved according to each one's own knowledge. And the Sa

viour works, also, as I think, since his work is to save ; which

he therefore does by drawing to salvation those who are willing

to believe on him, through preaching, wherever they may be.

If, then , the Lord descended to hades for no other cause but to

preach the gospel, since he descended, he either preached to

all, or to the Hebrews only . And if to all , then all will be saved

who believed , although they may belong to the Gentiles, having

there confessed him . For the chastisements of God are salu

tary and instructive , leading to conversion , and having for their

object, rather the repentance than the death of the sinner ; and

this especially, since souls disencumbered of the body, can see

the more clearly, by no longer having their vision obscured by con

temptible flesh, though still darkened by passions. But if he

preached the gospel to Jews only , to whom were wanting the

acknowledgement and faith through the Saviour, there being

now clearly no respect of persons with God , the apostles also,

there as here, preached the gospel to such of the Gentiles as

were predisposed , initńdeuoi, to conversion . And it is well

said by the Shepherd [of Hermas] : There descended of them

therefore into the water ; but these descended alive, and arose

alive ; but those who had before slept, descended dead, but arose

alive. Nay, indeeed , the gospel also says, that many of the

bodies of those who slept, arose ; plainly, in order that they

might be translated to a better place. There was, therefore, a

kind of general movement and transposition , by the economy of

the Saviour.” 1
The meaning of Clement here, doubtless is,

that those whoarose at this time, were such as repented at the

preaching of Christ, and consequently obtained an immediate

release ; and this event of the resurrection of some, he regards

as a proof of his purgatory . This, it may be remarked , is a

little different sort of dream from that of Bishop Horsley, who

supposes Christ went to hades to reanimate the desponding

Strom . VI. 6. p. 226 sq.
1
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hopes of the ancient saints there, by showing them that he had

at length come in the flesh, and that they need not despair of a

final deliverance.1

Clement goes on to argue further, from the justice of God,

that as the apostles were commanded to preach the gospel to

every creature on earth, in order that those may be without ex

cuse who will not believe, so the gospel must also be preached

to those who have died without hearing it, that they likewise

may be without excuse, if they will not obey. And this is the

way, as he thinks, in which God is to be shown to be good .

The following will cast light on his views of the termination of

this state of things ; while we shall also incidentally see from

them, the mistake of those who assert, that all the election to

which the fathers held , before the time of Augustine, was only

an " election into the visible church.” Speaking of the impor

tance of being beneficent to the pious, in order to enjoy their

prayers, ( in his treatise on the question , What rich man can be

saved, ) Clement says : “ Now they are faithful, virtuous, de

vout, and worthy of the appellation which they wear as a dia

dem. Not only so, but they are the certain elect in the higher

sense,των εκλεκτών εκλεκτότεροι, [an election from those elected

to external privileges ,] and so much the more, as they are the

less conspicuous, just bringing themselves into port from the bil

lows of the world, and getting into safety ; who do not wish to

appear as saints ; and if any one call them such , they are cov

ered with shame ; in the depth of knowledge hiding the ineffa

ble mysteries, and disdaining that their highbirthshould beseen

by the world ; whom the Word calls, the light of the world and

the salt of the earth . This is the seed , the image and likeness

of God, his genuine son and beir, sent here, as into a strange

land , by the great economy and fit allotment of the Father, by

whom both the visible and the invisible things of the world were

made. Some of these things were made for their service ; and

some for their discipline ; and some for their instruction : and

all are held together while the seed shall remain here ; but

when that is gathered, they shall be immediately dissolved ." 3

See his serinon on Christ's descent into hell, where he attempts

to explain and defend the article of " the Church ” on the subject.

2 See Faber, Vol. I. p. 15, ' of his dedication.

3 Quis Dives Salv. 36. p. 656 sq.
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That is, the world will be burnt up as soon as it has answered

the divine purposes respecting the elect, and they are gather

ed in .

Again, in another work , he says : “ It is necessary that births

and deaths should take place, in creation, until the perfect sepa

ration and restoration of the elect ; by which the beings, confus

edly mingled in this world , shall beassigned to their appropri- .

ate stations." 1

When the world shall be thus dissolved , it would seem that

his purgatory must end, and all receive their final allotments for

eternity'; for he doubtless, as did Bishop Horsley after him,

considered this purgatory to be down in the earth .

Clement held to a resurrection of the body, and wrote a book

on the subject, which is now lost. The body, however, to which the

soul is to be united after its resurrection, is to be a spiritual body,

purified, by the last conflagration,from all the grosser attributes

it now possesses, and prepared fora heaven where there is neither

male nor female, and they neither marry nor are given in mar

riage.

One or two passages more will show the views of Clement in

respect to the exaltation and endless progress that await the

elect in heaven .

After affirming, that the system of salvation has always been

the same by oneGod through the Lord, from the foundation of

the world , though under different modes ;' he thus proceeds :

“ Therefore the middle wall of partition , that divided the Greek

from the Jew, is taken away for the peculiar people , and thus

both come to the unity of faith ; and from both, there is theone

election , as he saith, there are those more elect than the elect,

[ elect in the higher sense,] who, according to perfect knowledge,

have been selected from the church itself, της εκκλησίας αυ

tñs annuicquévoi, and honoured with the most magnificent glo

ry, both as judges and administrators,thefour and twenty, [re

ferring to the passage in Revelation, of which he had just before

spoken ,) equally from Jews and Greeks, the grace being doubled.

For in the church here, the gradations ofbishops, presbyters,

and deacons, are imitations, as I think, of angelic glory , and of

that economy which the Scriptures declare to await those who,

1 Strom . VI. 9. p. 448.

2 See Strom . VII. 12. II. 19. Paed. I. 4 , 6. I. 10. III. 1 .

Vol. IV . No. 16 . 83
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in the track of the apostles, have lived in perfection according

to the gospel . These, exalted to the clouds, writes the apostle,

are first to serve as deacons ; then , to be ranked among the el

ders, according to the gradation of glory, ( for glory differs from

glory,) until they increase to the perfectman. Those whoare

such, according to David, shall rest in the holy mount of God,

the supreme church, in which are gathered the philosophers of

God, who are lsraelites indeed, pure in heart, in whom is no

guile."

body. 92

Our author affords us some further information on this high

subject in another work . “ They who pass from the state of

men to that of angels, are instructed under the tuition of angels,

a thousand years, having returned finally back to perfection.

Then, those who have taken upon themselves the office of teach

ing, pass into the arch -angelic power. They who have per

formed the part of learners, receive, in turn, such as are passing

from men to angels. Thus, after certain periods already men

tioned, they are assigned to the proper and angelic state of

”

Before dismissing this particular topic, it may be of use to

dwell a moment longer on one point which has been inci

dentally noticed in the course of the above extracts . I refer to

the question of particular election . Faber, whose assertion has

already been mentioned, is not the only man who has under

taken to deny the existence of such a doctrine among the chris

tian fathers before the time of Augustine. On the contrary, the

rash assertion having once been made, it is now reiterated

loudly from mouth to mouth by such as wish to disprove the

doctrine. They would have the world believe that Augustine

was the first to teach the doctrine of personal and eternal elec

tion by God , of those whom he savingly calls into his kingdom.
I feel warranted in calling the assertion rash, for two reasons.

In the first place, it can be but little short of rashness to assert

positively concerning any religious doctrine, that it is nowhere

to be found among the ponderous mass of truth and error con

tained in the tomes of the fathers of the first four centuries.

But, secondly , unless I greatly mistake , this doctrine of the

election of individuals is distinctly recognized in several of the

| Strom . VI . 13, 14. p. 300 .

2 Proph. Eclog. 57. as given by Guer. II . p. 164 sq .
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passages above quoted. If so , we have then the positive author

ity of one of the earliest and greatest of the fathers, in support of

its primitive reception in the church . When pressed by his

adversaries for human authority in support of his doctrine, Au

gustine, according to Faber, did not plead that much of it was

to be found in the preceding fathers ; but he urged as a reason

of this, that the doctrine, instead of having never been held , had

never been disputed . In exact accordance with this position of

Augustine, are the above notices from the pen of Clement. In

none of them does he speak of the doctrine as though it were a

matter of dispute, but just as he would speak of a tenet of gen

eral belief.

It would be too much aside from my present business to con

sider whether other ancient fathers held to the same doctrine.

Augustine refers to one or two, though of later date than Clem

ent . Nor can I stay minutely to examine these passages above

quoted , as the object of this essay is not controversial. But

what construction can be put upon them that does not imply 'an

election of individuals to salvation according to the foreknowl

edge of God ,' I am unable to percieve. Clement very clearly

held to a general election to the privileges of the gospel; and

he seems,at the same time,just as plainly to have held to a more

restricted and personal election to eternal life - an election with

in an election ; the spiritual , in distinction from the visible and

nominal Israel. - If, then , such be admitted as the fact, it will re

main for the opponents of Augustine no longer to claim the un

broken authority of the early fathers, (whatever it may be worth )

but to produce , if possible, a single passage in which they deny

the doctrine . I will not say that this cannot be done ; but I

have seen no such passage . It would, indeed , be easy to refer to

many passages even in these Alexandrian writers, inwhich they

totallydiscard the doctrine of such a fatal necessity as some

think to be implied in personal election . But a discarding of the

doctrine of fate, no more implies a rejection of the doctrine of

predestination by the ancients, than by moderns .

One further question needs a more decisive answerthan has

yet been given. Did Clement believe in the eternal punish

ment of any of our race ? From the general strain of his writ

ings on the subject of purgatory, and on the justice of that con

demnation which awaits all who reject the offer of salvation,

1 Fab. Apost. Trin . Dedication, p. 9 sq .
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whether in this world or the next, we should readily infer such

a belief. He very frequently implies, that some will thus reject

it, both here and there .

Let us now see if there is any thing which implies that they

will not continue forever to reject, and forever to suffer. The

following passages are perhaps thestrongest that can be adduced

from hiswritings, in support of such a position. “ But he [God]

is by no meansthe cause of evil , for all things arearranged by

the Lord of all, for the salvation of the whole, both in general

and in particular. The office, therefore, of salutary justice, is

to lead each one continually to the better, so far as it is practica

ble ; for all smaller things, according to their habits,are ar

ranged for the preservation and continuance of what is best.

Thus what is virtuous changes for the better, possessing the

cause of change, the choice of knowledge, which sovereign

quality the soul possesses. But necessary chastisements, in the

goodness of the great, all-inspecting Judge, and by attendant

angels, and by diverse previous judgments, and by the final

judgment, compelthose having patientlysuffered the longer, to

repent, τους επί πλέον απηλγηκότας εκβιάζονται μετανοείν , But

as to the remainder, I am silent, glorifying God.” 1

It is not very easy to decide on the import of this singular

passage , as it respects the question of universal salvation . And

indeed , by the last sentence, it is manifest that the writer did

not consider himself as having spoken out fully ; nor was he

then prepared to ; but why he was not prepared , we do not

learn . The following is more explicit, but perhaps less authen

tic. I give it as quoted by Guerike, not being able to find it in

the edition of Clement's works now before me. “ The Lord

indeed saves all (angels and men] , converting some by punish

ments, but otherswhile following by their ownfree will , and with

the dignity of honour. " 2

On the other hand, in a fragment of a work on the soul, quot

ed by Potter, Clement says, that “ all souls are immortal, even

those of the ungodly, for whom it were better if they were not

indestructible, as they are punished by the eternal vengeance of

unquenchable fire, and die not, and have no end of their tor

ments.” The authority , however, of such a fragment, may not

be equal to that of passages found in his entire compositions.

1 Strom . VII. 2. p. 394.

> Adumbrr, in 1 Joh. II . 2. Guer. Il. p. 165.
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On the whole, we are left to say , that he has not been very

explicit in the works thathavecomedown to us, as to bis belief in

the eternity of future suffering. The general bearing of his lan

guage respecting the future state, is in favour of such a doctrine.

Why he was not more explicit, we cannot certainly decide.

Possibly he had doubts in his own mind ;-or perhaps he

deemed the doctrine too harsh for those whom he would allure

to his instruction, and therefore he chose to be silent on the

final condition of such as would never be reformed .

Origen. As to the future and eternal existence of the soul,

Origen was sufficiently decided . He also held to the resurrec

tion of the body ; and to an intermediate state between death

and the resurrection . Upon this intermediate state , his specu

lations, as we might well suppose from the cast of his mind, are

numerous, and some of them sufficiently fanciful. The eleventh

chapter of his second book on Principles, is devoted to this sub

ject. From this and other portions of his works, I will endeav

our to give an outline of his views. But before proceeding to

them , I would just observe, that we must give him the credit of

rejecting the still wilder speculations of Pythagoras and others

who held to the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. This

doctrine, be held in great abhorrence, and took frequent occa

sions to refute it, as appears from his most accredited works.

Immediately on leaving the body, Origen supposes the soul to

assume a figure in a measure similar to that of the gross and

earthly body ; and to enter forthwith on a state of partial retri

bution. The saints, especially, he thinks do not at once re

ceive their full reward , which he argues from Heb. xi. 39.

The prophets and patriarchs, who livedbefore the time of Christ,

went to the infernal regions at death , there to await the advent

of the Redeemer, as their conductor to paradise ; but to the

truly pious since that period , is granted the privilege of an im

mediate admission to that place of blessedness.

But where and what is this paradise ? It is a place, as Ori

gen would have us believe , somewhere in the earth, in which

the saints are gathered as in a "school of souls,” and where they

are taught respecting the rationale of all things they had before

seen on earth ; and where they also receive some obscure views

of a still further state, to which they are to be advanced, just as

in this life, they had seen , as through a glass darkly, the objects

theynow behold in paradise. Those who are of a pure heart,

and make the most rapid progress in paradise, are soonest trans
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ferred to those aerial regions, the “ many mansions,” which the
scriptures denominate heavens, but which the Greeks called

spheres. In those heavens, as the happy spirit passes through

them in succession, he learns in the first the things which

are there exhibited in each ; and then , the reasons of those

things. Thus it is, that the soul followsJesus who has passed

into theheavens, while making its way to be with him where he

is, to behold his unveiled glory , face to face.

As there will be so much to learn , Origen very naturally

supposes it will occupy much time for a soul to pass through

these heavens , and some will be much longer in passing, than

others, according to their perspicacity and the improvement they

here make in the present life.

As to the things to be learnt, in this intermediate state, Ori

gen is somewhat particular, and gives us such a list as we might

well expect from such a philosopher. The mind , burning with

an ineffabledesire to know the reasons of things, will first enjoy

an explanation of all it beheld on earth — the natures of trees,

plants, animals, men,—the reasons of all the minute dispensations

of providence, even to the falling of a sparrow , no one of which

is fortuitous, or without a specific design, theprecise objects of

all the Levitical rites and precepts ,-the state of fallen angels,

the cause of moral evil and deception --and especially the

work of God in man's salvation , -- the nature of the operations

of the Divine Spirit on the heart, etc. In the present life, we

see only the visible objects of nature, and learn the facts in di

vine providence, and gain some obscure and general views, just

as the painter first sketches his rude outline. But in the next

state, the picture will be filled up, and the colouring will be
added .

Passing from paradise into the aerial regions, the soul will

find itself among the stars; and there it will have the delight,

(a great one indeed to Origen, ) to learn whether those distant

luminaries are in fact animated ' bodies , or what they are ; why

each one is placed just where it is, and is of just its actual size ;

how, if it had been otherwise, the whole universe would have

been deranged , etc.

After having thus learnt, first the facts, and then the reasons,

of all visible objects, the soul is to pass to those which are invis

ible, of which we now know nothing, or of which we have only

heard the names.

All this is for those happy spirits who love knowledge and vir
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tue.
As to those who are fond of earthly things, weighed down

by sordid or sensual propensities, they cannot rise ; but remain,

hovering around the places they love, as wretched spectres, to

haunt occasionally the living .

Thus both the good and the bad are to pass their intermedi

ate state between death and the resurrection. Origen knew of

no purgatory for the good, as it would plainly seem from his

undoubted writings ; though some passages of questionable au

thority, have been adduced to fix the doctrine upon him .

In the resurrection , for which he strenuously argued, Origen

believed that our bodies will be essentially the same as to figure,

though much improved, and of a spiritual cast. In answer to

objections then brought, he contends, that it is not needful to

suppose we shall have precisely the same particles of matter

which here compose our bodies; for even in this life, the same

body does not contain the same particles for so much as two

days ; and we may even call a river the same body, though its

waters are continually passing.

He thinks, as it respects the fundamental reason of an identi

cal resurrection , that the same body which shared in the con

flicts of the righteous, ought to wear the crown ; and the same

which partook ofthe pleasures of sin, ought to suffer in the eter

nal flames of the ungodly. He moreover supposes, that the

bodies of the just willbevastly superior to the black and miser

able , yet indestructible bodies with which the wicked will be

clad. Probably he was in advance of most men in his day, in

the elevation of his views respecting the future state, at least as

it respects the bodies of the saints ; for we find him arguing

against those who contended , that we shall dwell here on this

earth , in bodies and in a condition so much like the present, that

we shall need food and drink, have children , live in cities walled

with precious stones, have the wicked to serve us as labourers,

and shall ourselves act as rulers of diverse degrees and living in

great earthly splendour .

In contending against Celsus ,who says that the hope of the

Christians is worthy of worms, Origen does not content himself

with the common saying of his day , viz. that nothing is impossi

ble to God ; but he maintains, that there is an energy, a seed , in

the body, which springs up like other seeds, and is itself fittedto

produce the glorious body. Of course, there is not really that

corruptionof the future and immortal body, which the scoffer

derides. The process is a natural one ; and it is not the cor
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rupted body, devoured by worms, that is to rise as the glorious

habitation of the soul.

At the end of the world, the general judgmentwill take place.

This, however, will not requirea long course of time, although

every secret thing is to be brought into judgment. On the con

trary, Origen supposes, it will be like the resurrection itself, in a

moment, in a twinkling of the eye. And this supposition is

based on the assumption, that the thing which Christ, the om

niscient judge, will then do , is merely to cause each individual

at once to see the whole ofhis own past existence, and conse

quently to feel the justice of the final award. This may require

no suchlength of time as would the complete exhibition of the

minute facts in each case, to the whole universe, according to

the more general views of Christians at the present day. Ori

gen , as we have already seen , would probably anticipate the ob

ject of such a publication, in a great measure, by his supposed

paradise.

The world is then to be burned ; but not, however, to be con

sumed. According to the opinion of some respectable Grecian

philosophers, with which Origen agrees, and according to which

he interprets some passages of Scripture, the world isonly to be

purified by a fire which is to burn up its bad qualities ; and thus

the universe is to be renovated. This fire is also to purify the

saints, burning up the wood, hay, and stubble of their spiritual

building, and purging away the lead , so that nothing but pure

gold shall remain . He supposes that none can rise from the

dead perfectly pure, but all will need more or less of purgation;

and even such distinguished individuals as Paul and Peter, will

have to pass through fire. And this fire, while it purifies, may

also possibly serve as a punishment ; or, at all events, the lan

guage employed by God, in describing it, is designed as a mo

tiveof terrorto the ignorant and stupid of this life.

After this, each one of the righteous will have his blessed al

lotment according to his deeds . There will be different degrees

of happiness; and by no means will all ascend immediately to

heaven. While some are to be directly subject to Christ, oth

ers will be put under the supervision of angels, and will have

many mansions or heavens to pass through, before they come to

the beatific vision of the Father. But when they finally arrive

at this highest state, they will there find their eternal felicity ; all

will be spiritual enjoyment and spiritual occupation forever.
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They will see God as he is Christ as he is and will drink at

the exhaustless fountain of knowledge and wisdom.

Such is an outline of the views ofOrigen respecting the pious.

We come now to inquire in respect to that other class, which
the Scriptures denominate the wicked.

In the opinion of this father, the condition of the ungodly, be

tween death and the resurrection, will be radically diverse from

that of the righteous, in as much as they will be thrust into the

fires of purgatory, the place prepared forthe devil and his angels.

But though there will be one and the same kind of punishment

for all , both devils and wicked men, yet the degrees of suffering

will differ in proportion to the degrees of guilt . Yet the agony

of each one, will be terrible . Origen does not, however,seem

to have conceived of a literal fire, in this case ; for he says, that

each one will kindle the flame of his appropriate fire, instead of

being plunged in a fire already prepared by another . The ma

terials to sustain this fire, are our sins ; and the fire perhaps

such, that while itself is invisible, it can burn things that are in

visible. Like a fever raging in the body, the fresh remembrance

of all past guilt, will prey upon the soul. Conscience will pierce

with its appropriate stings. The soul will also be tormented

with vile affections, anger, rage, and madness, love, grief, envy ,

etc. Nor will the deadly poison of these vile and inordinate

affections, be assuaged by any of the alleviations we bere find .

The soul will also dwell in darkness, and be deprived of the di

vine spirit and of its guardian angel. And just as the naked

body may here suffermore severely beneath the lash, so may

the naked soul from its passions in the place of torment.

After the resurrection , Origen thinks the wicked may have

dark and vile bodies, in contrast to those of the children of God.

As to the duration of their woe, he supposes, that as a wound

which is here inflicted on the body in a moment, may require

many months in healing, so the diseases contracted by a short

course of sinful pleasure, may entail , on the guilty man, an eter

nity of suffering, in that place where their worm dieth not and

their fire is not quenched. He does not hesitate at allto speak,

in his common addresses, of the torments of the wicked as being

eternal . Indeed it seemsto be his design , as he likewise sup

poses it to be the design of the Scriptures, to take away all hope

from those who in this life contemn God . But in his morepbi

losophical discourses, he abundantly shows, that he does not as

sign a literal eternity of duration to the torments of the wicked .

Vol. IV. No. 16. 84
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He considered God as punishing the wicked, both men and

devils, for the purpose of recovering them from sin , and thus

doing away all moral evil ; and with it also , allnatural evil . In the

tenth chapter of bis second book on Principles , which he de

votes to the discussion of the future state of the wicked , Origen

tells us, that “ Godacts asthe Physician of our souls, in assign

ing the torinents of the infernal world , and that his purpose is,

to remove all the vices from the wicked which they have con

tracted by sin , ' etc. And in the sixth chapter of the first book,

he speaks still more at large on this subject. It is due to him,

however, and to the causeof truth to state, that he here express

ly admonishes the reader, before entering on the lofty subjects

of the final consummation of God's great plan , that he is, with

great fear and caution , about to propose some things rath

er for discussion and consideration , than for doctrines which he

would propound as definite and certain . And he furthermore

craves the candour of his reader, that he would not regard what

he is about to offer, as amounting to a heretical departure from

the received faith of the church. Such a statement and such a

request seem to amount to a pretty full concession, that what he

was about to propound, would be regarded as heresy by the

church in his day , if he were to assert such things, instead

of modestly propounding them for discussion . Such a conces

sion is , of course, worthmore to the cause of dogmatic history,

than can be the most minute knowledge of what Origen himself

or any other single individual ihen believed . It may also be

remarked , that such a statement as this made near the beginning

of his work on Principles, was doubtless intended to show the

manner in which he would be understood throughout the whole

work , when advancing the same sentiments ; and so too in his

other works . We are therefore, not to understand him as be

ing so fixed and decided in his views of a future and perfect res

toration of our race to virtue and happiness, as the mere lan

guage of many insulated passages, would seem to imply . He

is rather arguing one side of the question he propounds,' and

saying what seemsto him as probably true .

After thus limiting the manner in which he desires to be un

derstood, he goes on to say , that “ there will be an end of the

world and a consummation of all things, when every one will be

subjected to punishment according to the desert of his sins.

God only knows the time when each will accomplish what

he deserves. We suppose the goodness of God, through
0
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him . ”

Christ, will truly restore his universal creation to one end, even

his enemies being subdued and made subjects. For so saith

the Holy Scripture : The Lord said unto my Lord , sit thou

on my right hand till I make thine enemies thy footstool . And

if it is not sufficiently manifest to us, what the prophetic Word

would indicate by this , we may learn more fully from the apos

tle Paul , who says that it becomes Christ to reign till be hath

put all things under his feet. But if this so plain an expression

of the apostle does not sufficiently teach us what it is for ene

mies tobe put under his feet, hear hiin yet further in the follow

ing : " For it is fit that all things should be made subject unto

What, then, is the subjection in which all things should

be subject? I think it is the very same in which we also desire

to be subject to him , and in which the apostles and all the holy ,

who have followed Christ, are subject to him . For the name

of the subjection by which we are subject to Christ, is indicative

of the salvation of the subjects, a salvation which is from

Christ ; just as David also says : “ Shall not my soul be sub

ject to God ? for from him is my salvation .” Origen goes on

to argue further respecting this end," when Christ, to whom

all things are thus made subject, shall deliver the kingdom to

the Father ; and he contends that this end will be like the be

ginning. Indeed, he affirms, that “ the end is always like the

beginning ; ” and thus , as all were holy and happy at first, so

they will be at the last ; all in heaven and on earth and under

the earth , in which three designations the whole universe is in

cluded, shall bow the knee to Christ, and come in the unity of

the Spirit, and thus all will be in accordance , and God will be

all in all .

Those who are under the dominion of the devil , according to

Origen, whether in this or in the future world , as they enjoy the

power of freewill, may repent and turn to God . But it will be

at an immensely distant period, before all of them will do this

ages upon ages, as it were eternal . Nor will they at once as

cend to God, when they have passed through the scenes of pos

itive misery, but will go through the gradations of ascent, from

mansion to mansion, like the saints before them . God, he thinks,

is able and disposed to accomplish all this in its proper time.

Writing against Celsus, he says : “ The Word is able to subdue

all rational natures to himself, and to transform them into his

own perfection ; when each one, using his own naked power,

will choose what he wills and obtain what he chooses. For
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though among the wounds and diseases of the body, there are

those which no medical art can cure ; yet in the vices of the

soul, we deny that there is any which cannot be cured by the

supremne Word and God . ” When this is done, there will be do

more death , nor pains of death , nor devil , nor evil being, nor evil

thing. Men, and devils, and stars , and other fallen beings, if

such there be, will all be brought back to perfect allegiance and

perfect bliss and unity of feeling.

This view of a complete restoration , is one in which his mind

seemed peculiarly to delight. It would be easy to add many

more passages scattered through his works, and some of

them partaking much of the sublime, in which he dwells on this

idea of God's becoming all in all . But enough has probably

been adduced to give a fair view of his scheme and hismode of

proof. As it respects, however, this perfect unity throughout

the whole range of existences, God all in all , it is by no means

easy to comprehend precisely whathe would mean, as he seems

to be aiming at something more than a mere unity of feeling,

purpose , action , and enjoyment, and yet not quite at the eastern

notion of an absorption of all into God, from whom they first

originated .

But whatever we may think of his speculations , there are two

things which the candid student of the works of this great man ,

will readily acknowledge of him here as elsewhere, viz . that he

is kind and modest in his manner, and that he deals much in

Scripture proofs, for which he even shows the profoundest rev

erence , however strangely he interprets them . And it is with

perfect propriety that Guerike remarks of him , that he joins the

modesty of a Christian with the audacity of a philosopher.

Dionysius. — We find but little from this author on the subject

of eschatology, as it is sometimes called , or the final state of

man. And this little has reference to the position then maintain

ed by the chiliasts. They supposed , that Christ would descend

from heaven and reign on earth , for a thousand years, or per

haps for many thousands, after the destruction of Antichrist ;

and that the saints would be raised and would reign with him.

Origen opposed this notion, as is evident from what we have al

ready seen . Dionysius followed his steps ; and as appears from

1 For the authorities on which the above statements are made, see

Con. Cels. IV. 21. V. 14–20. VIII. 72. De Princ. II. 10, 1-8. and

11,1–7. 1. 6, 3, and other references in Guer. II . p. 280 sq .
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his own account, quoted by Eusebius, he was very successful

in reclaiming whole churches in the province of Arsinoe,and

of convincing Coracius their chief leader in this schism . They

founded their belief chiefly on a false interpretation of somepas

sages in the Apocalypse ; but Dionysius, instead of rectifying

their exegesis, rejected the authority of the whole book .

We pass over the teachers between Dionysius and Didymus,

as affording nothing to our present purpose in the writings they

have left us.

Didymus.-- This catechist also opposed the chiliasts, who

were still found in considerable numbers; and who, indeed , though

with modified views, have been found probably in every age

down to the present.

After the death of the body, Didymus supposes the souls of

believers to be conveyed to Abraham's bosom , which he un

derstands to be some lofty and etherial region. This is surely

a greatimprovement from the notions of his admired Origen.

Whenthere, however , he supposes them to intercede for those

still left on the earth .

He believed in a resurrection of the body ; but that it would

be a spiritual body, in distinction from its present grossness.

As to the time of the resurrection, he supposed that Antichrist

must first appear upon earth in a season of great distress, and

that the period was then nigh .

Following the resurrection , is to be the last judgment, which

Didymus concludes will be conducted by Christ and the Father

in conjunction. The inheritance of the blessed is then to be as

signed, and they are to reign with Christ forever. Still they are

not to be kings, but are to exist and reign in a kind of union

with Christ and the Father.

In respect to the wicked, he speaks of their being consigned

to " the quenchless fire of hell,” and as “ having to endure ev

erlasting torment,” and “ being led away into eternal death ,"

and “ having no more repentance .” And yet, on the other

hand , he seemed to hope for the repentance of fallen angels ;

and as Guerike thinks, did not entirely despair of the final salva

tion of lost men, “after an eternal period .”2

1 Euseb . Ecc. Hist. VII. 24.

2 De Trin. I. 29. 89. II . 3. 7. 12. 27, III . 29. Guer. II . p. 378 sq.
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Thus have we taken some view of the lives and doctrines of

those fathers who, for more than two centuries , presided over the

first and principal school of clerical instruction, in those deeply

interesting and forming ages of the church. The amount of in

fluence they exerted, and which still exists in its countless ram

ifications throughout Christendom, it is impossible to estimate.

We might dwell on many other topics of doctrine, practice, and

mode of interpreting the sacred oracles, were it worth while to

prolong this article further.

It would doubtless be interesting and profitable, to continue the

investigation of clerical education down through the succeeding

ages, were the materials equally at hand .-But Imustclose, at least

for the present, with the brief remark, that the more familiar we

become with the state of the church in past ages, especially with

the doctrines that have been held , the more deeply shallwebe im

pressed with the reflection, that neither wisdom nor folly has

been born in our day.

Art. II. — THE KARAITES, AND OTHER JEWISH SECTS.

From Henderson's Travels in Russia.*

The most popular sect among the Jews, is that known by the

name of Rabbinists, or Talmudists, i . e. such as yield implicit

obedience to the doctrines and institutions of the Rabbins , as

delivered in , or deducible from the Talmud , and who, accord

ing to the general acceptation of the term, may be accounted

the orthodox . They are also sometimes called Baalê Mishna,

* “ Biblical Researches and Travels in Russia. By E. Henderson,

(now Prof. of Divinity etc. in Highbury College,] London 1826. " p.

233 sq. 306 sq. As this work has never been reprinted in America,

we have thought it worth the while to transfer the following interest

ing account to our pages. The chief source of earlier information

respecting the Karaites, is the work of Wolf. viz. J. C. Wolfil No

titia Karaeorum , Hamb. 1721, to which is appended Trigland's tract,

J. TRIGLANDII Diatribe de Secta Karaeorum . - EDITOR .
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or possessors of the Mishna, because its decisions obtain among

them , as the sole and infallible interpretation of the law . They

are precisely, in the present day, what the Pharisees were in

the time of our Lord ; and it requires but little acquaintance

with them , to be sensible of those features of character which

are so strongly marked by the Evangelists, as distinguishing that

ancient sect. But, although the Rabbinists compose the great

body of the Jews in Poland , there exist other denominations,

the numbers and peculiarities of which are too considerable not

to strike the inquisitive traveller.

These are the Karaites, the Chasidim , and the Zoharites,

or followers of Sabbathai Tzevi.

The Chasidim , or “ Pietists,” must not be confounded

with the party who took the same name at the time of the Mac

cabees, and rendered themselves famous by the zeal with which

they contended for the national institutions. The sect to which

I here refer, dates its origin no farther back than the year 1740,

when its doctrines were first broached by Israel Baalshem , in

the small country town of Flussty, in Poland . In the course of

about twenty years, bis fame, as an exorcist, and master of the Cab

bala , spread to such a degree, that he obtained a great number

of followers in Poland , Moldavia, and Wallachia . This Rabbi

gave out, that he alone was possessed of the true mystery of the

Sacred name ; that his soul at certain times left the body, in or

der to receive revelations in the world of spirits ; and , that he

was endowed with miraculous powers by which he was able to

control events, both in the physical and intellectual world . His

followers were taught to look to him for the absolution of every

crime they might commit ; to repress every thing like reflection

on the doctrines of religion ; to expect the immediate appear

ance of the Messiah ; and in sickness, to abstain from the use of

medicine assured, that their spiritual guides, of whom several

made their appearance on the death of the founder, were pos

sessed of such merits, as would procure for them instant recovery .

The accusationsof gross immorality brought against themembers

of this sect by the Lithuanian Rabbi, Israel Loebel, have been call

ed in question, and are supposed rather to have originated in

prejudice, than to have any foundation in truth ; but Ihave been

informed by one , who has had the best opportunities of investi

gating the subject, that their morals are most obnoxious, and

1 Gregoire's Histoire des Sectes Religieuses, tom ii . p . 348.
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that the representations that have been given of them are by no

means exaggerated . They are not only atenmity with all the other

Jews, but form the bitterest and most bigotted enemies of the

christian religion . They believe , that the Messiah , whom they

are hourly expecting, will be a mere man, but will come with

such an effulgence of glory, as to produce a complete regener

ation in the heart of every Jew, and deliver them thenceforth

from every evil . To their Rabbins, whom they honour with the

name of Zadiks, or “ Righteous," they pay almost divine hom

age . The extravagance of their gestures during their public

service, entitles them to the appellation of the “Jewish Jumpers.

Working themselves up into ecstasies, they break out into fits of

laughter, clap their hands, jump up and down in the synagogue

in the most frantic manner; and turning their faces towards

heaven , they clench their fists, and , as it were , dare the Almigh

ty to withhold from them the objects of their requests. This sect

has so increased of late years, that in Russian Poland and Eu

ropean Turkey, it is reported to exceed in number that of the

Rabbioists in these parts.

Of this sect there exists a subdivision founded by Rabbi Sol

omon, in the government of Mohilef. They are distinguished

by the name of Habadim , a word composed ofthe initial letters

of three Hebrew words, ny7752 22n, “ wisdom , intelligence,

and knowledge.” They may not improperly be termed the

“ Jewish Quietists," as their distinguishing peculiarity consists in

the rejection of external forms, and the complete abandonment

of the mind to abstraction and contemplation. Instead of the bap

tisms customary among the Jews, they go through the signs

without the use of the element, and consider it their duty to dis

engage themselves as much as possible from matter, because of

its tendency to clog the mind in its ascent to the Supreme

Source of Intelligence. In prayer they make no use of words,

but simply place themselves in the attitude of supplication, and

exercise themselves in mental ejaculations.

The Zoharites, so called from their attachment to the book

Zohar, are properly to be regarded as a continuation of the sect

formed by the famous Sabbathai Tzevi. Their creed is briefly

as follows: 1. They believe in all that God has ever revealed,

and consider it theirduty constantly to investigate its meaning.

2. They regard the letter of Scripture to bemerely the shell,

and that it admits of a mystical and spiritual interpretation.

3. They believe in a Trinity of Parzufim , or persons in Elohim .
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4. They believe in the incarnation of God ; that this incarna

tion took place in Adam , and that it will again take place in the

Messiah . 5. Theydo not believe that Jerusalem will ever be

re -built. 6. They believe that it is vain to expect any tem

poral Messiah ; but that God will be manifested in the flesh,

and in this state atone, not only for the sins of the Jews, but for

the sins of all throughout the world who believe in him .

This sect was revived about the year 1750 , by a Polish Jew, of the

name of Jacob Frank , who settled in Podolia, and enjoyed the

protection of the Polish government, to which he was recom

mended by the Bishop of Kamenetz, in whose presence he held

disputes with the orthodox Jews, and who was astonished at the

approximation of hiscreed to the principles of Christianity . On

the death of the Bishop, he and his adherents were driven into

the Turkish dominions; and being also persecuted there by the

Rabbinists, they resolved to conform to the rites of the cath

olic Church . Frank at last found a place of rest at Offenbach ,

whither his followers flocked by thousands to visit him , and

where he died in 1791. Their number does not appear to have

increased much of late ; but they are to be met with in differ

ent parts of Hungary and Poland .

The KARAITES.

An object of no ordinary interest which we hoped to attain

by our visit to the Crimea , and which we had long regarded

with pleasing anticipations, was a personal interview with the

Karaite Jews inhabiting an ancient fortress at the distance of a

few versts from Baghichisarai. The antiquity of the sect , the

reasonableness of their grounds of separation from the great

body of the Jewish people, their purely oriental habits, the little

intercourse that any of the learned in Europe have had with

them , and the fact, long known yet but little investigated , that

they possessed the books of the Old Testament in a peculiar

dialect of the Tartar language :-all tended to excite our curi

osity, andrender then the subject of Biblical and literary research.

Accordingly, the day after our arrival in Baghtchisarai, we

proceeded in company with the Rev. Messrs. Glen and Ross,

towards Djufut-Kalè, or the Jews' Fort, the road to which led

us further up the deep and narrow valley in which the ancient

capital of the Crimea is situated . The rocks on our left were

high and precipitous, and often projected over-head, exhibiting

Vol . IV. No. 16 . 85
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large excavations and grottos, many of which seemed to be used

by the Tartars, partly for residence and partly for sheltering

their cattle . Our ride through the upper end of the town,

among mesjeds, medresses, minarets, and majestic poplars, was

singularly picturesqueand interesting . Near the site of a pal

ace, in the valley called Ashlana-derè, that was razed to the

foundations on the fall of the Tartar empire, we turned to the

west, and entered another narrow defile, known by the name of

Mariam -derè, or Mary's Vale, from a Greek convent dedicat

ed to the Virgin, which has been curiously excavated in the

precipice on the right, and looks like a large covered balcony at

the height of several hundred feet from the valley below. Leav

ing our horses to graze on the verdant bank of the rivulet , we

ascended to the monastery by a narrow flight of steps ; and , on

reaching the entrance in “ the crag of the rock , " the view of

the precipice over which we were suspended was so tremendous,

that we instantly receded with sensations of awe. The church

measured fifty feet in length by twenty -four in breadth , yet small

as were its dimensions , its darkness was but dimly enlightened

by a lamp hanging before a painting at the inner end . All was

sombre and silent, and with the exception of a single religious

solitary , we saw nothing to remind us of the world of mortals.

We were informed , however , that scarcely a day elapses on

which the convent is not visited for purposes of devotion ; and

on the day of the ascension of the Virgin , numbers of visitors to

the amount of several thousands, collect from all parts of the

Crimea, and even from the Russian districts beyond Perekop.

As only a few can be admitted at once, the passage

communicating between the valley and the monastery, presents

a curious scene of ascent and descent, while both sides of the

rivulet are diversified by small groups, renewing their old ac

quaintances, or contracting new ones.

Directly below, on the opposite side of the defile, we observed

extensive ruins, marking the site of a town formerly inhabited by

Greeks , but laid desolate on the subjugation of the Tartars.

From this romantic spot we prosecuted our ride, and passing

two beautiful fountains, to which the Jewish damsels , like Re

bekah and Rachel of old , “ come out to draw water ,

reached the foot of the precipice, on the summit of which Dju

of steps

1
we

1 The general supply of water is conveyed on the backs of horses

or asses,
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fut-Kald is situated . The road now becarne excessively steep ;

and , as it forms a complete zig-zag, we were surprised to find,

that when we supposed ourselves near the entrance of the fort,

the pathway appeared all at once to be terminated by a rugged

and inaccessible rock . We were the more disconcerted at this

discovery, as a thunder-storm had just commenced, and the rain

began to pour down with violence ; but on turning another angle,

we came to several caverns in the side of the precipice, where

we found a temporary shelter, and from which we contemplated

the flashesof the lightning, and listened to the awfully reverberat

ing roar of the thunder in the valley below.

When the storm was over, we again commenced our ascent,

and soon came to the gate of this ancient fortress, through which

we were admitted into a narrow street running from one end of

the town to the other. The houses are all constructed in the

oriental style , with the windows looking into the courts, and are

surrounded by a high stone wall . Besides the defence formed

by these walls , rising perpendicularly from the brink of the pre

cipices on either side, a regular fortified wall has been raised to

protect such places as had not been rendered strong by nature .

The streets had been washed by the rain which was running

down in torrents, but we walked on a fine broad pavement lead

ing to the principal synagogue , where we met the chief Rabbi,

a venerable old man of the name of Isaac , by whom we were

received with great courtesy, and conducted to the residence

of Rabbi Benjamin, which appeared to be the house destined

for the reception of strangers .

On entering the guest chamber, or “ upper -room ,” which was

beautifully covered with carpets, we were obliged to pull off our

boots, and recline in the oriental fashion , on bolsters , which

were placed round the sides of the room . While engaged in a

friendly interchange of questions and answers with our host, a

large tray was placed on the floor in the middle of the room ,

covered with bread, butter, dates, pears, mulberries, brandy,

and wine, of which we were invited to partake at pleasure. The

conversation was carried on in Turkish and Hebrew ; and the

Rabbins seemed no less anxious to satisfy our curiosity , thanwe

were to obtain information respecting the history and distinguish

ing peculiarities of the Karaim . In Benjamin's library, besides

the Talmud, and a considerable collection of other Hebrew

books, we found a good copy of Bomberg's Rabbinical Bible.

Besides the Tartar Targum ,of which more presently, he showed
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us several Karaite commentaries in Hebrew , and assured us that

they had them on the whole Bible ; but that entire copies were

very scarce, and high in price. A commentary on the Penta

teuch alone costs 150 rubles, or about £ 6 sterling.

From the house of the Rabbi we proceeded to the synagogues ,

which are two in number, a larger and a smaller, the former of

which is elegantly fitted up, and is ornamented in the inside with

a large stone monument, erected on the accession of the empe

ror Alexander to the throne . The inscription contains some beau

tiſul laudatory lines in the Hebrew language. From the Ark of

the Covenant, several elegant, and one or two apparently very

ancient MSS. of the law , in rolls of parchment, were brought

out, and exbibited to us, some of which had been written on the

spot, and the rest brought from Constantinople and Poland.

The body of the synagogue was filled with reading desks, on

each of which lay Hebrew Bibles, prayer-books, and parts of

the Tartar Targum . The Bibles were chiefly of the Venetian

editions, such as are mostly in request amongthe Spanish Jews

in Constantinople, whence they have been conveyed to the

Crimea .

The number of families resident in Djufut-Kalè, amounts to

about two-hundred and fifty, many of the members of which

are absent during certain seasons of the year, transacting busi

ness in Odessa , and other towns in Russia and Poland . Others

of them regularly repair every morning to Bagbtcbisarai, where

they have shops, and return to the castle in the evening.

Passing through the southern gate, we ascended a small em

inence, from which we had a commanding view, not only of this

“ munition of rocks,” but of the romantic scenery by which it is

surrounded . Towards the east the Tent mountain ( Tchatir

dagh ), rose majestically above the intervening chains of rugged

and precipitous rocks, and almost directly south, we caught a

distant prospect of the fortress of Mankup. This ancient cas

tle, once in possession of the Genoese, is now in ruins ; but it

was inhabited till within these few years by Tartars and Karaite

Jews. Being situated on the summit of a high insulated rock ,

it is almost inaccessible, and presents a singularly prominent ob

ject in the perspective. Djufut-Kalè itself, we now found to be

constructed on the summit of the narrowest part of a bigh ridge

of rocks, which here projects towards the north, and terminates

abruptly on meeting the valley of Ashlama, above Baghtchisarai.

The strength of this place ismostly from nature , the rocks rising
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perpendicularly on either side, and the ridge, not being of any

breadth , it required little labour to fortify the town at its southern

termination . The continuation of the ridge is covered with

grass, and used to afford pasture to a fine herd of deer ; but we

were informed by the Jew who conducted us , that their number

is now reduced to three .

We now descended into the Valley of Jehoshaphat," or the

Karaite burying -ground, consisting of a deep recess, covered

with loſty trees, to the sombre shade of which, the wbite slabs

placed over the graves of the deceased, presented the most in

teresting contrast . A pleasing melancholy seized our minds as

we entered this hallowed spot; and were it not for the distress

ing idea of the obstinate unbelief of Judaisın, associated with

the general amability of the Karaite character, it is scarcely

possible to conceive any scene more calculated to soothe the

mind of a contemplative spectator. The tomb -stones, mostly

of white marble, are regularly arranged in rows , somewhat after

the manner of the Moravian graves ; and the more modern have

an additional monument at either end , consisting likewise of a

marble slab, some with and some without Hebrew inscriptions.

Being anxious, if possible, to discover from these monumental

annals, how far back the residence of the Jews in Djufut-Kalè

could be traced , we requested our guideto point out to us the oldest

grave, which he readily did , assuring us that it was held in great

veneration by his brethren . It consists of a plain slab , which

has been partially fractured on the surface ; but , on clearing

away the moss which had filled up the incisions of the letters,

the following inscription was brought out :

בעמש

ןעגתרובק

דיודןבףסוי

שמחתנשב

דוםיפלא

תו

The reader will observe, that the last letter in the first line

has been considerably effaced, but to judge from its present ap

pearance , it must have been a Mem . The rest of the letters

Snw, I take to form the initial word of the sacred motto of the

Jews, 20 yaw , “ Hear, O Israel,Jehovah our Elobim is one

Jehovah . ” Deut. vi. 4. This inscription is also defective at
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the close, something having been effaced after the Daleth , which

the sculptor, not versed in the laws of Masoretic caligraphy,

has divided, and placed the plural feminine termination at the

beginning of the following line. The word has, most probably,

been the poetical form now ; so that the whole inscription

will read thus : “ Hear, O Israel, etc. The Grave of Geez , Jo

seph Ben David. Inthe year Five thousand and four . That

is, according to the Christian era , the year 1364, an epoch

somewhat more than a century later than the commencement of

the Tartar dynasty in the Crimea.

The Karaim have no written document to prove at what time

they first occupied this fort, or develope the circumstances which

originated or attended their immigration into the peninsula.

Peysonel, in his work on the Commerce of the Black Sea, states

that a tradition obtained among them , purporting that their ances

tors inhabited the city of Bukhara in Great Tartary, and that

they accompanied the Tartars in their memorable expedition

into Europe. The circumstance that the Karaites dress much

in the Tartar style, and speak a dialect to which they give the

name of Djagaltai, might seem to give some weight to this ac

count ; but no such tradition is known to the present generation,

and their conformity to the Tartars in language and habits is ea

sily accounted for, by the length of time they have lived under

their dominion . In consequence of inquiries made on the spot,

as well as subsequent epistolary communications, it appears that

they have no recollection of any bond of union ever having ex

isted between their ancestors and the Bukharian Jews ; that, as

far as their knowledge extends, there exist no Karaim in that

quarter ; and the only traditionary account current among them

is, that their ancestors came from Damascus, and settled here

about 500 years ago , under the protection of the Khans of the

Crimea. Their language, too, as exbibited in their ancient

books, approximates much more to the Osmanli, than to the Ori

ental Turkish.1

About the beginning of last century, in the reign of the Khan

Hadji Selim Gherei, they had peculiar privileges conferred on

them , in consequence ofa successful cure performed by one of

their physicians on Ulu Khani , a sister of the Khan, who was

| It appears , from the 'Travels of Rabbi Petachia, that there were

Karaites in the Crimea about the year 1180, which was considerably

prior to the arrival of the Tartars.
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dangerously ill . Instead of any longer performing certain

drudgery-work at the palace, and paying a heavy capitation -tax,

in common with their neighbours, the Greeks and Armenians,

they were taken under the protection of the princesses of the

above rank , and only supplied their establishment with wood,

coffee, and other articles of domestic use, which they furnished

not so much by way of tribute, but as a token of gratitude for

the immunitiesthat were granted them .

With respect to the sect in general , it claims a very high an

tiquity, and seems originally to have been the same with that of

the Sadducees, one of the three principal sects which divided

the Jewish nation about two hundred years before the incarna

tion of our Saviour. One of their distinguishing tenets is known

to have been their strict adherence to the letter of the law, to

the entire exclusion of traditionary interpretation ; and , indeed ,

it has not unnaturally been conjectured by some authors ofnote,

that the errors which that sect taught in the time of our Lord

formed no part of their primitive creed, and that it was the adop

tion of these errors by the disciples of Sadok, that gave birth to

the Karaim ; whom , in common with Hottinger, Alting, Trig

land , and others , Prideaux takes to be Scribes so frequently

mentioned in the New Testament. This opinion , however,

seems totally irreconcilable with Matt. xv. 1 , 2 , where the

Scribes are represented as equally tenacious of the traditions

with the Pharisees. It is not improbable that the number of the

reformed party of the Sadducees was extremely small in the

days of our Lord, as , in fact, that of the Karaim has compara

tively been in every succeeding age . According to Mordecai,

one of their own writers , they are sprung from Judah Ben Tab

bai, and were originally denominated , after him, the Society of

J. B. T. but afterwards changed their name to that of Karaim .

But whatever obscurity may remain , as to the exact period

or the particular occasion of their origin , so much is certain, that

the sect was not formed by Rabbi Anan, as Morinus and others

have erroneously supposed ; but that it only underwent a reform

ation by that celebrated Rabbi, during the period of his opposi

tion to the introduction of the Talmud as a rule of manners, and

his enforcement of the paramount authority of the divine law.

In proof of this, I shall quote a passage from the Karaite ritual,

at the commencement of the chapter entitled 272793t, or the ser

vice in memory of the dead ; in which we find Anan occupying

the first place, but only as one who had effected a radical re
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confirmed the faith of*,םיארקהתנומאקזחclares that Anan

formation of manners, and reduced the Karaites to the primi

tive observance of the law. The prayer begins thus :-“ May

our God, and the God of our fathers, have mercy on our dead,

and your dead, and all the dead of all his people of the house of

Israel ! And, first of all, on Anan our Rabbi, the prince , the

man of God , chief of the captivity, who opened the way of the

law , and enlightened the eyes of the Scripturists, [literally, Sons

of the text,] and turned manyfrom iniquity and transgression,

and caused us to walk in the right way.” The same language,

with an accumulation of laudatory epithets, is used respecting

him by Mordecai ; and Rabbi S. Shullam , agreeably to this, de

, "

the Karaites . " Jucharin , fol. cxiix . col . 2. According to

Makrizi,? Anan came from the east, under the caliphate of

Abu Djafar Mansur, about the middle of the eighth century , and

brought along with him copies of the law , professedly taken

from the architypal exemplar, written by the hand of Moses.

His great learning, and the favour he enjoyed with the Caliph,

gave him peculiar advantages in his disputes with the Talmud

ists, whom he taxed with the introduction of usages contrary to

those inculcated by the sacred books in his hands; and it would

appear, both from the statements of Makrizi, and those of

Abulfeda , that Anan, as well as some of his followers, spoke

with the highest respect of Jesus of Nazareth , and condemned

the Jews for treating him as an impostor, and putting him to

death , without weighing the justice of his pretensions, and his
claims of excellence and merit.

If the accounts that obtain among themselves may be credited,

the first place where a Karaite synagogue was established , after

the destruction of Jerusalem , was Grand Cairo, in which city

they have always kept up a separate community, and where, ac

cording to most recent accounts, they still exist at the present

day . The Karaite Rabbi Samuel states, in bis Itinerary, that

besides fourteen copies of the law , the Karaite synagogue at

1

יתמתאוםכיתמתאווניתמתאםחריוניתובאיהלאווניהלא1

שיאאישנהןנעוניברכהלחתבושארב:לארשיתיבךמעלכללכ

ארקמינביניערואהוהרותהךרדתאחתפרשאהלגהשארםיהלאח

:הרשיךרדבונכירדהוהרבעמוןועמבישהםיברו

? De Sacy's Chrestomathie Arabe. Vol. II. p. 176.

3 Chrest. Arabe, p. 207 .
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1

Cairo possesseda great number of books written by their wise

men, in the Arabic language . In the village of Haskiöl, near

Constantinople, they have long been established , and maintain

that they are descendants of such Karaites as settled there in

the time of Constantine the Great. When visited by Biörnstahl,

in 1776, their number amounted to about two hundred ; but

Dr Scholtz, who was there in 1821 , states their number at

1,500 . They were in possession of MSS. containing the He

brew Text of the Five Books of Moses, with the Targum of

Onkelos, written A. D. 1240. He also found among them a

Tartar version, in all probability a copy of that in use among

the Crimean Karaites, and of which a particular account will be

given at the close of this chapter ; but, according to earlier ac

counts, the translation incommon use among them is in the ver

nacular Greek , and is doubtless the samethat was printed in

the Constantinopolitan Polyglott, in the year 1547. According

to a letter addressed to Hottinger,3 by Professor Legerus of

Geneva , there existed , about the year 1649, in Poland, 2,000

Karaites ; in Constantinople, 70 ; in Theodosia , 1,200 ; in

Cairo, 300 ; in Damascus, 200 ; in Jerusalem , 30 ; in Baby

lonia , 100 ; and in Persia, 600. At the present day, they are

found in different parts of Russia , Poland, Lithuania, Austria,

the Caucasus, Turkey, Egypt, Abyssinia , India, and the Holy

Land ; but their numbers have not been ascertained .

As has already been observed , the principal point of differ

ence between them and the Rabbinists, or Pharisaical Jews,

consists in their rejection of the oral law, and their rigid appeal

to the text of Scripture as the exclusive and only infallible

source and test of religious truth. It is on this account that

they are called Karaites,4 or Scripturists, which name they

glory in , as clearly and honourably expressive of the fundamen

1 Michaelis' Orient. and Exeget. Bibl. xv. pp. 92, 93.

2 Tela Ign . Satanae, p. 596 .

3 Thesaur. Philol. p. 583. Compare Rabbi Benjamin's Itinerary;

according to which, that author found at Constantinople above 500

Karaim ; at Askalon, 40 ; at Damascus, 200. He travelled about the

middle of the twelfth century.

4 Wp, Karaim , from Ap, Kara , " Scripture.” They are al

so frequently called a "ya, bene mikra, sons of the text, and

892 393, baalâ -mikra , masters or possessors of the text.

Vol. IV. No. 16 . 86
1
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tal peculiarity of their creed , though, in all probability, as is the

case with the epithets by which most sects and systems of opin

ions have been characterized , it was given them at first by their

enemies. The reader will greatly err, however, if he supposes

that, in their zeal for the exclusive authority of the Scriptures,

the Karaites carry their enmity to the Talmud and other Jewish

writings so far as never to consult them, or have them in their

possession. This is by no means the case. On our visit to the

principal Rabbi in Djufut Kalè, we found some of the ponder

ous volumes in his library ; and the answer he gave to our ex

pression of surprise was singularly characteristic of the modera

tion and good sense of the sect in general : — “ We do not admit

that the Talmud has any binding authority over our consciences,

and there are many things in it which we cannot approve ; but

should we on this account reject what is good in it, and notavail

ourselves of such statements as are consonant with the text of

Scripture ? "

Another remarkable point of disagreement between the two

sects , is their different methods of interpreting Scripture. While

the Talmudist chiefly applies the cabbalistical art to bring out

recondite and mysterious meanings from the sacred text, the

i Karaite maintains that the Scripture is its own interpreter, and

that the sense of a passage is to be determined by the grammat

ical meaning of the words , the scope and connexion , and a com

parison of parallel passages.

The necessary consequence of this close attachment to the letter

of the law is visible, in various ways, both in their personal con

duct, and in their ritual observances. For example : it is com

manded in the law of Moses, “ Ye shall kindle no fire through

out your habitations on the Sabbath day ,” Exod . xxxv. 3 ; yet

every traveller must be struck , on entering a Polish village during

the night of the Jewish Sabbath, to find it completely illumina

ted by the profusion of candles that are burning in the houses of

the Jews, all of which have been lighted a few minutes before

the Sabbath commenced ; and as to the keeping up of fires, ev

ery difficulty is removed by laying the emphasis on the word

thou, concluding, that it is not unlawful for the Jews to get Chris

tian servants to do these offices for them . In the houses of the

Karaim , on the contrary , you will neither see a candle nor fire,

from sunset on Friday evening till the same time the evening fol

lowing. They eat nothing but cold meat during the whole of

this period. The only instance of evasion on their part that I
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have heard of, is their leaning over the window to light and smoke

their pipes ; but my information was from a Rabbinist, and is

therefore to be suspected.

The Karaim also sanctify the Sabbath by rigid abstinence and

a close application of the mind to the duties ofreligion. At Dju

fut Kalè, the gates of the fort are shut at sunset on Friday even

ing, and never on any occasion, opened till sunset on the even

ing of the Sabbath , in strict conformity with the ordinance Neh.

xii . 19. This was one of the privileges conceded to them by

the Khans of the Crimea. The Rabbinists, on the contrary, in

direct violation of Isa. lviii . 13, “ If thou turn away thy foot from

the Sabbath — from doing thy pleasure on my holy day," convert

it into a season of carnal delight, making it a day of feasting,

conviviality , and sensual enjoyment.

The Karaim are free from many of the superstitions to be

found among the Jews in general, such as the transmigration of

souls, the power of talismans, etc. and , as might naturally be

expected from their principles, the standard and tone of mor

als which their general deportment exhibits is quite of a differ

ent stamp from those of the Rabbinists. In their persons they

are tidy ; their domestic discipline and arrangements are correct

and exemplary ; and their dealings with others are characterized

by probity and integrity . It is one of their favourite maxims,

that “Those things which a man is not willing to receive him

self, it is not right for him to do to his brethren, ” 1_a maxim

literally corresponding with that which our Lord pronounces to

be the sum of what the law and prophets taught as the dutyof

man to man, Matt . vii . 12 . How far the Karaim act up to this

principle, may be ascertained by the fact, that they are univer

sally respected by all who know them ; and I never heard any

person speak ill of them, except he was a bigoted adherent of

the Talmud . In the south of Russia, where they are best known,

their conduct is proverbial; and I cannot place it in a stronger

light than by recording the testimony borne to it by a Polish

gentleman in Dubno, who informed me that, while the other

Jews resident in Lutsk are continually engaged in suits at law,

and require the utmost vigilance on the part of the police, there

is not on record a single instance of prosecution against the Ka

1

םתושעליוארןיאןכומצעלםדאהםלבקיאלשםינינעה1

.997783
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raim for the space of several hundred years, during which they

have been settled in that place !

By the Rabbinists they are beld in perfect abhorrence. Eis

enmenger relates that he was eye -wiiness of this in Frankfort

on the Maine, where he found a Karaite in the Jews' street, to

whom they had been kind at first, taking him to be of their own

sect ; but the moment they discovered that he was one of the

“ Sons of the Text, ” they hissed him out of the street with con

tempt. In the time of Rabbi Benjamin, there existed a literal

wall of separation between them in Constantinople ; and I was

struck, when visiting them at Lutsk, to find that they lived in a

separate quarter of the town, altogether distinct from the other

Jews, who never spoke of them without contumely ; and they

even declared , that if they saw a Christian in danger of being

drowned , it would be their duty to make a bridge of a Karaite

in order rescue him . In short, they carry their enmity to such

a pitch , that they will not receive a Karaite into their commun

ion until he has previously made a profession of the Mohanıme

dan or Christian faith .

The Karaim , on the contrary , though they execrate the tra

ditions of the Rabbinists, never speak of their persons with con

tempt, but commonly give them the fraternal appellation

397 118 , " our brethren, the Rabbinists."

It may not be amiss, in this place, to furnish the reader with

some account of the mode of public worship in use among the

Karaim , an opportunity of observing which was presented , on

my visit to theirsynagogue in the town of Lutsk .

This visit took place on the day of Pentecost, 1821. The

synagogue, which is situated in the back part of the town , is a

square wooden building, capable of containing about two hun

dred people. The entrance is from the east, and leads imme

diately into the outer court , which is appropriated to the use of

the females, and is divided from the rest of the synagogue by a

thin partition, in which is a chink to admit of hearingand ob

serving what is transacted within . Directly in front of the en

trance, and fixed to the western wall , is the Ark of the Covenant,

containing the book of the law, the front of which is covered

1 Entdecktes Jüdenihum , Vol . I. p . 305 .

b

Itiner. ed. Elz. p . 28.

2
הציחמםימכחידימלתםהשםינברהןיבוםהיניבו-
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with a veil about eight feet in length by two and a half in breadth .

Besides this veil are two smaller, one on each side, covering the

prayer-books and other things requisite for the use of theofficiat

ing Rabbi. Close to the ark is a small reading -desk, some

what in the shape of a music-stand, where the Levite, or minis

ter, assists at certain parts of the service ; and in front, near the

middle of the synagogue, stands a square table, painted blue, and

adorned with two coverlets, one ofwoollen stuff of various col

ours, and the other of silk richly embroidered and ornamented .

On each side of this table stands a large candlestick, with seven

branches, filled with wax candles ; and, at different distances,

round the synagogue, stand a number of reading-desks, each of

which has a box containing such books as are used in the time
of service.

Instead of the larger and smaller Talith (no), or white

woollen garments, which the other Jews put on when they go in

to the synagogue, the Karaim use two long belts of woollen stuff,

which are thrown over the shoulders, and joined behind by a

square piece of the same material , which is more or less orna

mented according to the circumstances of the owner . To the

corners of this piece are attached the Tzitzith ( 17°* ° ), or

long fringes, or ornamented strings, which the wearer puts to

gether at different parts of the service, especially before the read

ing of the law, and, having kissed them , places them upon his

eyes, as a sign that the divine commandments, of which these

strings are symbolical, are the only medium of light to the mind .

The custom is founded on Numbers xv. 38–40 .

The Rabbi was dressed in a long robe of black silk , over

which a large white Talith was thrown, which covered his head,

and hung down nearly to the bottom of his robe. The prevail

ing dress ofthe people was a long blue top coat, lined with lamb

skin, and large lambskin caps, in the Tartar manner.

The service of the day had commenced before I went , so that

I found them already advanced to the reading of different parts

of the Scriptures. I am not aware that it is knownamong Chris

tians, but it is certainly deserving of notice , that the celebrated

prophecy, quoted by the Apostle Peter,on the day of Pentecost,

from the prophet Joel, chapter ii . 28–32, forms a part of the

Pentacostal service of the Karaite Jews . Such , however, is the

fact, and may we not conclude, from the pertinacity with which

this ancient sect adhere to their primitive institutions, that the

same coincidence took place in the Apostolic age ; that, in the
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divine prescience, those who selected the Haphtorahs or sections

from the prophets to be read in the synagogues, were directed

to choose this passage from Joel for the particular ſeast on which

it was to receive its proper and remarkable accomplishment;

and, that the Apostle Peter, in quoting the lesson for the day,

had recourse to one of the most powerful arguments which he

could possibly have used , in order to convince a Jew of the di

vine nature of the transactions exhibited on that stupendous oc

casion ?

Nearly two hours were spent in repeating prayers, and read

ing passages out of the Psalms and the Prophets, in all of which

the congregation took a greater share than the Rabbi, who, at

certain intervals fell downon his knees, and bowed with his face to

the ground. At length that part of the service commenced,

which is preparatory to the manifestation of the law. It consisted

chiefly in prayers, which were repeated with uncommonearnest

ness ; the congregation lifting uptheir hands, and elevating their

voice, while, at regular intervals, the words, “ Hear, O Israel,

Jehovah our Elohim is one Jehovah ,” were repeated with much

solemnity . The Ark was then opened, and the law brought

out with great reverence , and placed endwise upon the table of

testimony. The upper end of the roll was ornamented with a

crown, onthe top of which was infixed a precious stone, and at

different distances hung small silver tablets, the gifts of zealous

members of the congregation. The numerous wrappings were

no sooner taken off, than the worshippers pressed forward to kiss

them ; after which, a deputation of three little boys came in

from the outer court, and receiving them into their extended

arms, conveyed them out to the females, who also kissed them

and placed them on their eyes, in the same manner as the men

had done.

The law was now laid flat on the table, and the minister ad

dressed the officiating priest in the following words :

“ Thou, therefore, my father, 0 Priest, the crown ofmy head,

give glory to the law ,and approach to read in the book of thelaw :

approach with reverence.

On which the congregation repeated , in Hebrew, the divine

promise to Phinehas : " And it shall be to him and his seed af

ter him, a covenantof everlasting priesthood ; because he was

zealous for his God ,and made an atonementfor the children of

Israel," Numb. xxv. 13 ; and in Chaldee : And the children

of Israel, the priests, and the Levites, and the rest of the children
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of the captivity, kept the dedication of the house of God with

joy," Ezra vi. 16.

Having repeated certain introductory sentences from the 119th

Psalm , the Rabbi began the lesson : « In the third month of the

exodus of the children of Israel from the land of Egypt,” etc.

Exod . xix . 1 .

When he had finished this portion, he quoted the words:

“ Blessed be Jehovah God, the God of Israel, etc. Psalm lxxii .

18 , 19, and the minister, turning to a young man that was stand

ing by, said :

“ And thou, my brother, O Levite,give glory to the law, and

approach to read in the book ofthe law ; approach with reverence . "

To which the congregation gave inresponse :

" And to Levi he said : Let thy Thummim and thy Urim be

with thy Holy One, whom thou didst prove at Massah, and with

whom thou didst strive at the waters of Meribah.”

The Levite then came forward and repeated several passages

from the Psalms, Job, and the book of Proverbs, and read sev

eral verses of the lesson, concluding with the words : “Blessed

be Jehovah God, the God of Israel ; and blessed be his glorious

name for ever.”

The rest of the lesson was read by certain individuals from

the congregation, whowere in like manner summoned in turn

by the minister, with the words :

" And thou, my brother, O Israelite, give glory to the law,

and approach to read in the book of the law ; approach with

reverence .”

Having read to the commencement of Exodus xx, the whole

congregation stood some time in silence , till the Rabbi began to

repeat, in Hebrew, the ten commandments, which the congre

gation immediately repeated after him in Tartar, each com

mandment apart . The concluding part of the chapter was then

read ; and after a general ascription of glory to the Supreme

Lawgiver, during which the law was rolled up and replaced in

the Ark, the minister turned to one of the people and addressed

him thus :

“ And thou, my son, O Dismisser, give glory to the law ,

and approach to read the lesson ; approach with reverence."

Towhich the congregation replied :

Un, Maphtir - so called because he finishes the lesson previ

ous to the disinission of the congregation.

1
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“ Hear, my son, the instruction of thy father , and forsake

not the law of thy mother. Hear, O my son , and receive my

sayings; and the years of thy life shall bemany."

This Maphtir was a fine-looking boy, about thirteen years of

age, who read the prayer of Habbakuk in Hebrew, with a pa

thos and beauty which quite astonished me.

The service ended with the repetition of a long metrical

prayer ; on which the congregation after a few silent aspirations,

retired to the outer court where they had left their shoes, and

went away with great decorum .

Having addressed one of the Karaim who stood next to me,

in Turkish, his countenance which had formerly expressed sur

prise at my looking over the service-book,now brightened upas

if he had discovered a brother ; and , after exchanging a few

sentences, he introduced me to the Rabbi, who kindlyinvited

me to visit him at his house in the afternoon . I accordingly
went at the time appointed, and found his room filled with Karaites

of both sexes, who had assembled to listen to our conversation .

He gave me a hearty “ Come in peace ;” and , without reserve,

entered into an explanation of thepeculiar dogmas of their faith.

Instead of manifesting that disquietude which generally seizes

the mind of a Rabbinist, the moment the subject of the Messiah

is introduced, my host discovered no alarm , but assuredmethat

he is the object of their daily expectation . Such passages as I

quoted from the Old Testament he explained much in the same

way as the more ancient of the JewishRabbins, and appeared to

have little or no knowledge of the numerous subterfuges to which

the modern Talmudists have recourse in controversy with Chris

tians. On my referring to the Hebrew New Testament, a copy

of which I intended topresent to him , he rose and produced one

from his library, which bore evident marks of having been read,

and which he handed to the people to read without any reluc
tance. * They had read,” he said, “ the accounts it contained

respecting Jesus of Nazareth ; but they were not convinced

that he was the Messiah promised to the fathers.”

It was peculiarly interesting to behold a company of the seed

of Abraham , listening with deep attention to the discussion of

that important subject which their law typified, their prophets

predicted, their poets sang, and all the ancient worthies of their

nation realized by a believing anticipation ; and as I left them,

my prayers ascended on their behalf, that as on that blessed day

the effusion of the Holy Spirit effected the conversion of three
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thousand souls, for a wave offering of first fruits to the Lords

the general ingathering might speedily commence, and all Israel

be saved with an everlasting salvation.

That the Karaim of Poland and the Crimea possessed a Tar

gum ,or version of the Old Testament in a Tartar dialect, has

long been known to the literary world . Gustavus Peringer not

only notices it , but gives a specimen of its manner, consisting of

thethree first versesof Genesis, in bis epistle relative to theaf

fairs of the Karaim in Lithuania, inserted in Tenzel's Monthly

Accounts, 1691 . From this source Woll derived his infor

mation respecting it, which is contained in the fourth volume of his

Bibliothecae Hebraeae, page 167. It is also referred to by the

Swedish traveller, Biörnstabl, in his account of the Karaim in

habiting the village of Haskiöl , near Constantinople, where he

was shown a copy of the Pentateuch in the year 1776.1

of this version a copy was purchased forthe sum of 200 ru

bles by Dr. Pinkerton, on his visit to Djufut-Kalè, in the year

1816 , who forwarded it to Petersburgh with a view to its being

printed along with the translation of the New Testsment made

by the Missionaries at Karass . It was, however, deemed ad

visable by the Committee of the Russian Bible Society, that pre

vious to their undertaking a work of such magnitude, the MS.

should be forwarded to Astrakhan, to be examined by the Mis

sionaries resident in that city . It was accordingly submitted to

their judgment, and , on its being found to exhibit a dialect of the

Tartar very different from any with which they were acquainted,

the idea of associating the version with that of the New Testa

ment executed at Karass, was entirely abandoned , and it was

resolved , that an edition of the Book of Genesis, with such al

terations as the Missionaries might deem proper, should be print

ed by way of trial.

TheMS. is neatly written in the Rabbinical character, with

the addition of certain marks and points in connexion with some

of the letters, in order to make them suit the Tartar alphabet.

It bas been affirmed , that the dialect in which this MS. is

written , constitutes what has been termed Djagatai, or as the

Tartars pronounce it, Shagaltai ; but the assertion is purely hy

pothetical, and in perfect contradiction to the united testimony

of history and experience. The name Djagatai is evidently

1 Michaelis' Orient. u. Exeget. Bibliothek. Xy. Theil. p. 93 .

Vol. IV. No. 16. 87
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derivedfrom one of the sonsof Djingis-Khan ,who,on the death

of his father, obtained , as his shareof the Tartar empire, the

countries east ofthe Caspian, known by the names of Transox

iana, Ugoria , Kashgar, Bedakshan, Bukharia, and Balk, and

which, by some geographers, have been comprised under the

general name of Žagatai ; but therenever appears to have existed

a people to whom this name was exclusively appropriated.

Were it a fact that the dialect of the MS. ever formed the lan

guage of any nation or tribe to the east of the Caspian , or in

central Asia, it would throw great light on the question relative

to the ten tribes, as it is incontrovertible that none but Jews ever

spoke any such language . The words, indeed , in general, are

not Hebrew ; but every thing else is. Not only is the same or
der of the words retained which exists in the original, but every

idiom and grammatical form ; and every particle of the Hebrew

is so rigidly expressed , that with little trouble, the whole might

be rendered back again into Hebrew, so as to furnish an exact

copy of the exemplar from which it was made. Indeed , its

servility is such, that, besides now and then suggesting a proper

Tartar word to a translator, it is of no practical use whatever

the Tartar and Hebrew languages differing so entirely in their
structure and conformation. It is accordingly found that,

though portions of it have been transcribed into Arabic charac

ters, it still remains a sealed book to every Tartar or Turk into

whose hands it is put. And even Jews from the west of the

Caspian, who speak the Tartar as their vernacular language, are

not able to make out its meaning, not being acquainted with the

Hebrew — a circumstance which makes it evident that no person

who is not conversant with the original language of the Old Tes

tament can possibly understand it.

It is therefore only in a critical point of view that the Karaite

MS. can be considered as possessing any value. The rigidity

with the which sect, for whose use it was made, profess to adhere

tothe text of Scripture, naturally leads to the conclusion, that it

will be found faithfully to exhibit the readings of the manuscript

from which it was taken . But even here our expectations are

only partially met . For it turns out, on examination, that the

translation is not independent , or constructed on any principles

of interpretation peculiar to the Karaite school; but that the

translator has not unfrequently followed the Chaldee Targums,

and those renderings which are to be met with in the Rabbini

cal commentaries .
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Accordance of James and Paul.

ART. JII. ON THE ALLEGED DISCREPANCY BETWEEN JAMES

II . 14—26, and Paul's DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION BY

FAITH .

By Charlos Frommann, Cand. of Theol. in Coburg. Translated from the German .

By D. Fosdick Jr. of the Theol. Sem . Andover.

From a very early period it has been frequently remarked,

that the purport of James 2 : 14–26, in which a justifying pow

er is attributed to the works of men and not to faith alone, ap

pears to stand in direct opposition to Paul's doctrine respecting

justification by faith, so strongly enforced by him , particularly

in the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians. It was this ap

pearance, more especially, which cast suspicion even in the an

cient church upon the genuineness of the Epistle of James ;

wbich has ever occasioned highly unfavourable opinions in re

gard to it ; and which also led Luther to pass upon it the well

known severe sentence in his Preface to the Epistles of James

and Jude.
At all periods, however, the attempt has been

made to remove, or atleast soften down,the discrepancy between

thetwo apostles ;- and recently, through the influence of Knapp

and Neander in particular, the opinion has become almost uni

! In the ancient church compare the words of Augustine, for ex

ample ; Quaest. Octog. Trium . Quaest. LXXVI. “ Quapropter non

sunt sibi contrariae duorum apostolorum sententiae, Pauli et Jacobi,

quum
dicit unus, justificari hominem per fidem sine operibus, et alius

dicit, inanem esse fidem sine operibus ; quia ille dicet de operibus,

quae fidem praecedunt, iste de iis quae fidem sequuntur ; sicut etiam

ipse Paulus multis locis ostendit." So, too, the Conf. Helv. post. c.

XV, “Jacobus loquitur de fide inani et mortua, quam quidam jacta

bant; ita ille dixit, opera justificare, non contradicens apostolo, alioquin

rejiciendus, sed ostendens, Abraham vivam et justificantem fidem per

opera declaravisse.”

2 See Knapp, “ De dispari formula loquendi, qua Christus, Paulus

atque Jacobus de fide et factis disserentes usi sunt,” contained in his

Scripta varii argum . p. 413; and Neander : “ Paulus und Jakobus, die

Einheit des evangelishehen Glaubens in verschiedenen Formen ,” in

his “ Kleine Gelegenheitschriften .” [ Translated in the Bibl. Repos.

III . p . 189 sq .]
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versal , that there exists between them no real discrepancy, and

that this appearance of discrepancy is nothing but appearance.

This opinion, however, is not so generally received but that there

are voices in opposition to it ; and of these one of the most

weighty is De Wette's, who, in his “ Einleitung in's N. T.”

professes to discover an actual discrepancy between Paul

and James ; while in another place he has endeavoured to

show a polemical reference to Paul's Epistles on the part of

James. He declares, at the same time, that nothing but sinister

motives or preconceived opinions would have induced any to

opposea thing so perfectly plain ; and that the polemical char

acter of the passage in James would hardly have been denied,

bad it not been for the secret wish to do away a contradiction be

tween the apostles. As, therefore, the dispute in regard to this

not unimportant part of biblical theology cannot be considered

as by any means decided , it may not perhaps be useless to ven

ture another essay in confirmation of the common opinion. Its

aim will be, not so much , to present a great deal that is new , as

to collect arguments now scattered in various quarters, in order

to invalidate, at least in a degree, the opinion of De Wette.

To qualify ourselves to judge correctly concerning the con

tradiction said to exist between the doctrines of Paul and James,

we must first comprehend the nature of this discrepancy. This

we can best do, if we investigate the import of the passage in

question in James, and compare it with the teaching of the apos

tle Paul relative to the same point.

James expresses fully at the outset, v, 14, the sentiment

which he expands in the whole passage, chap. 2 : 14–26, in

saying that · faith without works profils nothing, and therefore

cannot save a man. ' From the antithesis between riots and

čoya here presented, it is clear that by niotis in this passage

nothing more is meant than a barely external acknowledgment,

a mere historical belief in revealed truth, an empty Lord,Lord !

which wholly wants the confirmation of a holy life and a con

duct acceptable to God . It is well to remark further, how evi

dent it is from the form of speech , εαν πίστιν λέγη τις έχειν,

that James is here opposing men whoboasted of their niotis, al

though they were without čoya, and that the sense just assigned

to niotis in this passage, (whether correct or incorrect we will

not now decide,) is the same as that which was affixed to the

| Theol. Studien u . Kritiken , 1830, 2tes Heft.
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word by the readers of the Epistle. - Eušeogai is here employed

with its usual pregnant meaning, according to which it signi

fies to obtain eternal life, the eternal happiness promised us by

Christ.

In v. 15–17 the apostle presents an example in support of

his position , by which to show that faith without works, such as

that which the readers of his Epistle were wont to boast,want

ed true life in itself, and therefore could not vivify and save

mankind . As the simple assurance of one's compassion towards

those in distress, without actual alleviation of their necessities, is

but a tissue of vain , unmeaning, inoperative words, so (v. 17)

faith without works is dead in itself,'i. e . is perfectly empty and

inane, has no life in itself, and can therefore impart no saving

efficacy.

In v . 18—23, James uses the form of a dialogue ; for with

the words ara' xpel tis, . but some one may justly say,' he in

troduces a person defending real faith in his sense of the word

against a hypocrite, such as we have described above. This

dialogue is perceptible from the forms inthe singular, où ČXELS

ν. 18 , συ πιστέυεις ν. 19 , θέλεις ν. 20, βλέπεις ν. 22; while in ν.

24, the plural form recurs, opate.

The speaker first reminds those hypocrites, v. 18, that they

could never convince any one of the reality of their faith by

boasting of it, so long as they exhibited no works ; because a

dead faith , as such , can have no existence to others , being want

ing entirely in a criterion from which its existence may be in

ferred ; while on the contrary, a real , active faith may be known

directly from the works which proceed from it. But supposing,

he continues, you really have the faith in religious truths which

you pretend and avow with your lips, and yet do not permit it to

have any influence over your life, but, on the contrary, lead a dis

solute and disreputable life, you can reap no advantage from it,

since you cannot obtain eternal life by it. Μη δύναται η πίστις

oboai vuās, v . 14. - This the apostle illustrates, v . 19, by a very

apt example , viz. Even the devils believe in the truth, that

there is one God ; but instead of securing eternal life, they rath

er live in constant terror and misery, because they do not live

in conformity with this belief.

In v. 20 James prepares to demonstrate his position that faith

without works has no power unto salvation, in a manner which

would be peculiarly forcible to Jewish Christians. - The epithet,

Evé, seems to refer to that ostentatious boasting which , however
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much it may assume, is really empty and vain . Comp. 1 Cor.

13 : 1. - Νεκρά has here a somewhat different sense from νεκρά

xah' éautúv in v. 17. What is dead no longer exists as that

which itonce was, and so far is a nonentity. In this sense it was

said before of faith without works, that it was dead in itself.

What is dead, too, is no longer capable of exercising the func

tions which it once exercised, andistherefore inactive, ineffica

cious. In this sense particularly, is it used here, faith without

works is dead .' Now as the effect of true faith is said to be

eternal salvation, this is equivalent to saying, " faith without

works cannot procure a man eternal salvation ou dúvatal ow

σαι αυτόν, ν. 14 .

This point the apostle aims to prove by the example of

Abraham , v. 21–23. Wehave here the expressions dixar

oüotai v. 21 , and from the Septuagint version loyioon eis dr

xalooúvnv, v. 23. An inquiry arises what relation these bear to

the word oceo tai used before ? James himself explains these

expressions in v. 23, by adding, xal qidos teoŨ trañon. Hence,

anavtownos dexaiwtels is, according to him , one who has

gained the favour of God , who thus stands in a right relation to

God,and is capable of beingsaved, σώζεσθαι. Δικαιούσθαι is

therefore the antecedent of oceofai, and is related to it as themo

ving cause is tothe consequence . It is then of no essential im

portance that James uses these words interchangeably . He

now proceeds to show that even Abraham, although in Gen.

15 : 6 it is said that his faith was counted to him for righteous

ness, was yet justified on account of his works. The course he

takes to prove this is the following. He first, v. 21 , introduces

the position to be proved, viz. that Abraham was justifiedby his

works, and this becausehe showed himself readyto sacrifice his

son, as had been enjoined upon him , the son upon whom rested the

divine promise of a numerous posterity. Hence it appears, v. 22,

that the faith of Abraham was an active operative faith, and conse

quently not vexoá, since it exhibited itself in works and wrought

with his works, ότι η πίστις συνήργει τους έργοις αυτού, and that

it was a true and perfect faith , and not vexoa xal' ¿avrnv, be

cause it consisted of the two parts,feeling and action, ötı Xx TĀv

έργων η πίστις ετελειώθη. Thus the true πίστις (in the sense of

James) consists of two parts, the rlotis in the stricter sense,

such as was boasted by the readers of the Epistle, the firm, in

ternal conviction of divine truth ; and the šoya, as the necessary

complement of the proper aloris. In Abraham both were
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united ; he possessed true, perfect faith. Consequently, James

ineans to say, the position in v. 21 does not at all contradict

Scripture, (xaè énánoatn r roag “ v. 23, ) which makes Abra

ham's justification to depend upon his faith . For it there speaks

of true faith , so far as it is proved to be such by žoya. The

apostle's conclusion deduced regularly would run thus : Scrip

ture makes the justification of Abraham to depend upon bis faith.

Now the faith of Abraham was a perfect and efficacious faith ,

inasmuch as it exhibited itself by works. Hence it is not anti

scriptural to maintain that Abraham was justified by his works ;

since it was these which proved his faith to be sincere. Conse

quently, (concludes James in v. 24, where he again speaks in

his own person ,) a man is justified by his works,and not by a

mere feeling of faith .

In confirmation of this position the apostle further cites, in v.

25, the example of the harlot Rahab. It is related in Josh . 2 :

1 sq . and 6:17 sq . that the harlot Rahab, having harboured the

spies sent by Joshua before the siege of Jericho, and preserved

them from the search of the king of Jericho, and aided them in

their escape, from the conviction that the Israelites, in whom

God had so often and so miraculously glorified himself, would

take the city, was pardoned by Joshua for this important service,

and spared with her whole fainily in the general destruction of

the city . Rahab also, James means to say, would not have been

delivered at the destruction of Jericho , bad her faith that God

would give the city into the hands of the Israelites been a dead

faith , had it not been active in the harbouring and subsequent

safe dismission of the Israelitish spies.

In conclusion there follows, v . 26, a comparison : " As the body

without the soul is dead , so also is faith without works. ” A faith

that wants the internal moving principle which produces works

is no faith at all — is nothing : just as a soulless body which like

wise bas no life in it, is also nothing.

On the other hand , Paul maintains in many passages that it

is not by works man is justified beforeGod , but by faith in Je

sus Christ, (see Rom . 3 : 20, 21 , 28. Gal . 2 : 16 ,) on account

of whichGod ofhis mercy grants us salvation , not because of our

merits, Eph. 2 : 8,9 . Abraham also was justified before God

not on account of his desert, but from the free motion of divine

grace, which he obtained by his faith, as the Scriptures declare.

Gen. 15 : 6. See Rom. 4 : 1 sq. Gal . 3 : 6 sq .
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There are two questions , now, which press themselves upon

us in this comparison of the doctrine ofJames with that of Paul:

I. Are there any indications in this passage of James, or in the

Epistle at large, which make it necessary to suppose a direct

polemical reference to the doctrine of Paul ? II. In case this

question be answered in the negative, is there in fact real discrep

ancy between the two apostles,or is it only apparent ?

From even a cursory consideration of the passage in James,

it will be easy to perceive, it is said , along with the most decided

opposition in thethoughts, a great and striking resemblance to the

words and turns of expression of the apostle Paul. James says

2 : 24, “Ορατε ότι εξ έργων δικαιούται άνθρωπος, και ουκ εκ πίσ

τεως μόνον.. Paul says on the other hand, Rom . 3 : 28 ,

Λογιζόμεθα γαρ δικαιούσθαι πίστει άνθρωπον, χωρίς έργων νό

uou. Comp. further James 2 : 17,25 , with Rom. 3:20 Gal. 2 : 16 .

James says 2:21 , Αβραάμ ο πατήρ ημώνούκ εξ έργων εδικαιώθη;

Paul , on theother hand, Rom . 4 : 1, 7'l oủv odoxa : Eiyào’Appa

au ¿ e čoyov édıxacoon. In the passages just cited , James makes

use of the expression dexatoñolai, even in connexion with the

words éx nioiews, &E ČOywv, a mode of expression , which is pecu

liar to the apostle Paul, and is elsewhere found in this sense only in

Luke who was so intimate with Paul. Further, Jarnes refers, 2:21

sq. to the example of Abraham , Gen. 15 : 6. So also Paul,Rom .

4: 1 sq . Gal . 3: 6 sq. James likewise,2:25, applies to his purpose

the remarkable example of the harlot Rahab , a very equivocal

person , and who besides is nowhere else in Scripture heldup, like

Abraham, as an example of faith. Now this circumstance may

be well explained , it is said , by supposing that James was in

duced to cite this singular example by the passage in Heb. 11 :

31 , wherethe writer (who if not Paul himself, was yet some one

very familiar with Paul's įdoctrines) is led by his peculiar train

of thought to present Rahab as a heroine of faith . Such, very

nearly, is De Wette's representation .

Taking all this together, the supposition is certainly natural,

it is said , that Jameshad reference to the doctrine of the apostle

Paul ; and as at all events James was opposing an error, the in

ference seems to be authorized , thata polemical reference on the

part of James to the doctrine of Paul must be admitted. To

this is to be added , it is further said , that throughout the whole

Epistle of James a multitude more of allusions to Pauline passa
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1

ges and expressions have been discovered , and that the disci

ples of James in Antioch, generally appear as the opposers of

Pauls principles, Gal . 2 : 12-16.2

Yet all these appearances may be satisfactorily explained,

without the necessity of supposing an intentional direct refer

ence to Paul on the part of James. That James was in fact

acquainted with Paul's Epistles, and intended to combat them

in his own Epistle, is a position which it would be difficult

to defend. For, although sometimes, as is clear from Col. 4 :

16 and 1 Thess . 5 : 27, the Epistles of Paul were communi

cated to all the members of the church and even to other church

es ; yet the circumstance that Paul in these passages
desires a

more extended communication of his letter, and the manner in

which he requests it , show that this was not customary ; so that

it is not easy to conceive how James, who was constantly resi

deot in Jerusalem , could have obtained a sight of these Epistles

of the apostle of the Gentiles . In speaking, therefore, of a po

lemical reference on the part of James to the doctrines of Paul,

we are to understand by them the peculiar doctrines of the apos

tle which he taught orally in his apostolical labours, and with

which James might very easily have become acquainted.--But

even in this sense the supposition of a direct controversy between

the two apostles, will prove to be by no means necessary ; aswe

shall attempt to show by a particular examination of the reasons
adduced in support of it .

As to the circumstance that the two apostles concur in appealing

to the example of Abraham , it will not appear surprising, if it be

considered with what national pride the Jews regarded their an

cestor, and that they were wont in all cases to refer to Abraham

as their model. And it was precisely bis inflexible confidence

in God , and his religious liſe, referred to by both Paul and James,

for which he was elsewhere also extolled among the Jews.

This pre-eminence of Abraham is celebrated in Heb. 11 : 8 ; and

also in Ecclus. 44 : 20, where it is said : Evvetnonoev ( ABoa

αμ) νόμον υψίστου, και εγένετο εν διαθήκη μετ ' αυτού, και εν

σαρκί αυτού έστησε διαθήκην , και εν πειρασμό ευρέθη πιστός.

1 See Pott's Prolegg. in Epp. Cathol. p. 36 . Hug's Einleit. ins N.

T. Th. II . p. 514. 3d. ed . Schott's Isagoge Hist. Crit. in libros N. T.

§ 91. note 20.

2 Comp. Augusti's Version of the cath . Epp. with Excursus and

introductory Essays, and De Wette's Einleit. ins N. T. p. 317, 2d ed.

Vol. IV . No. 16 . 88
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Thus too the dying Mattathias, 1 Macc. 2 : 52, pointed his sons

to the example of Abraham with the words : ABoadu ovxà év

πειρασμώ ευρέθη πιστος και ελογίσθη αυτώ εις δικαιοσύνης και;

Lastly Abraham is thus represented as a hero of faith by Philo

the Alexandrian, in his work : Quis rerum divinarum hæres ?
p. 493. Ed . Frankfort.

The citation of theexample of Rabab seems more to imply

a reference to the Epistle to the Hebrews, and thus indirectly to

the doctrines of Paul. The question here arises, Whencethis

strange and far -fetched example? How comes it that the apos

tle should present so equivocal a person as a pattern of active

faith , worthy of imitation ? De Wette says : This example is

so remarkable, that its citation by James cannot be accounted

for without supposing him to bave borrowed it from the Epistle

to the Hebrews, or possibly from the oral discourses of Paul; in

which , however, if it occurred there at all, it must have been de

rived from the Epistle to the Hebrews.

But a great deal may, nevertheless, be urged against this

opinion. In the first place, it is clear from the nature of the case

that the story of Rahab must have had at that time among the

Jews a certain degree of celebrity . Otherwise, how should

James have mentioned it in connexion with the universally known
story of Abraham ? How could he, to accomplish bis object,

appeal to an example which was obscure and known only to a

few ? If it be assumed that the story of Rahab first obtained

this celebrity by means of the epistle to Hebrews, it is then ta

ken for granted that the Epistle to the Hebrews was composed

a considerable time before the Epistle of James. Otherwise,

the example of Rahab could not have obtained extensive celeb

rity in the course of oral instruction , nor have been adopted in

the epistle of James. This however is a supposition which stands

very much in need of strict proof.

But, granting that the composition of the Epistle to the He

brews did precede, by a considerable period, that of the Epistle of

James, little is gained by the admission . We can hardly dis

eern , indeed, any occasion why James should cite this example

after the author of the Epistle to tbe Hebrews. If he desired to

show the accordance of his own doctrine with the purport of the

passage in the Epistle to the Hebrews, this example could do

no such thing, because the word faith is used in a different signifi

cation , denoting a conviction of the reality of things beyond the

senses ; while in the Epistle of James that faith is spoken ofwhich

is the internal vivifying principle of the Christian . If he desired
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by citing this example to controvert the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews, he failed entirely ; for even the latter speaks of an

operative faith, adducing (v. 31 ) as proof of Rahab's faith, that

she received the spies of the Israelites with peace .

And then the question may be justly put: Why did James

select from the passage in Hebrewsjust this unfamiliar and sin

gular example, while it afforded him so many which are familiar

and wholly to the point ? No other reason can be assigned than

the same which must have induced the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews to cite it , viz . that it seemed well adapted to his

purpose ; and thus it would be no more strange in thecase ofJames,

that he should have fallen upon this example ofRabab, than it is

in the case of the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

If now we may infer from the usewhich is made of the story

of Rahab, both by the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews and

by James, that it must have acquired a particular celebrity among

the Jews of that day — which moreover is by no means strange

in respect to an important occurrence in the heroic period of

the history of the Israelites — we cannot doubt, also, that the use

of this story on the part of the apostle at that time, would appear

not at all remarkable or unpleasant, as perhaps it might appear

to us now. Comp. the commentators on Hebrews, I. c . The

only remaining inquiry then is , whether there be not something

in the story itself, which makes the independent citation of it by

James for his purpose intelligible or probable ? And certainly

the apostle could hardly have adduced an example better fitted

to show that man is justified by works, than this of the harlot

Rahab , a Gentile, of whom no one could assert that she was

distinguished by any remarkable faith, and was saved on that

account ;' as might have been objected to the example of Abra

ham. And this example of Rabab appears to have been cho

sen in contrast to that of Abraham ; as is denoted , too, by the

mode of transition , v. 25 quoios de xai, these particles having

an intensive signification, in like manner also even, or, not only

so but even, etc.

It remains only to speak of De Wette's remark, that James

has used in this passage exactly Paul's expressions : dixalovofab

εκ πίστεως , εξ έργων. Αdmitting it to be truethat these expres

sions are peculiar to Paul, yet James may have been led to em

1 The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews could do this only

from the general comprehensive idea which be affixed to the work

πίστις ..
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are translated inהָקָדְצֹולָהֶבְׁשְחַּיַו,where the Hebrew words

ploy them here by the passage in Gen. 15 : 6 which he cites ;

, ,

the Alexandrian version by ελογίσθη αυτώ εις δικαιοσύνην..

This remark appears to be confirmed by the circumstance, that

James does not use the expression before the mention of the

example of Abraham . He uses instead , v. 14 , oooal , and in

v. 17 and 20, v niores vexoá xoriv, instead of saying as in v.

24 , ουκ εκ πίστεως μόνον άνθρωπος δικαιούται. He first uses

the word dixatoūv in v . 21 , doubtless because the passage which

he is about to quote, is in his mind. Nevertheless, as James

stilluses this word in speaking of Rahab, when there was no

further occasion for it , and also connects with it the words in

πίστεως and έξ έργων, it is possible that he continues to employ

it in v. 24 sq . as an expression made current especially by Paul,

and generally intelligible. And , indeed , there is nothing strange

in this. For since Paulwas regarded as the first and principal

of the apostles, both on account of the extent of his sphere of

labour, and the great success of his exertions in the ministry, it

was natural that the disciples and the other evangelists should

endeavour to form themselves upon bis model, and use the phra

seology he employed ; and that there should in general arise a

Pauline type or model of teaching, which was followed by the

apostles without any intention or even consciousness on their part.

This Knapp also endeavours to render probable, l . c.p. 444 .

This observation suffices, also , to explaio fully the agreement

of several ideas and turns of expression in James with those of

Paul, of which we have before spoken . It is in general very

hazardous to reſer such resemblances between two writings to a

direct dependence of the one upon the other. In the second

Epistle of Peter, ( or whoever may have been the author, ) there

are many passages—more indeed than in the Epistle of James

which have the greatest resemblance to passages in Paul's writ

ings ; and probably many other examples of the kind might ea

sily be found . Schott also remarks, that in this instance we are

by no means to infer from the mutual agreement of the two

apostles, that James intentionally imitated Paul. Isagog. I. c .

“ But we see from Gal . 2 : 11–16, that Paul blames Peter,

and contradicts his principles, as to the obligation of the Jewish

ceremonial law upon Gentile Christians. Now that Peter's

sentiments were those of the persons sent by James to Antioch

Gal . 2 : 12 , is clear, from the fact that on their arrival be

changed his conduct towards the Gentile Christians, and on this
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very account fell into controversy with Paul. Hence it follows,

that the principles of James himself were opposed to those of

Paul ; and that it is consistent and natural to assume in the case

before us a controversial relation between the two apostles .

Thus Augusti and De Wette ll . cc . Now even adinitting the

soundness of these premises , yet the conclusion , that because

the principles of Paul conflicted with those of the disciples of
James, they were also in conflict with those of James himself,

seems much too precipitate and hazardous. But much may

also be objected to the premises. In the first place, the question

arises, Were the twis ano ' laxoßov, Gal . 2 : 12 ,really disciples

of James ? This is not asserted in the expression used, con

sidered in itself ; and it is very probable, as is observed by Wi
ner, in his commentary on Gal. 1. c . that these tives dro laxá

Pov belonged to the sect of the rigid Jewish Christians, who are

mentioned in Acts 15 : 1 sq. 21 : 20 sq . and that theywere the

sarme whom Paul denominates κατασκοπούντες την ελευθερίαν,

Gal . 2 : 4. The same opinion is maintained by Knapp, ( p. 451 ,

Bibl. Repos. III . p . 218,) who explains the phrase tives and

laxoßov as meaning certain persons who were merely messen

gers of James, or occupants of the same house with him , or

members of the church of which James was then the head at

Jerusalem . But although this cannot be maintained with ab

solute certainty, so much at least is clear, viz. that we can by no

means inſer from Gal . 2:12 sq . that there was any difference

between the doctrines of Paul and Peter, or that there was an

agreement between Peter and the messengers of James. Peter

is not rebuked by Paul for entertaining a different opinion from

his own in regard to the obligation of the Mosaic ceremonial law

upon Gentile Christians ; but because, too indulgent towards the

weak, he had favoured their errors and prejudices contrary to

bis own conviction, and had thus broughta stain on his own in

tegrity. That Peter in his conduct had really belied his own

conviction, and that he agreed with Paul as to the point in

question, is evident from the plural form , čidótes, which Paul

uses in his reprimand of Peter, v. 16. Besides, it is scarcely

conceivable , that men who, in the apostolical council at Jeru

salem , declared so decidedly in favourof freeing the Gentiles from

the burden of the Mosaic ceremonial law as had Peter and James,

should have veered suddenly round to the opposite opinion .

See Acts 15 : 6 sq . espec. v. 10, 11 , 19.

The conclusion from all which has been hitherto said is, that
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the remarkable appearances which present themselves on com

paring the passage in question with the doctrine of Paul, by no

means require the assumption of a designed reference to Paul

on the part of James, yea , that such a reference is not even

probable ; but that all these appearances can be satisfactorily

accounted for in another way . Hence, if James has in fact

contradicted Paul , it must have been without design and acci

dentally.

This now is just our second question, viz. Whether James

does really contradict Paul , or whether this is only apparently

the case ? We may now attempt to answer this question with

freedom , without incurring the reproach of following a precon

ceived opinion ; since we have shown by the previous in

vestigation , that no scientific difficulty can any further lie in

our way:

But there is certainly also a positive reason , why we should

endeavour to harmonize the doctrines of the two apostles. For

if James, in opposition to Paul , made the justification of man to

depend on hisworks alone, he would assert what, as De Wette

rightly remarks, would be utterly false and dangerous to good

morals ; because the works of men can never constitute a claim

to the divine favour, and because such a position would give sup

port to every species of hypocrisy. The controversy of James

with Paul, therefore, would be a total failure, and so unworthy

of an apostle that, with De Wette,? we might reasonably doubt,

whether James were really the author of the Epistle current un

der his name. This doubt would vanish, and James, who

throughout the rest of the Epistle exhibits himself as so enlight

ened and so thoroughly imbued with the Christian spirit, would

be exempted from the suspicion of a gross absurdity, if it can

be shown that the discrepancy between him and Paul is only

apparent.

In order to prove this, two principal methods have been

adopted. The first is, to argue that the three words riotis, do

καιοσύνη, έργα, have an entirely diferent signifcation with

James, from that which they have with Paul . Πίστις , it is

1 That James does not, as De Wette asserts, contradict the doctrine

of Paul in making the justification of men dependent upon works and

faith together, is shown hereafter.

2 Einleit. in's N. Test. p. 317.
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said , always denotes with Paul the internal principle of christian

liſe, which, being a confident reliance on God and Jesus who

has rescued us from sin and misery by his death , must be in it

self living and productive, and exhibit itself in the whole life.

Hence Paul could not possibly speak of a dead faith , in this

sense, because he regarded faith only as always operative. It

is otherwise with James. He understands by niotis onlyan

historical assent to the christian doctrines. Δικαιοσύνη, which

with Paul denotes the condition or state of justification, in which

mao, saved by faith in Jesus from eternal punishment for his

sins, has the hope of eternal happiness, signifies with James

merely a condition in which man has rendered himself worthy

of the complacency of God and is loaded by him with blessings

and benefits. Lastly, čoya, used alone, always signifies with

Paul čoya vóuov ; with James, on the other hand , ëgya niotews,

i . e. true virtue.)

But the correctness of this view, thus generally presented, is

very doubtful. First, as to the word niotis. It is indeed true

that in James 2 : 14-22, it cannot be understood otherwise than

in the sense thus assigned ; but, on account of the polemical

character of the passage, we cannot thence infer, that James

himself affixed this idea to the word . And , indeed , the other

passages in his Epistle in which he employs the word niotis,

show that he understood it in the correct sense.

sages, 1 : 6. 5:15, slotis can , it is true, be taken only in its

general signification, viz. a fixed confidence in God , by wbich

we are convinced of his almighty power, through which , in con

formity with his wisdom and goodness, he blessesus with great and

unexpected benefits - a meaning, not unknown, to say the least,

to Paul ; see Col. 2 : 12 , With Paul , moreover, πίστις some

times signifies in general the subjective religion, the religious

ness of the Christian, inasmuch as this is founded on a firm and

active faith in Christ ; comp. 1 Cor. 16 : 13. 2 Cor. 1:24.

Gal. 6 : 10. So James uses this word in 1 : 3, where the

meaning, confidence in God, is too confined ; also in 2 : 1 , where

In two pas

| Thus particularly, C. C. Tittmann : “Sententia Jacobi apostoli

c. 2, de fide, operibus et justificatione,” in his Opusc. p. 253. Also

Usteri: Entwickelung des paulinischen Lehrbegriffs, p. 94 , 2d ed.

who, however, supposes a distinction between the two apostles only

in respect to niotis and šgya. Baumgarten -Crusius, Bibl. Theol.

p. 434 etc.
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: 9 , 17.

the sense of rioris is determined with sufficient clearness by

the addition του κυρίου ημών Ιησού Χριστού, (Roin . 3 : 22,26,)

and in 2 : 5 where nious, in distinction from xóouos, denotes

the religious sense as directed to what is elevated and divine.

Even in the passages particularly under consideration, it is clear

that the two apostles have essentially the same idea of riotis.

For James, 2 : 22, in speaking of the faith of Abraham , de

scribes it as consisting of feeling and action ; precisely like Paul
in Rom . 4 : 1 sq.

The opinion, too, that the word dixalogúvn has a different

sense in the two apostles, can hardly be justified. Aixaloouvn

denotes in general the state of a man who stands in a right re

lation to God. This state, according to Paul, is conditioned on

the πίστις Ιησού Χριστού. Now, as he who stands in the right

relation to God , must necessarily enjoy the favour of God , and

this again is inseparably connected with salvation and happiness,

so dixalooúvn in its turn appears as the condition of Goń and

owingiu. Comp. Rom. 1:16 , 17. Eph . 2 : 8. Tit. 3 : 7. Rom.

5 : Just so James makes ournoia dependent upon

πίστις, 2 : 14, omitting the intermediate idea of δικαιοσύνη.

The word ooceo fai, 2: 14, for which in 1 : 25 stand the words

μακάριον είναι, he afterwards exchanges for δικαιούσθαι, thus

putting the ground or motive for the consequence ; exactly as

Paul also uses these two expressions promiscuously, whenever

he passes over-as he often does, after the example of the

Gospels — the intermediate dixalooúvn, and makes Šoń or 06

inpia directly dependent on nious. Compare Eph. 2 : 8, and

Gal . 3 : 9 , where on occasion of citing the passage Gen. 12 : 3,

he uses the word avloysiota . Hence it is not to be wondered

at that both apostles should agree in applying the word dixoloő

otal to Abraham according to Gen. 15 : 6.

It is however doubtless true , in regard to the word čoya, that

there is a difference between the two apostles ; James meaning

onlythe έργα πίστεως, when he makes δικαιοσύνη to depend

upon them ; and Paul the zoya vóuou, when he denies them any

justifying power.

DeWette objects, that Paul manifestly denies justifying power

even to the toya niotams, because, though Abraham was not

acquainted with any law , and therefore could not perform the

1

Comp. the remarks above in regard to the passage adduced

2 See Usteri
P. 686. 96 sq.
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works of the law, yet the apostle says of him even, that he was

not justified by works; Rom. 4 : 1 sq . But against this it may

be observed , that the signification of vóuos with Paul is much

more extensive ; that it denotes not only the Mosaic law, but in

general any moral obligation pressing upon man from without,

which does not spring from an internal religious principle of

faith . On the other hand, when Paul speaks of the effects of a

real active faith , he either uses the word ayenn, 1 Cor. c . 13,

or he adds something to the word έργα, as αγαθά, καλά, etc.

Rom. 2 : 7, 10. Eph. 2 : 10.1

The second method which may be adopted to reconcile the

discrepancy between the two Apostles, and which has been fol

lowed by Knapp and Neander among others, is to show that

from the different positions both of the apostles themselves and

of those to whom they directed their Epistles, the apostles, in

their instructions, must have set out from an entirely different

point of view ; and the Epistles , therefore, out of reference to

the peculiar wants of their readers, must have been written in

a very different style and manner. In this way we shall cer

tainly become convinced, that the expressions in question of

the two apostles, cannot with any propriety be compared to

gether ; that, as no entire agreement can be proved , so no dis

crepancy can be made out between them ; and that it would

have been difficult even to have supposed any discrepancy, had

not single clauses in James been considered out of their con

nexion, and , in consequence of the external form of his language,

a direct controversy with Paul been taken for granted .

The appearanceof Jesus upon earth effected a new creation .

Christianity entered the world with the great truth, that " God is

a Spirit and must be worshipped in spirit and in truth .” It

showed how God, of his infinite love had sent bis Son into the

world , that all who believe on him , might not perish, but have

eternal life . Hence it made faith in Jesus, the Son of God, a

condition of salvation ; and this faith in Jesus , by the spiritual

regeneration of man, by the renunciation of the old Adam or

the condition of sin and ruin , was exalted to become the true

sole principle of life in man ; from which were to flow the works

of love and piety, and consequently peace and happiness in the

1 See Knapp's Prolusio in loc. Rom . VII. 21 , in his Scripta var.

arg . p. 394 sq. Usteri, p. 25 sq .

Vol . IV . No. 16. 89
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heart ; and by which a new man was created who would live

forever in holiness and purity before God . In this way Chris

tianity came at once in conflict with the Mosaic offerings and

ceremonial observances, with the whole of Gentile idol-worship,

with all the Pharisaic -Jewish particularities, and with all mere

external sanctity . The first who clearly perceived this , and felt

it to the bottom of his heart , was the apostle Paul , who plainly

declared that Judaism and Christianity were related to each

other as the flesh and spirit , as the shadow and substance , as the

imperfect type and the pure and perfect archetype . Paul sets

out with the position, that Judaism makes the justification and

with it the salvation of man to depend upon his merits, acquired

by the observance of the law. Moses says : Do this and thou

shalt live ; Rom . 10 : 5. Gal . 3:12. But, says Paul, the per

fect observance of the law by man is not possible, on account

of his sinful nature,which perpetually hinders his doing well ;

Rom . 7 : 18 sq . Experience also shows, that all , both Jews

and Gentiles, are subject to sin ; Rom . 2 : 23 sq . 3 : 9 sq .

Consequently man cannot in this way obtain salvation ; but, on

the contrary, he first comes by the law to a consciousness of his

sinfulness, and thus it adds to his misery ; Rom .3 ; 20. Gal .

3:10. Further, it is impossible that man should have merit

with God for which he can demand a recompense, Rom . 4: 4 ;

and hence it is a vain fancy in the Jews , to imagine that they

stand in peculiar favour with God , as the descendants of Abraham,

the heirs of the promises and possessors of the law ; Rom . c . 2

--3 : 9. 9 : 6 . On the contrary, man ,as Christianity teaches us,

is justified before God solely by his grace , without the law.

Access to this divine grace is obtained by man through faith in

Jesus Christ, particularly through faith in his atoning death ;

since God, for the sake of his Son, graciously receives us and

bestows salvation upon us ; Rom . 3 :21—25 . Eph. 2 : 8.

Hence, as we are thus justified before God solely by his grace,

and therefore cannot merit justification, it is plain that we are

not justified by any mere works, whether works of the law or

anyother to which we are in pelled by any external moral obli

gation ; but that this can only happen through our faith, our

entire and confiding devotion to Christ , which, elevated to be

come our internal principle of life, must be the occasion and

motive of all our actions ; and these then through this faith be

come works of love ; Rom . 3:20 , 28. 4 : 1 sq. Paul further

shows how false was the Jewish idea , that the law was a suf
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ficient means for the justification and acceptance of man before

God ; and how objectionable therefore was the earnest endeavour

of the Jewish Christians, to obtain a place for the Mosaic law

by the side of the Gospel , as such a means of justification.

The disposition and conduct which James supposes in his

readers are totally different. He contends, from 1:22 onward

against that hypocritical sanctity, which pleases itself with

the idea of gaining the appearance ofvirtue and holiness by

ostentation and boasting, without any effort that the actions and

the entire life should accord with this hypocritical language.

He first speaks against such as ascribed too great an importance

to a minute knowledge of the law, and who gladly gave them

selves the appearance of being the most zealous observers of

the law, 1:26, while they did not in any degree confirm and

certify this professed pious disposition by their works ; these

persons the apostle exhorts to the strictest actual fulfilment of

the law ; 1 : 22—2: 13. Comp. 3 : 13. Men who possessed

such a hypocritical sanctity, must naturally find out food for

their errors in Christianity. They saw in it only an institution

which guided men to salvation by the revelation of divine truths ;

and they therefore believed , that in order to obtain the salvation

promised by Christ, it was sufficient to confess those sublime

truths externally, with the inouth only, and that real holiness

of life was not essential . Hence they might frequently with vain

self-complacency boast of their enlightened religious faith , with

out permitting it to exercise any influence over their life. It

was in opposition to such , that James declared : Faith without

works cannot save, for it is inactive and dead ; 2 : 14—26 .

Further, it is not to be wondered at, that persons who fancied

they had acquired an accurate knowledge of these high revealed.

truths, should consider themselves as perfect Christians, and in

their vanity assume to be teachers, in order to bring others also 'up

to their supposed lofty point of Christian perfection -- an error

which is exposed by James in c. 3 ; comp. also 1 : 19 .

What wemust here particularly observe, is the declaration in

2 : 14–26 , that man is justified by works and not by faith only ;

a declaration which, when considered in the specifiedconnexion,

must assuredly be acknowledged as correct. It is only the form

and costume of the idea which give it even the appearance of con

tradicting Paul's doctrine. James might, indeed , have so ar

ranged his discourse, as to show his readers in a strictly syste

matic deduction , by means of a definition of faith, that faith
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without works did not merit the name, and that they had formed

a totally erroneous idea of faith . But instead of this he chooses

the much more practical and efficacious method , of not ex

pressly correcting the false notion which his readers had of the

word faith, but of accommodating himself to their mode of

thinking, and only exhorting them , with reference to their pe

culiar conceptions, to take care that their faith was not destitute

of works.

That Paul, moreover, in making justification dependent upon

faith , did not mean a merely dead faith, but an active one ; and that

he thus makes justification to depend upon faith and works toge

ther, is clear from Rom. 2 : 13 sq. and many passages in which he

speaks of a faith working by love, as Gal. 5 : 6. I Cor. 13 : 2.

1 Thess. 1 : 3. 2 Thess. 1 : 3. Col. 1 : 4. Eph. 1 : 15. 3:17.

4:13, 15. 6:23. On the other hand , James is far from up

holding a justification by mere works, against which Paul warns

so earnestly: He ascribes to niotis likewise a share in justi

fication - oux <x ziotens uovov, v. 24. He presses upon Chris

tians the internal pious feeling, from which should spring the ob

servance of the law, in calling Christianity, 1:25, the more

perfect law of liberty, in opposition to the Mosaic law which

keeps men in the bondage of sin and guilt. He likewise de

clares the Mosaic law to fall short of justifying men, by saying

that he who fails in one commandment fails in all , and no man

can keep the whole law . He therefore requires men to con

duct as those who are judged by the law of liberty, i . e . who

being sure of the forgiveness of their sins, have no longer to fear

the condemnation of the law, so long as they persevere in a life

of faith , and continue to possess true Christian feeling :

Lastly, it thus can also easily be shown,that there exists no dis

crepancy between the two apostles, in regard to the citation of

the example of Abraham . The Jews prided themselves much

on their descent frorn Abraham , by whom God had introduced

circumcision , and to whom he had given the promises. They

imagined , therefore, that, as descendants of Abraham, they be

came heirs of the promises through circumcision , one of the

works of the law . In opposition to this idea, Paul asserts, that

Abraham's merit consisted in the pious feeling of confidence in
God from which his works sprang, and to prove this lays great

stress on the expression ériotevOE, Gen. 15 : 6. James, on the

65

" 1

1 Neander, p. 35.
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other hand, wishes to reprove his readers for boasting of their

dead faith . He therefore directs their attention to Abraham ,

and shows them how it was reckoned to him for righteous

ness, that he acted , and performed the works of faith , under the

guidance of pious feeling and confidence in God . He does not

say that the faith of Abraham was useless towards his justifi

cation, but that his faith wrought in conjunction with his works,

and on this account was a true and perfect faith ; 2 : 22. In a

similar manner, in the passages above cited from Sirach and

Maccabees, the favour of God enjoyed by Abraham is ascribed

to the fact, that he kept the law and was found faithful in the

hour of trial . It cannot, then , be remarkable that James should

refer to a particular example of this nature, theoffering up his

son, Gen. c . 22, which it is true, took place after hehad re

ceived the divine promise, Gen. 15 : 5 .

It is usual in investigating this subject to start the further

question, Whence arosethe misapprehension of James' readers

for a misapprehension must it ever be-which induced them

to place the essence of Christianity in an external profession,

and the external maintenance of a system of doctrines ? This

is a question to wbich we can hardly venture a decided reply,

as only suppositions more or less probable can be made in re

gard to it. We must,however, for the sake of completeness,

add a few words concerning it .

We have endeavoured to show above that a direct polemical

reference to Paul on the part of James is wholly improbable.

But this is not denying that there may have been an indirect

controversy between the two apostles. For it is supposable that

the Jewish Christians to whomJames wrote, falselyapprehended

the doctrine of Paul, and thus James controverts Paul, not as he

understood bim , but merely as his readers understood him . In

this way we can easily account for the mutual agreement of the

two apostles in their phraseology and turns of expression.

This is certainly possible in itself . James wrote to the twelve

tribes scattered abroad, i. e. to all the Jewish Christians out of

Palestine. The countries, however, in which the Jews were

scattered , were chiefly Asia Minor, diconoga 'Aolas, 1 Pet. 1 : 1 ,

and the parts of Africa and Europe which might be called

Grecian countries, diaonopa Elinvov, John 7:35, with their

1 So Hug in his Einleit. ins N. Test. p. 538. Th. II.
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central point Alexandria . Now Asia Minor and Europe were

the principal theatre of the apostolic labours of Paul, so that the

greater portion of the dispersed Jews might have heard his

preaching and might have misapprehendedit. — Neander's ob

jection , that in this case James should have given the true

meaning ofPaul's doctrine, in order not to seem to charge upon

Paul himself the errors he was combating, may perhaps be ob

viated by supposing James to have treated the fact of a mis

apprehension of the doctrine of Paul among his readers, as a

fact; without noticing and even without knowing its origio .

But it is certainly much more natural to suppose here a mis

apprehension of Christianity itself, which is seated deep in hu

man nature and particularly in the carnal mode of thinking

among the Jews ; especially because,as Neander aptly observes,

it is hardly to be imagined that Paul's doctrine in a misappre

hended form should have been widely adopted , particularly

among the Jewish Christians, among whom Paul's doctrines gen

erallymet least of all with a favourable reception . Such ade

preciation of active Christianity would with much more prob

ability have fallen in with an Antinomian tendency in the mind

of the Gentiles ; and such indeed appears sometimes to have

been the fact; comp. Acts 21:21 sq .

The contents ofthe Epistle of James in general likewise fa

vour this supposition. Were we desirous offorming, out of the

particular traces we find in this Epistle, a definite picture of the

condition of some individual christian church to which the

whole of the Epistle was applicable, the attempt would hardly

be successful. The Epistle has a wholly general character;

the exhortations and warnings it contains are mostly general and

unconnected , being arranged together without any perceptible

points of transition . We cannotproperly wonder at this general

nature of the Epistle , inasmuch as James presupposes so large

a class of persons to be the readers of it; 1 : 1. We cannot

here expect instructions or warnings occasioned by special

emergencies, but must anticipate that all the Epistle contained,

would be of general application. Accordingly, we must notlook

in the passage under consideration, for any censure of a misap

prehension of the doctrine of Paul , which could be charged

against Jewish christians in any place; but for censure upon a

misapprehension of christian principles in general, such as was

everywhere possible from the predominant mode of thinking

among the Jews as a people, and was perhaps actual in the
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church at Jerusalem over which James presided . Indeed, this

isa misapprehension which appears at all periods in the history

of the christian church .

In every pious and uncorrupted mind there must exist a strong

feeling of the need ofatonement, and an ardent desire of recon

ciliation with God . Hence men have at all times, according to

their ruder or more refined notions and impressions of religion ,

sought to satisfy this want . One principal reason why they

have always so imperfectly attained their end , bas lain in their

carnal modes of thinking ; in consequence of which they could

not elevate themselves in spirit to what was exalted and divine,

but drew this down to the level of the low and sensual . Such

were the Jews, particularly at the time when Christianity ap

peared in the world. Confounding internal with external religion,

the spirit with the letter, they sought after a dead external holi

ness of works; by which, as byan opus operatum , they thought

to merit justification before God . Such an external holiness of

works always has its source in a dead faith, which regardsthe

law to be observed as a divine precept, and thinks by fulfilling

it, that is by external works not springing from the heart, to ac

quire the favour of God . With this idea men were easily led to

add to the divine law a multitude of human institutes and pre

cepts, by the observance of which they thought to enhance still

more their merit before God . As this faith was thus considered

an essential part of religion, (or religiousness ,) by steadfast ad

herence to it a rigid orthodoxy was attained , which however

had to do, not with the spirit which maketh alive , but with the

letter which killeth . This religious tendency was represented

among the Jews by the PHARISEES . — Christianity nowappeared

and taught men that all these carnal and external exercises were

vain and useless, and that it was only by the spirit, by an internal

pious disposition, by a humble, confiding, entire surrender to

Christ, which, however, must always influence the conduct and

sanctifythe life — that it was only by this genuine christian prin

ciple of life, that man could 'obtain reconciliation with God

through divine grace. The first who comprehended this truth

in all its strictness was the apostle Paul . To denote this new

thing, this new christian principle of life as a spiritual means of

justification, Christianity introduced likewise a new technical

word, niotis, which , as is the case with our word faith, but half

expresses the idea it is intended to designate ; and therefore

necessarily gave rise very early to numerous misconstructions.
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Some saw nothing new in Christianity at all incompatible with

Judaism ,inasmuch as they were acquainted with something falsely

called niotis ; and hence they were desirous of retaining the

vóuos, to which they attached the highest value. It was these

in particular whom Paul combatted . Others acknowledged that

Christ, the divine messenger, had brought life and salvation to

men in the Gospel; but they either contented themselves with

this acknowledgment, or regarded the moral precepts of Christ

as a new vóuos for which they had exchanged the Mosaic law.

Both classes erred in regarding the niotis,or rigid orthodoxy,

and the čoya, or mereexternal works, each separately as an

opus operatum , which led to salvation ; withoutrecognizing both

in their necessary mutual relation . Thus we find always in the

ancient church, along with the strictest adherence to the doctrines

of the church, the slightest deviation from which was heresy, a

tendency likewise to hypocritical works of holiness, in which it

was taken for granted that by a voluntary worship, by the ob

servance of certain human institutes and customs, it was possible

in the sight of God to merit forgiveness of sins. It was the

reaction against this last tendency, that was the immediate

occasion of the great Reformation of the church, which res

tored to its proper place the doctrine of justification by faith.
Still this doctrine did not remain free from misconstruction ;

so that e. g. there arose a merely verbal controversy, founded

simply on misapprehension ; for the declaration of Amsdorf

in the heat of controversy, that " good works are prejudicial

to salvation," when rightly understood, is just as true, as

Major's position that they are essential to salvation,” is un

true , if incorrectly understood. Thus even yet the idea of

Tlotis was far from being accurately comprehended or de

fined in itself, much less as to its true relation to christian

life ; it was only partially considered , and the efforts of theo

logians were directed by preference to the illustration and sup

port of the dogma according to the very letter of Luther. It

was therefore high time , when the pious Spener again brought

back Christianity, which seemed on the point of being dissipated

in speculation and a spirit of dogmatic discussion, to firm ground,

by bringing it again to act upon the life of man. Still, however,

even in our time, that unity of faith and works, in which alone

1 Like those against whom James speaks in the passage under

consideration .
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the true christian alotis consists , is not yet found throughout the

christian world ; and there remains to us only the hope , that

it will one day thus appear, when, in conformity with the pro

mise of our Lord, there shall be onefold and one Shepherd.

Art. IV. ON THE TESTIMONY OF JOSEPHUS RESPECTING

CHRIST..

By C. G. Bretschneider. Translated by the Editor. *

Twopassages are found in the writings of Josephus, in which

he speaks of Jesus Christ ; one of which, being of considerable

length , is called byway of eminence , The Testimony of Jo

sephus respecting Christ, and has given rise to many dis

putes among learned men . The following are the passages in

question .

ANTIQ. ΧVΙΙΙ . 3. 3. Γίνεται δε κατα τούτον χρόνον'Ιησούς,

σοφος ανήρ, είγε άνδρα αυτον λέγειν χρή ήν γαρ παραδόξων έρ

γων ποιητής, διδάσκαλος ανθρώπων των ηδονή ταληθή δεχομέ

νων και πολλούς μεν Ιουδαίους, πολλούς δε και του Ελληνικού

επηγάγετο' ο Χριστός ούτος ήν. Και αυτόν ενδείξει των πρώτων

ανδρών παρ' ημίν σταυρό επιτετιμηκότος Πιλάτου, ουκ επαύ

σαντο οίγε πρώτον αυτον αγαπήσαντες. ' Εφάνη γαρ αυτούς

τρίτην έχων ημέραν πάλιν ζώων, των θείων προφητών ταύτα τε

και άλλα μυρία θαυμάσια περί αυτού είρηκότων. Εις έτι νύν

των Χριστιανών από τούδε ώνομασμένων ουκ επέλιπε το φύλον.

* The following tract by Bretschneider, appears to be so conclu

sive in regard to a very important historical question , that it cannot

but be acceptable to the readers of the Biblical Repository to have a

translation of it preserved in these pages. The tract appears as an

appendix to the little work : Capita Theologiae Judæorum dogmaticæ

e Flavii Josephi scriptis collecta, auctore C. G. BRETSCHNEIDER, Theol .

Doct. etc. Lips. 1812.-ED.

Vol . IV. No. 16. 90
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ANTIQ. ΧΧ . 9. 1. ( Ανάνος ) καθίζει συνέδριον κριτών, και

παραγαγών εις αυτό τον αδελφον Ιησού του λεγομένου Χριστού,,

'Ιάκωβος όνομα αυτώ, καί τινας ετέρους, ως παρανομησάντων

κατηγορίαν ποιησάμενος , παρέδωκε λευσθησομένους.

“ At this time lived Jesus, a wise man ; if indeed it be proper to

call him a man. For he performed astonishing works, and was a

teacher of such as delight in receiving the truth ; and drew to him

self many of the Jews , and many also of the Gentiles. This was he

who is (called ) Christ. And when Pilate, at the instance of the

chief men among us , had caused him to be crucified, still those who

had once loved him , did not cease to love him . For on the third day

he again appeared unto them alive ; divine prophets having foretold

these and ten thousand other wonderful things respecting him .

And even to this day , that class of persons who were called from

him Christians , have not become extinct.”

" Ananus assembled a council of judges, and having brought be

fore them the brother of Jesus, called Christ (whose own name

was James, ) and certain others, and having accused them of vi

olating the laws, he delivered them over to be stoned .”

The great dispute has been whether the former of these pas

sages be genuine or not . Many learned men have supposed ,

that some christian transcriber, out of a pious regard for the in

terests ofChristianity, and in order to afford an argument against

the unbelieving Jews, inserted the whole passage ; or that at

least , if Josephus did make any mention of Christ, much of the

language, as it now stands, has been thus interpolated.1 Al

though it is not my intention to decide upon this controversy,

nor to repeat all that has been urged on both sides of the ques

tion ; yet I have thought that it might be neither uninteresting

nor unuseful to suggest very briefly somethings on this subject,

which seem to me not to have received sufficient consideration .”

The
passage in question may indeed well cause the reader to

hesitate ; but if all the circumstances be duly weighed , I do not

apprehend that it can be considered either as spurious, or as

I See Less Progr. I, II, super Josephi de Christo testimonio, Goett.

1781. Henke Geschichte der christ. Kirche. 1 Th. p. 54 sq .

2 For a long and learned defence of this passage, see Hauteville

Erwiesene Wahrheit der christ. Relig. 1745. p. 275–311.

1
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.

hāving suffered any change from the hands of christian tran

scribers.

I. If we were to decide the question by the authority ofman

uscripts, there can be no doubt but that the passage was written

by Josephus, and has never been corrupted. All the man

uscripts which are known, exhibit the same words, in the

sarne place and order ; and they are also quoted , first_by

Eusebius, and afterwards by Jerome, Suidas, and others . But

if all the manuscripts uniformly agree, and we have , besides,

testimonies of great antiquity to the genuineness of the passage ,

it surely cannot justly be called in question, except upon the

strength of very weighty arguments. What then are those ar

guments ? They are drawn partly from the silence of certain

writers, and partly from the character of the passage itself.

1. The most ancient christian writers, it is said , and especially

Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and Origen , have never employed this

passage against the Jews ; which they certainly would have done,
had it been then extant. But from the mere silence of a few

writers in a case of this kind , can we draw any certain con

clusion which shall overturn the credit of all the manuscripts ?

No one will affirm this. But Origen has expressly said , sal

τουγε απιστών [ Ιώσηπος] το 'Ιησού ως Χριστώ, Josephus did

not believe on Jesus as the Messiah ; 2 and again , 'Incoûv rucov

ου καταδεξάμενος είναι Χριστόν, he did not receive our Jesus

as the Messiah.3 Origen therefore, it is said , could not have

known of the passage in question, in which Josephus certainly ac
knowledges Jesus as the Messiah ; and hence it is manifest

that the manuscripts of Josephus in the time of Origen, (who died

A. D. 254, ) could not have contained those words. On the

other hand, others have very justly suggested, that Origen means

only to affirm , that Josephusdid not become a follower of Christ.

But passing over this suggestion, we find that between the death

of Origen and the time of Eusebius, there was an interval of

only fifty years. Is it possible that in so short a time, all the

manuscripts, or even many of them, should have been thus inter

polated ? Can we suppose that Eusebius was hurried on against

the Jews by a zeal so blind , that although he does not seek to

conceal the doubts which were raised respecting the sacred

1 For many reasons why they should not have quoted this pas

sage, see Hauteville, 1. c. p. 283 sq.

2 Lib. I. c. Cels. 2 Comm. in Matt.
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books of the Scriptures, he should yet publish this passage as

genuine and true, though he knew it was wanting in many man

uscripts , or was written only in the margin ? Is it credible,

moreover, that this interpolation, which was unknown to Origen,

should have immediately crept into allthe manuscripts ; so that

neither Jerome, nor Sozomen, nor Suidas, nor any other early

writer, should have stumbled upon a manuscript in which it was

not contained ?

2. It is objected further, that by this testimony respecting

Jesus, the order of the narrative is interrupted ; but if this be

taken away, the proper order will be restored . The circum

stances are just these: In c . 3. $ 1 , Josephus relates that Pilate

introduced images of Cæsar into Jerusalem ; but that when a

tumult had been excited on account of them , he ordered them

to be removed . In $ 2 , Pilate attempted to bring water into

Jerusalem , at the expense of the temple, etc. and in a tumult

which arises, he puts to death many of the Jews. In \ 3, he

crucifies Jesus who is called Chrisi, a wise and holy man . In

§ 4 , it is narrated that another evil ( ëtepov dɛivov) occasioned

trouble to the Jews, viz . a flagitious crime committed in the

temple of Isis at Rome ; as connected with which , 5 relates

that all the Jews were banished by Tiberius from Rome. The

writer then goes on , in c . 4 , to describe the sedition of the Sa

maritans, and the suppression of it by Pilate .
Now can any

one justly affirin that the history of Josephus is in any way inter

rupted by the passage in question ? Can any one show what

connexion would be restored, if this were omitted ? Most

evidently Josephus has narrated the events in the order in which

they occurred , and intended to give them no other connexion

than that of succession of time . If therefore it was his purpose

to make any mention of the fate of Jesus , he could have done it

with propriety in no other place .

3. Another, and a more plausible objection is, that it is impos

sible to suppose that Josephus would speak of Jesus in this man

ner , and acknowledge bin as the Messiah, and yet not have em

braced his religion , and become a Christian . But this objection

seems to be grounded on a misapprehension of the language of

Josephus ; for Xolotós is here not a doctrinal appellation , but

merely a proper name, and is to be translated , not the Christ,

i . e . the Messiah , but simply Christ. O Xplotos oŭtos nv,

i . e . ούτος ήν ο λεγόμενος Χριστός, as it is read in the other

passage, this was he who is known by the name of Christ,
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and whose followers are still called from him, Christians.

It is likewise to be remembered, that Josephus was writing

not to Jews, but to Greeks, who were unacquainted with

the doctrinal meaning of o Xplotós among the former people.

He therefore undoubtedly wrote the wordsó Xolotos oúros iv,

to signify to the Greeks, that the Jesus of whom he was

speaking, was the same person of whom they had heard so

much, under the name of Christ ; and that the name of Chris

tians, which was then well known to the Greeks, was derived

from the surname of the same Jesus. And because he would

assign a reason , why the disciples of Jesus adhered to bim so

strongly after his crucifixion, he states that Jesus after his death

appeared again to his followers alive , and that many prophecies

were accomplished in him . Josephus therefore does not say this

as expressing his own belief, for he had never known Jesus ;

but he describes in these words the belief of the Christians, the

credibility of which he either did not wish , or was unable to im

pugn . It should moreover be borne in mind , that Josephus ap

pears not to have adopted the notions respecting the Messiah,

which were current among the Jews ; nor yet to have exhibited

any higher views or hopes respecting any Saviour. If then he

did actually esteem Jesus as a copos avno, as he calls him , whose

deeds and fate were remarkable and unusual, he would yet,

merely in this view, have no reason for changing his religion.

All the arguments, then, which are urged against the passage

under consideration , even if we allow them their fullest force,

are yet uncertain ; and surely they are not of sufficient weight ,

to weaken the credit of all the manuscripts and so many of the

early fathers ; much less to destroy it .

Nor indeed does the opinion , that the passage was inserted by

some christian transcriber, in itself considered , carry with it

much appearance of truth . A transcriber of this sort would

hardly have been contented with the language as it now stands ;

he would have introduced more facts respecting the life of Jesus ;

he would have dwelt with more prolixity on all the circum

stances ; and would have noted more particularly his innocence,

his resurrection from the dead, his ascension into heaven . We

have but to glance at the spurious narratives which were manu

factured in the second and third centuries, to rest satisfied that

a writer of this sort would not have restrained bimself to expres

sions so moderate as σοφος ανήρ, είγε άνδρα αυτον λέγειν χρή

παραδόξων έργων ποιητης και ανθρώπων διδάσκαλος , α wise man,
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if it be proper to call him a man ; a doer of wonderful works,

å teacher of men. What unheard of moderation in a writer,

desirous of palming upon the world a pious fraud !
Can we

for a moment suppose that such a writer would merely have

said ó Xoloto's oúros nv ? or that he would not have more ac

curately described οι πρώτοι άνδρες παρ ' ημίν, those chief men

αmong the Jews, or οι πρωτον αυτον αγαπήσαντες , those who

loved him from the first ?

II. It was manifestly the objectof Josephus, to comprise in his

narrative all that was memorable in the history of his nation . Is

it then probable that he should not have said a word respecting

the origin of the order of Christians, who at that time had become

numerous even among the Greeks? Why, I ask , should he adopt

such a course ? Perhaps through hatred of the Christians, like

the rest of his countrymen . This, however, no one will believe,

who has read the writings of Josephus; he will not even suspect it.

Or perhaps it was through fear of the Jews, lest by narrating the

truth , he should give them offence and excite their hatred . If

such had been his fear, he ought not to havewritten at all ; much

less to have depicted as he has done the perverse obstinacy

and depravity of his countrymen. How then can we suppose

it possible, that a writer like Josephus, of real diligence, who had

treated with considerable copiousness of the life and death of

John the Baptist, how, I say, can we suppose it possible that he

should pass over in entire silence a person so remarkable as

Jesus , and not bestow a single word on the origin of the sect

called Christians, a name which already had become common

and well known ? Yet unless this passage be genuine, there is

no place in the writings of Josephus , where he speaks of the life

or character of Christ ; and this affords a ground of persuasion

in favour of its genuineness.

III. This persuasion is confirmed by the other passage quoted

at the head of this article, where mention is made of the death of

the brother of Jesus , ο λεγόμενος Χριστός. In this latter pas

sage I cannot help believing that Josephus refers to what he had

before related respecting this same Jesus. For when he wishes

to explain who this James was, who was unknown to Greek

readers, he does not call him by his proper name,but gives him

the title ofthe brother of Jesus whois called Christ. Josephus

has therefore made use of that which was common and well

1 Antiq. XVIII. 5. 2 .
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known, in order to explain and describe what was unknown .

Suppose now that be had not previously spoken of that Jesus,

but had passed over his life and fortunes in silence ; how then

could be nowsimply say, 'Ιησούς ο λεγόμενος Χριστός, Jesus

who is called Christ ? I can see no reason to doubt that Jose

phus took it for granted, that his readers knew and remembered,

from what he had already said , who this Jesus was, that was

surnamed Christ. For who would suppose that a writer like

Josephus would narrate the circumstances of the death of James,

a person of far less celebrity, and yet be silent in respect to

Jesus ? Or who would not deem it a mark of weakness in a

writer, that in order more definitely to describe an unknown

man , he should introduce the name of another person , whom ,

although possessed of the highest claims to notice, he had every

where else passed over without the slightest mention ?

ART. V. NOTES ON THE BEDOUINS .

From Burckhardt. *

The following sketches relate especially to the Aenezes ; these

are the only true Bedouin nation of Syria , while the other Arab

tribes in the neighbourhood of this country have, more or less,

degenerated in manners : several being reduced to subjection,

while the free-born Aeneze is still governed by the same laws

that spread over the desert at the beginning of the Moham

medan era.

* “ Notes on the Bedouins and Wahábys," Lond. 1830, quarto .

Very few copies of this work have reached this country ; and as it

contains the collected fruits of the author's long residence and journey

ings among the Arabs of the desert, all of which are highly illustra

tive of the nomadic life and manners so often referred to in the Old

Testament, we have thought we could not better subserve the inter

ests of biblical learning, than by transferring copious extracts to our

pages. - ED.
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Notes on the Bedouins.

I. Mode of ENCAMPING .

In countries where security reigns, the Bedouins often en

camp the whole year round, occupying but two or three tents

together, at the distance of several hours from any other mem

bers of their tribe . I have seen such solitary inhabitants of the

Hodeyl tribe in the mountains east of Mekka, and some of the

Sowaleha and Mezeiyne tribes in the mountains of Sinai .

It may be here remarked that all the wealthy Bedouins have

two sets of tent-coverings — one new and strong, for winter — the

other old and light, for summer.

On the Syrian and Arabian plains the Bedouins encamp in

summer (when rainwater cannotbe found in pools) , near wells,

where they remain often for a whole month ; while their flocks

and herds pasture all around , at the distance of several hours,

under the guard of slaves or shepherds , who bring them every

second or third day to the well for water. It is on these oc

casions that the Arabs make attacks upon other tribes ; for it

becomes known that such or such people are encamped near a

certain well , and may be easily surprised . If an attack of this

kind be apprehended , the men of the encampment are in con

stant readiness for defence, and for the rescue of their cattle,

which the enemy often strives to carry off. The Sherarat Arabs,

who, living on the Syrian Hadj route, are much exposed to in

vasion , constantly have a saddled camel before their tents, that

they maythe more readily hasten to the assistance of their shep

herds. Most wells in the interior of the deserts, and especially

in Nedjd , are exclusive property , either of a whole tribe, or of

individuals whose ancestors dug the wells. During the Wahaby

government many new wells have been made by the chief's

order . If a well be the property of a tribe, the tents are pitched

near it , whenever rain -water becomes scarce in the desert;

and no other Arabs are then permitted to water their camels

there . But if the well belongs to an individual, he repairs it in

summer time, accompanied by his tribe, and receives presents

from all strange tribes who pass or encamp at the well, and re

fresh their camels with the water of it ; and these presents are

particularly required if a party pass on its return home, which

has been seen taking plunder from an enemy. The property of

such a well is never alienated ; and the Arabs say,

sessor is sure to be fortunate, as all who drink of the water be

that the pos
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stow on him their benedictions .* In spring and winter it is more

difficult to carry off the cattle, because in those seasons they find

sufficient food close to the tents, and are, therefore, easily pro

tected . There are tribes which encamp in spring time far from

any streams or wells, on fertile plains, where they remain for

several weeks without tasting water, living wholly upon milk ;

and their cattle can dispense with water as long as green and

juicy herbage affords them nourishment : this, however, is not

the case with horses. Considerable numbers of the Beni Sham

mar thus encamp every spring, for upwards of a month, in the

waterless desert between Djof and Djebel Shammar.

In travelling, strong parties only can venture to encamp at

night near a well , where they may naturally expect visitors.

Weaker parties water their beasts, fill their water -skins, and en

camp at a distance from any road leading to the well .

The Aenezes are nomades in the strictest acceptation of the

word, for they continue during the whole year in almost con

stant motion .
Their summer quarters are near the Syrian

frontiers, and in winter they retire into the heart of the desert,

or towards the Euphrates. In summer they encamp close to

rivulets and springs which abound near the Syrian desert, but

they seldom remain above three or four days in the same spot :

as soon as their cattle have consumed the herbage near a

watering - place,the tribe removes in search of pasture, and the

grass again springing up serves for a succeeding camp. The

encampments vary in number of tents, from ten to eight hun

dred : when the tents are but few , they are pitched in a circle,

and then called dowár ; but more considerable numbers in a

straight line, or a row of single tents, especially along a rivulet,

sometimes three or four behind as many others. Such encamp

ments are called nezel. In winter, when water and pasture

never fail, the mode of encamping is different. The whole tribe

then spreads itself over the plain in partiesof three or four tents

each, with an interval of half an hour's distance between each

party : to encamp thus, is called fereik. In the dowár, as in

the nezel, the sheikh's or chief's tent is always on the western

side ; for it is from the west , that the Syrian Arabs expect their

enemies as well as their guests. To oppose the former, and to

honour the latter, is the sheikh’s principal business ; and as it is

* Compare Genesis 21 : 25 sq. 26 : 15 sq .-- Ed.

Vol . IV. No. 16 . 91
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usual for a guest to alight at the first tent that presents itself in

the
camp, the sheikh's ought to be on the side from which most

strangers arrive : it is even disgraceful that a wealthy man should

pitch bis tent on the eastern side.

Every father of a family sticks his lance into the ground by

the side of his tent, and in front ties his horse or mare ( should

he possess one) ; there also his camels repose at night. The

sheep and goats remain day and night under a shepherd's care ,

who every evening drives them home.

When I was returning from Tedmor towards Damascus, I

met , on the same day, two strong encampments moving slowly

over the sandy plain in search of water and pasture : their order

of march was as follows. A party of five or six horsemen pre

ceded the tribe about four miles, as a reconnoitering detachment

(or sulf ) :the main body occupied a line of at least three miles

in front . First came some armed horsemen and camel-riders,

at a hundred or a hundred and fifty paces from each other, ex

tending along the whole front ; then followed the she-camels

with their young ones, grazing in wide ranks during their march

upon the wild herbage : behind walked the camels loaded with

the tents and provisions; and the last were the women and

children , mounted on camels having saddles made in the shape

of a cradle, with curtains to screen them from the sun . The

men indiscriminately rode along and amidst the whole body,

but most of them in front of the line ; some led horses by their

halters : in depth their wandering bodies extended about two

miles and a hair . I had seen them encamped when on my way

to Tedmor, and then estimated one at about two hundred, and

the other at two hundred and fifty tents; the latter had above

three thousand camels. Of all the Arabs I did not see one on

foot, except a few shepherds, who drove the sheep and goats,

about a mile behind the main body.

II . FOOD AND COOKERY.

The principal Bedouin dishes are,

Ftita . - Unleavened paste of flour and water, baked in ashes

of camel's dung, and mixed up afterwards with a little butter ;

when the whole is thoroughly kneaded , they serve it up in a

bowl of wood or leather. If milk be mixed with the ftíta, the

mixture is called kháfoury.

Ayesh . - Flour and sour camel's milk, made into a paste, and
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boiled : the camel's milk becomes sourish soon after it is put

into the zeka , or goat-skin.

Behatta . - Rice or flour, boiled with sweet camel's milk.

Heneyne. - Bread, butter, and dates, blended together into a

paste.

Rhubz. - Bread ; more commonly called in the Bedouin dia

lect jisre. It is of two sorts, both unleavened, one of which is

baked in round cakes upon a plate of iron ( sádj), as among the

Syrian Fellahs : the other mode ofmaking bread is, by spread

ing out in a circle a great number of small stones, over which a

brisk fire is kindled ; when the stones are sufficiently heated ,

the fire is removed, and the paste spread over the hot stones ,

and immediately covered with glowing ashes, and left until

thoroughly baked. This bread is only used at breakfast, and is

called khubz aly el redháf.

Burgoul. - Wheat, boiled with some leaven, and then dried

in the sun. This dried wheat is preserved for a year, and ,

boiled with butter or oil, is the common dish with all classes in

Syria.

Butter is made in the following manner. The goat's or

sheep's milk (for camels milk is never used for this purpose) is

putinto the keder, over a slow fire, and a little leben or sour

milk, or a small piece of the dried entrails of a young lamb

(metefkhá), thrown in with it : the milk then separates, and is

put into the goat-skin, called zeka, which is tied to one of the

tent poles, and for one or two hours constantly moved back
wards and forwards : the buttery substance then coagulates, the

water is sqeezed out, and the butter put into the skin, called

mekrash : if after two days they have collected a certain quan

tity of butter, they again place it over the fire, throw a handful

of burgoul into it, and leave it to boil, taking care to skim it .

After having boiled for some time, the burgoul precipitates all

the foreign substances, and the butter remains quite clear at the

top of the keder. The butter-milk is once more drained through

a bag of camel's hair, and whatever remains in it of a butter

like substance is left to dry in the sun ; and thus eaten it is called

aouket, or hhameid jebsheb. The burgoul, cleared of the butter
with which it was boiled , is called kheláse, and eaten by

children . There are Aeneze tribes in the Nedjd, who seldom

or never taste meat, but live almost wholly on dates and milk .

Having taken off the butter, they beat the butter -milk again till

it coagulates, and then dry it till it becomes quite hard; they
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then grind it, and each family collects in spring two or three

loads of it . They eat it mixed with butter,

The Aenezes do not make any cheese, at least very seldom ,

but convert all the milk of their sheep and goats into butter.

The Arabs of Ahl el Shemál, on the contrary , furnish cheese

to most of the inhabitants of the Eastern Syrian plain .

Kemmăye, or kemmá, (or in the Bedouin dialect djeme,) a

favourite dish of the Arabs, is a kind of truffle growing in the

desert, without any appearance of either roots or seeds; in size

and shape the kemmaye much resembles the true truffle. There

are three species of it : the red , khelasy, the black, jebah, and

the white, zebeidy. If the rain has been abundant during win

ter, the djemes are found in the end of March. They lie about

four inches under ground : the place where they grow is known

by a little rising of the ground over them . If the fruit is left to

attain full maturity , it rises above the earth to about half its

volume. The children and servants dig it out with short sticks.

They are sometimes so numerouson the plain that the camels
stumble over them . Each family then gathers four or five

camel-loads ; and while this stock lasts, they live exclusively on

kemmaye, without tasting either burgoul or ayesh . The kem

máyes are boiled in water or milk till they form a paste, over

which melted butter is poured : they are sometimes roasted and
eaten with melted butter. It is said that they produce cos

tiveness. If they have been abundant, they are dried in the

sun, and afterwards dressed for use like fresh ones.
Great

quantities are consumed by the people of Damascus, and the

peasants of Eastern Syria. In general they are worth at Damas

cus about a halfpenny per pound . They are brought to Damas

cus from the district near Tel Zeykal on the eastern limits of

the Merdj. To Aleppo they are brought from the plain ad

joining Djebel el Hass. Camels do not eat kemmáye. The

desert Hammad, or the great plain between Damascus and

Baghdad and Basrah , is full of keinmáye.

The Aeneze eat gazelles, whenever they can kill them. I

heard that they regard the jerboa, or rat of the desert, as a

great dainty, for its fine flavour. The interior of the desert

abounds with jerboas.

The ayesh is the daily and universal dish of the Aenezes ; and

even the richest sheikh would think it a shame to order his wife

to dress any other dish , merely to please his own palate. The

Arabs never indulge in luxuries, but on occasion of some festi
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val, or on the arrival of a stranger. For a common guest, bread

is baked, and served up with the ayesh ; if the guest is of some

consideration, coffee is prepared for him , and behatta, or ftíta,

or bread with melted butter. For a man of rank , a kid or lamb

is killed . When this occurs, they boil the lamb with burgoul

and camel's milk, and serve it up in a large wooden dish , round

the edge of which the meat is placed. A wooden bowl, con

taining the melted grease of the animal , is put and pressed down

in the midst of the burgoul ; and every morsel is dipped into

the grease before it is swallowed . If a camel should be killed ,

(which rarely happens,) it is cut into large pieces ; some part is

boiled , and its grease mixed with burgoul ; part is roasted, and,

like the boiled , put upon the dish of burgoul. The whole tribe

then partakes of the delicious feast. Camel's flesh is more

esteemed in winter than in summer ; and the she-camel more

than the male . The grease of the camel is kept in goat-skins,

and used like butter.

Throughout the desert there is a great sameness in the Be

douin dishes ; for they every where consist chiefly of flour and

butter. In every province, however, different names are given

to the same dish ; thus what the Aenezes call fríta, the Arabs

of Sinai denominate medjelleh, or, if milk be mixed with it,

merekeda. The djereisha is a very common dish in the interior

of the desert, boiled wheat which has been coarsely ground , and

over which butter is poured ; with the addition of milk it be

comes nekaa . The custom of telling the landlord to take away

the meat for the women, is prevalent among the Sinai Arabs,

although not known in Hedjaz. In such parts of the desert as

are far distant from any cultivated districts, the consumption of

corn is much less than in others. Thus the Arabs on the

eastern coast of the Red Sea , between Yenibo and Akaba, use

but little wheaten bread . It is the want of corn that obliges all

Bedouins to keep up any intercourse with those who cultivate

the soil ; and it is a mistake to imagine that the Bedouins can

ever be independent of the cultivators. The frontier villages

of Syria and Mesopotamia, the towns of Nedjd ; Yembo, Mekka,

and Djidda, and the cultivated vallies of Hedjaz and Yemen,

are frequented for provisions by all the Bedouins at a distance

of ten or fifteen days from those points : there they sell their

cattle , and take in return wheat, barley and clothes. It is only

when circumstances force them, that Arabs content themselves

with a diet of milk and meat alone.
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Of camel's milk, neither butter nor cheese is ever made ; it

abounds among the Aenezes . The sheep and goats are milked

every morning by the women before day -break ; the milk is

shaken for about two hours in skins, and thus becomes butter ;

and the buttermilk constitutes the chief beverage of the Arabs,

and is much used in their dishes : it is generally (butnot always)

called leben , while fresh milk is distinguished by the term , haleib.

A lamb is sometimes roasted or baked in the earth ; a hole

being made for that purpose , heated and covered with stones.

Many Bedouins have a custom of boiling certain berbs in but

ter, which is then poured off into the skins containing their pro

visions . This butter becomes strongly impregnated with the

odour of those herbs, and is much liked by the Arabs . The

herb shyh is often used in this manner ; the herb baitherán

(a species of thyme) is commonly applied to this purpose in

Nedjd.

On their journeys, the Bedouins live almost wholly upon un

leavened bread baked in the ashes , and mixed with butter : this

food they call kurs, ayesh , and kahkeh.

I have elsewhere remarked that the Arabs of Kerek regard it

as extremely shameful to sell any butter. Among the Bedouins

near Mekka to sell milk is considered as equally degrading, and the

poorest Arab would not expose himself to the opprobrious nick

name of lebbán, or " milkseller," although, during the pilgrim

age, milk is excessively dear. It forms a curious exception to

this rule, that the Beni Koreish , who esteem themselves the

most noble race of Arabian Bedouins, freely sell their milk,

with which Mekka is supplied from the tents of that tribe , gen

erally pitched about Djebel Arafat and Wady Muna.

In Hedjaz the usual dish of the Arabs is Indian rice, mixed

with lentils and without any bread ; this they find cheaper than

corn, and equally nutritious ; but wherever dates grow , that ex

cellent fruit constitutes their chief diet. In Nedjd, Hedjaz, and

Yemen, the Bedouinsuse butter to excess .
Whoever can af

ford such luxury, swallows every morning alarge cupfull ofbut

ter before breakfast,and snuffs up asmuch into his nostrils (this

is also a favourite practice among the people of Mekka) : all

their food swims in butter. The continual motion and exercise

in which they employ themselves strengthen their powers of di

gestion , and for the same reason , an Arab will live for months

together upon the smallest allowance ; and then, if an opportu
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nity should offer, he will devour at one sitting the flesh of half

a lamb without any injury to his health.

In the interior of their deserts, the Bedouins never make any

cheese ; their butter is made of sheep's or goats' milk. I have

never seen any butter made from the milk of camels, although

I understood that this was sometimes the case on particular oc

casions of necessity ; many Arabs with whom I conversed had

never tasted any.

Throughout the desert when a sheep or goat is killed, the

persons present often eat the liver and kidneysraw, adding to it

a little salt. Some Arabs of Yemen are said to eat raw not

only those parts , but likewise whole slices of flesh ; thus re

sembling the Abyssinians and the Druses of Libanon, who fre

quently indulge in raw meat, the latter to my own certain know

ledge. The Asyr Arabs , and those south of them towards

Yemen, eat borse flesh ; but this is never used as food among

the northern Bedouins.

The Arabs are rather slovenly in their manner of eating ; they

thrust the whole hand into the dish before them, shape the bur

goul into balls as large as a hen's egg, and thus swallow it.

They wash their hands just before dinner, but seldom after ;

being content to lick the grease off their fingers, and rub their

hands upon the leather scabbards of their swords, or clean them

with the roffe of the tent (as above mentioned ) . The common

hour of breakfast is about ten o'clock : dinner or supper is

served at supset. If there is plenty of pasture, camel's milk is

handed round after dinner . The Arabs eat heartily, and with

much eagerness. The boiled dish set before them being always

very hot, it requires some practice to avoid burning one's fin

gers, and yet to keep pace with the voracious company. In

deed, during my first acquaintance with the Arabs, I seldom

retired from a meal quite satisfied. Among the Arabs of the

desert, as those of the towns, the disgusting custom of erụctation

after every meal is universal. This I observe, to correct a mis

representation of D’Arvieux .

The women eat in the meharrem what is left of the men's

dinner : they seldom have the good fortune to taste any meat

except the head , feet, and liver of the lambs . While the men

of the camp resort to the tent in which a stranger is entertained ,

and participate in the supper, theirwomen steal into the me

harrem of the hostess, to beg a foot, or some other trifling

portion of the animal killed for the occasion.
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III. INDUSTRY.

The chief specimens of Bedouin industry are the tanning of

leather ; the preparing of water-skins, the weaving of tents ,

sacks, cloaks, and abbas. The leather is tanned by means of

pomegranate juice, or, (as more commonly over the whole

desert) with the gharad or fruit of the Sant,or else with the

bark of the Seyale, another mimosa species. The women sew

the water- skins which the men have tanned. They work in

Hedjaz very neat neck-leathers for the camels, uponwhich their

husbands ride ; these are a kind of net-work, adorned with

shells and leather tassels, called dawíreh. The distaff is fre

quently seen in the hands of men all over the Hedjaz ; and it

seems strange that they should not regard this as derogating

from their masculine dignity , wbile they disdainfully spurn at

every other domestic employment. Ainong all the Bedouin

tribes, goat's hair constitutes the material of thecoverings of tents,

and of camel and provision bags.

IV . WEALTH AND PROPERTY OF THE BEDOUINS.

An Arab's property consists almost wholly in his horses and

camels. The profits arising from his butter enable him to pro

cure the necessary provisions of wheat and barley, and occa

sionally a new suit of clothes for his wife and daughters. His

mare every spring produces a valuable colt, andby her means

he may expect to enrich himself with booty. No Arab family

can exist without one camel at least ; a man, who has but ten ,

is reckoned poor : thirty or forty place a man in easy circum

stances ; and he who possesses sixty, is rich. I do not, how

ever, make this statement as applicable to all Arabs : there are

tribes originally poor, like the Ahl Djebel Arabs; among whom,

from the possession of ten camels, a man is reckoned wealthy.

Some sheikhs of the Aenezes have as many as three hundred

camels. The sheikh who wasmy guide to Tedmor was reputed

to have one hundred camels, between three and four hundred :

sheep and goats, two mares and one horse . The price of a

camel varies according to the demands of the Hadj or Mekka

The Hadj not having taken place for the last four

years, a good Arab camel is now worth about ten pounds. ]

once inquired of an Arab in easy circumstances, what was the

amount of his yearly expenditure ; and he said, that in ordinary

years he consumed

caravans.
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.

piastres.

Four camel -loads of wheat . 200

Barley for his mare 100

Clothing for his women and children 200

Luxuries, as coffee, kammerdin , debs, * tobacco, and

half a dozen lambs 200

.

700

about 35 or 40 pounds sterling.

Among the Arabs, horsesare not so numerous as might be

supposed from the reports of several travellers, as well as of the

country people in Syria, who indeed are but imperfectly ac

quainted with the affairs of the Desert. During my visits to

Aeneze encampments, I could seldom reckon more than one

mare for six or seven tents. TheAenezes exclusively ride their

mares, and sell the male colts to the peasants and town's people

of Syria and Baghdad. The Arabs of Abl el Shemal have more

horses than the Aenezes, but the breed is adulterated in some

instances.

Wealth, however, among the Arabs is extremely precarious,

and the most rapid changes of fortune are daily experienced.

The bold incursions of robbers, and sudden attacks of hostile

parties, reduce, in a few days, the richest man to a state of beg

gary ;
and we may venture to say, that there are not many

fathers of families who have escaped such disasters. The de

tail hereafter given, of Bedouin wars and robberies, will explain

this assertion . It may be almost said , that the Arabs are obliged

to rob and pillage . Most families of the Aenezes are unable

to defray the annual expenses from their profits on their cattle,

and few Arabs would sell a camel to purchase provisions: he

knows, from experience, that to continue long in a state of

peace, diminishes the wealth of an individual ; war and plunder

therefore becomes necessary. The sheikh is obliged to lead

his Arabs against the enemy, if there be one ; if not, it can

easily be contrived to make one . But it may be truly said , that

wealth alone does not give a Bedouin any importance among

his people. A poor man, if he be hospitable and liberal accor

ding to his means, always killing a lamb whena stranger arrives,

giving coffee to all the guests present, holding his bag of tobacco

* Kammerdin, dried apricot jelly from Damascus. — Debs, a sweet

jellymade of grapes.

Vol . IV. No. 16. 92
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always ready to supply the pipes of his friends, and sharing what

ever booty he gets among his poor relations, sacrificing his last

penny to honour bis guest or relieve those who want, obtains in

finitely more consideration and influence among his tribe , than

the bakheil, or avaricious and wealthy miser, who receives a

guest with coldness, and lets his poor friends starve. Asriches

among this nation of robbers do not confer influence or power,

so the wealthy person does not derive from them any more

refined gratification than the poorest individual of the tribe may

enjoy. The richest sheikh lives like the meanest of his Arabs:

they both eat every day of the same dishes, and in the same

quantity , and never partake of any luxury unless on the arrival of

a stranger, when the host's tent is open to all his friends. They

both dress in the same kind of shabby gown and messhlakh.

The chief pleasure in which the chief may indulge, is the pos

session of a swift mare, and the gratification of seeing his

wife and daughters better dressed than the other females of the

camp.

Bankruptcy , in the usual acceptation of the word, is unknown

among the Arabs . A Bedouin either loses his property by the

enemy ( it is then said of him wakhad helále ), or he expends it

in profuse hospitality. In this latter case he is praised by the
whole tribe ; and as the generous Arab is most frequently en

dued with other pomadic virtues, he seldom fails toregain, by

some lucky stroke, what he had so nobly lost.

The only Bedouins that can be reckoned wealthy , are those

whose tribes pasture their cattle in the open plains, which have

been fertilized by the rains of winter. To them belong in

numerable herds of camels : the richest Bedouins of the southern

plains are the Kahtan tribe, on the frontiers of Yemen. The

father of a family is said to be poor among them, if he possess

only forty camels ; the usual stock in a family is from one

hundred to two hundred . The tribes of poor Bedouins are all

those who occupy a mountainous territory , where the camels

find less food , and are not so prolific. Thus the Bedouin in

habitants of that whole chain of mountains , that extend from

Damascus across Arabia Petræa, and along the coast of the

Red Sea , as far as Yemen , are all people of little property in

cattle, while all the tribes of the eastern plains possess great

numbers. The account which I have already given of an Arab's

yearly expenses, must be understood only of a man above the

common class ; many respectable families spend only half that
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sum. To give a specimen of the means adopted by a poor

Arab to gain his livelihood , and furnish his family with pro

visions, my journal of an expedition in the Sinai mountains may

be consulted . Poor Bedouins come from thence to Cairo,

bringing their camels loaded with coals. Such a load , which

requires the labour of one man forten or fifteen days to collect ,

is sold at Cairo for about three dollars, after a journey of ten or

eleven days. With these three dollars, theman then purchases
half a load of wheat, some tobacco for himself, and a pair of

sboes or handkerchief for his wife, and returns the same dis

tance to his tent ; having been above five weeks employed, to

gether with his camel, in procuring this scanty supply for the

family. On such occasion a Bedouin will gladly forfeitthe only

sensual pleasure he can enjoy on the road , (eating butter and

smoking tobacco,) rather than return to his home without some

small present for his family, for the purchase of which he sacri

fices, if necessary, even his butter-skin and tobacco-pouch .

Some Arab families pride theinselves in having only herds of

camels, without sheep or goats ; but I never heard that there

existed whole tribes without the latter . Those who have camels

alone are mostly families of sheikhs ; and in case strangers ar

rive for whom a lamb is to be killed, then the Arabs usually

bring one for that purpose to the sheikh's tent . In some en

campments, the Arabswill not permit their sheikh to slaughter a

occasion , but furnish by turns the meat for his tent .

The families, who have camels only are called ahel bel, in op

position to the ahel ghanem .

But in the most desperate circumstances, without camels or

sheep, a Bedouin is always too proud to show discontent, or

much less to complain. He never begs assistance, but strives

with all his might, either as a camel-driver, a shepherd , or a

robber, to retrieve his lost property . Hope in the bounty of

God, and a perfect resignation to his divine will, are deeplyim

planted in the Arab's breast; but this resignation does not pa

ralyse his exertions so much as it does those of the Turks. I

have heard Arabs reproach Turks for their apathy and stupidity ,

in ascribing to the will of God what was merely the result of

their own faults or folly, quoting a proverb which says, “ He

bared his back to the stings of mosquitos, and then exclaimed ,

God has decreed that I should be stung. The fortitude with

which Bedouins endure evils of every kind is exemplary : in

that respect they are as much superiorto us as we exceed them

lamb on any
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in our eager search after pleasing sensations and refined enjoy

ments. Wise men have always thought that the amount of evil

in this world was greater than that of pleasure ; it seems there

fore that he is more truly a philosopher who, although he knows

but few refinements of pleasure, laughs at evil , than the man

who sinks under adversity, and passes bis happier moments in

the pursuit of visionary enjoyments.

The secret hopes and expectations of the Bedouin are much
more limited than those of the Arab who dwells in a town. His

chief desire during a state of poverty is to become so opulent

that he may be enabled to slaughter a lamb on the arrival of

every respectable guest at his tent, and in this act of hospitality

to rival at least , if not to exceed , all the other Arabs of his tribe.

If fortune grant him the accomplishment of this desire, he then

looks out for a fine horse or dromedary , and good clothes for

his females : these objects once attained, he feels no other wish

but that of maintaining and increasing his reputation for bravery

and hospitality. Forthis reason it may be safely affirmed that

there are among Bedouios, an infinitely greater number of in

dividuals contented and happy with their lot, than among other

Asiatics, whose happiness is almost always blighted by avarice,

and the ambition ofrising above their equals.

The Bedouin is certainly unhappy when he feels himself so

poor that he cannot entertain a guest according to his wish ; he

then looks with an envious eye upon his more fortunate neigh

bours ; he dreads the sneers of friends and of enemies, who re

gard bim as unable to honour a stranger : but whenever he can

contrive to display hospitality, he feels himself upon a footing

of equality with the richest sheikh , towards whom he bears no

envy on account of his more numerous Alocks and herds, the

possession of which does not procure to him any increase either

of honours or enjoyments.

V. WARFARE AND PREDATORY EXCURSIONS.

The Arab tribes are in a state of almost perpetual war against

each other ; it seldom happens that a tribe enjoys a moment of

general peace with all his neighbours, yet the war between two

tribes isscarcely ever of long duration ; peace is easilymade,

but again broken upon the slightest pretence. The Arab war

fare is that of partisans ; general battles are rarely fought: to

surprise the enemy by a sudden attack, and to plunder a camp,
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are chief objects of both parties. This is the reason why their

wars are bloodless ; the enemy is generally attacked by superior

numbers, and he gives way without fighting, in hopes of re

taliating on a weak encampment of the other party. The

dreaded effects of "blood-revenge,” which shall be hereafter

noticed , prevent many sanguinary conflicts : thus two tribes

may be at war for a whole year without the loss of more than

thirty or forty men on each side. The Arabs, however, have

evinced on some occasions great firmness and courage ; but

when they fight merely for plunder, they bebave like cowards.

I could adduce numerous instances of caravan-travellers and

peasants putting to flight three times their number of Arabs who

had attacked them : hence, throughout Syria , they are reckoned

miserable cowards, and their contests with the peasants always

prove them such ; but when the Arab faces his national enemy

in open battle , when the fame and honour of his tribe are at

stake, he frequently displays heroic valour ; and we still find

among them warriors whose names are celebrated all over the

desert ; and the acts of bravery ascribed to them might seem

fabulous, did we not recollect that the weapons of the Arabs

allow full scope to personal prowess, and that in irregular skir

mishing the superior qualities of the horse give the rider in

calculable advantages over his enemies. Thus we read in the

history of Antar that this valiant slave, when mounted upon his

mare Ghabara , killed with his lance, in a single battle, eight
hundred men . However incredulous respectingthe full amount

of his statement, I may, here be allowed to mention the name of

a modern hero, whose praise is recorded in hundreds of poems,,

and whose ſeats in arms have been reported to me by many

ocular witnesses. Gedoua Ibn Gheyan el Shamsy is known to

have slain thirty of his enemies in one encounter; he prided

himself in having never been put to flight, and the booty which he

took was immense. But his friends alone benefited by this, for

he himself continued always poor. His life at last was sacri

ficed to his valour. A war broke out in the year 1790, between

the Ibn Fadhel and Ibn Esmeyr tribes, while most of the Aene

zes engaged themselves on one side or the other. After many

partial encounters, the two sheikbs, each with about five thou

sand horsemen, met near Mezerib, a small town on the Hadj

road, nearly fifty miles from Damascus, on the plain of Hauran,

and both determined on a general battle that should terminate

the war . The armies were drawn up in sight of each other,
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and some slight skirmishing had commenced, when Gedoua (or ,

as the Bedouins in their dialect called him , Djedoua) formed

the generous resolution of sacrificing his life for the glory of his

tribe. He rode up to Ibn Esmeyr, underwhose banners the

Shamsy then fought, took off his coat of mail , and his clothes to

his shirt, and approaching the chief, kissed his beard, thereby

indicating that he devoted his life to him . He then quitted the
ranks of his friends, and , without any arms besides his sabre,

drove his mare furiously against the enemy. His valour being

well known to the troops of both parties , every one waited with

anxious expectation the result of his enterprise. The strength

of his arm soon opened a way among the hostile ranks ; he

penetrated to their standard , or merkeb, which was carried in

the centre ; felled to the ground the camel that bore it by a

stroke on its thigh ; then wheeled round , and had already re
gained the open space between the two armies, when he was

killed by a shot from a metrás or foot-soldier . * His friends,

who had seen the merkeb fall, rushed with a loud cheer upon

their enemies, and completely routed them ; above five hundred

foot-soldiers having been slain on that day. Whenever the

merkeb falls, the battle is considered as lost by the party to whom

it had belonged .

I have already mentioned , that the usual mode of warfare is

to surprise by sudden attacks. To effect this the Arabs some

times prepare an expedition against an enemy, whose tents are

at a distance of ten or twenty days from their own .The Aene

zes are not unfrequently seen encamped in the Hauran, and

making incursions into the territory of Mekka; or a party of

the Dhofyr Arabs from the vicinity of Baghdad, plundering the

Aeneze encampments near Damascus; or some of the Beni

Sakr tribe from Djebel Belkaa, seeking for pillage in the pro

vince of Irak Arabi. Whenever they resolve to undertake a

distant expedition , every horseman who is to be of the party,

engages a friend to accompany him : this zammal, or com

panion, is mounted on a young and strong camel. The horse
man provides camel-bags, a stock of food, and water. He

mounts behind the zammal, that his mare may not be fatigued

* The metrás, or foot-soldiers, are armed with fire -locks ; they

crouch down in front between the lines of horsemen , and place heaps

of stones before them, on which they rest their muskets, that they

may take a more certain aim .
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before the decisive moment arrives. When the ghazou, or

flying detachments, approach the enemy, their chief generally

appoints three meeting-places, were the zammals are to wait

for the horsemen who push forward to the attack . The first

meeting-place is seldom more than half an hour's distance from

the enemy's camp, in a wády (or valley) , or behind a hill . If,

at the appointed time, their party does not return to them , the

zammals hasten to the second meeting-place, and halt there for

a whole day in expectation of their friends; thence they proceed

to the third station, where they are to remain three or four days;

this place being always at a long day's distance from the object

of attack, the enemy's camp. If, after the expiration of that

time, none of their people return, they hasten homewards as fast

as possible. Should the expedition have proved successful in

the taking of booty, the zammal is rewarded with a she-camel,

even though his friend's share should not amount to more than

a single camel; but if the horsemen have been defeated , the

zammal does not get any remuneration. It sometimes happens

on distant expeditions, that all the horsemen are destroyed ; if

they are repulsed , and cut off from the zammals , who have with

them the food and water, they must perish in the barren plain ,

or submit to be stripped and plundered .

Whenever an enemy comes from a distance to attack an en

campment, he does not trouble himself about the property that

may be in tents, but drives away the horses and camels. If, on

the contrary, the enemy's camp is near , the conquerors take

away the tents, and all that they contain .

courageous woman may recover one of her husband's camels,

if she run after the retiring enemy, and call out to their chieſ,

“ O noble chief, I beg my nourishment from God and from

you !--we shall be starved !" If she can keep up with the troop

for any length of time, the chief will think' himself bound in

honour to give her a camel from his own share of the booty.

Whatever these Arabs take in a successful expedition , is

shared according to previous agreement. Sometimes every

horseman plunders for himself ; at other times, an equal division
is to be made. In the former case, whatever an Arab first

touches with his lance is regarded as his sole property ; thus, if

a herd of camels be found , every one hastens to touch with bis
lance as many as he can before any

other person, calling out as

he touches each , “ O N ***, bear witness ! O Z ***, be

hold thou art mine.” The chief of the ghazou (not always the

In such case, a
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sheikh of the camp, but some other respectable man of the tribe)

generally stipulates for an extra portion of the booty ; for in

stance, that all the male camels taken should be his, or one

tenth of the plunder above his ordinary share . If a large party

take but a comparatively small booty, the chief on his return as

sembles the men , and the cattle that they had taken , before his

tent , and then says to his companions, one after another , “Go

thou and take one ;";" " and thou , go thou , and take one ," etc.

When all have taken an equal share , should some few remain,

which it would be difficult to divide among such numbers, the

chief pronounces the word máleha, (which I am unable to ex

plain , for it cannot here signify salted) ; on this signal, they all

rush upon the remaining cattle , and whatever beast a man first

seizes, he retains as his own property .

The Aenezes never attack by night ; this they regard as

boag or treachery ; for, during the confusion of a nocturnal as

sault, the women's apartment might be entered , and violence

offered, which would infallibly occasion much resistance from

the men of the attacked camp, and probably end in a general

massacre—a circunstance which the Arabs constantly endea

vour to avoid . An exception, however, must here be made ;

for the Shammar Arabs have a peculiar custom of attacking by

night the enemy's camp, when it happens to be situated near
their own. If they can reach it unobserved , they suddenly

knock down the principal tent-poles ; and whilst the surprised

people are strivingto disengage themselves from the tent-cover

ings which had fallen on them , the cattle are driven off by the

assailants. This kind of attack they call beyát.

But the female sex is respected evenamong the most invete

rate enemies, whenever a camp is plundered ; and neither men,

women, nor slaves, are ever taken prisoners. If the Arabs,

after their camp has been plundered, receive a reinforcement,

or can rally, they pursue the enemy ; and whatever they can

recover of the plundered property is returned to its original
owner.

In the plundering of a camp, but few men are ever killed .

As the camp is generally taken by surprise , defence would be

useless against superior numbers ; and an Arab never kills

an upresisting foe, unless he has to avenge the blood of some

relation .

The Bedouins who live in mountainous districts have fewer

camels and horses than those of the plains, and therefore can
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not make so many plundering expeditions into distant quarters,

and are less warlike than the others. Mountain warfare ismore

over liable to many difficulties and dangers unknown in the open

country : plunder cannot be so easily carried off, and the re

cesses of the mountains are seldom well known to any but their

own inhabitants . Still there are very few tribes who are ever

in a state of perfect peace with all their neighbours ; indeed , I

cannot at present recollect that this was the case with any one

among the numerous tribes that I knew. The Sinai tribes were

in 1816 at peace with all the Arabs in their neighbourhood, ex

cept the Sowaraka, a tribe dwelling near Gaza and Hebron .

I
may here confirm what has beensaid respecting the martial

spirit of the Bedouins ; their cowardice when fighting for plun

der only ; and their bravery when they repel a public enemy.

Of the last, they have given repeated proofs, during their wars

with the Turks in Hedjaz, whom they defeated in every en

counter ; for the great battle of Byssel, in January 1815, was

merely gained by the stratagems of Mohammed Aly Pasha. In

that action whole lines of Bedouins, tied by ropes fastened to

each other's legs, were found slaughtered , having sworn to their

women at parting that they would never fly before a Turk . To

adduce instances of personal valour among the Bedouins would

be easy ; but such instances are not altogether conclusive as to

the character of a whole nation . Whoever has known the Be

douins in their deserts, must be perfectly convinced that they

are capable of acts displaying exalted courage, and of much

more steadiness and cool perseverance, in cases of danger, than

their enemies, the Turks.

The most renowned warrior in the southern parts of Arabia

was, during my residence in Hedjaz, Shahher, of the Kahtan

tribe. He alone once routed a party of thirty horsemen be

longing to the Sherif Ghaleb, who had invaded the territory of

his Arabs. Ghaleb, who was himself a man of considerable

bravery, said on this occasion that “ since the time of the Sword

of God (this is one of Aly's surnames), a stronger arm than

Shahher's had not been known in Arabia.” At another time,

the Sherif Hamoud , governor ofthe Yemen coast, was repulsed

with his escort of eighty mounted men by Shahher alone.

The sheikh of BeniShainmar, in Mesopotamia, whose name

is El Djerba, or, as he is otherwise entitled, Beney, has also

obtained great celebrity for his courageous deeds. When the

troops ofthe Pasha of Baghdad were defeated in 1809 , by the

Vol . IV . No. 16. 93
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Rowalla Arabs , Beney, with his cousin Abou Fares, covered

their retreat ; and these two borsemen fought against a multitude

of the enemy's cavalry . In the desert, valour must alone be

sought among the chiefs , who are generally as much dis

tinguished for bravery as for the influence which they possess.

There is one circumstance that greatly favours the chance of

a foreign general in his contests with the Bedouins.* They

are but little accustomed to battles in which much blood is shed .

When ten or fifteen men are killed in a skirmish , the circum

stance is remembered as an event of great importance for many

years by both parties . If, therefore, in a battle with foreign

troops several hundred are killed in the first onset, and if any

of their principal men should be among the slain, the Bedouins

become so disheartened , that they scarcely think of further re
sistance ; while a much greater loss on the side of their enemies

could not make a similar impression on mercenary soldiers.

But even the Arabs would only feel this impression at the be

ginning of a severe contest ; and they would soon , no doubt,

accustom themselves to bear greater losses in support of their

independence, than they usually suffer in their petty warfare

about wells and pasture-grounds. Of this, the Asyr Arabs,who
were principally opposed to Mohammed Aly in the battle of

Byssel, afford a striking example. Having lost fifteen hundred

men in that action ( from which their chief Tamy escaped with

only five men ), they recovered sufficient strength to be able,

about forty days after, to meet the Turkish soldiers in another

battle, in their own territory, a battle less sanguinary, although
better contested than the former; but it ended, after two days'

fighting, in the defeat and subsequent capture of Tamy.

When two hostile parties of Bedouin cavalry meet, and per

ceive from afar, that they are equal in point of numbers, they

halt opposite to each other out of the reach of musket- shot; and

the battle begins by skirmishes between two men. A horse

man leaves his party and gallops off towards the enemy, ex

claiming, “ O horsemen , O horsemen, let such a one meet me!"

* But this must not flatter him with the hope of reducing them to

perfect subjection ; and if it be asked what could induce a foreign

chief to attempt such a conquest, the answer may be given in a

quotation from the letter of Abdallah Ibn Saoud , to the Grand - Sig

Envy does not spare even those whose dwellings are miser

able huts in deserts, and upon barren hills . ”

nor : “
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" I am
* * * ****

If the adversary for whom he calls be present, and not afraid

to meet him in combat, he gallops forwards ; if absent, his

friends reply that he is not amongst them. The challenged

horseman in his turn exclaims, “ And you upon the grey mare ,

who are you ? " the other answers,
the son of

Having thus become acquainted with each other, they begin to

fight ; none of the by -standers join in this combat ; to do so

would be reckoned a treacherous action ; but if one of the com

batants should turn back, and fly towards his friends, the latter

hasten to his assistance , and drive back the pursuer, who is in

turn protected by his friends. After several of these partial

combats between the best men of both parties, the whole corps

join in promiscuous combat. If an Arab in battle should meet

with a personal friend among the enemy's ranks, he turns his

mare to a different side, and cries out, “ Keep away ? let not

thy blood be upon me !"

* * in

Should a horseman not be inclined to accept the challenge of

an adversary, but choose to remain among the ranks of his

friends, the challenger laughs at him with taunts and reproaches,

and makes it known, as a boast, during the rest of his life, that

such a one ** would not venture to meet such a one

battle.

If the contest happen in a level country, the victorious party

frequently pursue the fugitives for three , four, or five hours to

gether at full gallop ; and instances are mentioned of a close

pursuit for a whole day. This would not be possible with any

but the Bedouin breed of horses, and it is on this account that

the Bedouin praises his mare, not so much for her swiftness as

for her indefatigable strength .

It is an universal law among the Arabs, that if, in time of war

or in suspicious districts, one party meet another in the desert,

without knowing whether it be friendly or hostile, those who

think themselves the stronger should attack the other ; and

sometimes blood is shed before they ascertain that the parties

are friends ; but this is not the case in the Wahaby dominions,

where a strong party must pass a weak one without daring to

molest it.

The Bedouin mode of fighting is most ancient. The battles

described in the two best heroic romances (the History of

Antar, and that of the tribe of Beni Helál) consisted prin

cipally in single combats, like those above mentioned. It is

more congenial with the dispositions of Bedouins, who are al
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ways anxiousto know by whom a man has been killed—a cir

cumstance which in a promiscuous attack cannot easily be

ascertained.

VI. Blood-REVENGE, OR THAR.

The fundamental laws of blood -revenge are the same, and

universal throughout the whole Arabian desert. The right to it

exists every where within the khomse :* Arabian tribes re

sidiog in foreign parts have invariably carried this institution

with them. We find it among the Libyan Bedouins, and all

along the bank of the Nile, up to Sennar : wherever true

Arabs are settled , there is a law, that for blood an atonement

must be made by blood , or bya severe fine, if the family of

the person slain or wounded will agree to such a commutation.

They have rendered this independent of the public adminis

tration of justice, and have given the blood-revenge into the

hands of the sufferer's family or of his friends, persuaded

that a judicial punishment would not satisfy a person who

had been so seriously hurt and insulted in private, and to

whom the law of nature gave the right of revenge . The system

of the Arabs' political corporation would prevent the arising of

any public disorder from the retaliation between individuals;

every clan would stand forward in protection of any of its mem

bers unjustly persecuted ; and it seems that in a rude state of

society , whenever the security of the whole is not affected , each

person has full right to retaliate an injury upon bis neighbour.

The Arab regards this blood-revengeasone of his most sacred

rights , as well as duties ; no earthly consideration could induce

him to relinquish it : and even among the degenerate and en

slaved race of Egyptian peasants, trembling under the iron rod

of Mohammed Ali, a Fellah plunges his dagger into the breast

of the man who has murdered his brother, although he knows,

that his own life must be forfeited for the deed ; for that Pasha

has endeavoured, by all the means in his power, to suppress

every remaining spark of independent feeling among his subjects.

The stronger and the more independent a tribeis , the more

remote from cultivated provinces, and the wealthier its individ

uals , the less frequently are the rights of the Thar commuted into

a fine. Great sheikhs, all over the Desert, regard it as a shame

* That is, within the fifth generation .
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ful transaction to compromise in any degree for the blood of

their relations ; but when the tribe is poor, and infected by the

paltry spirit of neighbouring settlers in cultivated districts, the

fine (or dye) is frequently accepted. To give up the right of

personal revenge as well as of this fine, is a matter of wbich

they cannot even form any notion , and the Arabs have a pro

verbial saying , “ Were hell- fire to be iny lot, I would not re

linquish the Thar ."

The fine for blood varies in almost every tribe . Among the

Beni Harb, in Hedjaz, it is eight hundred dollars. The same

sum has been fixed by the Wahaby chief, following the rule

prescribed in the time of Mobammed , when Abu Beker de

clared the price of a free man's blood to be one hundred she

camels. Saoud bas estimated every she-camel at eight dollars,

and thus made it a sum of eight hundred dollars. He has

done all in his power, to induce the Arabs throughout his do

minions to give upthis long-established right of private revenge,

and to accept the fine in its stead . But he has seldom been

able to prevail over their ancient prejudices : and the Bedouins

feel much ill-will towards him for his endeavours to abrogate a

law , which they regard as sacred .

Whenever an Arab has entered into a compromise with the

family, to whom he owes blood , he addresses himself to his re

lations and friends, soliciting from them some contributions in

sheep and lambs, that he may be enabled to make up the sum

required . Among some tribes it is a custom, that contributions

should be made, in proportionable shares, by all the individuals

comprised within the khomse, and who are therefore liable them

selves to suffer from the blood -debt, in case no payment of an

other kind be accepted . But this is not a general rule ; and the

dammawy or homicide in many tribes must make up the sum

himself, with his brothers and father only .

But in those tribes where contributions are made, the Arabs

evince great liberality, when the man who asks their assistance

is liked by his people. Their gifts are so abundant from every

quarter, that he is not only enabled to make up the sum re

quired , but is often enriched by the surplus; which, the debt

being paid , remains with him as his own property . On such

occasions, they likewise go about among their friends of foreign

tribes soliciting assistance. This is seldom refused. A similar

kindness is expected in cases of emergency ; and there is no

circumstance in which the Bedouins more fully prove the af
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fection which they entertain for each other, as members of one

great nation, than when theyare thus called upon for their con

tributions. They may indeed be considered , on such occasions,

as partners belonging to one extensive company, in the gains

and losses of which every individual is more or less interested .

The same demand for assistance is made,whenever the cattle

of an Arab has been driven off by the enemy. His friends

never hesitate to contribute towards the reparation of his loss,

although not always so liberally as in the cases mentioned above ;

when, besides their friendship for the sufferer, they are impelled

by a national feeling : for a tribe esteems itself honoured by

enumerating among its individuals, men who have slain enemies,

and are therefore supposed to be persons of valour. If the

sheikh of a tribe should happen to lose his property, by the

attack of an enemy, all his Arabs voluntarily hasten to his re

lief ; and if he be a favourite, they soon reinstate him to the full

amount of the cattle, which he had lost.

When an atonement for blood is to be made among the Arabs

of Sinai , the relations of the dammawy appoint a place of

meeting with the family of the man who has been killed, that an

arrangement may be settled; the killed man's friends having

consented to the meeting. At the time fixed, both parties re

pair to the place appointed, with their wives, children , and all

other relations : there they pass several days in feasting, and

every guest that arrives is treated with great hospitality. Those,

to whom the blood is due, then make their claims. As there

does not exist any certain fine, or dye, among these Sinai Arabs

(nor indeed among several other tribes) , the sum at first de

manded is exorbitant; but all the persons in company immedi

ately agree in soliciting a diminution . For instance, a woman

presents herself before the nearest relation of the deceased , and

conjures him , by the head of his own infant child , to grant, for

her sake, an abatement of two or three dollars. A respectable

sheikh then declares, that he will not eat any food, until an

abatement of one camel shall have been made for his sake ; and,

in this manner, all who are present crowd about the man who

claims the fine for blood , and who at first assumes a very lofty

tone, but allows himself to be flattered into a display of gene

rosity, gradually remitting dollar after dollar, until asumis at

last mentionedwhich allparties agree in thinking a fair equi

valent : this is paid by instalmentsat monthly intervals, and al

ways punctually discharged. Among those Arabs, twenty or
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thirty camels generally suffice to settle the business. They

likewise give, on such occasions, in payment, some of the

date -trees which abound in the vallies of Sinai occupied by

Bedouins .

It may be agreed perhaps to accept for the blood a fine com

paratively small; but in this case the debtor (that is, he who

killed the man) must acknowledge, that himself and his family

are hhasnai (or persons in a state of obligation ) to the other's

representative : a declaration which gratifies the pride of one

party, as much as it mortifies the other, and is therefore not

often made, although it is not attended by any other conse

quence ; in fact it is merely a nominal obligation. If adopted ,

it remains for ever in the two families. The Omran and Hey

wat Arabs observe this custom .

The Oulad Aly , a powerful Libyan tribe of Bedouins , in

habiting the desert between Fayoum and Alexandria , make it

a rule never to receive the price of blood , unless the homicide,

or one of his nearest kindred, should brave the danger of intro

ducing himself into the tent of the person slain , and then say to

the relations, " Here I am , kill me , or accept the ransom . ” The

nearest relation may do as he pleases , without incurring any

blame ; for the stranger has voluntarily renounced the right of

dakheil, which all the Libyan tribes hold as sacred as the Ara

bian . A man who gives himself up in this manner is called

mestatheneb . If the enemy should meet him before he reaches

his tent, an attack is almost always the result. If he enter the

tent , a ransom is most commonly accepted ; but instances to the

contrary sometimes happen .

Thetwo tribes of Omran and Heywat act upon a rule, which

forms an exception to the general Bedouin system of blood

revenge remaining within the “ khomse.” When one of their

people is killed by an unknown hand of a known tribe, they

think themselves justified in retaliating upon any individual of

that tribe, either innocent or guilty ; and if the affair be com

promised, the whole tribe contribute to make up the dye, or

fine, in proportion to the respective property of each tent. For

this reason , the Arabs say , that “ the Omran and Heywat strike

sideways,” — a practice which is much dreaded by their neigh

bours.

Amongseveral other tribes, the blood of those who fall by the

unknown hand of a known tribe is demanded from the sheikh,

who pays the fine, to which his Arabs contribute. This practice,
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however, is not by any means general ; and among the warlike

tribes of the Eastern parts , whoever perishes by an unknown

hand cannot be avenged by any legal proceedings ; althongh the

Bedouins
say , that two tribes willnever be on terms of sincere

friendship, as long as they know that blood continues unavenged

between them .

The Arabs entertain such notions respecting the solemnity

and sacredness of an oath, that when a man is even falsely sus

pected of having killed another, and the relations ofthe person

slain tender to the accused an oath , by taking which he might

free himself from the imputation , he sometimes agrees to pay

the fine rather than swear. Whatever may be the consequences

of taking an oath , it is considered as a permanent stain onthe

reputation of an Arab to have ever sworn a solemn oath . The

formula, by which a charge of homicide is denied, I shall here

set down :

“ By God ! I have not pierced any skin ,

Nor rendered orphanany boy .”

If a man be wounded in a scuffle, and should afterwards kill

his antagonist, no allowance is made for the wound , but the full

fine for killing a man is imposed , even though the slain person

may have been the aggressor. Had not the man been killed ,

the wounded person would have received a considerable fine,

as a recompense for the injury which he had suffered .

Among the Arabs of Sinai, when a murder happens, the

aggressor either flies, or endeavours to compromise the affair

by paying a fine ; he therefore places himself under the pro

tection of some venerable men of his tribe. To this protection

the friends of the deceased pay due respect during the space of

thirty days. If, before the lapse of that time , he should not be

able to effect an arrangement, he must fly , or expect that

his life will be sacrificed to the deadly vengeance of his ene

mies .

What I have already said of “ slaughter," (dhebahh, is appli

cable to all tribes of Bedouins . In their wars with each other

they make a distinction between “ blood” and “ slaughter,"

having recourse to the latter only in cases of considerable irrita

tion . It frequently happens, and especially among the mountain

Arabs, (whose wars are always more sanguinary and inveterate

than those among the inhabitants of plains, perhaps because less
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frequent,) that one tribe puts to death all the males of their

enemies whom they can possibly seize,without inquiring what

number of their own people had been slaughtered by their ad

versaries. These, of course, retaliate, whenever an opportunity

offers.

The general slaughter, where no one ever asks, or ever grants

quarter, is still in practice among the Red-Sea Arabs, those of

Southern Syria, and of Sinai ; but peace is usually soon conclud

ed and causes a cessation of the bloodshed . An Arab would be

censured by his tribe, were he not to follow the general practice,

or allow himself to be influenced by the dictates of humanity,

should his companions resolve upon the slaughter. I believe

that the cruel Israelitish slaughter of the captive kings ( that is,

Bedouin Sheikhs, for so the word emír, or malek, must be trans

lated , ) may be traced to a similar custom prevalent in former

times ; and the chieſs might have insisted upon a strict adhe

rence to the ancient usage, apprehending that a dereliction of it

would tend to weaken the martial spirit of their nation , and ren

der them less respected among their neighbours. Even now,

Bedouins would be severely reproved byothers for sparing the

lives of individuals belonging to a tribe that would not shew

mercy to them.

HOSPITALITY .

To be a Bedouin, is to be hospitable ; his condition is so in

timately connected with hospitality that no circumstances, how

ever urgent or embarrassing, can ever palliate his neglect of that

social virtue. It cannot, however, be denied, that in some in

stances their hospitality proceeds from vanity , and a desire of

distinguishing themselvesamong their equals in the tribe. But

if we could minutely examine the true motives of action in most

men, we should find that virtue is seldom practised merely for

its own sake, and that some secret accessory spring is often ne

cessary to prompt the heart ; charity, and the consciousness of

our own frailty, thus teach us to respect even this secondary

merit ; and we must value a person for his virtuous actions,

were they even dictated by policy . Where all foreigners are

so much disliked, as among the Bedouins, we cannot wonder

that their hospitality should be principally exercised towards

each other: but Ishould myself be guilty of ingratitude for

many proofs of kindness and commiseration, bestowed on me in

Vol. IV. No. 16. 94
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frequent,) that one tribe puts to death all the males of their

enemies whom they can possibly seize, without inquiring what

number of their own people had been slaughtered by their ad

versaries. These, of course , retaliate, whenever an opportunity

offers.

The general slaughter, where no one ever asks, or ever grants

quarter, is still in practice among the Red -Sea Arabs, those of

Southern Syria, and of Sinai ; but peace is usually soon conclud
ed and causes a cessation of the bloodshed . An Arab would be

censured by his tribe, were he not to follow the general practice,

or allow himself to be influenced by the dictates of humanity,

should his companions resolve upon the slaughter. I believe
that the cruel Israelitish slaughter of the captive kings (that is,

Bedouin Sheikhs, for so the word emír, or malek , must be trans

lated , ) may be traced to a similar custom prevalent in former

times ; and the chiefs might have insisted upon a strict adhe

rence to the ancient usage, apprehending that a dereliction of it

would tend to weaken the martial spirit of their nation, and ren

der them less respected among their neighbours. Even now,

Bedouins would be severely reproved by others for sparing the

lives of individuals belonging to a tribe that would not shew
mercy to them.

HOSPITALITY.

To be a Bedouin, is to be hospitable ; his condition is so in

timately connected with hospitality that no circumstances, how

ever urgent or embarrassing, can ever palliate his neglect of that

social virtue. It cannot, however, be denied, that in some in

stances their hospitality proceeds from vanity, and a desire of

distinguishing themselvesamong their equals in the tribe. But

if we could minutely examine the true motives of action in most

men, we should find that virtue is seldom practised merely for

its own sake, and that some secret accessory spring is often ne

cessary to prompt the heart ; charity, and the consciousness of

our own frailty,thus teach us to respect even this secondary

merit ; and we must value a person for his virtuous actions,

were they even dictated by policy. Where all foreigners are

so much disliked , as among the Bedouins, we cannot wonder

that their hospitality should be principally exercised towards

each other : but I should myself be guilty of ingratitude for

many proofs of kindness and commiseration, bestowed on me in
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the desert,were I to deny that the hospitality of Bedouins ex

tends to all classes, and is combined with a spirit of charity that

eminently distinguishes those Arabs from their neighbours, the

Turks : it is also better suited to the morals of a religion which

they are taught to curse, than to the religion which they ac

knowledge.

As the Turks possess very few good qualities, it would be

unfair to deny that they are in a certain degree charitable, thatis,

they sometimes give food to hungry people ; but even this

branch of charity they do not extend so far as the Bedouins,

and their favours are bestowed with so much ostentation that

they lose half their merit . After an acquaintance of two or

three days, a Turk will boast of the many unfortunate persons,

whoin he has clothed and fed , and the distribution of his alms

in the feast of Ramadhan, when both law and fashion call upon

him for charity ; and he offers a complete picture of the Pha

risee in the temple of Jerusalem . It must , however, be allowed,

thatcharity towardsthe poor is more generally practised in all parts

of the East than in Europe; while, on the other hand , an honest

but unfortunate man , ashamed to beg, yet wanting more than a

scanty dish of rice, will probably find assistance in Europe sooner

than in the East. Here, it seems to be the rich man's pride

that he should have a train about him-a train of needy persons

whom he barely keeps from starving, while they go almost

naked, or blazon in the town his wonderful generosity, when

ever he distributes among them some of his old tattered
clothes.

The influx of foreign manners, by which no nation has ever

benefited, seems to be pernicious in its effect upon the Bedouins ;

for they have lost much of their excellent qualities in those parts

where they are exposed to the continual passage of strangers.

Thus, on the pilgrim road , both of the Syrian and Egyptian

caravan , little mercy is ever shown to hadjys in distress. The

hospitality or assistance of the Bedouins in those places can only be

purchased by foreignerswith money ; and the stories related by

pilgrims, even if not exaggerated, would be sufficient to make

the most impartial judge form a very bad opinion of Bedouins

in general. This is also the case in Hedjaz, and principally be

tween Mekka and Medina, where the caravan -travellers have as

little chance of obtaining any thing from the hospitality of the

Bedouins on the road, as ifthey were among the treacherous
inhabitants of the Nubian Desert.
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Yet, even in those places, a helpless solitary traveller is sure

of finding relief ; and the immense distance of space between

Mekka and Damascus is often traversed by a poor single Syrian,

who trusts altogether to Bedouin hospitality for the means of

subsistence during his journey. Among such poor people, as

Bedouins generally are, no stronger proof of hospitality can be

given than to state, that, with very few exceptions, ahungry

Bedouin will always divide his scanty meal with a still more

hungry stranger, although he may not himself have the means

of procuring a supply ; nor will he ever let the stranger know

how much he has sacrificed to bis necessities.

The instances recorded by ancient writers of Arabian hospi

tality, seem frequently to me much exaggerated , or to describe

a foolish prodigality, which neither honours the heart nor the

head of the donor . To alight from one's horse, and bestow it

upon a beggar who asks alms, and perhaps to give him also

one's clothes, is a kind of whimsical ostentatious profusion that

partakes more of folly than of generosity. This may be recog

nised in the late MouradBey of Egypt, loudly celebrated for

munificence because, not happening to have anymoney about

him, he gave to a beggar his poniard, mounted with jewels, and

reckoned worth three thousandpounds. Similar acts generally

answer their purpose in the East, where people's minds are

dazzled rather than convinced ; but they as little answer the

purpose of well-directed charity, as the bags of money which

the miser deposits in a secret chamber.

It cannot, however, be denied , that even now frequent in

stances occur among Bedouins, which evince hospitality carried

to a pitch thatmight alnıost appear unnatural or affected, even

to a generous European, but which is strictly consistent with the

laws established in the desert ; and I find the more pleasure in

mentioning an anecdote on that subject, from its resemblance to

a story related of Hatem el Tay, the most generous of ancient

Arabs. Djerba, the present powerful sheikh of Beni Shammar

in Mesopotamia, who is intimately connected in politics with the

pasbalic of Baghdad, was, many years ago, encamped in the

province of Djebel Shammar, in the eastern desert, at a time

when Arabia suffered most severely from dearth and famine.

The cattle of himself and of his Arabs had already mostly

perished from want of food, as no rain had fallen for a con

siderable time : at length there remained, of all the cattle, only

two camels, which belonged to him . Under these circum
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stances, two respectable strangers alighted at his tent, and it

was necessary to set a supper before them . No provisions of

any kind were left in his own tent, nor could the tents of his

Arabs furnish a morsel : dry roots and shrubs of the desert

had for several days served as food to these people, and it was

impossible to find either a goat or a lamb for the strangers' enter

tainment. Djerba could not bear the thought of allowing his

guests to pass the night without supper ; or that they should re
tire hungry to sleep. He thereforecommanded that one of his

two camels should be killed . To this his wiſe objected, alle

ging that their children were too weak to follow the camp next
morning on foot, and that the camels were absolutelynecessary

for the removal of his own family and of some of his neigh
bours' wives and children . “ We are hungry, it is true,” said

one of the guests, " but we are convinced of the validity of your

arguments ; and we shall trust to the mercy of God , for finding

a supply of food somewhere to -morrow : yet,” added he, " shall

we be the cause that Djerba's enemies should reproach him

for allowing a guest to be hungry in his tent?” This well-meant

remark stung the noble-minded sheikh to the soul; be silently

went out of the tent , laid hold on his mare, (the only treasure

he possessed besides his camels,) and throwing heron the ground,
was engaged in tying her feet that he might kill her for his

guests, when he heard from afar the noise ofapproaching camels ;

he paused, and soon had the satisfaction of seeing two camels

arrive, loaded with rice, which had been sent to him as a pre

sent from the province of Kasym . Of this anecdote I cannot

doubt the truth , having heard it related frequently by Arabs of

provinces totally different.

Whoever travels among Bedouins, whether rich or poor, and

wishes to be on friendly terms with them , must imitate, as far as

he can , their system of hospitality - yet without any appearance

of prodigality, which would inspire his companions with a belief

that he possessed immense wealth , and would render his pro

gress difficult, in proportion to their increasing demands of

money. He must likewise condescend (if it can be called con

descension) to treat the Bedouins on terms of equality,and not
with the haughtiness of a Turkish grandee, as travellers too

frequently do . A Bedouin will be sociable , and prove himself

a pleasant companion , without ever becoming insolent or im

pertinent, which is always the case with Syrians or Egyptians,

whenever they are admitted to familiarity. That they may learn
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respect, it is necessary to keep them at a proper distance ; and

they easily submit to this treatment, because they are not ac

customed to any other. But, in living with a Bedouin, his

feelings must not be wounded ; he must be treated with friend

liness ; and in return he will seek for an opportunity of proving

to you, that in his own desert he is a greater man than your

self. And why not treat kindly a man , who, if you were in the

most abject and forlorn condition , would certainly treat you as

a brother ?

As a hint to travellers, I must here add, that letters of recom

mendation to independent Bedouin sheikhs are of very little use .

If one of these sheikhs once promise to conduct a person in safety,

he will keep his word, without considering how the traveller

comes recommended to him ; and a letter of the strongest re

commendation, even if it were written by a Pasha (provided

that the latter have no direct influence over the tribe ), is but

little regarded . The more a stranger is recommended, the

more he must pay, and the more insatiable becomes the sheikh .

Therefore, a traveller will do well to go amongst Bedouins as a

poor man, or else to pay for his passage through their country

by diot of money, without foreign aid .

Many tribes have the national reputation of being_generous ;

others are reckoned stingy . Among the latter is the Beni Harb,

a considerable tribe in the Desert of Hedjaz. The great pro

fits which they derive from the Hadj caravans have perhaps

rendered them parsimonious in proportion as they became more

desirous of wealth. The same reputation of stinginess is attached

to the Bedouins about Mekka, especially to the Koreysh , now a

full tribe of from two to three hundred matchlocks. In the

mountains of Sinai, stinginessis the reproach of a tribe called

Oulad Sayd , a branch of the Sowaleha Arabs ;and their neigh

bours have a proverbial saying in rhyme, which advises a per

son thus Sleep alone, rather than among the Oulad Sayd .”

Generous men belonging to these stigmatized tribes , have at

least the advantage of rendering themselves easily conspicuous

and distinguished amongst the rest; and therefore it is said by

the Arabs, that generosity is principally found among tribes re

puted avaricious.

The guest, who enters an encampment of the Nedjd Bedouins

usually alights at the first tent on the right side of thespot where

he entered the dowar, or circle of tents. If he should pass that
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tent and go to another, the owner of the slighted tent would

think himself affronted .

After what has been related, it is scarcely necessary to say ,

that among the Aenezes a guest is regarded as sacred ; his per

son is protected, and a violation of hospitality, by the betraying

of a guest, has rot occurred within the memory of man . He

who has a single protector in any one tribe, becomes the friend

of all the tribes connected in amity with that. Life and pro

perty may with perfect security be entrusted to an Aeneze ; and

wherever be goes, one may follow him ; but his enemies be

come the enemies of the man whom he protects. The mes

sengers between Aleppo, Baghdad, and Basrah, are always

Aenezes. They formerly accompanied English gentlemen, re

turning from India or going there, through the desert ; and

although some ſew instances have occurred, of travellers being

plundered on the road by strange tribes, it is certain that their

Aeneze guides, however importunate in their demands for

money, faithfully observed the engagement which they had

made. I here may state a fact from my own experience. - In

June 1810, I set out from Aleppo with a sheikh of the Fedhán:

he had been plundered near Hamah by some Maualy Arabs,

with whom the Aenezes were then at war . Most of his pro

perty, and the camels of his Arabs,having been restored through

the influence of the mutsellim of Hamah, the sheikh continued

his journey ; but took fright on the Wahaby's approach to Da

mascus, near which city his family was encamped ; he there

fore refusedto accompany me as far as Tedmor, but gave me

a single guide to conduct me among the ruins, and proceeded

on his way towards the south . I feared, at that time, that the

sheikh had betrayed me ; but it soon appeared that the single

guide was a sufficient protector in every respect. All the

Arabs whom we met received me with hospitality ; and I re

turned with him across the desert to Jeroud, twelve hours dis

tant from Damascus.

A guest, as well as the host himself, in an Arab tent, is

liable to nocturnal depredation ; certainly not from any individual

of the hosts family, but from harámys or netáls. Knowing,

however, that such is the case, and jealous lest any circumstance

should excite a suspicion of his own integrity , the host takes

particular care of the stranger's mare or camel ; and if rich and

generous, should a robbery occur, he indemnifies the stranger
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for whatever loss he may sustain while under the protection of

his hospitality.

Strangers, who have not any friend or acquaintance in the

camp, alight at the first tent that presents itself: whether the

owner be at home or not, the wife or daughter immediately

spreads a carpet, and prepares breakfast or dinner. If the

stranger's business requires a protracted stay, as for instance, if

he wishes to cross the desert under protection of the tribe, the

host, after the lapse of three days and four hours from the time

of his arrival , asks, whether he means to honour him longer with

his company. If the stranger declares his intention of pro

longing his visit, it is expected that he should assist his host in

domestic matters, fetching water, milking the camel, feeding

the horse, etc. Should he even decline this, he may remain ,

but will be censured by all the Arabs of the camp : he may,

however, go to some other tent and declare himself there a

guest. Thus every third or fourth day he may change hosts,

until his business is finished , or he has reached his place of des

tination . The Arabs of a tribe in Nedjd welcome a guest by

pouring on his head a cup of melted butter.

VII. FEMALES.

Among people who assign to their women exclusively all the

duties and menial offices of the tent, it cannot be supposed that

the female sex meets with great respect. Women are regarded

as beings much inferior to men , and , although seldom treated

with neglect or indifference, they are always taught to consider

that their sole business is cooking and working. While a girl

remains unmarried , she enjoys,as a virgin, muchmore respect

than a married women ; for the fathers think it an honour, and a

source of profit, possess a virgin in the family. Once mar

ried, a Bedouin female becomes a mere servant,busily occupied

the whole day , whilst her husband lies stretched out in his own

apartment, comfortably smoking his pipe. This arrangement

he justifies by saying, that his wife should work at home, as he

undergoes so much fatigue on journies. Nothing distresses the

Bedouin women so much as fetching water . The tents are but

seldom pitched very close to a well ; and if this be only at half an

hour's distance from the camp, the Bedouins do not think it

necessary that the water should be brought upon camels : and

when asses are not to be procured , the women must carry the
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water every evening on their backs in long water-skins ; and

they are sometimes obliged to seek a second supply at the

well.

Among the Arabs at Sinai and those of the Egyptian Sher

kieh, it is an established rule, that neither men nor boys should

ever drive the cattle to pasture . This is the exclusive duty of

the unmarried girls of the camp, who perform it by turns .

They set out before suprise, three or four together, carrying

some water and victuals with them, and they return late in the

evening. Among other Bedouins, slaves or servants take the

flocks to pasture.

Thus early accustomed to such fatiguing duties, the Sinai

women are as hardy as the men . I haveseen those females

running barefooted over sharp rocks where I , well shod , could

with difficulty step along . During the whole day they continue

exposed to the sun , carefully watching the sheep ; for they are

sure of being severely beatenby their father, should any be lost. If

a man of their tribe passes bythe pasturing ground , they offer to

him some sheep's milk, or share with him their scanty stock of

water, as kindly as their parents would have treated him in

their tent.
Onother occasions, the Bedouin women , seeing a

man pass on the road , sit down and turn their backs towards

bim ; norwill they ever receive any thing from the hands of a

stranger (who is not a relation) into their own hands, unless

some friends be present. I have frequently passed women on

the road who asked for biscuit or flour to make bread ; this was

set near them upon the ground, while their backs were turned

towards us ; and they took it up when we had retired a few

paces. It has always appeared to me, that the more a tribe is

connected with the inhabitants of towns, the stricter they are

with respect to the seclusion of women .
In the Mekka and

Sinai mountains, a woman, if addressed by any stranger, will

seldom return an answer : on the contrary , in the distant plains,

Ihave freely conversed and joined in laugther with Aeneze,

Harb, and Howeytat women. Their morals probably may be

1

2
Comp. Gen. 24 : 13 sq.-Ed.

Among the Sinai Arahs, a boy would feel himself insulted were

any one to say, “ Go and drive your father's sheep to pasture ;" these

words, in his opinion, would signify, “ You are no better than a

girl. "

Comp. Gen. 29 : 6 sq. Ex. 2 : 16 sq.-ED.

3
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rated in an inverse proportion to the pains taken for preserving

them .

The respect which Bedouins bear to their mothers is much

more exemplary, than that which they evince towards their

fathers.

IX. SAGACITY IN TRACING FOOTSTEPS.

Here I must offer some observations on a talent which the

Bedouins possess, in common with the free Indians of America,

the faculty of distinguishing footsteps, both of men and beasts,

upon the ground. In the American woods the impression is

made upon grass, in Arabia upon sand ; and in the exaruination

of these impressions, the Americans and the Arabs are, perhaps,

equally skilſul. Although it may be said , that almost every

Bedouin acquires, by practice, some knowledge in this art , yet

a few only of the most enterprising and active men excel in it.

The Arab, who has applied himself diligently to the study of

footsteps, can generally ascertain , from inspecting the impres

sion , to what individual of his own , or of some neighbouring

tribe, the footstep belongs ; and therefore is able to judge

whether it was a stranger who passed , or a friend . He like

wise knows, from the slightness or depth of the impression,

whether the man who made it carried a load or not. From the

strength or ſaintness of the trace he can also tell whether the

man passed on the same day, or one day or two days before.

From a certain regularity of intervals between the steps, a

Bedouin can judge whether the man whose feet left the impres

sion was fatigued or not; as, after fatigue, the pace becomes

more irregular, and the intervals unequal. Hence he can cal

culate the chance of overtaking a man.

Besides all this, every Arab knows the printed footsteps of

his own camels, and of those belonging to his immediate neigh

bours. He knows by the depth or slightness of the impression

whether a camel was pasturing, and therefore not carrying any

load, or mounted by one person only, or heavily loaded . If the

marks of the two fore feet appear to be deeper in the sand than

those of the bind feet, he concludes that the camel bad a weak

breast, and this serves him as a clue to ascertain the owner. In

fact, a Bedouin , from the impressions of a carnel's or of his

driver's footsteps, draws so many conclusions, that he always

learns something concerning the beast or its owner ; and in some

Vol. IV. No. 16 . 95
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cases this modeof acquiring knowledge appears almost super

natural . The Bedouin sagacity in this respect is wonderful, and

becomes particularly useful in the pursuit of fugitives, or in

searching after cattle.

I have seen a man discover and trace the footsteps of his ca

mel in a sandy valley , where thousands of other footsteps crossed

the road in every direction; and this person could tell the name

of every one who had passed there in the course of that mor

ning . I myself found it often useful to know the impression

made by the feet of my own companions and camels ; as from

circumstances which inevitably occur in the desert, travellers

sometimes are separated from their friends. In passing through

dangerous districts, the Bedouin guides will seldom permit a

townscan or stranger to walk by the side of his camel. If he

wears shoes, every Bedouin who passes will know by the im

pression that some townsman has travelled that way ; and if he

walks barefooted , the mark of his step, less full ihan that of a

Bedouin , immediately betrays the foot of a townsman , little ac

customed to walk . It is therefore to be apprehended , that the

Bedouins, who regard every townsman as a rich man, might

suppose him loaded with valuable property, and accordingly set

out in pursuit of him . A keen Bedouin guide is constantly and

exclusively occupied during his march in examining footsteps,

and frequently alights froni his camel to acquire certainty res

pecting their nature. I have known instances of camels being

traced by their masters, during a distance of six days' journies,

to the dwelling of the man who had stolen them .

Many secret transactions are brought to light by this know

ledge ofthe Athr, or “ footsteps ; " and a Bedouin can scarcely

hope to escape detection in any clandestine proceeding, as his

passage is recorded upon the road in characters that every one

of his Arabian neighbours can read .

X. HORSES.

It is a general bat erroneous opinion that Arabia is very rich

in horses ; but the breed is limited to the extent of fertile pas

ture grounds in that country, and it is in such parts only that

horses thrive , while those Bedouins who occupy districts of poor

soil rarely possess any horses . It is found, accordingly, that

the tribes inost rich in horses are those who dwell in the com

paratively fertile plains of Mesopotamia, on the banks of the
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river Euphrates, and in the Syrian plains. Horses can there

feed for several of the spring months upon thegreen grass and

herbs produced by the rains in the vallies and fertile grounds ,

and such food seems absolutely necessary for promoting the full

growth and vigour of the horse. We find that in Nedjd horses

are not nearly so numerous as in the countries before mentioned,

and they become scarce in proportion as we proceed towards

the south .

In Hedjaz, especially in the mountainous regions of that coun

try, and thence on towards Yemen , but few horses are to be

seen, and these few are imported from the north . The Aeneze

tribes on the frontiers of Syria have from eight to ten thousand

horses ; and some smaller tribes roving about that neighbour

hood possess, probably , half as many. To the single tribe of

Montefek Arabs, in the desert watered by the river Euphrates,

between Baghdad and Basrah, we may assign at least eight

thousand horses, and the tribes of Dhofyr and Beni Shammar

are proportionably rich in those noble quadrupeds ; while the

province of Nedjd, DjebelShammar, and Kasym ,(that is from

the vicinity of the Persian Gulf, as far as Medinah ,) do not pos

sess above ten thousand .

Among the great tribes on the Red Sea, between Akaba and

Mekka , and to the south and south-east of Mekka as far as Ye

men, horses are very scarce, especially among those of the

mountainous districts . In the eastern plain between Beishe and

Nedirán , horses are rather more numerous. The tribe of Kah

tan, residing in that quarter, is celebrated for its excellent studs ;;

and the same may be said of the Dowaser tribe.

The settled inhabitants of Hedjaz and Yemen are not much

in the habit of keeping horses ; and I believe it may be stated

as a moderate and fair calculation , that between five and six

thousand constitute the greatest number of horses in the country

from Akaba or the north point of the Red Sea, southwards to

the shores of the ocean near Hadramaut, comprising the great

chain of mountains and the lower grounds on the west of it, to

wards the sea . The great heat of the climate in Oman is reck

oned unfavourable to the breeding of horses, which are there

still more scarce than in Yemen. When I affirm , therefore,

that the aggregate number of horses in Arabia , (as bounded loy

the river Euphrates and by Syria ,) does not exceed fifty thou

sand , (a number much inferior to what the same extent of

ground in any other part of Asia or in Europe would furnish,)
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I am confident that
my calculation is not by any means under

the true estimate .

In this part of the East, I know not any country thatseems

to abound more in horses than Mesopotamia ; the tribes of

Curdes and Bedouins in that quarter probably possess greater

numbers than all the Arabian Bedouins together, for the rich

ness of the Mesopotamian pasture contributes materially to aug

ment the breed .

The best pasturing places of Arabia not only produce the

greatest number of horses, but likewise the finest and most se

lect race . The best Koheyls of the khomse are found in Nedjd,

on the Enphrates, and in the Syrian deserts : while in the south

ern parts of Arabia, and particularly in Yemen, no good breed

exists but those which have been imported from the north. The

Bedouins of Hedjaz have but few horses, their main strength

consisting in camel- riders and foot-soldiers, armed with match

locks only. In all the country from Mekka to Medinah, between

the mountains and the sea , a distance of at least two hundred

and sixty miles, I do not believe that two hundred horses could

be found; and the same proportion of numbers may be remark

ed all along the Red Sea , from Yembo up to Akaba.

The united armies of all the southern Wababy chiefs who at

tacked Mohamıned Aly Pasha in the year 1815, at Byssel, con

sisting of twenty -five thousand men, had with them only five

hundred horsemen , mostly belonging to Nedjd, and the follow

ers of Faisal , one of Saoud's sons, who was present with the

troops.

Both the climate and pasture of Yemen are reckoned injuri

ous to the health of horses: many of them die from disease in

that country, where they never thrive ; indeed, the race begius

to fall off in the very first generation . The Imám of Sana, and

all the governors of Yemen, derive an annual supply of horses

from Nedjd, and the inhabitants of the sea-coast receive consid

erable numbers by way of Sowakin from the countries border

ing on the Nile . The horses taken in 1810 , by the Rowalla

Arabs, from the defeated troops of the Pasha of Baghdad, were

all sold by them to the horse-dealers of Nedjd, and by the latter

to the Arabs of Yemen ; who are not, it may be here observed,

by any means so nice and fastidious in choosing blood horses,

as their northern neighbours . During the government of the

Wahaby chief, horses became more scarce every year among

his Arabs. They were sold by their owners to foreign pur
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chasers, who took them to Yemen , Syria, and Basra ; from

which last -mentioned place the Indian market was supplied with

Arabian horses, because they feared that Saoud or his succes

sor might have seized thein; for it had become the custom ,

upon any slight pretext of disobedience or unlawful conduct, to

confiscate a Bedouin's mare as a forfeit to the public treasury .

The possession of a mare, besides, imposed an obligation on the

Bedouin of being in constant readiness to attend his chief dur

ing his wars ; therefore many Arabs preferred the alternative of

being altogether without horses.

Inthe district of Djebel Shammar, many encampments have

been lately seen without a single horse, and it is well known

that the Meteyr Arabs (between Medinah and Kasym ) reduced

the number of their horses, within a few years, from two thou

sand to twelve hundred. The late Sherif of Mekka possessed

an excellent stud of horses : the best stallions of Nedjd were

taken to Mekka for sale, and it became a fashion among the

Bedouin women going on a pilgrimage to Mekka, that they

should bring their husbands' stallions as presents to the Sherif,

for which, however, they received in return, silk stuffs, ear-rings,

and similar articles.

From all that has come to my knowledge, on the very best

authority, I have no hesitation in saying, that the finest race of

Arabian blood horses may be found in Syria ; and that of all

the Syrian districts, the most excellent in this respect is the

Hauran, where the horses may be purchased at first cost, and

chosen among the camps of the Arabs themselves, who occupy

the plains in spring time. The horses bought up at Basra for
the Indian market are purchased at second hand froin Bedouin

dealers, and an Arab will rarely condescend to offer a good

horse at a distant market without a certainty of selling it. True

blood horses of the khomse, as I have been credibly informed ,

seldom find their way to Basra ; and most of the horses pur

chased there for the Indian market belong to the Montefyk

Arabs, who are not very solicitous about giving a pure breed .

It might perhaps beadvisable for the great European powers to

have personsproperly qualified , employed in purchasing horses

for them in Syria, as the best mode of crossing and ennobling

their own studs. Damascus would be the best position for the

establishment of such persons. I am induced to suspect that

very few true Arabian horses, of the best breeds, and still less

any of the first rate among them , have ever been imported into
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England , although many horses of Syria , Barbary, and Egypt,

have passed under the name of Arabs.

The Bedouins are of opinion that an Egyptian mare coupled

with a blood Arabian produces a good breed, much better than

that of the indigenous Syrian mares, whose breed is not consid

ered of any value, even though crossed by the Koheyl . It would

be erroneous to suppose, that the horses ofthe khomse, or the

noble breed , are all of the most perfect or distinguished quality

and beauty. Among the descendants of the famous horse

Eclipse may be found mere hacks ; thus I have seen many Ko

heyl that had little more to recommend them than their name,

although the power of bearing considerable fatigue seems com

mon to all of the desert race . The fine horses, however, of

the khomse are far more numerous than the common horses be

longing to the same breed ; but still , among those fine horses,

there can be found only a few worthy of being entitled “ first

rate, ” in respect to size, bone, beauty, and action ; perhaps not

above five or six among a whole tribe. It seems a fair and

probable calculation to say, thatthe Syrian deserts do not fur

nish more than two hundred of that pre-eminent description,

each of which may be estimated , in the desert itself, at from

one hundred and fifty to two hundred pounds. Of these latter,

I believe that very few , if any, have ever found their way to

Europe, although it is through them alone that any successful

attempt could be made to ennoble and improve the European

race, while the horses usually exported are all of the second or

third quality

The Hedjaz Bedouins are accustomed to purchase mares

from the Egyptian pilgrim caravan , and the fillies produced be

tween these mares and good stallions they sell to the Arabs of

Yemen. I never saw any geldings in the interior of the desert.

In Egypt itself, on the bordersof the Nile, there is not any

breed of horses particularly distinguished. The finest of that

country are produced in those districts where the best clover

grows; which is in Upper Egypt, about Tahta , Akhmim , and

Farsbiout, and in Lower Egypt, in the territory of Menzaleh.

Very few Arabian blood horses ever come to Egypt, a circum

stance not surprising, since their remarkable quality , the power

ofsupporting fatigue, is but little requisite on the fertile borders
of the Nile.

The Egyptian horse is ugly and of a coarse make, resem

bling more a coach horse than a racer. His chief defects are,

1
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clumsy legs and knees, a short and thick neck. The head is

sometimes fine ; but I never saw an Egyptian horse having
handsome legs.

They are not able to bear any considerable fatigue; but those

that are well fed display much more brilliant action than the

Arabian horses: their impetuosity renders them particularly de

sirable for heavy cavalry, and it is from this quality of the horse

that the Egyptian cavalry have always founded their claim to

celebrity . In their first onset the Egyptian horses are much

superior to the Arabian ; but when long marches become neces

sary, and the duties of light cavalry required , the Egyptians

prove themselves infinitely less useful than the Koheyl.

The Libyan Bedouins derive their supplies of horses from

their own breeds, as well as from Egypt. In the interior of the

desert, and towards Barbary, they are said to have preserved

the ancient breeds of Arabian horses ; but this is not the case

in the vicinity of Egypt, where the peculiar races are as little

distinguished as among the Egyptians. Like the Arabian Be

douins, those Libyans exclusively ride mares.

Respecting the pedigrees of Arabian horses I must here add ,

that in the interior of the desert the Bedouins never refer to

any among themselves ; for they as well know the whole gene

alogy of their horses, as they do that of the owners. But when

they take their horses to market at any town, such as Basra,

Baghdad, Aleppo, Damascus, Medinah , or Mekka, they carry

along with them a written pedigree, which they present to the

purchaser ; and it is only on such occasions that a Bedouin is

ever found to possess the written pedigree of his horse ; while,

on the other hand, in the interior of the desert itself, he would

laugh at being asked for the pedigree of bis mare.

serve to correct an erroneous account, elsewhere given, on the

subject of such pedigrees.

In Upper Egypt the Maazy and Heteym Arabs, occupying

the desert between the Nile and the Red Sea, have preserved

among them the breed of the khomse. As in Arabia, horses

are possessed by them in partnership. They divide each horse

into twenty-four shares, or kerat (according to the division of

Janded property in Egypt, which is always by kerats), and dif

ferent persons buy three, four, or eight kerats of the mare, and

share proportionably in the benefits arising from the sale of the

youngbreed . So little is known concerning the true breed of

horses among the soldiers in Egypt, that when in the year 1812

This may
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may, at

Ibrahim Pasha’s troops took ten Koheyl horses belonging to

Heteym , the soldiers sold them one to another, as if they had

been common Egyptian horses ; while their former possessors

valued them at least three times beyond that amount.

For a hundred Spanish dollars a good cavalry horse

any time, be purchased in Egypt. The highest price paid for

an Egyptian horse is threehundred dollars ; but for this horsea

Bedouin would not give fifty dollars. The Mamelouks former

ly esteemed the Koheyl of the desert, and expended consider

able sums in propagating their breed in Egypt. The present

masters of this country have not the same passion for fine horses

as their predecessors ; who, in many respects, had adopted Arab

notions, and had made it a fashion among them to acquire a

competent knowledge of horses, and to keep their stables upon

a most extravagant establishment.

Here may be added to the names of Arabian breeds already

mentioned :

El Thámerye, of the Koheyl race .

ElNezahhy, a breed of the Hadaba. Some tribes reckon

the Nezakhy stallions among the number of blood horses.

The Manekye and Djolfe are not considered as belonging

to the khomse by the Arabsof Nedjd.

The Hadaba and Dahma breeds are much esteemed in Nedjd.

The horses of the Messenna breed of the Koheyl race) are

never used in Nedj as stallions.

The Bedouins use all the horses of the khomse exclusively as

stallions. The first horse produced by a mare belonging to a

race not comprehended within the khomse, would , notwithstand

ing its beauty, and perhaps superior qualities, never be employ

ed as a breeder. The favourite mare of Saoud , the Wahaby

chief, which he constantly rode on his expeditions, and whose

name, Keraye, became famous all over Arabia , brought forth a

horse of uncommon beauty and excellence. The mare, how

ever, not being of the khomse, Saoud would not permit his peo- .

ple to use that fine horse as a stallion ' ; and not knowing what to

do with it, as Bedouins never ride horses, he sent it as a present

to the Sherif. The mare, Keraye, had been purchased by

Saoud from a Bedouin of the Kahtan Arabs for fifteen hundred

dollars.

A troop of Druses on horseback attacked, in the summer of
1815, a party of Bedouins in Hauran, and drove them into their

encampment, where they were in turn assailed by a superior
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He was pur
force, and all killed except one man , who fled .

sued by several of the best mounted Bedouins ; but his mare,

although fatigued, continued her speed for several hours, and

could not be overtaken . Before his pursuers gave up the chase

they cried out to him , promising quarter and safe conduct, and

begging that he would allow them to kiss the forehead of his

excellent mare. Upon his refusal, they desisted from pursuing ,

and, blessing the generous creature, they exclaimed , addressing

her owner ,“ Go and wash the feet of your mare, and drink up

the water.". This expression is used by the Bedouins to show

their great love for such mares, and their sense of the services

which they have rendered .

The Bedouins in general donot allow their mares to breed

until they have completed their fifth year ; but the poorer clas

ses, who are eager for the profits arising from the sale of foals,

sometimes wait no longer than the completion of the fourth year.

The price paid in Nedjd, when a stallion is occasionally hired,

merely for the purpose of breeding, is one Spanish dollar ; but

the owner of the horse is entitled to decline the acceptance of

this dollar as payment : if he think fit, he may wait until the

mare brings forth. Should she produce a filly , he may claim a

she-camel of one year ; if the offspring prove male , he takes, in

like manner, a young he-camel, as payment for the use of his

stallion .

The Bedouins never allow a horse, at the moment of its birth ,

to fall upon the ground : they receive it in their arrns, and so

cherish it for several hours, occupied in washing and stretching

its tender limbs, and caressing it as they would a baby. After

this they place it on the ground , and watch its feeble steps with

particular attention, prognosticating from that time the excel

lencies or defects of their future companion.

In Nedjd, the people feed their horses regularly upon dates.

At Derayeh, and in ihe country of El Hassa, dates are mixed

with the birsím , or dried clover, and given to them as food .

Barley , however, is the most usual provender throughout all

parts of Arabia. The wealthy inhabitants of Nedjd frequently

give flesh to their horses, rawas well as boiled , together with all

thefragments of their own meals. I know a man at Hamah,

in Syria , who assured me that he had often given to his horses

roasted meat before the commencement of a fatiguing journey,

that they might be the better able to endure it . The sameper

son also related to me, that fearing lest the governor of the town

Vol . IV. No. 16. 96
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should take a liking to his favourite horse, he fed it for a fort

night exclusively upon roasted pork, which excited its spirit and

mettle to such a height, that it became absolutely unmanage

able , and could be no longer an object of desire to the governor.

I have seen vicious horses in Egypt cured of the habit of bit

ing, by presenting to them , while in the act of doing so, a leg of

mutton just taken from the fire : the pain which a horse feels in

biting through the hot meat causes it, after a few lessons, to aban

don ihe vicious habit. Egyptian horses are much less gentlein

their temper than the Arabian ; they are often vicious— the

Arabians scarcely ever --and require to be constantly tied , while

the Arab horses wander freely and quietly about the camps like

camels . Egyptian grooms are celebrated all over the East for

their treatment of horses; insomuch that the Pashas and gran

dees throughout Asiatic Turkey make it a rule to have always a

couple of them in their service. They curry the horse three or

four times a day, and devote so much of their time and trouble

to it, that it is usual in all parts of Egyptto have as many grooms

as horses in the stable, each groom having the peculiar charge

of one horse only .

The Wahaby chief, who possesses, indisputably, the finest

stud of horses in the whole East , never allows his mares to be

mounted until they have completed their fourth year. The

common Bedouins, however, frequently ride them even before

they have attained their third year.

It has been forbidden by the Wahaby chief, that his Arabs

should sell one third of a mare, as frequently is practised by the

Northern Aenezes . He alleges, that this custom often leads to

unlawful and cheating tricks : but he permits the selling of one
" half of the mare.

During the whole year, the Arabs keep their horses in the

open air ; I never saw one even in the rainy season tied up un

der the tent of its owner, as may frequently be observed among

the Turkmans. The Arab horse, like its master, is accustomed

to the inclemency of all seasons , and , with very little attention

to its health , is seldom ill . The Arabs never clean or rub their

horses, but are careful in walking them gently whenever they

return after a ride . From the time that a colt is first mounted,

(which is after its second year , ) the saddle is but seldom taken

off its back ; in winter time a sackcloth is thrown over the sad

dle, in summer the horse stands exposed to the mid -day sun .

Those Arabs who have no saddles , ride upon a stuffed sheep
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skin , and without stirrups ; they all ride without bridles, guid

ing the horse with a halter. This will not astonish the Euro

pean reader, when he learns that the Bedouin horse is extreme

ly good tempered , without any viciousness, and more the friend

than the slave of his rider. The Arabs do not practise the

game of the djerid , which often ruins the Turks' horses before

they acquire perfect strength. The Arabs indeed are unac

quainted with the Turkish mode of horsemanship, and those

evolutions of which the Osmanlys are so vain . But their hab

its of riding without stirrups or bridle, of throwing the heavy

lance in full gallop , and of balancing themselves , from early in

fancy, upon thebare back of a trotting camel, give to the Be

douin a more firm seat on his horse than the Osmanly can

boast, although the latter may ride more gracefully.

The Arabs are ignorant of those frauds by which an Euro

pean jockey deceives a purchaser ; one may take a horse on

their word, at first sight or trial, without any risk of being cheat

ed ; but few of them know how to ascertain a horse's age by

its teeth . I once looked into the mouth of a mare , whose own

er and many other Arabs were present : at first it was appre

hended that I was practising some secret charm ; and when the

owner heard that by such inspection the mare's age might be

ascertained, he seemed astonished , and wished that I should tell

his own age by an examination of bis teeth.

The Arabs believe that some horses are predestined to evil

accidents ; and , like the Osmanlys, they think that the owners

of other horses inust, sooner or later, experience certain mis

fortunes, which are indicated by particular marks on the hor

ses' bodies. Thus, if a mare has a star on the right side of the

neck , they believe that she is destined to be killed by a lance ;

if the star be on one of the shank-bones, the owner's wife, they

think, will prove unfaithful to her husband, and the orthodoxy

of the latter as a Muselmán is liable to suspicion . There are

above twenty evil marks of this kind , which have, at all events,

the bad effect of depreciating the horse's value by two thirds or
more.

The Arabs do not mark their horses , as some imagine ; but

the hot iron , which they frequently apply in curing a disease,

leaves an impression on the skin that appears like an intended

mark .
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XI. CAMELS.

men.

Between the races of camels in the northern and southern

countries, there is a considerable difference. In Syria and

Mesopotamia they are covered by thick hair, and in general at

tain to a much greater size than in Hedjaz, where they have

very little wool. The Nubian camel has short hair like a deer,

as likewise the Nubian sheep, which prevents the Bedouins of

that country from living under tents, ( fabricated in Arabia from

goat's and camel's hair) , they are therefore obliged 10 construct

portable buts made of mats and reeds ; the Arabian camels

are generally browo : many black camels are seen also among

them. The further we approach the south in Egypt, the light

er becomes the colour. Towards Nubia the camels are mostly

white, and I never saw a black one in that country.

The largest camels are those from Anadolia, of the Turk

man breed : the smallest that I have seen are those from Ye

In the eastern desert the camels reputed best for car

riage, are those of the Beni Tay, in Mesopotamia, near the riv

er Euphrates. lo mountainous countries camels are certainly

scarce ; but it is an erroneous opinion to think that camels are

not capable of ascending bills. Thus in Hedjaz their numbers are

very limited, because pasture is scanty . The country most rich

and abundant in camels, is undoubtedly Nedjd, entitled on that ac

count Om el Bel, or “ The mother of camels." It furnishes Syria ,

Hedjaz, and Yemen with camels, which in those countries are

worth double the price paid originally for them in Nedjd. Du

ring my residence in Hedjaz, a good camel was thers estimat

ed at the price of sixty dollars; and suchwasthe want of pas

turage and scarcity of provisions, that within three years, upon

a moderate calculation, there died thirty thousand camels be

longing to the Pasha of Egypt, at that time commanding in
Hedjaz.

The Turkmans and Kurds from Anadolia purchase, every

year, eight or ten thousand camels in the Syrian deserts, of

which the greater number are brought there by dealers from

Nedjd. They use them in propagating the breed of Turkman
camels called Maya.

No country in the east is so remarkable for the rapid propa
gation of camels as Nedjd , during years of fertility . Tbe

Nedjd camels are likewise less susceptible of epidemic diseases
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(and especialty the Djam , which is much dreaded in various

quarters of the desert), than any others ; and on that account

principally they are preferred by the Bedouins, who from the

most distant parts of Arabia repair to Nedjd that they may re

new their flocks.

Among the Bedouins, female camels are always more es

teened and dearer than the males. In Syria and Egypt, on the

contrary, where the camels are chiefly wanted for their strength

in bearing heavy loads, the males are most valued . The peo

ple who inhabit the towns and villages of Nedjd ride only she

camels on their journies, because these support thirst better

than the males; but the Bedouins generally prefer he-camels

for riding. The common load of an Arabian camel is from

four to five hundred pounds upon a short journey, and from

three to four hundred pounds on a journey ofconsiderable dis

tance . The camels employed between Djidda and Tayf in

the year 1814 , or 1815 , for carrying provisions to Mohammed

Aly, hadloads not exceeding two hundred and fifty pounds.

The well-fed and well-watered Egyptian camels are equal in

strength to the Anadolian ; those of the largest size at Cairo will

carry three bales of coffee, or fifteen hundred weight, from the

town to the water side, about three miles distant. From Cairo

to Suez, the same camels will carry ten hundred weight ; and

that space is a journey of three days .. The longer the

journey to be undertaken , and the fewer wells to be found on

the way, the lighter are the loads. The Darfur camels are dis

tinguished for their size and great strength in bearing fatigue

under heavy loads ; in this latter quality they surpass all the

camels of North - Eastern Africa. Thosewhich accompany the

Darfur caravan to Egypt, are seldom loaded with more than

four quintals. The Sennár camels generally carry three and

a half, and arenot equal in size to those of Darfur.

The capability of bearing thirst varies considerably among

the different races of camels. The Anadolian , accustomed to

cold climates, and countries copiously watered on all sides,

must, every second day , have its supply of water ; and if this

be withheld in summer -time until the third day, on a journey,

the camel often sinks under the privation . During the winter,

in Syrian latitudes and in the Northern Arabian desert, camels

very seldom drink unless when on a journey ; the first succu

lent herbs sufficiently moisten their stomachs at that season of

the year. Ia summer -time the Nedjd camel must be watered
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on the evening of every fourth day ; a longer exposure to thirst

on a journey would probably be fatal to him .

I believe that all over Arabia four whole days constitute the

utmost extent to which camels can stretch their capability of

enduring thirst in summer ; nor is it necessary that they should

be compelled to thirst longer, for there is no territory in the

rout of any traveller crossing Arabia where wells are farther dis

tant than a journey of three entire days, or three and a half.

In case of absolute necessity, an Arabian camel might perhaps go

five days without drinking, but the traveller must never reckon

upon such an extraordinary circumstance ; and after the cam

el has gone three whole days without water, it shows manifest

signs of great distress.

The indigenous Egyptian camels are less qualified to endure

fatigue than any others that I know : being from their birth

well watered and fed on the fertile banks of the river Nile, they

are but little accustomed to journies in the desert of any consid

erable length ; and during the pilgrims' march to Mekka, sev

eral of them daily perish . There are not, of any race, camels

that bear thirst more patiently than those of Darfur. The car

avans coming from that country to Egypt, must travel nine or

ten days' journies on a rout which does not furnish any water ;

and over this extent of ground they often pass during the heats

of summer. It is true that many of the camels die upon the

road , and no merchant undertakes such an expedition without a

couple of spare camels in reserve ; but the greater number

reach Egypt. There is not the slightest probability that an

Arabian camel could ever perform such a journey, and still

less a Syrian or Egyptian . The camels in most parts of Africa

are more hardy than the Arabian .

Although I have often heard anecdotes related of Arabs who

on their long journies were frequently reduced to the utmost

distress by wantof water, yet I never understood that a camel

had been slaughtered for the sake of finding a supply in its

stomach. Without absolutely denying the possibility of such a

circumstance, I do not hesitate to affirm that it can have occur

red but very seldom ; indeed the last stage of thirst renders a

traveller so unwilling and unable to support the exertion of

walking, that be continues his journey on the back of his camel

in hopes of finding water, rather than expose himself to certain

destruction by killing the serviceable creature. I have fre

quently seen camelsslaughtered , but never discovered in the
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stomachs of any, except those which had been watered on the

same day, a copious supply of water. The Darfur caravans

are often reduced to incredible sufferings by want of water ;

yet they never have resorted to the expedientabove mentioned.

It may perhaps be practised in other parts of Africa, but it

seemsunknown in Arabia ; nor have I ever heard , either in

Arabia or Nubia, that camel's urine mixed with water was used

to allay the creature's thirst in cases of extreme distress.

What is called in Egypt and Africa hedjein, and in Arabia

deloul, (both terms signifying the camels trained for riding,)

is in fact the same race with the heavy carrying beast, distin

guished from the latter only as a hunter is from a coach-horse.

Whenever an Arab perceives in one of his young camels any

indication of its being small and extremely active, he trains it

for the purposes of riding : and if it be a female, he takes care

to match her with a fine well-bred male. For the temporary

use of a male camel on such occasions the price is one dollar,

among the Arabian Bedouins ; being the same price that is

paid for the similar services of a hired stallion . The breeds
which I have mentioned are those of heavy transport camels,

as well as the lighter kind destined for the saddle.

In Arabia , the best camels for riding, those of the most swift

and easy trot, are said to be in the province of Oman . The

deloul el Omány, is celebrated in all the songs of the Arabs.

While I was at Djidda, Mohammed Aly Pasha received two of

those camels as a present from the Imám of Maskat ; they were

sent by sea . In their appearance it would not perhaps have

been easy to distinguish them from other Arabian camels ; their

legs, however, were somewhat more straight and slender ; but

there was in their eyes a noble expression, and something in

the whole deportment, by which, among all animals, the gener
ous may be distinguished from the common breed . Of other

delouls in Arabia,the breeds most esteemed are those belonging

to the tribes of Howeytat, of Sebaa ( an Aeneze family) , and
of Sherarat. In North-Eastern Africa, where the deloul is

called hedjein, the Sennár breed and that of the Nubiąn Be

douios are much preferred to any others for riding . The Dar

fur camels are by much too heavy to be used as hedjeins for

the purposes of saddle-riding.

The good Nubian hedjeins are so very docile, and have so

swift and pleasant an amble , that they supply the want of horses

better than any other camels ; most of them are whitish . In
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swiftness they surpass any of the various camels that I have

seen throughout those parts of the east.

The name osháry ( implying a camel that travels in one day

a ten days' journey) is knowo in Egypt and Nubia, where in

credible stories are related concerning a race of camels that

were accustomed to perform very wonderful expeditions. I

have reason to doubtwhether they ever existed but in the im

agination of fanciful Bedouins. Were I to repeat the tales of

Arabian and Nubian Bedouins on this subject, the circumstan

ces would appear similar to those which too credulous travellers

report of the Barbary camels, or a particular breed of them ;

circumstances which I shall never believe until they can be as

certained beyond doubt, and proved to be facts. An Ababde

Bedouin told me once, at Assouan , that his grandfather went on

some occasion from that place in one day to Siout, a journey of

at least two hundred and fifty miles ; and that the camel which

had performed such an expedition , was not in the slightest de

gree fatigued. But I never could positively ascertain an in

stance of greater swiftness than what I shall immediatelymention,

and am persuaded that very few camels in Egypt or Nubia are

capable of such an exertion .

The greatest performance of a hedjein that ever came to my

knowledge, satisfactorily ascertained on credible authority, is

that of a camel belonging to a Mamelouk Bey of Esne, in Up

per Egypt, which he had purchased from a Bisharein chief for

one hundred and fifty Spanish dollars. This camel was to go

for a wager, in one day between sun -rise and sun-set, from Esne

to Genne and back again , the whole distance being equal to a

space of one hundred and thirty miles . It arrived about four

o'clock in the afternoon at a village sixteen miles distant from

Esne, where its strength failed, after having travelled about one

hundred and fifteen miles in eleven hours, and twice passed

over the Nile in a ferry -boat ; this passage across the river re

quiring at least twenty minutes. A good English trotting mare

could do the same,or perhaps tnore, but probably not in such

a warm climate as that of Egypt. Without so much forced ex

ertion, that camel would probably have gone a distance of one

hundred and eighty or even two hundred miles within the space

of twenty -four hours ; which , according to the slow rate of

caravan-travelling, might be reckoned as equivalent to ten days'

journies; therefore, the boast above mentioned, of performing
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a journey of ten days in one day may not appear altogether ex

travagant.

But it would be absurd to suppose any beast capable of run

ning ten times, for an entire day,as a man could go on foot du

ring the same space oftime ; and the swiftness ofa camel never

approaches, for short distances, even to that of a common horse.

The gallop of a camel (which is not that quadruped's natural

pace) it can never sustain above half an hour, and its forced ex

ertion in galloping never produces a degree of speed equal to

that of an ordinary horse. The forced trot of a camel is not so

contrary to his nature, and he will support it for several hours

without evincing many symptoms of being distressed . But even

of that forced trot I must here remark, that it is much less ex

peditious than thesame pace of a moderately good horse, and

I believe that the rate of twelve miles an hour is the utmost de

gree of celerity in trotting that the very best hedjein can accom

plish ; it inay perhaps gallop at fullest speed eight or even nine

miles in half an hour, but it cannot support so violent an exer

tion for any longer time .

It is not, therefore, by extreme celerity that the hedjeins or

delouls are distinguished, however surprising may be the stories

related on that subject, both in Europe and in the East . But

they are perhaps unequalled by any quadrupeds for the ease

with which they carry their rider during an uninterrupted jour

ney of several days and nights, when they are allowed to perse

vere in their own favourite pace , which is a kind of gentle and

easy amble, at the rate of about five miles or five miles and a

ball in the hour. To describe this pleasant ambling pace , the

Arabs say of a good deloul, “ His back is so soft that you may

drink a cup of coffee while you
ride

upon
him .” At the rate

above mentioned, if properly fed every evening (or in case of

emergency only once in two days) , the strong camel will con

tinue ambling for five or six days. I know of camels that went

from Baghdad to Sokhne (in the desert of Aleppo) within the

space of five days. This is a caravan journey of twenty-one

days. Messengers sometimes arrive at Aleppo on the seventh

day after they have left Baghdad, distant a journey of twenty

five days, according to the common calculation ; and I have

known couriers go from Cairo by land to Mekka (forty - five

days' usual journies) in eighteen days, without even changing

their camels .

The first thing about which an Arab is solicitous respecting
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his camel, when -going to undertake a long journey, is the hump ,

Should he find this well furnished with fat, the Arab knows

that his camel will endure considerable fatigue even with a very

moderate allowance of food, because he believes that, accord

ing to the Arabic saying, “ The camel, during thetime of that

expedition, will feed upon the fat of its own hump.” The fact

is, that as soon as the hump subsides, the camel begins to desist

from much exertion, and gradually yields to fatigue. After a

long journey the creature almost loses the bump, and it requires

three or four months of repose and copious nourishment to res

tore it ; which, however, does not take place until long after the

other parts of the body have been replenished with flesh. Few

animals exhibit so rapid a conversion of food into fat, as camels.

A few days' rest and plentiful nourishment produce a visible

augmentation of flesh , while, on the contrary, a few days em

ployed in travelling without food reduce the creature almost im

mediately to little more than a skeleton , excepting the hump,

which resists the effects of fatigue and starvation much longer.

If a camel has reached the full degree of fatness, his hump

assumes the shape of a pyramid , extending its base over the en

tire back, and occupying altogether one fourth of the creature's

wholebody. But none of this description are ever seen in cul

tivated districts, where camels are always, more or less, obliged

to work . They are only found among the wealthy Bedouins in

theinterior of the desert, who keep whole herds of camels mere

ły for the purpose of propagating the breed, and seldom force

inore than a few of the herd to labour. In spring time, their

cainels, having been fed for a couple of months upon the tender

verdure , increase so much in fat, that they no longer seem be

longing to that species of the hard -labouring, caravan or peasant

camel .

After the fore teeth of the camel have reached their full

length , the first pair of back teeth appear in the beginning of the

sixth year ; but iwo years more must elapse before they attain

their greatest size. Early in the eighth year the second pair of

back teeth, standing behind , and quite separate from the other

teeth, make their appearance ; and when they are complete, in

the tenth year, the third and last pair push forward , and , like

the former, grow for two years . The camel, therefore, has not

completed its full growth before the twelfth year, and then it is

called rás . To know the age of a camel under that period, the

back teeth are always inspected. The camel lives as long as
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forty years; but after twenty -five or thirty bis activity begins to

fail, and he is no longer capable of enduring much fatigue. If

a camel that has passed his sixteenth year become lean , the

Arabs
say that he can never be again rendered fat ; and in that

case they generally sell him at a low price to the peasants, who

feed their cattle better than the inhabitants of the desert.

The common hedjein saddle in Egypt (very slightly differing

from a horse -saddle ) is called ghabeit. The hedjein saddle of

the Nubians, imported likewise into Egypt, and very neatly

worked in leather, is called gissa. The pack-saddle of the

Egyptian peasant, different from that of the Arabians and Syri

ans, is called shaghour. (From this word the Arabians derive

an opprobrious appellation, which they bestow upon the Egyp

tian peasants, whom they style shaghaore.) The pack-saddles

of the Libyan, Nubian, and Upper Egyptian Bedouins are call

ed Hawie, and are the same as those of the Arabians.

The deloul saddle is, throughout every part of Arabia , called

shedád. The asses in Hedjaz are saddled with the shedád,

differing only in proportionable size from that used with the de
loul.

In Hedjaz the name of shebrýe is given to a kind of palanquin ,

having a seat made of twisted straw , about five ſeet in length ,

which is placed across the saddle of the camel , with ropes fas

tened to it. On its four sides are slender poles, joined above

by cross bars, over which either mats or carpets are placed , to

shade the traveller from the sun . This among the natives of

Hedjaz is the favourite vehicle for travelling, because it admits

of their stretching themselves at full length, and sleeping at

pleasure.

Similar machines of the palanquin kind, but on a shorter and

narrower scale, are placed lengthwise on both sides of the cam

el's saddle, and then called shekdef. One person sits in each

of them , but they do not allow of his stretching out at full length .

Both of these shekdefs are covered , likewise, with carpets

thrown across ; and this vehicle is principally used for the con

veyance of women.

Different from that is the taht roán (or rather takht raván,

as the Persians, from whom the term is borrowed, call it) ; a

litter carried by two camels, one before, and the other behind .

In this kind of vehicle the great pilgrims travel : but it is more

frequently used by the Turks thanby the Arabians.

It is the fashion in Egypt to shear the hedjein as closely as a
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sheep is shorn ; and this is done merely from a notion that it

improves the beast's appearance. The French, during their

occupation ofEgypt, had established a corps of about five hun

dred camel-riders, whom they selected from the number of their

most brave and excellent soldiers, and by means of whom they

succeeded in checking the Bedouins . Many horsemen among

the troops of the Pasha of Egypt have been ordered by him to

keep hedjeins ; and his son , Ibrahim Pasha , has about two hun

dred of his men mounted in that manner.

The hedjeins of Egypt are guided by a string attached to a

pose -ring. Those of Arabia are very seldom perforated in the
nose ; and are more obedient to the short stick of the rider than

to the bridle .

The Arab women, on all occasions, make a great display in

the fitting -out of their camel-saddle . A woman of Nedjd would

think herself degraded, were she to ride upon any other than a

black camel ; but, on the contrary , a lady of the Aenezes much

prefers a grey or white camel.

The practice of mounting upon camels small swivel-guns,

which turn upon the pommel of the saddle, is not known in

Egypt . I have seen them in Syria ; and they appear to be

common in Mesopotania and Baghdad . Although of little real

service, yet against Arabs these small swivel-guns are a very ex

cellent and appropriate weapon , more adapted to inspire them

with terror than the heaviest pieces of artillery .

The price of a camel is found to vary in almost every place :

thus, in Egypt , according to the abundance and cheapness of

provisions, the price of thesame camel may fluctuate from twelve

to forty dollars. A good dromedary, or hedjein, from Nubia,

sometimes will cost at Cairo eighty dollars. In Hedjaz very

high prices are paid for camels ; fifty and sixty dollars are some

times given for å deloul of the most common kind. There is a

considerable demand in Nedjd for delouls of the first quality .

Saoud has been known to pay as much as three hundred dollars

for an Omán camel.

The Arabs distinguish in their camels various défects and

vices, that very much affect their value. The principal defect

is called el asaab ; this is the camel's fetlock ; and they regard

it as incurable, and a proof of great weakness. The next is el

fekeh, a strong tremor in the hind legs of the camel when it

couches down, or rises up : this, likewise, is considered as a

proof of weakness. El serrar, ulcerations below the chest ; el
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hellel, elfahoura, and many others. Most of the caravan cam

els are broken -winded (or sedreh khorbán ) from excessive fa

tigue, and the carrying of too heavy loads. When this circum

stance occurs, the Arabs cauterise the camel's chest. They re

sort also to the same process, cautery, in cases of wounds on

the camel's hump, and of injuries frequently occasioned by bad

pack -saddles, and burdens of too great weight. Towards the

close of a long journey scarcely any evening passes without the

cauterising operation, yet the next morning the load is placed

again upon the part so recently burnt: but no degree of pain

induces the generous camel to refuse the load , or ihrow it on

the ground . It cannot, however, be forced to rise, if from hun

ger or excessive fatigue its strength has failed.

XII . Locusts.

It has been remarked in my different journals, that these de

structive creatures are found in Egypt , all along the river Nile

as far as Sennar, in the Nubian, and in all parts of the Arabian

deserts. Those that I have seen in Upper Egypt came all from

the north ; those that I saw in Nubia were all said to have come

from Upper Egypt. It seems, therefore , that such parts of Ar

rica are not the native places of the locusts . In the year 1813,

they devoured the whole harvest from Berber to Shendy in the

Black countries ; and in the spring of that same year I had seen

whole flights of them in Upper Egypt, where they are particu

larly injurious to the palm -trees. Thesethey strip of every leaf

and green particle, the trees remaining like skeletons with bare

branches .

In Arabia the locusts are known to come invariably from the

East, and the Arabs accordingly say that they are produced by

the waters of the Persian Gulf. The province of Nedjd is par

ticularly exposed to their ravages ; they overwhelm it sometimes

to such a degree, that having destroyedthe harvest they pene

trate by thousands into the private dwellings, and devour what

ever they can find, even the leather of the water vessels. It has

been observed , that those locusts which come from the East are

not considered so formidable, because they only fix upon trees,

and do not destroy the seed ; but they soon give birth to a new

brood , and it is the young locusts, before they are sufficiently

grown to fly away, that consume the crops. According to gen

eral report, the locusts breed as often as three times in the year.
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The Bedouins who occupy the peninsula of Sinai arefre

quently driven to despair by the multitudes of locusts, which

constitute a land plague,and a most serious grievance . These

animals arrive by way of Akaba (therefore from the East), to

wards the end of May, when the Pleiades are setting, according

to observations madeby the Arabs , who believe that the locusts

entertain a considerable dread of that constellation. They re

main there generally during a space of forty or fifty days, and

then disappear for the rest of the year.

Some few are seen in the course of every year, but
great

flights every fourth or fifth year ; such is the general course of

their unwelcome visits . Since the year 1811, however, they

have invaded the peninsula every successive season for five

years, in considerable numbers.

All the Bedouins of Arabia , and the inhabitants of towns in

Nedjd and Hedjaz, are accustomed to eat the locusts. I have

seen at Medinah and Tayf locust -shops, where these animals

were sold by measure. In Egypt and Nubia they are only eaten

by the poorest beggars. The Arabs, in preparing locusts as an

article of food , throw them alive into boiling water, with which

a good deal of salt has been mixed ; after a few minutes they

are taken out, and dried in the sun , the head , feet, and wings

are then torn off, the bodies are cleansed from the salt and per

fectly dried ; after which process whole sacks are filled with

them by the Bedouins. They are sometimes eaten broiled in

butter ; and they often contribute materials for a breakfast, when

spread over unleavened bread mixed with butter.

It
may here seem worthy of remark , that among all the Be

douins with whom I have been acquainted in Arabia, those of

Sinai alone do not use the locusts as an article of food .

ART. VI. LITERARY NOTICES, ETC.
1

1. Modern Hebrew Manuscripts. From Henderson's Travels

in Russia, p . 206 sq .

On my return through Dubno,* I stopped a few hours in or

der to visit some of the Jews, by whom it is chiefly inhabited .

* Dubno is not far from Ostrog, in the government of Volhynia.

Ep.
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Their number is estimated at upwards of 10,000, and many of

them appear to be in affluent circumstances. They have a

great number of synagogues ; the principal one of which I found

greatly resembling our oldest Seceding Meeting-houses in Scot

land, having high arched windows, brass chandeliers, and the

pulpit, wainscotting, doors, etc. all of unpainted wood . In the

ark of this synagogue were preserved several beautiful copies of

the law, some written with large, and others with smaller char

acters. I here made inquiry, as I did in other places, relative

to ancient MSS. of the Hebrew Scriptures, but foundnone of

any great age . The fact is, when no longer fit for public use

in the synagogue, instead of being sold , or kept as objects of

curiosity, they are carefully inclosed in a box, and deposited in

the burying -ground, it being deemed a most heinous offence to

erase or obliterate a single letter of the law, or expose it to the

profane gaze of the Gentiles. Some may smile at this custom

of interring the Scriptures, and regard it as a superstitious ven

eration for the mere letter of the word ; but itmust certainly be

viewed as praiseworthy, when contrasted with the manner in

which many professing Christians treat mutilated and worn -out

copies of the Bible, by using them in a variety of ways as waste

paper, in total absence of reverence for that sacred name which

stands forth so prominently in every page. How laudable the

practice adopted by the Schleswig -Holstein Bible Society ! In

order to prevent defective copies from falling into the hands of

the grocers, the Committee buy up all the old Bibles to be found,

and , after endeavouring to complete them from each other, they

collect what is no longer fit for use, and , with becoming solem

nity, consume it in a fire kindled for the purpose.

Having expressed a wish to obtain soine Hebrew manuscripts,

my Jewish guide conducted me down a narrow lane to the

house of a Sopher, or scribe, whose employment consists in

multiplying written copies of the law , according to the establish

ed rules of Hebrew calligraphy. His small apartmentpresent

ed quite a novel scene to my view. On the table before him

lay developed an accurate exemplar from which he was taking

his copy ; rolls of parchment were lying about in every direc

tion : the walls were hung with compasses, inkbottles, and other

implements ; and in one corner of the room , a number of skins

were in a process of preparation for the use to which they were

to be appropriated. As I entered , he looked up with all that

absence and discomposure which generally characterises those
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who are abruptly roused from the absorption connected with

deep study, or occupied about some object requiring the appli

cation of profound attention . Some remarks,however, on the

nature of his occupation , interspersed with a few technical

phrases in Hebrew, soon excited his curiosity ; and, laying aside
bis

pen, he readily entered into a conversation respecting his

business, and the difficulties inseparable from its proper and

conscientious execution .

Unlike other employments, that of a Jewish copyist absolute

ly and religiously excludes all improvement. He is tied down

to perform every part of the work exactly as it was done twelve

or thirteen centuries ago, at the period of the composition of the

Talmud, to the laws of writing prescribed in which, he must

rigidly conform , even in the smallest minutiæ . The skins to be

converted into parchment must be those of clean animals ; and

it is indispensable that they be prepared by the hands of Jews

only. Should it be found that any part has been prepared by a

Goi (a name by which Christians and all who are not Jews are

designated ), it is immediately thrown aside as unfit for use.

When ready they are cut even, and joined together by means

of thongs made of the same material. They are then regularly

divided into columns, the breadth of which must never exceed

the half of their length . The ink employed in writing the law,

generally consists of a composition made of pitch , charcoal, and

honey, which ingredients are first made up into a kind of paste,

and after having remained some time in a state of induration,

are dissolved in water with an infusion of galls.

Before the scribe begins his task , and after every interruption,

he is required to compose bis mind, that he may write under a

sensible impression of the sanctity of the words he is transcrib

ing. Particular care is taken that the letters be all equally

formed ; and so supreme is the authority of antiquity, that where

letters are found in the exemplar of a larger or smaller size

than the rest, or such as are turned upside down, or suspended

above the line, or where a final-shaped letter occurs in the mid

dle of a word, these blunders are to be copied with as great fi

delity as any part of the text. Is it not passing strange, that

even Christian editors of the Hebrew Bible, should have ser

vilely followed these Jewish puerilities ? It is well known what

importance the genius of Rabbinical superstition has attached to

such anomalies ; and it is a fact, that many of them are inter

preted in a manner highly reproachful to the religion of Christ.
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For instance, in Psalm lxxx. 14, the word 1999 , “ from the

wood ,” is written and printed , with the letter ain suspend

ed , because it is the initial of the word ys, “ tree,” and is ex

plained by the Jews, of the cross ; while the wild boar referred

to in the context , they blasphemously interpret of our blessed

Saviour. Yet this error of transcription is printed in the edi

tions of Opitius, Michaelis, Van der Hooght, Frey, Leusden,

and Jabn , although corrected in MenassehBen Israel's edition

of 1635 !

Faults that creep in during transcription may be rectified,

provided it be done within thespace of thirty days ; but if more

time haselapsed, the copy is declared to be posel, or forbidden

a word (300) used in Scripture to denote a graven image,

which the Israelites were taught to hold in utter detestation .

Should Alepb-Lamed (5x) or Jod -Hê ( 17 ") be wrongly written ,

it is unlawful to correct or erase them , because they form the

sacred names ; nor is it permitted to correct any of the Divine

names, except when they are applied in an inferior sense. Of

this an instance occurs, Gen. iii. 5 , where the name 738,

Elohim , is used twice. The Rabbins, regarding it as employed

the second time to denote false objects of worship, permit its

erasure ; but prohibit it at the beginning of the verse , as being

undeniably used of the true God . When transcribing the incom

municable name 71.7 ", Jehovah, the scribe must continue writ

ing it until it be finished, even although a king should enter the

room ; but if he be writing two or three of these names combin

ed , such as 77.77 078x 1738, Jehovah God of Hosts, he is at

liberty, after having finished the first , to rise and salute bis visi

tant. Nor is the copyist allowed to begin the incommunicable

name immediately after he has dipt his pen in the ink ; when

he is approaching it, he is required to take a fresh supply when

proceeding to write the first letter of the preceding word.

Shackled by canons of such exquisite minuteness, it cannot

be matter of surprise that the Dubno Scribe should exhibit an

emaciated appearance, and affix a high price to the productions

of his pen . For a copy of the law , fairly written in small char

acters , he asked ten louis-d'ors, and assured me that he had

been sometimes paid at the rate of fifty. To the intrinsic value

and spiritual beauty of the law of the Lord he appeared totally

insensible !

Turning round the corner of a square, my attention was ar

rested by an inmense number of books that were lying open

Vol. IV . No. 16 . 98
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on the ground. Conceiving that they were exposed for sale,

and finding, on reaching them, that they were Hebrew, I eager
ly commenced an examination of the more bulky and respecta

ble looking volumes ; but I was soon undeceived by a Jew, who

seemed to be watching them, by whom I was informed, that they

belonged to the Synogogue, and were not to be sold . Besides

several copiesof the Talmud, there appearedto be a complete
collection of all kinds of works in Rabbinical literature,

II. Jewish Wedding. Illustration ofMatt. XXV . From the

same, p. 216 .

Before retiring to rest [at Kamenetz in Podolia ), we were

stunned by the noise of a procession, led on by a band of musi

cians playing on tambourines and cymbals, which passed our

windows. On inquiry , we learned that it consisted of a Jewish

bridegroom , accompanied by his young friends, proceeding to

the house of the bride's father, in order to convey her home to

her future residence. In a short time , they returned with such

a profusion of lights, as quite illuminated thestreet. The bride,

deeply veiled , was led along in triumph, accompanied by her

virgins, each with a candle in her hand, who, with the young

men, sang and danced before her and the bridegroom . The

scene presented us with an occular illustration of the important

parable recorded in the twenty- fifth chapter of the Gospel of

Matthew ; and we were particularly reminded of the appropri

ate nature of the injunction which our Saviour gives us to watch
and be ready , for the re -procession must have commenced im

mediately on the arrival of the bridegroom .

III . Further Notice of the Karailes. See p. 665 above.

We subjoin here, as an additional notice of the Karaites of

Taurida , the following graphic description of their fortress,

Djufut-Kalè, from the pen of the celebrated Russian travel

ler, Muriaviev-Apostol.*

“ Venice is a city in the water, Djufut-Kalè a city in the air.

The dwellings of the Karaites hang like eagles' nests around the

summit of a steep inaccessible rock ; within, the city, is cleanly

and neat ; its pavement is the solid rock . The Karaim, or more

See p. 385 of this Vol.
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correctly, the Karaites, are, in their customs and mode of living,

Tartars ; in their religion , Jews, genuine Jews, who have pre

served the Mosaic law among them in greater purity thanany

other tribe. Since the fourth century a portion of the Jews

have rejected the Talmud ; but it was only in the eighth centu

ry that this led to a formal separation of the sects . The Kara

ites, under Aaron and Saul, declared off from the Rabbinists ;

but their sect remained small ; and they are estimated in Eu

rope and Asia at only 4430.* They reject the Kabbala and the

Talmud ; and observe the Sabbath still more strictly than the

Rabbinic Jews. At the same time, they are more cleanly, more

domestic, and more industrious than the latter ; they daily de

scend from their nests, wander into Baghtchisarai, follow there

traffic or trades, and return at night through wind and storm

back to their nests. Zion and Jehoshaphat , the enjoyments of

life and the hopes of the grave, all centre for themupon this

naked rock."

IV. Greek and English Lexicon of the New Testament.

The Editor would take this opportunity of accounting to the

public for any apparent delay in the publication of the above

named work, and also of making known some of the principles

on which the preparation of it is conducted .

The work as first published in 1825, was, as it professed to

be , mostly a translation of the first edition of Wahl's Clavis

Philologica ;' although several of the more important articles were

rewritten , and the whole sedulously revised. It was the first at

tempt of Wahl ; it was also the first labour of the translator ; the

lexicons of Bretschneider and Passow were not then accessi

ble . Since that time the labours of eminent men abroad have

been given to this subject; while the lexicography of the Greek

language in general has received a new form from the hand of

Passow . After the lapse of nine years, too, spent in this and

kindred studies at home and abroad, and with free access to all

the earlier stores as well as to what has recently appeared in this

department, the Editor hopes that he himself may be in a better

situation to make a work adapted to the present state of science

and to the wants of our theologians, than before. It was bis

first hope, that a mere revision might suffice ; so that the new

* Comp. p. 673 above. | Comp. p. 669 above.
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edition might have appeared before the present time . But on ex

amination , he has found it necessary to write the whole anew,

on a plan more comprehensive than any of the existing lexicons ;

and combining in all cases a reference to both the elements of

which the New Testament idiom is composed , the common

dialect or later Greek on the one hand , and the Jewish or He

brew influence on the other. The work is now in press, and is

proceeding with all the rapidity which such an undertaking per

mits ; but the writer will rejoice, if, by the blessing of God, he

shall be able to complete it in another year . It is and will be

theobject of his daily, though not ungrateful toil ; and not im

probably may, under God , become the chief labour of his life.

The number of pages will be very considerably enlarged ; but,

it is hoped, that no increase of price will be necessary.

Thework was commenced, and has thus far been constructed ,

upon the general principles exemplified in the lexicons of Ge

senius and Passow , so far as they are applicable to the New

Testament. The following are some of the points of special

attention :

1. To exhibit the etymology of every word, and assign its

primary signification, whether found in the N. T. or not ; then,

to deduce from this,ir: logical order, all the significations which

occur in the N. T. but not others.

2. To keep ever in view the difference between signification

and sense ; and to shew in each case whether the apparent

meaning of a word arises from itself, or from the influence of

the adjuncts. In this way, the multiplicity of meaningsgiven by

Schleusner and other lexicographers, is greatly diminished.

3. To shew by proper illustrations and references, in what

relationeach word stands to the Attic and later Greek, and also

to the Sept. and Hebrew ; and whether it is common to all or

any of these, or found in none. A purely historical mode of

illustration is, of course, not adapted to the New Testament.

4. To shew particularly the force and power of the preposi

tions in composition ; a point hitherto almost wholly overlooked.

5. To give in every instance the various construction of verbs,

adjectives, etc. with their cases and other adjuncts. Unusual or

difficult constructions,also, are every where noted and explained.

6. To exhibit, so far as is proper in a lexicon , the various

forms and inflexions of words, -and particularly any variety or

irregularity of form .

7. To make each article, so far as practicable, include a re
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ferenceto every passageof the New Testament where the word

is found. In this way the lexicon becomes almost a complete

New Testament Concordance .

8. To bestow upon the interpretation of difficult passages all

the attention which the limits of a lexicon permit ; that thus it

may in a measure supply the place of a more extended commen

tary upon the New Testament.

Such is the plan of the work. How far the author may be

able to succeed in it, will belong to the theological public to

judge.

V. Miscellaneous.

The Leipzig semi-annual Book - Catalogue of July 1 , 1834,

gives the titles of the following works as published in the first

half of the present year.

1. Biblia HEBRAICA, ex recensione Hahnii expressa. Prae

fatus est E. F. C. Rosenmueller. Editio Stereotypa. Lips.

Tauchnitz, large 12mo. Pr. 2 rixd . This is a corrected reprint

of Habo's Hebrew Bible, in a smaller form .

2. On Isaiah we find the following works : Hitzig, F. Der

Prophet Jesaja, übersetzt und ausgelegt, pp . 680. Rosen

MUELLER, Scholia in V. Test. P. II. Vol. III. Etiam sub tit.

Jesajae Vatic . annot. perpet. illustr. Vol. III. ed . 3. This

last is a new edition of Rosenmueller's third Vol. on Isaiah in

his large work. It is not the Compend, or smaller work.

3. The Epistle to the Romans is also the fruitful source of

commentary : JAEGER, C. F.H. Der Lehrgehalt des Römer

Briefs entwickelt, pp . 80. Tübingen. Reiche, Prof. in Göttin

gen , Versuch einer ausführlichen Erklärung des Briefes Pauli

an die Römer, mit historischen Einleitungen und exegetisch

dogmatischen Excursen. 2 Bde. Price 4 rixd.

4. The Epistle to the Ephesians seems likewise at present

to be the object of special attention in Germany, no less than

three new commentaries upon it being announced , viz. Holz

HAUSEN, Der Brief an die Epheser übersetzt und erklärt, pp.

220. 8vo. MATTHIES Erklärung des Briefes Pauli an die

Epheser, pp . 200. 8vo. RÜCKERT L. F. Der Brief Pauli an

die Epheser erläutert und vertheidigt, pp . 312. 8vo.

5. KALKAR C. H. de Cantico Deborae, Jud. V. pp. 108. 8vo.
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6. OLSHAUSEN Prof. H. (Königsb.) Wort der Verständigung

über die Stellung des Evangeliums zu unserer Zeit, pp. 24 .

8vo.

7. OLSHAUSEN Prof. J. (Kiel,) Zur Topographie des alten

Jerusalem , pp. 84. 8vo .

8. Originis Opera Omnia, ed . De La Rue, denuo rec. C.

H. E. Lommatzsch, Tom . I-III. Berl .

9. RHEINWALD, Prof. De pseudodoctoribus Colossensibus,

Comm . exegetico -hist. pp. 20. 4to.

10. SCHNECKENBURGER M. Ueber den Ursprung des ersten

kaponischen Evangeliums ; pp. 176. 8vo. Stuttg .

11. SCHNEIDER P. J. Biblisch -geschichtliche Darstellung

der Hebräischen Musik, pp. 120. 8vo. Bonn .

12. Schott und WINZER, Commentarii in Epistolas N. T.

Vol. I. — Etiam sub titulo, Epist. Pauli ad Thess. et Gal. com

ment. perpet. illustr. H. A. Schott, pp . 632, 8vo. Leipz.

13. FREYTAG, G. W. Lexicon Arabico -Latinum , Tom . III.

Sect. 1. i. e. the first part of the last volume. — Also, Chresto

mathia Arabica grammatica-historica in usum schol. ex codicis

ineditis conscripta. pp. 221. 8vo. Bonn.

14. GESENIUS, de Bar Alio et Bar Bahlulo , lexicographis

Syro -Arabicis ineditis. pp . 68. 4to . — The eleventh edition of
his small Hebrew Grammar has also appeared .

15. A second edition of Von HAMMER's great work, ' Ge
schichte des Osmanischen Reiches ,' is also in progress.

16. Ritter C. Ueber das historische Element in der geo

graphischer Wissenschaft, pp . 60. 4to . Berl .

17. Rost V. C. F. Kleine Grammatik des Attischen Dia

lects, pp. 288. 8vo. Götting.

18. Schmidt J. J. Grammatik der Mongolischen Sprache,

pp. 384. 8vo. St. Petersb. This writer is the celebrated orien

tal, or rather Mongol scholar, mentioned on p. 386 of this vol
ume.

19. SIEBOLD, P. F. Nippon, Archiv zur Beschreibung von

Japan, etc. (2 Numbers and Atlas.) pp. 600. fol. Price 173
rixd. This is the commencement of the greatwork descriptive of

Japan which we have already noticed, Bibl. Repos. III. p. 760.

20. SUIDAE Lexicon, post Küsterum rec . TH . GAISFORD
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S.T. P. IIITom . Fol. Oxon . Lond. et Lips. Pr. 614 rixd.

The edition by Bernhardy of Halle, in 2 vols. quarto,is in pro

gress.

21. The third Volume or Section of NEANDER'S Kirchen

geschichte' is in press, comprising the period from A. D. 510 to

A. D. 813, in one part or volume.-- His · History of the Apos

tolicAge,' is announced as being in a course of translation in

England.

ART. VII. FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

In closing, as we here do, our editorial labours, we are happy

in beiug able to lay before our readers the subjoined extractsof

letters from Christian friends abroad . The excellent catholic

spirit which they breathe, will , we doubt not, be responded to

in full by the American churches. To the Editor himself, also,

it cannot but be gratifying to learn , by such a voice from a re

mote quarter of the globe, that his own labours have not been

wholly in vain .-- Ed.

!

I. Extracts from a letter to the Editor from the Rev. W. H.

PEARCE, Member of the English Baptist Mission at Cal

cutta .

CALCUTTA, 26TH MARCH, 1834 .

MY DEAR SIR,

To a benevolent mind nothing can be more grateful than the

conviction , that its labours are extensively beneficial. Under

this impression , you will hear with pleasure that on the shores

of the sacred Ganges, and by Missionaries of another denomi

nation and of a different nation, your labours as Editor of the

Biblical Repository are known and appreciated. Having some

time since procured, through an unknown but valued friend, all

the numbers of this work as far as published, I have felt in it a

great degree of interest. The design and the execution cannot

but commend themselves to every biblical student ; while the

workis peculiarly valuable to Missionaries like ourselves engaged

in preparing translations of the sacred oracles for the use of
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heathen nations. May it be long continued and vigorously sup

ported !

*

I have not timeto allude particularly to the state of missions
here. In individual conversions we are not making much pro

gress ; in generalimpression throughout the country, Christian

ity is rapidly advancing. We greatly need more labourers; and

shall be most happy to welcome more American brethren , be

they of what denomination they may, to fellowship in our ex

ertions and success.

I have the pleasure to forward, by this conveyance, a letter

from a most intelligent and benevolent gentleman , possessed of

much influence, recommending your Board to establish a mis

sion in Ajmere. This, as well as all other parts of this vast

country under British authority, is now accessible to Christian

Missionaries of all denominations or pations ; and I hazard noth

ing in saying, that to our Government and to most of the native

Princes around us, the fact of sustaining the missionary charac

ter has now ceased to be an obstacle to the employment of any

one in the great work of national education, which is commencing

all around us.

I have the pleasure of ranking among my dearest friends sev

eral students of Andover and Princeton, as well as our own

seminaries ; and shall be truly rejoiced to receive under our

roof, in progress to their respective stations, many morefrom

these excellent Institutions. Pray make my respects accepta

ble to the instructors at Andover, (unknown they are, yet be

loved for their works' sake,) and present to the students, espe

cially to those preparing for the pains and pleasures of a mis

sionary life, my most affectionate regards.

I remain ,

My Dear Sir,

Yours most sincerely,

W. H. PEARCE.

II. Extracts from a letter to the Editor from Prof. NEANDER

of the University of Berlin. Translatedfrom the German.

BERLIN, JULY 6, 1834.

MY DEAR FRIEND,

It was very pleasing to me, after having been so long without

any external connexion with you , to receive some intelligence
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directly from your own hand . I thank you heartily for the

numbers of the Repository . I rejoice to see such an intercourse

of mind and spirit set on foot between the United States and

Germany. Indeed , Christianity is doubtless to become the ele

ment of catholic union among all nations ; and one of the de

lightful signs of the times is , that it already begins to manifest

itself as such . I rejoice also in the free and pious evangelical

spirit, which shews itself among your young theologians.

*

Here with us the old and the new stand in manifold contrast

and conflict with each other ; out of which it is reserved for the

Spirit of God, to build up the higher unity, upon the one only

foundation, Christ. O, that this one foundation, in the midst of

all differences, might ever secure constant love and cominu

nion ! You will have heard of the death of that great man,

Schleiermacher, which makes an epoch among us . The man

ner of his christian departure, so edifying to all, was the seal

of that which animated his life ; and served as a confutation
to

some zealous partisans, who were unwilling to acknowledge
bim

as a Christian . He was a great instrument
ofGod, in Germany,

in forming a point of transition from unbelief to belief, and in

preparingthe way
for an epoch of new developement

in theolo

gy , the consequences
of which may probably extend themselves

beyond the ocean ,-a new epoch , which , in contrast both with

the old Scholastics
and the later Rationalism

, shall set theolo

gy free from the fetters of school-wisdom . This new creation

it remains for the future to unfold . May He, who alone is able,

bring it both here and there to a glorious accomplishment
, when

the hour destined by Him shall have arrived ! The church and

the world are in the throes !

For yourself I implore his richest blessings, in body and in

spirit.

From the heart yours,

NEANDER .

With these impressive views of the respected Neander, the

Editor bids the readers of the Repository FAREWELL !
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name of this city, 182 sq.- Passover, time of our Lord's last,

whether the residence of Christ 108 sq. - whether it is possible to
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sq .--- remarks upon the cita- tion of them , 110 sq - princi
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Neander's History of the Planting are to be understood and esti

and Progress of the Christian mated , 110 sq . - unfounded hy
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on Paul as the Apostle of the this subject, 123 - agreement of
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itive church, 241 sq.-second the ancient tradition , still sur

volume announced, 416 .--trans- viving in the christian church

lating in England, 775 — Letter es, 124 sq .---appeal of Poly

from Neander, 776 .

Nestor, the first Slavic historian, Passow's Greek Lexicon, its mer

355, 364, 367. its, 564 -biographical notice, 567.

Pastoral Theology, 133. See

0.
Theology.

Obotrites, 523 sq . Paul as the Apostle of the bea

Officers of the church , see Chris- then , 138 — his birth and educa

tian Church . tion , 139 sq . - whether a natu

Old Slavic language, 345 sq . - pe- ral explanation of the fact

carp, 125 .
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which caused his conversion Polemics, 131 .

is admissible, 142 sq . - farther Poles, signification and origin

events of his life, 147 sq. - in of the name, 472 .

fluence of the pharisaic doc- Polish language and literature ;

trines upon Christianity and earliest history of the Poles,

at what time the independence 471 sq . - extentand character of

of the gospel upon the Mosaic the language, 474 sq. — first pe

law was first recognized, 151 riod of its developement, 477

sq . - his views of the relation sq .- second period, 479 sq.

of christian teachers to the third period, 481 sq . - fourth

church, 258 sq. - of the attempts period , 492 sq. - fifth period ,

made to mingle Judaism and 497 sq . - literary and philolo

Christianity together, 266 sq. gical works, 527, 522.

in respect to baptism , 372 , 373 Propaedeutics, explanation of the

Apparent discrepancy be word, 127.

tween him and James, see Providence, doctrines of the Al

James. exandrian school, 200—204.

Pearce, Rev. W. H. Letter from , R.

775 .
Rauch on the time of our Lord's

Peter Martyr, 55 — his views on
last Passover, 108 sq.

the trinity, 237 — his discourse
Rhodo, 60.

on the soul, 638 .
Russian Language and Literature,

Peter the Great's merits and de

358 sq. - dialects, 360 — charac
merits in respect to the Russian

ter of the language, 361 sq.

language, 368 sq.
first period of its literature,

Pierius, 54 — his views on the
362 sq.-second period, 368 sq.

pre -existence of souls, 637.
-third period, 372 sq. — fourth

Philology, an acquaintance with
period , 377 sq. — Russian litera

it requisite to theological stu
ry and philological works, 377 ,

dents , 128 -- Philology and Lexi

cography of the New Testa- Russians, signification and origin

ment, 154 sq. - study of sacred
of the name, 138 .

literature, 155—of the original

S.
scriptures, 157 sq . - character

of the language, 159 sq . — chief Schaffarik, author of the History of

sources, 166 sq . - illustrations the Slavic Language and Lit

from Greek poetry for the un erature, 471 - a larger work to

derstanding of the New Testa be expected from him, 531

ment, 170 — necessary limits, extract of one ofhis letters, 532.

171 — the New Testament can- Schneider's Greek Lexicon, its

not fully be understood with merits, 560.

out a knowledge of the He- Sense and Signification of words

brew language, 175 sq . — why and phrases, 61 sq.-— course

should employ German which a translator has to pur

manuals, 180 sq. sue in cases where a literal in

Philosophy, German, 610 sq. ! terpretation is impracticable, 63
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sq.—the same principles, ap- Slavonic, see Old Slavic.
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the translator in this repect, 78. Sorabae, 526.

Serapion , 55 . Stephen's Thesaurus, Paris edition,

Servian Language and Literature, its merits, 567.

389 sq.- Servians of the Ori- Suidas' Greek Lexicon , 414, 774 .

ental church, 393 sq . — Bulga- Symbolics, 131.

rians, 400 sq.-Dalmatians, 401
T.

sq . - Glagolitic literature, 401

sq . - Secular literature, 403 Tartar Version of the Old Tes

sq .-Catholic Slavonians, 406 tament, 681.

Dalmatian philological works, Tchekhes, see Bohemians.

406 . Tetragrammaton of the Chinese,
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of the name, 389. Theognostus, 55 — his views on

Shemitish languages, importance the trinity, 237.

to the theological student, 137. Theological Education, importance

Signification, difference between of, 1 - necessity of a christian

the sense and the signification education of the clergy, 3 sq.

of words, 61. See Sense.. advantages of a knowledge of

Slavi, signification and origin of the history of theological edu

the name, 330. cation , 8 , 9, 662.

Slavic Languages and Literature, Theological Literature of the Sla

historical view of 328 sq. vic languages. Old Slavic,

earliest history, 329 - geo 351 sq. 364, 371, 376, 377, 387

graphical boundaries, 331 -writings of the Servian

mythology, 331 sq.- general monks, 394 sq . - Glagolitic lit

divisions, 334 sq .--general erature, 401 sq.-- effects of the
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languages, 337 sq.-Old tians, 407 — and the Vindes,
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sian Language and Literature, of the Bohemians, 427, 430 sq.

358 sq.- Servian Language 440 sq. 450 sq. 455 sq - of the

and Literature, 389 sq. - Lan Poles, 483, 490, 494 - of the

guage of the Croatians, 407 sq . Vendes of Lusatia, 530 sq .

of the Slovenzi, 409 sq.— Theological Study, outlines of the

Bohemian Language and Lit course at Leipzig, 126 sq .-- im

erature, 417 sq. - Language of portance of a proper choice

the Slovaks, 464 sq. - Language and a good beginning, 127–

and Literature of the Poles, necessary preparation , 128.

471 sq .- of the Sorabian Ven- Theology, theoretical theology,

des, 522 sq . 129—-exegetical, 130 - syste

or
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matic, 130 - historical, 131 guage in Upper Lusatia, 529 sq .

practical, 133, 137 — a necessa -in Lower Lusatia, 531.

ry study for the right interpre- Vindes, see Slovenzi.

tation of the New Testament, Voltaire, anecdote of, 92.

175 sq . - views of the Alexan W.

drian school, 191 sq .

Theophilus of Antioch, the first Western Stem of the Slavic na
Wedding, Jewish , 770.

who used the term trinity , 207 .

tions, 333, 336 , 417 sq.

Trinity, doctrines of the Alexan
z.

drian school, 204 sq . - first use

of the term , 207. Zend Language and Zend -Avesta ,

606 sq . - recent works, afford
V.

ing aid for the illustration of

Vendish tribes, history of the, 522 the Zend text, 609. — compared

sq . - Obotrites, 523 sq. - Pome
with the Sanscrit, 611 .

ranians, 525 – Ukrians, 525 sq. Zoharites, a Jewish sect, 664.

-Sorabae, 526 sq .-- their lan
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